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Abstract
Advisor: Barbara J. Grosz ✁ Group Decision Making and Temporal Reasoning ✁ Luke Hunsberger
The more capable and autonomous computer systems become, the more important it
is for them to be able to act collaboratively, whether in groups consisting solely of other
computers or in heterogeneous groups of computers and people. To act collaboratively re-
quires that systems have effective group decision-making capabilities. This thesis makes
four important contributions to the design of group decision-making mechanisms and al-
gorithms for deploying them in collaborative, multi-agent systems. First, it provides an ab-
stract framework for the specification of group decision-making mechanisms that computer
agents can use to coordinate their planning activity when collaborating with other agents.
Second, it specifies a combinatorial auction-based mechanism that computer agents can use
to help them decide, both individually and collectively, whether to engage in a collaborative
activity. Third, it extends the theory of Simple Temporal Networks by providing a rigor-
ous theoretical analysis of an important family of temporal reasoning problems. Fourth,
it provides sound, complete and polynomial-time algorithms for solving those temporal
reasoning problems and specifies the use of such algorithms by agents participating in the
auction-based mechanism.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The more capable, autonomous, and interactive that computer systems become, the more
important it is for them to have some ability to act collaboratively, whether interacting with
other computer systems or within heterogeneous groups of computers and people. For
example, teams of mobile rovers gathering soil samples and taking atmospheric measure-
ments on a distant planet (Estlin et al., 2000) need to be able to coordinate their activity
to avoid duplicating each other’s work, to avoid interfering with one another, and to offer
assistance to one another when things go wrong. Similarly, large-scale military-training
simulation systems in which computer agents simulate cooperating (and competing) bat-
tlefield participants (Tambe, 1997) demand a certain level of collaborative sophistication in
their simulated combatants: teams of helicopter agents must carry out a bombing mission
together; when one of them gets shot down, the others may want to think about picking
up any survivors. Furthermore, consumer demand for more realistic video games pro-
vides a non-trivial economic incentive to construct computer agents able to act collabora-
tively (Laird, 2000).
1.2 Challenges of Group Decision Making in
Collaborative Planning
It has been argued that “collaboration must be designed into systems from the start; it can-
not be patched on” (Grosz, 1996). Attempts to design collaborative multi-agent systems
without an underlying theory of collaboration have met a range of difficulties. For ex-
ample, Jennings (1995) and Tambe (1997) report such undesirable behavior as (1) agents
continuing to pursue an activity even after some team members discover it is destined to
fail, (2) agents abandoning a collaborative activity without bothering to inform the rest of
the team, and (3) agents needlessly waiting for the results of some activity that has been
abandoned or significantly delayed.
Several researchers in Artificial Intelligence (AI) have proposed formal specifications
of what it means for a group of agents to collaborate on a group activity (Levesque, Cohen,
1
and Nunes, 1990; Kinny et al., 1994; Grosz and Kraus, 1996; Grosz and Kraus, 1999). In
each case, the specifications stipulate an assortment of intentions, beliefs and mutual beliefs
relating to their activity that collaborating agents must hold. However, none of these speci-
fications generally explain the underlying source of such attitudes or the ways they change
over time. They provide static definitions, but do not address the dynamics of group plan-
ning. A partial exception is the SharedPlans formalization of collaborative activity (Grosz
and Sidner, 1990; Grosz and Kraus, 1996; Grosz and Kraus, 1999), which specifies that
collaborating agents must be committed not only to doing their activity together, but also
to planning their activity together. In particular, the SharedPlans formalization stipulates
that collaborating agents must be committed to group planning processes aimed at select-
ing a method of doing their activity, assigning tasks to members of the group, and finding
suitable values for action parameters.
However, the SharedPlans formalization does not specify any such processes nor make
explicit how the results of such processes cause the intentions, beliefs and mutual beliefs
of the group members to change. In effect, the SharedPlans formalization specifies discrete
snapshots of collaborative activity, but does not explicate the transitions from one such
snapshot to another. As a result, it provides an incomplete specification of the dynamic
function of group decision making in collaborative activity.
This thesis addresses the need for a more complete specification of the dynamic func-
tion of group decision making in collaborative activity. It describes how group decisions
authorize and oblige collaborating agents to coordinate the updating of their intentions as
they expand their partial plans for a collaborative activity. It also (1) provides a frame-
work for rigorously specifying group decision-making mechanisms that agents can use to
generate group decisions, (2) specifies sample mechanisms according to that framework,
and (3) provides a suite of algorithms that agents can use to effectively participate in such
mechanisms.
An important part of group decision making in collaborative activity centers on the
problem of coordinating the times at which various tasks can be done. The second part
of this thesis focuses on a range of temporal reasoning problems that agents need to be
able to solve when planning their group activities. Algorithms for solving these temporal
reasoning problems are derived, and their properties formally analyzed, using the Simple
Temporal Networks framework (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991).
1.3 Background and General Framework for Group
Decision Making
1.3.1 Actions, Act-types and Recipes
The representation of actions, act-types and recipes used in this thesis follows that of Grosz
and Kraus (1996). An action is an instance of an act-type. Act-types are either basic or com-
plex. A basic action is an action that may be executed at will by an individual agent under
appropriate conditions; a complex action is executed indirectly using a recipe. A recipe for
a complex act-type is a set of subacts and constraints such that the doing of those subacts
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Figure 1.1: A sample recipe
under those constraints constitutes the doing of an action of that type. Typically, recipe
constraints include precedence constraints on the execution times of the various subacts, as
well as constraints that certain subacts be executed by the same agent or subgroup. As is
standard in work on planning, act-type definitions specify preconditions, application con-
straints and necessary effects for an action of that type, as well as any parameters required
in doing the action.
Figure 1.1 shows a sample recipe, R39, that specifies one way of doing an action of the
LAY PIPELINE type.1 Precedence constraints are indicated by arrows in the figure; for
example, the Weld Pipe subact must be done before the Fill Ditch subact. Although
not shown in the figure, precedence constraints may include offsets. Thus, the Load Junk
subact might be constrained to begin no sooner than twenty minutes after the Lay Pipe
subact ends. Recipes may contain complex subacts; recursively choosing recipes for these
subacts gives rise to a multi-level recipe hierarchy (Hunsberger, 1999). However, this thesis
assumes that all recipes are fully expanded and, hence, that agents need only consider basic
subacts.
1This thesis uses a teletype font for the names of act-types and recipes.
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Figure 1.2: Intention cultivation in the context of single-agent activity
1.3.2 Intentions and Intention Cultivation
When an agent commits to doing some task, it typically forms a future-directed inten-
tion (Bratman, 1987). Intentions serve many purposes. They not only motivate, but also
focus an agent’s subsequent planning processes (Bratman, 1987). For example, Bob’s in-
tention to see a movie sometime next week might serve to focus his attention on deciding
which movie he will see and whether he will drive or walk to the theater.
This thesis focuses on the class of planning decisions that agents use either to adopt
new intentions or to update existing intentions. For example, given his intention to see a
movie sometime next week, Bob might decide to see the movie Notorious, in which case
he would update the content of his intention to reflect that choice; he would now intend to
see Notorious sometime next week. Should he subsequently decide to drive to the theater,
he would need to adopt a subsidiary intention (to drive to the theater). To simplify the
presentation, the term intention-update operation will be taken to include operations for
adopting new intentions as well as updating existing intentions.
In this thesis, the characteristic planning activity associated with an intention is called
intention cultivation.2 The process of intention cultivation is iterative: the content of an
intention motivates an agent to make a planning decision, which causes it to update that
intention, which motivates it to make further planning decisions, and so on. Importantly,
in the context of single-agent activity, the iterative, intention-cultivation process is under
the complete control of one agent, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. However, in the context of
collaborative, multi-agent activity, the process of intention cultivation is more complex in
several ways.
2Grosz and Kraus (1999) used this term to refer to the refinement of a particular class of intentions. This
thesis uses the term in a more general sense.
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1.3.3 The CCGI Model of the Coordinated Cultivation of
Group-related Intentions
For collaborative, multi-agent activities, there are interactions among agents’ individual
intentions and, as a result, constraints on their intention-cultivation activity. These interac-
tions and constraints pose several challenges for the design of collaboration-capable agents.
First, to maintain the compatibility of their group-related intentions over time, collab-
orating agents may not update their group-related intentions without some consensus from
the group. For example, if a group of musicians are collaborating on a gig, none of them
may make unilateral decisions about the type of van to rent or how much to charge for
the gig; such decisions must be agreed to, or authorized by, the group. In the model pre-
sented in this thesis, the coordinated-cultivation requirement (CCR) explicitly represents
this general prohibition against unilateral planning decisions in the context of collaborative
activity.
Second, a group planning decision (e.g., to rent a luxurious van for transporting their
musical equipment) not only authorizes the agents to update their group-related intentions,
but also compels them to do so. In making an agreement, agents incur an obligation to
update their intentions accordingly. This thesis explicitly represents the obligations that
ensue from group decisions.
Third, agents require a means of generating group decisions. Although people working
in small groups can be very adept at using casual methods of generating group decisions,
larger groups benefit from structured decision-making mechanisms. For example, the peo-
ple of the United States engage in a highly structured group decision-making process once
every four years to decide which of them shall be the next president. This thesis provides
a framework for rigorously specifying group decision-making mechanisms that computer
agents can use to generate group decisions. The group decisions generated by any such
mechanism must be mutually believed by the group; such mechanisms must also establish
the obligations that result from the decisions they generate.
Fourth, since the decisions generated by a group decision-making mechanism typically
subject agents to various obligations, agents must be able to reason about the obligations
that might ensue from their participation in such a mechanism. For example, an agent
bidding to do a set of tasks must be able to determine whether its bid might conflict with
any of its pre-existing commitments. This thesis provides a set of algorithms that agents
can use to solve the sorts of temporal reasoning problems that arise from the use of group
decision-making mechanisms. Each algorithm solves a temporal reasoning problem that is
formally defined and analyzed using the Simple Temporal Networks framework (Dechter,
Meiri, and Pearl, 1991).
Figure 1.3 illustrates the model of the coordinated cultivation of group-related inten-
tions in the context of collaborative activity (the CCGI model) proposed by this thesis. This
model includes a specification of the coordinated-cultivation requirement that prohibits the
unilateral updating of group-related intentions, depicted in Figure 1.3 as a clamp on the
ability of agents to update their group-related intentions. The CCGI model also includes
mechanisms for generating group decisions that both authorize and oblige agents to update
their group-related intentions. The authorization and obligation resulting from such group
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Figure 1.3: The CCGI model of the coordinated cultivation of group-related intentions in
collaborative, multi-agent activity
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decisions are depicted in Figure 1.3 by arrows emanating from the “obligations” box. Fi-
nally, as in the individual case, the content of an agent’s group-related intention motivates
it to update its intention; however, given the coordinated-cultivation requirement, the agent
must seek the group’s authorization for any intention-update operations it might want to
perform. Thus, an agent’s intention motivates it to participate in group decision-making
mechanisms, as depicted by arrows from agents to the GDMM box in Figure 1.3.
1.3.4 Related Prior Work in Philosophy and AI
The CCGI model of the coordinated cultivation of group-related intentions described above
succinctly captures many of the requirements of collaborative activity highlighted by a va-
riety of researchers in philosophy and AI. In addition, the CCGI model provides a unifying
framework for the different commitments to group planning processes specified by the
SharedPlans formalization (Grosz and Kraus, 1996; Grosz and Kraus, 1999), as well as
a more complete specification of the function of group decision making in the context of
collaborative activity than any prior formalization.
Comparison to Approaches in Philosophy
Bratman (1999) argues that the intentions existing within the minds of agents are of one
fundamental kind, whether in the context of single-agent or collaborative, multi-agent ac-
tivity; that it is solely the content of agent intentions that distinguishes the two cases, as
illustrated by the difference between my intending to play my guitar by myself versus my
intending that we paint the house together. However, in his analysis of “We intend to ❴ ”,
Bratman requires not only that each of us “intend that we ❴ ”, but also that each of us “in-
tend that we ❴ in accordance with and because of [our intentions that we ❴ ] and meshing
subplans [arising from our intentions that we ❴ ].”
In contrast to Bratman, Searle (1990) argues that intentions in single-agent and col-
laborative, multi-agent activity cannot be distinguished solely by their differing content.
Instead, he claims that a fundamentally different kind of intention, called a we-intention,
is at work in collaborative activity. According to Searle, a we-intention has the form “We
intend that we perform act A.” Although we-intentions exist in the minds of individual
agents, Searle claims that “the reference to the collective lies outside the bracket that spec-
ifies the propositional content of the intentional state.” Part of Searle’s argument that a web
of I-intentions is insufficient to generate “collective intentionality” is that “the notion of a
we-intention, of collective intention, implies the notion of cooperation.”
Tuomela (1995) argues that collaborative groups require what he calls a socially-existing
authority system (SEAS) and that members of a group “submit their will to a group will”
with respect to a range of issues related to their group activity. He also observes that “for
an SEAS to do the work it is supposed to do, the members of [a group] must have some
motivation to use it.”
Gilbert (2000) argues that shared intentions are distinguished by a group’s joint com-
mitment to “intending as a body.”
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In the CCGI model, the coordinated-cultivation requirement forces me to seek your ap-
proval for planning decisions concerning our doing of ❴ ; the model thus provides a mech-
anism that accounts for how I can intend that we ❴ in accordance with your intention that
we ❴ . The CCGI model also explains how a web of I-intentions, suitably constrained by
the coordinated-cultivation requirement, motivates agents to participate in group decision-
making mechanisms and, hence, to cooperate and to plan their activity together. In that
sense, it accommodates the notion of “group will”.
As will be seen in Chapter 2, the CCGI model includes a framework for rigorously
specifying group decision-making mechanisms. Furthermore, it explains the motivation of
collaborating agents to use such mechanisms, as well as the ways agents can intend “as a
body” (i.e., coordinate the cultivation of their group-related intentions).
Comparison to Other Approaches in AI
The SharedPlans formalization of collaborative activity (Grosz and Kraus, 1996; Grosz and
Kraus, 1999) stipulates that collaborating agents must be committed to selecting a recipe
for their activity, to assigning tasks to agents or subgroups, and to finding suitable values
for action parameters. The CCGI model provides a unifying framework for this network of
commitments to planning processes by identifying and highlighting their common roots in
the need for the coordinated cultivation of group-related intentions. In addition, the CCGI
model distinguishes the motivation for participating in group decision-making mechanisms
from the specification of the various decision problems that collaborating agents need to
address. The motivation for participating in group decision-making mechanisms arises
both from agent intentions and the coordinated-cultivation requirement; the various deci-
sion problems that agents must address arise from the content of their intentions. Finally,
by explicitly representing group decisions and the resulting obligations, the CCGI model
clarifies how group decisions cause agent intentions to change over time as a group expands
its partial plan.
Levesque, Cohen and Nunes (1990), building on earlier work by Cohen and Leves-
que (1990), focus on the persistence of agent intentions in collaborative activity. However,
as observed by Singh (1992), their model does not adequately provide for agents being
motivated to eventually do something to achieve their goals.
In the context of an alternative account of joint intentions, Kinny et al. (1994) provide
algorithms agents can use to agree upon a completely specified plan, including a complete
allocation of tasks to agents, at the time a team is formed for a proposed group activity.
The members of the team establish the corresponding network of intentions, beliefs and
mutual beliefs in a single, synchronized act. Like SharedPlans, the CCGI model general-
izes the approach of Kinny et al. along several dimensions; for instance, recipes for group
activities can be partial and agents can incrementally expand their partial plans. In addi-
tion, the CCGI model provides a more general explication of the process whereby group
decision-making mechanisms lead to the establishment and subsequent modification of
agent intentions over time.
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1.4 Road Map for the Remainder of the Thesis
Chapter 2 presents a framework for rigorously specifying group decision-making mech-
anisms that agents can use to generate group decisions to coordinate the cultivation of
their group-related intentions, as specified in the CCGI model. The properties of a sam-
ple, proposal-based mechanism are formally analyzed to show that, under a specified set
of assumptions about agent beliefs, group decision-making mechanisms properly associate
group decisions with the intention updates that they authorize. The coordinated-cultivation
requirement is also formally defined in this chapter.
The remainder of the thesis focuses on the problem of how agents, when faced with
a proposed group activity, can determine, both individually and collectively, whether to
commit to that activity, a problem this thesis refers to as the Initial-Commitment Deci-
sion Problem (ICDP). Chapter 3 specifies a group decision-making mechanism based on
a combinatorial auction in which agents bid on sets of tasks in a proposed group activ-
ity. To enable agents to protect the feasibility of their private schedules of pre-existing
commitments, agents are allowed to condition their bids on temporal constraints. Thus, to
participate in an ICDP auction, agents must be able to solve a variety of temporal reasoning
problems.
Chapter 5 formally treats an important family of temporal reasoning problems that are
directly related to the auction-based mechanism. Each problem is formally defined and an-
alyzed using the Simple Temporal Networks framework (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991).
The existing theory of Simple Temporal Networks is summarized in Chapter 4. In addition,
that chapter provides several useful extensions to the theory. Chapter 6 contains concluding
remarks.
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Part I
Group Decision Making
10
Chapter 2
A Framework for Specifying Group
Decision-Making Mechanisms
Agents collaborating on a group activity need to make decisions about how they will carry
out that activity. People make group decisions using both informal and formal mechanisms.
For instance, people collaborating on projects such as putting a swing set together or taking
a cross-country trip may informally debate and negotiate about the best way to do their ac-
tivity. In contrast, the bylaws of a corporation may specify detailed mechanisms for certain
corporate decisions. Although people can be quite adept at engaging in free-form group
decision-making, computer agents generally are not. This chapter presents a framework
for specifying group decision-making mechanisms that groups of computer agents can use
to coordinate their group decision-making activity.
Throughout this chapter, we will use the example of our planning to go to the movies
together. We need to make various planning decisions. The content of such decisions can
be expressed in terms of intention-update operations. For example, if we decide to see The
Wizard of Oz, we need to update our intentions accordingly: instead of intending that we
see some movie, each of us now intends that we see The Wizard of Oz. Next, we may
need to decide which theater to attend, and so on. Thus, agents make group decisions
to coordinate the planning and eventual execution of the group activity to which they are
committed. Decisions made in the context of existing intentions are called context-bound
decisions.
Agents must also be able to make decisions outside of any pre-existing context. For
example, prior to being committed to working together, a group of agents need to be able
to decide whether to establish such a commitment in the first place. Such decisions are
called context-free decisions. For example, our initial decision to commit to seeing a movie
together was a context-free decision. Context-free decisions establish not only a group’s
commitment to a new activity, but also their commitment to doing that activity collabora-
tively. In other words, in collaborative activity, agents must be committed not only to doing
the activity together, but also to planning the activity together.
To plan their activity together, agents must be able to make decisions together. They
must be able to generate group decisions. The purpose of a group decision-making mecha-
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nism is to provide computer agents with a well-defined, reliable means of generating group
decisions. This chapter presents a framework for rigorously specifying group decision-
making mechanisms (GDMMs) that agents can use to coordinate their planning activity.
The GDMM framework can be used to specify a wide variety of group decision-making
mechanisms. In a proposal-based mechanism, agents make proposals, vote on proposals
and announce group decisions. In an auction-based mechanism, agents invoke auctions,
submit bids, and announce auction results. The purpose of rigorously specifying a group
decision-making mechanism is to allow important properties of the mechanism to be proven
and to make explicit the assumptions required to ensure that those properties hold.
The mechanisms specified according to the GDMM framework may be used to gener-
ate context-free decisions—those that establish a group’s initial commitment to some new
activity—or context-bound decisions—those used to coordinate an activity to which the
group is already committed.
To illustrate the use of the GDMM framework, a sample proposal-based mechanism is
used as a running example throughout this chapter. The chapter concludes with a formal
analysis of the properties of the sample, proposal-based mechanism. Chapter 3 uses the
GDMM framework to specify a mechanism based on a combinatorial auction for solving
the Initial-Commitment Decision Problem.
2.1 Background
The group decision-making mechanisms specified according to the GDMM framework
make use of declarative speech-acts, intention-update operations and social obligations.
2.1.1 Declarative Speech-Acts
Austin (1962) observed that in certain circumstances, merely saying something can make
it so. For example, a Justice of the Peace can, in certain circumstances, cause a couple to
become married, merely by declaring them to be married. Declarative speech-acts—not
to be confused with declarative sentences such as “The sky is blue”—are unique among
speech-acts in that, under appropriate circumstances, they have the power to make their
propositional content true merely by their being uttered (Searle, 1995).
It is exclusively through declarative speech-acts that agents participate in the group
decision-making mechanisms specified according to the GDMM framework. For example,
in the proposal-based mechanism, agents, in effect, make declarations such as, “I declare
that I have made a proposal”, “I declare that I have voted to accept your proposal”, or “I
declare that the group has made a decision to accept my proposal.” Similarly, in the auction-
based mechanism, agents make declarations such as, “I declare that I have submitted a bid
for tasks A, B and C”, or “I declare that your bid has been awarded.”
Declarative speech-acts have the power to establish the truth of their propositional
content only if certain conditions apply. In general, these conditions, which are called
authorization conditions, depend on the type of propositional content. For example, the
authorization conditions for a declaration of marriage are usually not the same as the au-
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thorization conditions for a declaration of war. In the GDMM framework, a specification
for a group decision-making mechanism includes not only the classes of allowable proposi-
tional content (e.g., proposals, votes, announcements), but also the authorization conditions
for each such class. In the formal specification of authorization conditions for declarative
speech-acts, this chapter draws from the approach taken by Dignum and Weigand (1995a;
1995b).
2.1.2 Intention-Update Operations
If I intend to go to the movies sometime next week, I need to make certain planning deci-
sions. For example, I need to pick a movie to see and a theater to see it in. If I decide to see
The Wizard of Oz, I must update my intention. No longer do I intend to see any old movie;
I intend to see The Wizard of Oz. Although agents collaborating on a group activity need to
be careful about how they make their planning decisions, the result of each such planning
decision is always some kind of intention-update operation.1
The formalization in this chapter presumes a set of intention-update operations that
agents can use to update their intentions in the context of single-agent or group activity.
For example, that act of updating the content of an intention identified by the constant ❵
to reflect the binding of a parameter ❛
❂
to the value ❜ can be represented by the following
action expression:2
❝✹❞✧❡❱❢
✯❤❣
❀
❵✧✐❦❥
❈❚❯✭■✚❀
❛
❂
✐❧❜
❋❧❋♥♠
In general, if ♦ is an intention-update act-type and ❢✮♣ ✐
♠❊♠❊♠
✐
❢rq
is a set of arguments appro-
priate for ♦ , then
❝✹❞✧❡❱❢
✯❤❣
❀
❵✧✐❦♦
❀
❢✮♣
✐
♠❊♠❊♠
✐
❢Pq
❋s❋
represents an intention-update operation to be
applied to the intention identified by ❵ .
In addition to intention-update operations, this chapter presumes an intention-adoption
act-type,
✷✔t✻✉✇✈❉✾②①✽✼✿✾
, where
✷✔t✻✉✇✈❉✾✌①♥✼✿✾③❀
❵✧✐✇✫✒✐❦④⑤✪⑥✐♥⑦
❋
represents the (single-agent) action
of adopting an intention to be associated with the identifier ❵ , concerning the doing of
an action of type ✫ by the group ④⑧✪ ; in the case of single-agent activity, the group ④⑧✪
is a singleton. The optional fourth argument, ⑦ , represents an ordered list of intention-
update operations (e.g., a set of temporal constraints) to be applied to the new intention
immediately upon its being established.
1There are some kinds of intention-update operations (e.g., selecting an agent or subgroup to do some
constituent task) that only make sense in the context of group activity.
2Ortiz (1999) defines a generic ⑨❶⑩❏❷❁❸③❹❃❺ operator that can accommodate arbitrary intention updates in
Hypothetical Logic, but does not explicitly categorize intention-update operations as described here.
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Figure 2.1: The semantics of DDLTLB
2.1.3 Social Obligations
The mechanisms specified by the GDMM framework establish group decisions in terms of
social obligations.3 A social obligation has the form
➀
❀
④➁✐✇④⑤✪⑥✐s➂
❋
✐
which represents that agent
④
is obliged toward the group
④⑤✪
to do the action
➂
. This
thesis restricts attention to social obligations for which the obliged action is a (single-
agent) mental action, either to adopt a new intention or to update the contents of an existing
intention.
2.1.4 Dynamic Deontic Linear Time Temporal Logic (DDLTLB)
This chapter uses Dynamic Deontic Linear Time Temporal Logic (DDLTLB), developed
by Dignum and Kuiper (1997), to represent speech-acts (in dynamic logic) and social obli-
gations (in deontic logic) within a temporal framework.4 The semantics of DDLTLB allows
dynamic operators to be combined with temporal operators by evaluating the preconditions
at a state ➃❑➄ that can be arbitrarily close to, but before the time
✯
➄ that an action is done, and
the postconditions at a state ➃❑➄➆➅ ♣ that can be arbitrarily close to, but after
✯
➄ , as illustrated
in Figure 2.1.
Consider the following typical expression from dynamic logic:
✞➇✟✔✡➈☞
, which represents
that the doing of action
✟
would result in
☞
holding. If this expression evaluates to True
at state ➃❑➄ , then the doing of
✟
at time
✯
➄ would ensure that
☞
evaluates to true at state ➃❑➄➉➅ ♣ ,
as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
3Singh (1991; 1996; 1999; 2000) and Castelfranchi (1995) refer to what we are calling social obligations
as “social commitments”. Royakkers and Dignum (1999) use expressions of the form ➊❶➋✚➌➍➌➏➎➑➐➓➒→➔➣➒▼↔✮↕ “to
stand for ‘agent ➐ commits to the group ➔ to perform action ↔ ’.” Cohen and Levesque (1990), Levesque, Co-
hen and Nunes (1990) and Cohen, Levesque and Smith (1997) discuss joint commitments of agents engaged
in group activity.
4The “B” in DDLTLB indicates that the temporal logic has “both” past and future tenses.
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Figure 2.3: The semantics of ➼✏➽✒➾☛➚ in DDLTLB
DDLTLB also includes a ➼➁➽✒➾☛➚ operator used to represent that an action was just
done. For example, the expression ➼➁➽✒➾☛➚➶➪▼➡➘➹ would evaluate to True at the state ➴❑➷➆➬➝➮ if
the action ➡ was done at the time-point ➱✱➷ , as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Temporal Operators. DDLTLB includes many temporal operators, but only three are
used in this chapter: ✃ , ❐➁❒ and ❮ . Expressions of the form ✃➶➤ represent that ➤ held at
the previous state. In other words, ✃⑥➤ evaluates to True at the state ➴❑➷➉➬➝➮ if ➤ evaluates to
True at the state ➴❑➷ , as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Similarly, expressions of the form ❐➁❒❉➤
represent that ➤ held at some time in the (possibly distant) past. This chapter also uses the
following abbreviation:
❐✳❰➣➤ Ï ➤➶ÐÑ❐
❒
➤✙Ò
which represents that ➤ holds now or held at some point in the past. Finally, the definition
of the coordinated-cultivation requirement (in Section 2.4) uses propositions of the form,
❮Ó➤ , representing that ➤ holds now and at all times in the future.
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➸➦
➥ ➦
state time state
Here
➸
➦✌➺✙➻
Here
Evaluates
➞
to True to True
Evaluates
Ô
➞
Figure 2.4: The semantics of ✃ in DDLTLB
The Obligation Operator. In DDLTLB, the obligation operator Õ is applied to propo-
sitions. For example, ÕÖ➪→➤✚➹ represents that ➤ is obliged to hold in the current state. Our
application of obligation operators to actions can easily be accommodated, for example, by
the following translation:
ÕÖ➪❃➡✢➹✴×Ø ÕÖ➪➧➼✏➽✒➾✔➚✏➪▼➡➘➹❧➹♥Ò
where ➼✏➽✒➾✔➚ is the DDLTLB operator seen earlier. Furthermore, for each agent Ù and
each group Ù⑤Ú , the construction ÕÖ➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❊Û❊Û❁ÛÜ➹ may be viewed as a distinct social-
obligation operator.
2.2 Specifying a Group Decision-Making Mechanism
In the GDMM framework, the specification of a group decision-making mechanism in-
cludes:
Ý a specification of the allowable content of agent declarations (e.g., “that a proposal
has been made” or “that a bid has been submitted”); and
Ý a specification of the authorization conditions for each type of allowable content (e.g.,
“an agent can only vote to accept a proposal that it has not already rejected” or “an
agent can announce a group decision to accept a proposal only if every other agent
voted to accept that proposal”).
For a mechanism to generate group decisions, it must be possible for some combination of
declarations to establish conditions that authorize some agent to declare on behalf of the
group that the group has made a decision.
2.2.1 Declarations in the GDMM Framework
Agent inputs to a group decision-making mechanism are restricted to declarations. The
representation of declarative speech-acts presented in this section draws from Dignum and
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Weigand (1995a; 1995b).
The declaration of an agent Ù to a group of agents Ù⑧Ú that a proposition ➤ holds is
represented by the following action expression:
Þ
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤✚➹♥Û
For convenience, we define the following abbreviation:
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✇➤✚➹ÑÏ ➼✏➽✒➾✔➚✏➪▼Ù✏Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤➝➹❧➹✽Û
We assume that the speaker of a declaration is always one of the hearers.
å æ
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✇➤✚➹✦ç ➪→Ùéè✴Ù⑧Ú➣➹
However, in the case of one-on-one communication, we may write
Þ
➪▼Ù➶➮✽Ò✇Ù➣ê❊Ò♥➤➝➹ instead of
the more cumbersome
Þ
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò❁ëìÙ➶➮❦Ò✇Ù➣ê❊í❱Ò♥➤✚➹ .
Axiom 2.1 The declaration of a conjunction is equivalent to the corresponding conjunc-
tion of simultaneous declarations.5
å æ
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥îï➷❃➤✧➷➈➹✴Ï îï➷
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤✧➷✌➹
2.2.2 Authorization Conditions
In the GDMM framework, following the approach taken by Dignum and Weigand (1995a;
1995b), the “right circumstances” for making a declaration are specified in terms of “autho-
rizing conditions.” However, in the context of group activity, there is always an authorizing
agent or group; thus, authorizing conditions for the GDMM framework include the autho-
rizing party as an argument. The predicate
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✇óô➹
represents that agent Ù is authorized by group Ù⑧Ú to do action ó , where ó represents a
declarative speech-act.
Axiom 2.2 shows how an authorization predicate defines the conditions under which a
declaration establishes the truth of its propositional content, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Axiom 2.2
å æ
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤➝➹❧➹Ñç ➠
Þ
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤✚➹✱➢✮➤
Notice that the intended interpretation of ➠
Þ
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤✚➹✱➢õ➤ in the above axiom is: if the
agent Ù declares to the group Ù⑧Ú that ➤ holds, then ➤ holds.
5Dignum and Weigand (1995a) make a similar assumption.
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Figure 2.5: Authorization conditions for a declaration
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Done
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✬
✗✚✙✭✛✥✎✯✮✰✗
✬
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✶✸✷✣✹✱✺
✶✸✷ ✻
✷
Figure 2.6: An authorized declaration
For convenience, we define an abbreviation for the occurrence of an authorized declara-
tion.
✼✾✽❀✿✜❁❃❂❅❄✖❆✡❇✯❈✭❉❋❊●❉■❍❅❊✒❏▲❑◆▼
❖P
◗
P❘❚❙
✼✾✽❀✿✌❁❯❈❱❉❲❊✖❉❳❍❅❊✖❨❩❈❱❉❲❊✖❉■❍❅❊✖❏✩❑✵❑
❬ ❭
❄✖❆✡❇✣✼✾❪●❄
❭
❈❱❉❲❊✖❉❳❍❅❊✒❏✩❑
where
❙
is the “previous” operator described earlier. The semantics for an authorized
declaration is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
2.2.3 Allowable content of agent declarations in a GDMM
The specification of a GDMM includes a specification of the classes of allowable content
for declarations. For example, the content of declarations in the proposal-based mechanism
is restricted to formulas involving special predicates such as ❫ ✼
❭
❄✸❴✘❵❜❛
, ❝
❆✖❆✖❄❡❞✁✿❡❄
❭
❴✘❵❜❛
,
and ❢ ❄✜❣✆❄✖❆✡✿❡❄
❭
❴✘❵❜❛
. The following axiom stipulates that instances of such predicates hold
only as a result of an authorized declaration.
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Axiom 2.3 If ➤ ➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✖❤✮➮✇Ò✖❤rê❚Ò❊Û❊Û❁Û③Ò✖❤❥✐P➹ is an instance of any of the special predicates as-
sociated with a group decision-making mechanism (e.g., those listed above for the proposal-
based mechanism), then
å æ
➤ï➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✖❤✮➮❦Ò✖❤rê❚Ò❊Û❊Û❊Û③Ò✖❤❥✐P➹◆❦
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➼
à✇á✽â
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤ ➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●❤❑➮❦Ò✖❤rê❊Ò❊Û❊Û❁Û❁Ò✖❤❥✐P➹❧➹✽Û
2.2.4 Declarations for a Proposal-based Mechanism: Context-Free
Proposals
This section presents the allowed propositional content for a sample, proposal-based mech-
anism. The allowed declarations include making proposals, voting on proposals and an-
nouncing decisions. The proposal-based mechanism can be used both for context-free de-
cisions (e.g., to establish a group’s commitment to some proposed activity) or for context-
bound decisions (e.g., to update intentions relating to some activity to which the group is
already committed). This section restricts attention to the case of context-free proposals.
Context-bound proposals are treated in Section 2.2.7.
The content of declarations used in the proposal-based mechanism in the case of context-
free proposals is restricted to one of the following forms, each shown with its intended
interpretation):
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♠❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t❦➹❧➹
Agent Ù➶➮ proposes to the group Ù⑧Ú that they establish a shared intention
to do an action of type r , to be subject to the coordinated-cultivation re-
quirement, where q is a unique identifier for the proposed intention (which
also serves to identify the proposal itself) and s✉t is an (optional) ordered
list of intention-update operations to be applied to the new intention, if
adopted (e.g., s✈t might contain a set of add-temporal-constraint opera-
tions corresponding to a set of temporal constraints specific to the pro-
posed activity).
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ à❧ß②♥✘♦③♣
➪→Ù➣ê❚Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
Agent Ù➣ê declares to agent Ù⑥➮ that it accepts the proposal that the group
Ù⑧Ú commit to doing r together.
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò♠④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t❦➹❧➹
Agent Ù➣ê declares to agent Ù➶➮ that it rejects the proposal that the group
Ù⑧Ú commit to doing r together.
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
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Agent Ù➶➮ declares that the group Ù⑧Ú has decided to accept the pro-
posal that the group Ù⑧Ú commit to doing r together, where the formula,
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹ , is an abbreviation for the following expression:6
⑦⑧
⑨
⑧⑩
❮❷❶■❶⑧Ú➁➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✭➹
î
➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑧Ú➣➹✦Õ ➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✒✇
ß❀❹✖①❉ñ✔❺✡❻✿ñ
➪✜q❉Ò●r✒Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò✒s✈t♥➹s➹
where ❮ is the “all-future-times” operator in DDLTLB (cf. Section 2.1.4),
and the coordinated-cultivation requirement, ❶■❶⑧Ú➁➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✭➹ , is as defined
below in Section 2.4.7
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä●❹ìð❽①
④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹
Agent Ù⑥➮ declares that the group Ù⑧Ú has decided to reject the proposal
that the group Ù⑤Ú commit to doing r together.
Notice that providing the rejection declarations is not strictly necessary, but may facilitate
an agent’s reasoning about the proposal-based mechanism.
2.2.5 Authorization for Declarations in the Proposal-Based
Mechanism: Context-Free Proposals
This section specifies the conditions under which an agent is authorized to make the types
of declarations allowed in the sample, proposal-based mechanism in the case of context-
free proposals. Several of the authorization conditions employ the temporal operator ❐
❰
(cf. Section 2.1.4). For example, the authorization conditions for a voting declaration in-
clude the condition ❐
❰
❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹ (i.e., that the agent Ù➶➮ made the
specified context-free proposal at some point in the past).
Ý Context-Free Proposal: Any member Ù➶➮ of a group Ù⑤Ú may make a context-free
proposal to the group:
å æ
ã❇ð✻ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù➶➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♠❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹
❦ ➪→Ù⑥➮ è✴Ù⑤Ú➣➹
where it is assumed that q is a unique identifier to be assigned to the new intention
(if adopted), r is a complex act-type, and s✉t is an ordered list of intention-update
operations.
Ý Vote to Accept or Reject: An agent Ù➣ê is authorized to vote to accept or reject a
proposal if and only if:
6The universally quantified clause is a convenient syntactic abbreviation for a conjunction of clauses, one
for each agent in the group, made possible by the assumption that the contents of the group ❾➀❿ are known
and fixed.
7The formal analysis of the proposal-based mechanism in Section 2.3 is independent on the definition of
the coordinated-cultivation requirement.
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(1) the proposal was made at some point in the past,
(2) the voting agent is not the originator of the proposal,
(3) the voter has not already voted to accept,
(4) the voter has not already voted to reject, and
(5) the originator of the proposal has not already made an announcement that
the group rejected the proposal.
å æ
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù⑧ê❁Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù⑧ê❁Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù⑧ê❚Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹❧➹
❦ ➁✚➮❶î◆➁✿êïî➂➁✱➃ î◆➁②➄ïî◆➁✱➅
where:
➁✚➮✴Ï ❐
❰
❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦③♣
➪▼Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹
➁✿ê Ï ➪→Ù➣ê➇➆
æ
Ù⑥➮s➹
➁➈➃ Ï ➉ ❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä✇à❧ß
➪▼Ù⑧ê❁Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù⑧ê❚Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
➁②➄ Ï ➉ ❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä✇à❧ß
➪▼Ù⑧ê❁Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò♠④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù⑧ê❁Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
➁➈➅ Ï ➉ ❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä✇à❧ß
➪▼Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò❥❼
ä✖❹ìð➊①
④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ à❧ß②♥✘♦③♣
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹❧➹
The authorization for voting to reject a proposal is the same.
Ý Announce Group Acceptance: An agent Ù⑥➮ is authorized to announce that the
group Ù⑤Ú has decided to commit to a proposed group activity if and only if:
(1) Ù⑥➮ originated the proposal,
(2) Ù⑥➮ has not already made an announcement that the group rejected the
proposal,
(3) Ù⑥➮ has not already made an announcement that the group accepted the
proposal, and
(4) the rest of the agents in the group Ù⑧Ú voted to accept the proposal.
å æ
ã❇ð✻ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù➶➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹❧➹❧➹
❦ ➡⑧➮➵î ➡☛ê✦îÖ➡➋➃ïî☎➡➌➄
where:
➡➣➮ Ï ❐
❰
❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹
➡☛ê Ï ➉➏❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä●❹ìð➊①
④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù➶➮✽Ò❦Ù⑤Ú✳Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
➡➌➃ Ï ➉➏❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t❦➹❧➹
➡➍➄ Ï ➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò❦Ù➎➆
æ
Ù⑥➮s➹ï❐
❰
✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹
where the universally quantified proposition in ➡➌➄ is a syntactic abbreviation for a
conjunction of propositions, one for each agent in the group other than Ù⑥➮ .
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Ý Announce Group Rejection: An agent Ù➶➮ is authorized to announce that the group
Ù⑧Ú has decided to reject a proposal that they commit to doing r together if and only
if:
(1) Ù⑥➮ originated the proposal;
(2) Ù⑥➮ has not already made an announcement that the group rejected the
proposal; and
(3) Ù⑥➮ has not already made an announcement that the group accepted the
proposal.
å æ
ã❇ð✻ñ➈ò
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä●❹ìð❽①
④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹
❦ ➡⑧➮➵î☎➡☛êïî ➡➋➃
Thus, the originator is allowed to announce the group’s rejection of a proposal even
if all other agents voted in favor of it, which is useful if the originator has discovered,
for example, that changes in the environment have made the proposal inconsistent
with the group’s shared intention.
2.2.6 Example: Using the Proposal-based Mechanism to Establish a
Group’s Commitment to some new Activity
Context-free proposals are used to establish a group’s commitment to some new collab-
orative activity. The result of a group decision to accept a context-free proposal is that
each agent is obliged to adopt a new intention relating to the group activity. Furthermore,
that new intention shall be subject to the coordinated-cultivation requirement. This section
illustrates how a simple sequence of declarations in the proposal-based mechanism can
be used by a group Ù⑤Ú of agents to establish a group decision to commit to some new
collaborative activity r .
The Proposal. The proposal, made by an arbitrary agent Ù⑥➮Ñè Ù⑧Ú , is a context-free
proposal that the group commit to doing some activity r together:
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♠❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q♠➏➐➄❩Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹❧➹✽Ò
where q✳➏➐➄ shall be the unique identifier for the shared intention should the group accept the
proposal, and s✈t represents an optional list of intention-update operations to be applied to
the new intention, if adopted.
Since Ù⑥➮ è✴Ù⑤Ú , the above declaration is authorized:
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù➶➮✽Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò♠❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹♥Û
Thus, the propositional content is established:
❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t✇➹✽Û
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Voting on the Proposal. That Ù➶➮ made a proposal authorizes the rest of the agents in the
group Ù⑤Ú to vote either to accept or reject that proposal:
➪✄❸✚Ùéè➏Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✇Ù➎➆
æ
Ù➶➮❧➹
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù➶➮♥Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✳➏➐➄❚Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t♥➹s➹❧➹
➪✄❸✚Ùéè➏Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✇Ù➎➆
æ
Ù➶➮❧➹
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù➶➮♥Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò♠④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✳➏➐➄❊Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t♥➹s➹❧➹♥Û
Suppose that each of them votes to accept the proposal:
➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✇Ù➑➆
æ
Ù⑥➮❧➹
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✳➏➐➄❚Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t♥➹s➹✽Û
Since these are authorized declarations, the corresponding propositional content is estab-
lished:
➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò❦Ù➑➆
æ
Ù⑥➮❧➹③✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t♥➹✽Û
The Announcement of a Group Decision. Since every agent voted to accept Ù⑥➮ ’s pro-
posal, Ù⑥➮ is authorized to announce the group’s acceptance of that proposal:
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪▼Ù⑤Ú✳Ò✵q✳➏➐➄❩Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹s➹✽Û
Suppose Ù⑥➮ does so:
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✳➏➐➄❩Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹✽Û
Because this is an authorized declaration, its content
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t✇➹✶Ï
⑦
⑧
⑨
⑧⑩
❮❷❶■❶⑧Ú➁➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✳➏➐➄③➹
î
➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑧Ú➣➹✶Õ ➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑤Ò✒✇
ß❀❹✖①❉ñ✔❺✡❻✿ñ
➪✭q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑤Ò✒s✈t♥➹❧➹
is established. Thus, the agents have established that each of them is obliged to adopt
a new intention (to be identified by q✳➏➐➄ ), the cultivation of which shall be subject to the
coordinated-cultivation requirement (cf. Section 2.4).
At this point, the agents are ready to begin cultivating their shared intention. Thus,
they need to make context-bound decisions. The following sections add context-bound
proposals to the sample mechanism.
2.2.7 Declarations for the Proposal-based Mechanism: Context-Bound
Proposals
Context-bound proposals are used to coordinate the cultivation of existing, shared inten-
tions. Thus, the content of a context-bound proposal specifies a list s of intention-update
operations to be applied to the group’s shared intention. This section presents the allowed
propositional content for the sample, proposal-based mechanism in the case of context-
bound proposals.
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Some of the authorization conditions (e.g., a condition that some agent made an autho-
rized declaration to establish the coordinated-cultivation requirement for this intention)
would be naturally expressed using existential quantification; however, DDLTLB does
not accommodate existential quantification. Therefore, to avoid the need for existential
quantification in certain authorization conditions, the special predicates for context-bound
proposals carry along the arguments from the context-free proposal that established the
coordinate-cultivation requirement for the shared intention under consideration.
The content of declarations used in the proposal-based mechanism in the case of context-
bound proposals is restricted to one of the following forms, each shown with its intended
interpretation):
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♠❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹
Agent Ù ➒
➮
proposes to the group Ù⑤Ú that they perform the intention-update
operations listed in s . → is a unique identifier for the proposal. The
rest of the arguments are carried over from the context-free proposal that
established the group’s commitment to doing r together.
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ à❧ß②♥✘➓➣♣
➪→Ù➣ê❚Ò✇Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù➶➮❦Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❧➹❧➹
Agent Ù➣ê declares to agent Ù ➒
➮
that it accepts the context-bound proposal
identified by → .
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù
➒
➮
Ò♠④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹
Agent Ù⑧ê declares to agent Ù ➒
➮
that it rejects the context-bound proposal
identified by → .
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä
✇
á✇á✸♥✘➓➣♣
➬
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t❦➹❧➹
Agent Ù ➒
➮
declares that the group Ù⑧Ú has decided to accept the context-
bound proposal identified by → .
In the above formula, ❼
ä
✇
á✇á✸♥✘➓➔♣
➬
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹ abbreviates
↔
➪✄❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑧Ú➣➹✶Õ ➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♠↕➛➙✱➜➝❤r➱✯➞❱➪✜q✧Ò✒s➣➹❧➹
î➟❼
ä●❹ìð➊①
✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹♥Û
Ý
Þ
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä●❹ìð❽①
④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮❦Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
Agent Ù
➒
➮
declares that the group Ù⑤Ú has decided to reject the context-
bound proposal identified by → .
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2.2.8 Authorization for Declarations in the Proposal-Based
Mechanism: Context-Bound Proposals
This section specifies the authorization conditions for the different classes of declarative
speech-acts in the proposal-based mechanism in the case of context-bound proposals. The
authorization conditions for voting on a context-bound proposal or announcing that the
group has accepted or rejected a context-bound proposal are completely analogous to their
context-free counterparts. In contrast, the authorization conditions for initiating a context-
bound proposal include that the coordinated-cultivation requirement holds for the intention
that the context-bound proposal concerns; thus, the authorization conditions refer to a past
declaration that established the coordinated-cultivation requirement for that intention. As
mentioned previously, carrying the arguments from the context-free proposal that estab-
lished the coordinated-cultivation requirement for that intention enables the authorization
conditions to avoid using existential quantification.
Ý Context-Bound Proposal: Any member of a group may make a context-bound pro-
posal concerning a shared intention (identified by q ) for which the coordinated-culti-
vation requirement holds. The following axiom says that an agent Ù✉➒
➮
is authorized to
make a context-bound proposal if and only if at some point in the past a possibly dif-
ferent agent Ù➶➮ made an authorized declaration establishing the group’s commitment
to that activity.
å æ
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♠❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘➓➣♣
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t❦➹❧➹s➹
❦ ➪→Ù
➒
➮
èÑÙ⑤Ú➣➹ î ❐
❰
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➼
à✇á✽â
➪▼Ù➶➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹❧➹✽Ò
where
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹ is as defined in Section 2.2.4. Notice that without carry-
ing along the arguments from the context-free proposal, this authorization condition
would be difficult to state without existential quantification.
Ý Vote to Accept or Reject:
å æ
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù
➒
➮
Ò
Þ
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ à❧ß②♥✘➓➣♣
➪→Ù➣ê❚Ò✇Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù➶➮❦Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t❦➹❧➹s➹
❦ ➁
➒
➮
î◆➁
➒
ê
î➠➁
➒
➃
î◆➁
➒
➄
î➠➁
➒
➅
where:
➁✉➒
➮
Ï ❐
❰
❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘➓➔♣
➪▼Ù➡➒
➮
Ò✖s➶Ò●→ Ò❦Ù➶➮❦Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑤Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹
➁
➒
ê
Ï ➪▼Ù⑧ê■➆
æ
Ù
➒
➮
➹
➁
➒
➃
Ï ➉ ❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù⑧ê❊Ò❦Ù
➒
➮
Ò✖✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù➣ê❊Ò✇Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮❦Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
➁
➒
➄
Ï ➉ ❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù⑧ê❊Ò❦Ù
➒
➮
Ò✡④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪▼Ù⑧ê❊Ò❦Ù
➒
➮
Ò✖s➶Ò●→ Ò❦Ù➶➮❦Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
➁
➒
➅
Ï➢➉ ❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä●❹ìð❽①
④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹ .
The authorization to vote to reject a proposal is the same.
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Ý Announce Group Acceptance:
å æ
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù ➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù ➒
➮
Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä
✇
á✇á✸♥✘➓➔♣
➬
➪→Ù ➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹❧➹
❦ ➡ ➒
➮
î ➡ ➒
ê
î☎➡ ➒
➃
î ➡ ➒
➄
where:
➡ ➒
➮
Ï ❐
❰
❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘➓➔♣
➪▼Ù ➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮❧Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹
➡➍➒
ê
Ï ➉Ñ❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä●❹ìð❽①
④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮❦Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
➡ ➒
➃
Ï ➉➏❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù ➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä
✇
á✇á✸♥✘➓➔♣
➬
➪→Ù ➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
➡➍➒
➄
Ï ➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò❦Ù➎➆
æ
Ù✉➒
➮
➹ï❐
❰
✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù✉➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t❦➹
Ý Announce Group Rejection:
å æ
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä●❹ìð❽①
④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✒s⑥Ò✖→ÓÒ✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
❦ ➡
➒
➮
î☎➡
➒
ê
îÖ➡
➒
➃
2.2.9 Example: Using the Proposal-based Mechanism to Make a
Group Decision to do an Intention-Update Operation
The example in Section 2.2.6 ended with the agent Ù⑥➮ ’s authorized declaration establishing
the group’s decision to commit to doing r together:
ã❇ð✻ñ➈ò
➼
à✇á✽â
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q✳➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t♥➹❧➹♥Ò
where
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t♥➹
æ
⑦⑧
⑨
⑧⑩
❮➤❶❳❶⑤Ú➁➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q✳➏➐➄③➹
î
➪✄❸✚Ù èÑÙ⑤Ú➣➹✦ÕÖ➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò✒✇
ß❀❹✖①❉ñ✔❺✡❻✿ñ
➪✭q♠➏➐➄❩Ò✖r✒Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò✒s➣➹s➹
Û
A Context-Bound Proposal. As a result of the above declaration, each agent Ù è Ù⑧Ú
is now authorized to make context-bound proposals concerning candidate intention-update
operations for the newly established intention (identified by q✳➏➐➄ ). For example, an agent Ù✉➒
➮
is authorized to propose that the group bind the parameter ➥✳➦ to the value ➧❀➨❥➩➝➫❡➭ :
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù
➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✡❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘➓➔♣
➪▼Ù
➒
➮
Ò✵➯✁➲❽➳❃➵✚➪✚➥✳➦➝Ò✖➧❀➨❃➩➝➫❡➭✽➹♥Ò✖→➲➮✭➅❊Ò❦Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t♥➹❧➹♥Û
Suppose Ù
➒
➮
makes such a proposal.
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♠❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò●➯✱➲❽➳❃➵ ➪❱➥✳➦➝Ò●➧❩➨❥➩➝➫❡➭③➹✽Ò✖→✶➮✭➅❊Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✳➏➐➄❊Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t♥➹s➹✽Û
Since it is an authorized proposal, it establishes its propositional content:
❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò●➯✱➲❽➳❃➵ ➪❱➥✳➦➝Ò●➧❩➨❥➩➝➫❡➭✽➹✽Ò●→➲➮✭➅❊Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❩Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹✽Û
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Voting on the Proposal. The above proposal authorizes the rest of the agents in the group
to vote on it. Suppose that each of them votes to accept the proposal:
➪✄❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✇Ù➎➆
æ
Ù ➒
➮
➹
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù ➒
➮
Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù ➒
➮
Ò✵➯✁➲❽➳❃➵❶➪✚➥✳➦❉Ò✖➧❀➨❃➩➝➫❡➭✽➹♥Ò✖→➲➮✭➅❚Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q♠➏➐➄❩Ò✖r✒Ò✖s✉t❦➹❧➹♥Û
Since these are authorized declarations, their propositional content is thereby established:
➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò❦Ù➎➆
æ
Ù
➒
➮
➹③✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ à❧ß②♥✘➓➣♣
➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù
➒
➮
Ò✵➯✁➲❽➳❃➵✚➪✚➥✳➦➝Ò✖➧❀➨❃➩➝➫❡➭✽➹♥Ò✖→➲➮✭➅❊Ò❦Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t♥➹✽Û
The Announcement of a Group Decision. As a result of the above, Ù ➒
➮
is authorized to
announce the group decision:
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä✇à❧ß
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❃❼
ä
✇
á✇á✸♥✘➓➔♣
➬
➪▼Ù
➒
➮
Ò●➯✱➲➸➳❃➵❶➪✚➥✳➦❉Ò✖➧❀➨❥➩❀➫❡➭③➹♥Ò✖→➲➮✭➅❊Ò❦Ù➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q♠➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹♥Û
Since this is an authorized declaration, its content
❼
ä
✇
á✇á✸♥✘➓➣♣
➬
➪→Ù
➒
➮
Ò●➯✱➲➸➳❃➵❶➪✚➥✳➦❉Ò✖➧❀➨❥➩❀➫❡➭✽➹♥Ò✖→➲➮✭➅❁Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q✳➏➐➄❚Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t♥➹✽Ò
which is an abbreviation for
↔
➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑧Ú➣➹✶Õ ➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✡↕➺➙➈➜❀❤P➱✯➞❱➪✜q✳➏➐➄❩Ò●➯✱➲❽➳❃➵ ➪❱➥✆➦❉Ò✖➧❀➨❥➩➝➫❡➭✽➹❧➹s➹
î➻❼
ä●❹ìð➊①
✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘➓➔♣
➪→Ù✉➒
➮
Ò●➯✱➲❽➳➝➵✚➪❱➥✆➦➝Ò✖➧❀➨❥➩➝➫❡➭✽➹✽Ò✖→✶➮✭➅❊Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✳➏➐➄❚Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t♥➹♥Ò
is established. Hence, the agents in the group are obliged to update their intentions identi-
fied by q♠➏➐➄ to reflect that the parameter ➥✆➦ has been bound to the value ➧❀➨❃➩➝➫❡➭ .
2.3 A Formal Analysis of the Proposal-Based Mechanism
This section states and proves several important properties of the proposal-based mecha-
nism. The main result says that, under the assumptions about agent beliefs given below, an
announcement of a group decision happens only if duly authorized by the group.
2.3.1 Assumptions about Agent Beliefs
The analysis in this section assumes a standard KD45 modal belief operator (Chellas,
1980). All axioms presented in this section are assumed to be common knowledge.
Axiom 2.4 (Declarations and Mutual Belief) The recipients of a declaration have cor-
rect and complete mutual belief about the occurrence (or non-occurrence) of that declara-
tion:
å æ
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤✚➹➼❦ ❧
➓
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤✚➹s➹
å æ
➉
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤✚➹➂❦ ❧
➓
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✒➉
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä✇à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✇➤✚➹❧➹
In addition, their mutual beliefs are correct and complete concerning declarations made in
the past:
å æ
❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä✇à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✇➤✚➹➂❦ ❧
➓
➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✇❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤✚➹s➹
å æ
➉ ❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò♥➤➝➹➂❦ ❧
➓
➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✒➉➏❐
❰
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò♥➤➝➹❧➹
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Recall that the speaker of a declaration is one of the recipients and, thus, participates in the
mutual beliefs.
Axiom 2.5 (Sincerity) Agents only make declarations they believe they are authorized to
make.
å æ
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♥➤➝➹Ñç ✃
➓➘à✽â
➪→Ù➁Ò
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✇➤✚➹❧➹s➹
The purpose of the following axiom is to preclude the need for explicit sets of agents in
the syntax. For example, Ù⑧Ú is used instead of an explicit set such as: ëìÙ➶➮♥Ò❦Ù⑧ê❊Ò❁Û❊Û❊Û❁Ò❦Ù➡✐✻í .
Axiom 2.6 (Agents, Groups, Identity) Every agent Ù has correct and complete beliefs
about whether any other agent Ù ➒ is a member of the group Ù⑤Ú , and about its own identity.
Furthermore, these propositions are timeless.
å æ
➓➘à✽â
➪→Ù➁Ò❩➪→Ù
➒
è✴Ù⑧Ú➣➹❧➹❜❦ ➪→Ù
➒
èÑÙ⑤Ú➣➹
å æ
➓➘à✽â
➪→Ù➁Ò❩➪→Ù➽➆
æ
Ù➡➒➆➹❧➹③❦ ➪→Ù➎➆
æ
Ù✉➒➉➹
å æ
➪→Ù
➒
èÑÙ⑤Ú➣➹❜❦ ❐
❰
➪→Ù
➒
è✴Ù⑤Ú➣➹
å æ
➪→Ù➑➆
æ
Ù
➒
➹③❦ ❐
❰
➪→Ù➑➆
æ
Ù
➒
➹
å æ
➓➘à✽â
➪→Ù➁Ò❩➪✄❸✚Ù✉➒❉è✴Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✇Ù➡➒❯➆
æ
Ù➡➒ ➒➆➹ï➤➝➹➂❦ ➪✄❸✚Ù✉➒❉è✴Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò✇Ù➡➒✘➆
æ
Ù➡➒ ➒➉➹
➓➘à✽â
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇➤✚➹
Axiom 2.7 (Beliefs about the Past) If an agent Ù believes that at some point in the past
➤ held, then at some point in the past Ù believed that ➤ currently held:
å æ
➓➘à✽â
➪▼Ù✏Ò♥❐
❰
➤✚➹✶ç ❐
❰
➓➘à✽â
➪▼Ù✏Ò♥➤➝➹
å æ
➓➘à✽â
➪▼Ù✏Ò❧✃⑥➤✚➹➲ç ✃
➓➍à✽â
➪→Ù➁Ò♥➤✚➹♥Û
Axiom 2.7 is a strong assumption that allows us to avoid complex issues of belief revision.
It is equivalent to
å æ
➉➲❐✳❰
➓➘à✽â
➪▼Ù✏Ò♥➤➝➹✶ç ➉
➓➘à✽â
➪▼Ù✏Ò♥❐⑤❰✢➤✚➹♥Ò
which says that if at no point in the past did Ù believe that ➤ currently held, then Ù does
not currently believe that ➤ ever held in the past.
2.3.2 An Analysis of Context-Free Proposals
This section presents a formal analysis of the sample, proposal-based group decision-
making mechanism in the case of context-free proposals. The analysis culminates with
Theorem 2.13 which says that if an agent Ù believes that some other agent Ù⑥➮ declared that
the group Ù⑧Ú accepted a context-free proposal, then Ù⑥➮ was, in fact, so authorized, and
did make such a declaration. This result says that, given the assumptions in Section 2.3.1,
agents can trust their beliefs about agent declarations in the proposal-based group decision-
making mechanism.
To simplify the presentation, the proofs have been placed in Appendix A. Section 2.3.3
extends these results to context-bound proposals.
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Theorem 2.8 If an agent Ù believes that a possibly different agent Ù⑥➮ made an authorized
declaration of a context-free proposal at some point in the past, then Ù⑥➮ did, in fact, do so:
å æ
➓➘à✽â
➪→Ù➁Ò➲❐
❰
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➼
à✇á✽â
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✡❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t❧➹❧➹❧➹
ç ❐
❰
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➼
à✇á✽â
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✡❧
ãrß✻à✸♥✘♦❜♣
➪▼Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹✽Û
Theorem 2.9 If an agent Ù believes it is authorized to vote either to accept or reject a
context-free proposal, then Ù is, in fact, so authorized:
å æ
➓➘à✽â
➪▼Ù✏Ò
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✵➾r➹❧➹s➹✴ç
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑥➮✇Ò
Þ
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✵➾❱➹s➹✽Ò
where ➾ is ✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú✳Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹ or ④
à✜⑤❊à✇á✽ñ✱à❧ß②♥✘♦❜♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù➶➮❦Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✒Ò✒s✈t❦➹ .
Similarly, if the originator Ù⑥➮ of the proposal believes Ù is authorized to vote on that
proposal, then Ù is, in fact, so authorized.
Theorem 2.10 If an agent Ù➶➮ believes that another agent Ù accepted a context-free pro-
posal originated by Ù⑥➮ , then Ù did, in fact, accept that proposal:
å æ
➓➘à✽â
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✒✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ à❧ß②♥✘♦③♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t❧➹❧➹
ç ✇
á✇á✇à❡①❉ñ à❧ß②♥✘♦③♣
➪→Ù➁Ò✇Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✵q❉Ò●r✒Ò✒s✈t✇➹♥Û
Theorem 2.11 If an agent Ù➶➮ believes that it is authorized to declare, on behalf of the
group, that the group has accepted a context-free proposal, then Ù➶➮ is, in fact, so autho-
rized:
å æ
➓➍à✽â
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹s➹❧➹
ç
ã❇ð✭ñ➈ò
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò
Þ
➪▼Ù➶➮✇Ò✇Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹s➹✽Û
Theorem 2.12 If an agent Ù⑥➮ declares, on behalf of the group, that the group has accepted
a context-free proposal, then that agent was, in fact, authorized to make that declaration:
å æ
ß✻à✇á✽â➑ã❇ä❦à❧ß
➪→Ù⑥➮✽Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò
♥⑥♥
④
➬
➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹s➹
ç
ã❇ð✻ñ➈ò
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Hence,
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➪→Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò●q✧Ò✖r✹Ò✒s✈t✇➹❧➹♥Û
Theorem 2.13 If an agent Ù believes that a possibly different agent Ù➶➮ declared that the
group Ù⑧Ú accepted a context-free proposal, then Ù➶➮ was, in fact, authorized to make such
a declaration and did so:
å æ
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2.3.3 Extending the Analysis to Context-Bound Proposals
The difference between group decisions based on context-free proposals and those based
on context-bound proposals is primarily in their content. The authorization conditions for
the various declarations (making a proposal, voting on a proposal, announcing that the
group has rejected or accepted a proposal) are very similar. As a result, the sequence of
theorems presented in the formal analysis of context-free proposals (i.e., Theorems 2.8–
2.13) may, with some minor adjustments, be carried over to a formal analysis of context-
bound proposals.
The primary difference between the authorization conditions for declarations concern-
ing context-free and context-bound proposals is in the authorization conditions for initi-
ating a proposal. In particular, the authorization conditions for a context-bound proposal
concerning some group activity make reference to the authorized declaration that estab-
lished the coordinated-cultivation requirement for that activity. Therefore, the primary
modifications to the sequence of theorems for the analysis of context-free proposals are
restricted to the theorem that addresses the authorization conditions for making a proposal
(i.e., Theorem 2.8). The rest of the theorems carry over with a straightforward translation
of declarations. For example, the declaration of a vote to accept a context-free proposal is
translated into a declaration of a vote to accept a context-bound proposal.
Since the first theorem in the sequence is the only one requiring non-trivial modifica-
tions, it is the only one addressed in this chapter. Theorem 2.14 is the modified version of
Theorem 2.8. Its proof is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 2.14 If an agent Ù believes that a possibly different agent Ù
➒
➮
made an authorized
declaration of a context-bound proposal at some point in the past, then Ù➡➒
➮
did, in fact, do
so:
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Given Theorem 2.14 as a starting point, modifying the rest of the theorems (and their
proofs) to make them applicable to the context-bound case is trivial. The final theorem in
the sequence states that an agent’s beliefs about a declaration of another agent announcing
a group’s acceptance of a context-bound proposal are reliable. Thus, as in the context-free
case, agents may trust their beliefs about announced group decisions concerning context-
bound proposals.
2.4 The Coordinated-Cultivation Requirement
This section formally defines the coordinated-cultivation requirement (CCR) that prohibits
collaborating agents from making unilateral intention-update decisions for their group-
related intentions. The definition of the CCR is based on the treatment of conditional
obligations, general prohibitions and explicit permissions by Brown (2000), illustrated by
the following example: “You ought not to drive through an intersection while the traffic
light is red unless explicitly permitted to do so (by a duly constituted authority).” The CCR
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stipulates that an agent ought not to update its shared intention unless explicitly permitted
to do so by an authorized declaration of a group decision. Unlike Brown, the obligation
operator Õ used in this thesis represents a social obligation that includes an argument spec-
ifying the group to which an agent is obliged.
Definition 2.15 (Coordinated-Cultivation Requirement) The coordinated-cultivation re-
quirement for a group Ù⑤Ú of agents and an intention identifier q is represented by the
formula ❶❳❶⑤Ú➁➪▼Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò●q✭➹ which abbreviates the following:
➪✄❸✲s➣➹
⑦⑧
⑨
⑧⑩
➪❱➚❑Ù➶➮ è✴Ù⑧Ú➣➹ï❐
❰
ã❇ð✻ñ❃ò
➼
à✇á✽â
➪→Ù⑥➮♥Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò❩➪✄❸✚ÙéèÑÙ⑤Ú➣➹✦ÕÖ➪▼Ù✏Ò✇Ù⑧Ú⑥Ò♠↕➛➙✱➜➝❤P➱✯➞❱➪✭q✧Ò✒s➣➹❧➹s➹
Ð
➪✔❸✚Ù è✴Ù⑤Ú➣➹✦ÕÖ➪▼Ù✏Ò❦Ù⑤Ú⑥Ò✒➉➺↕➛➙✱➜➝❤P➱✯➞❱➪✭q✧Ò✒s➣➹❧➹♥Û
This formula, in which the universally quantified variable s represents an arbitrary set of
intention-update operations, says that unless some member of the group made an authorized
declaration establishing that each member Ù of the group Ù⑧Ú is explicitly obliged to do
the set s of intention-update operations, then each member of the group is obliged not to
do them
This definition of the coordinated-cultivation requirement employs universal and exis-
tential quantification, which are not provided for in the current formulation of the logic
DDLTLB used in this thesis. Extending the semantics of DDLTLB to provide for universal
and existential quantification is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the formal anal-
ysis of the sample, proposal-based mechanism presented in Section 2.3 is independent of
the definition of the coordinated-cultivation requirement.
In practice, an agent can maintain a list of explicitly authorized declarations relevant to
the CCR. For its intention identified by q , the agent is obliged to do all of the intention-
update operations authorized and obliged by such explicit declarations and no others.
2.5 Enabling an Agent’s Participation
The definition of any group decision-making mechanism must specify:
Ý the legal inputs agents can make; and
Ý the ways of combining inputs from multiple agents to generate authorizations for
various group decisions.
To participate in such a mechanism, an agent must be able to:
Ý generate candidates for its input to the mechanism; and
Ý determine whether a given candidate might lead to obligations that might conflict
with its current commitments.
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The candidate-testing problem arises because any input an agent makes to a mechanism
might combine with the inputs of other agents to authorize a group decision and, hence,
subject the agent to various obligations. An agent typically honors such obligations by
modifying an existing intention or creating a new intention. However, a rational agent does
not knowingly create conflicts among its intentions. Thus, an agent must be able to reason
about the interaction between its set of pre-existing commitments and any obligations that
might ensue from its participation in a group decision-making mechanism which, of course,
leads to the well-known ramification problem (Russell and Norvig, 1995).
One way an agent might be able to ease its computational burden when reasoning about
its participation in a group decision-making mechanism would be to limit the portion of its
private knowledge base that such reasoning takes into consideration. For example, when
considering whether to support a proposal that our group rent a ’62 Chevy or a proposal
that we rent an ’86 Ford Bronco, I might only need to consider things like gas mileage
and cargo space. This thesis refers to the portion of an agent’s knowledge base used by
that agent when reasoning about its participation in a group decision-making mechanism
as the agent’s mechanism-participation context (MPC). This thesis refers to the problem of
generating a suitable mechanism-participation context as the MPC-Generation Problem.
When generating a mechanism-participation context, an agent must ensure (as much as
possible) that the generated MPC is in some sense decoupled from the rest of its knowl-
edge base, relative to the reasoning problems associated with its participation in the given
mechanism. For example, if I limit my reasoning about the ’62 Chevy and the ’86 Bronco
to issues of gas mileage and cargo space, I’d better be sure that my knowledge of off-road
routes is not relevant. One way to make sure of this would be to decide that I will not go off
road between here and New York City; in fact, I might decide to stay on the Interstate the
whole way. In general, the application of additional constraints is necessary to decouple an
MPC from the rest of an agent’s private knowledge base.
When a group decision is reached, implementing the decision may give rise to various
coordination issues. For example, suppose we have decided that I shall buy the food for
dinner and you shall buy the wine. Since certain combinations of food and wine are more
pleasing than others, my choice of food and your choice of wine are not independent. We
could coordinate our choices in many ways. For example, we might negotiate by cell phone
as we head to our different stores. Alternatively, we might decide to act independently, each
making the choice that is least likely to offend the palette given our uncertainty about what
the other will buy. We refer to the problem of coordinating agent activity after a group
decision has been implemented as the post-decision coordination problem.
In summary, to facilitate their participation in group decision-making mechanisms, agents
must be able to deal with the following problems:
Ý The candidate-generation problem
Ý The candidate-testing problem
Ý The MPC-generation problem
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Ý The post-decision coordination problem
The first three of these problems are single-agent problems; the last is a multi-agent coor-
dination problem.
The next chapter focuses on the problem of how agents can determine, both individually
and collectively, whether to commit to some proposed group activity, that is, the Initial-
Commitment Decision Problem (ICDP). It introduces a group decision-making mechanism
based on a combinatorial auction that agents can use to solve instances of the ICDP. Each
of the problems listed above has a more specific counterpart for the ICDP mechanism.
Subsequent chapters provide algorithms that agents can use to solve such problems and,
thus, to participate effectively in the auction-based ICDP mechanism.
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Chapter 3
A Mechanism for the
Initial-Commitment Decision Problem
When rational, autonomous agents encounter an opportunity to collaborate on some pro-
posed group activity, they must decide, both individually and collectively, whether to com-
mit to that activity. This thesis refers to this problem as the Initial-Commitment Decision
Problem (ICDP). This chapter presents a group decision-making mechanism based on a
combinatorial auction (Sandholm, 1999; Fujishima, Leyton-Brown, and Shoham, 1999;
Rassenti, Smith, and Bulfin, 1982) that agents can use to solve instances of the ICDP. In
this mechanism, called the ICDP mechanism, agents bid on sets of tasks in the proposed ac-
tivity. Of central importance to the mechanism is that agents can make their bids dependent
on temporal constraints, thereby enabling each agent to protect its private schedule of pre-
existing commitments. In addition to solving instances of the ICDP, the ICDP mechanism
can also be used to solve task-allocation problems in the context of multi-agent activities
to which the group is already committed.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the Initial-Com-
mitment Decision Problem. Section 3.2 briefly reviews standard combinatorial auctions.
Section 3.3 presents a modified combinatorial auction in which agents bid on sets of roles
in a proposed group activity. Section 3.4 specifies the combinatorial auction-based ICDP
according to the GDMM framework from Chapter 2. Section 3.5 identifies several prob-
lems that individual agents must be able to solve to participate effectively in the ICDP
mechanism. Section 3.6 discusses related work.
3.1 The Initial-Commitment Decision Problem
When rational, autonomous agents encounter an opportunity to collaborate on some group
activity, they must decide, both individually and collectively, whether to commit to doing
that activity. We refer to this problem as the Initial-Commitment Decision Problem. It
is assumed that new opportunities for collaborative action arise in context: each agent
may have pre-existing commitments to other individual and group activities. It is further
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assumed that agents are utility-maximizers and, thus, will only commit to group activities
if their individual net profit is expected to be non-negative.
When evaluating the potential cost of participating in a proposed group activity, an
agent must consider the context of its existing commitments. For example, the fact that
I’m already planning to drive to the airport has a dramatic impact on my estimate of the
cost of giving you a ride. Horty and Pollack (2001) initiated research into how an indi-
vidual agent can evaluate new opportunities for single-agent action in the context of its
pre-existing commitments. The ICDP is a generalization of that problem to the group con-
text, which introduces two significant complications. First, no single agent has complete
information about the pre-existing commitments of all of the agents in the group; in other
words, the background context is distributed. Second, the approach (i.e., choice of method
and distribution of tasks) that is best for the group may not be best for any single agent.
An agent participating in multi-agent planning incurs significant costs, including
Ý time and computational resources devoted to group decision-making processes;
Ý opportunity costs for commitments, not only to doing its share of tasks in the group
activity, but also to supporting the actions of others; and
Ý costs of doing the actions to which it commits.
To decide whether to join a proposed collaboration, an agent needs to assess the potential
impact of that collaboration on its ability to do other work. Since the planning, decision-
making, and opportunity costs associated with collaborative activity can be substantial, it
is preferable for agents to be able to determine some upper bound on that impact prior to
committing to the group activity.
In deciding whether to commit to a new group activity, each agent must estimate two
factors:
Ý the potential contributions it could make to the group activity (i.e., the constituent
subacts it could do or participate in) and the costs of those contributions; and
Ý the possibilities for the remaining tasks to be assigned to other group members in an
individually rational manner.
The first factor requires that agents examine information about their individual background
contexts of commitments. Because agents may be unwilling or unable to share complete
information about their individual contexts, this factor is best computed “locally” by indi-
vidual agents. The second factor requires a global computation that takes into account the
potential contributions of all of the agents.
The proposal-based mechanism presented in Chapter 2 can be used by agents to estab-
lish their initial commitment to some proposed group activity; however, that mechanism
requires that some agent be able to generate a proposal that the rest of the agents in the
group would be willing to accept. To enable agents to assess the impact of such a proposal
on their individual schedules, such a proposal might need to specify the recipe for the ac-
tivity, a mapping from tasks to agents, and a set of temporal constraints to coordinate the
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execution of the activity.1 The generation of such a proposal would require (1) knowledge
about the private schedules of the potential participants which may not be available to any
single agent, and (2) the ability to perform a potentially intractable computation. As a re-
sult, it is not generally practical to use the proposal-based mechanism to solve instances of
the ICDP.
In contrast, the ICDP mechanism presented in this chapter uses a combinatorial auc-
tion (Sandholm, 1999; Fujishima, Leyton-Brown, and Shoham, 1999; Rassenti, Smith, and
Bulfin, 1982) to coordinate the sorts of local and global computations described above.
Each potential contribution to the group activity is stated in terms of a locally-computed
bid that specifies a set of tasks, a cost for doing those tasks, and a set of constraints on the
execution times of those tasks. The global computation determines the best combination
of such bids (i.e., potential contributions). It is based on an existing winner-determination
algorithm for combinatorial auctions (Sandholm, 1999) that was modified to enable it to
accommodate bids with temporal constraints. Notice that the ICDP mechanism not only es-
tablishes a group’s commitment, but also generates a potential allocation of tasks to agents
that is consistent with the private schedules of the participants.
By distributing the computational burden in this way, the ICDP mechanism allows
agents to maintain the privacy of their pre-existing commitments and to focus their com-
putational efforts on their own potential for contributing to the proposed collaboration.
Furthermore, being able to condition bids on temporal constraints allows agents to protect
the feasibility of their pre-existing commitments. In addition, although the global com-
putation may be carried out centrally, it may also be carried out in a distributed fashion,
with agents searching different portions of the highly-structured search space. Finally, to
decide whether to commit to a proposed group activity typically does not require finding an
optimal task allocation. Agents may decide to commit to an activity based on a provisional
allocation of tasks that they may try to improve on later.
3.2 Combinatorial Auctions
In a combinatorial auction (Sandholm, 1999; Fujishima, Leyton-Brown, and Shoham,
1999; Rassenti, Smith, and Bulfin, 1982), there are multiple items for sale; there are par-
ticipants who may place bids on arbitrary subsets of those items; and there is an auc-
tioneer who must determine which awardable combination of bids maximizes revenue.
Figure 3.1 shows a combinatorial auction in which there are four items— ➡✳Ò✖➪ Ò●❶⑧Ò and ó —
for sale, and five participants who have made bids such as: “$ ➶ for ë❩➡✳Ò✖➪ í ” and “$ ➹ for
ë❩➡✳Ò●➪ Ò✇ó☎í .”
In general, let ➘
æ
ë❽q❩➮♥Ò●q❁ê❁Ò❊Û❊Û❊Û③Ò●q♠✐✻í be the set of ➴ items being auctioned, and let ➷
be the set of submitted bids. For each bid ➬⑥è➮➷ , let
❺✽ñ✱à✡➱➇✃
➪✭➬✽➹✉❐❒➘ denote the subset of
items covered by the bid, and let ✇
➱❮❹ìð❩❻✿ñ
➪❱➬✽➹ denote the amount of the bid. A bid-set (i.e.,
a collection of bids) is called
Ý disjoint, if each item being auctioned is covered by at most one bid in the set,
1Such an approach would be similar to that of Kinny et al. (1994), as discussed in Chapter 1.
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$3 for {C,D}
$1 for {C}
$4 for {A,B}
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$1 for {B}
$9 for {A,B,D}
$6 for {B,D}
or
$2 for {A}
or
$8 for {A,D}
Figure 3.1: A combinatorial auction
Þ covering, if each item is covered by at least one bid in the set; and
Þ awardable, if it is both disjoint and covering.
An awardable bid-set is also called a solution. For any disjoint bid-set ß❲à , the revenue that
ß❲à , if awarded, would generate for the auctioneer is
á➈â✸ãåä➈æ❀ç
ß❲àéèëê ì
í✚î➊ï✱ðòñ➌ó❮ô
ä❀õ➈ö✳ç✭÷
è✒ø
The winning bid-set is an awardable bid-set that maximizes revenue:
ß❲à❜ù ê
â✸ú➐û
ó
â✳ü
ý❃þ✧ß✁ ✄✂✆☎
á➈â✸ãåä➈æ❀ç
ß❲àéè ,
where
✝✟✞✡✠
is the set of awardable bid-sets. The revenue generated by the winning bid-set
is:
á➈â✸ãåä➈æ❀ç
ß❲à❜ù✒è . A winning bid-set is also called an optimal solution.
The awardable bid-sets for the auction in Figure 3.1 are shown in Figure 3.2. The last
two bid-sets shown in Figure 3.2 yield the maximum revenue (i.e., ☛✌☞✎✍ ); thus, either may
be chosen to be the winning bid-set.
3.2.1 Existing Winner-Determination Algorithms
The general winner-determination (WD) problem for combinatorial auctions is ✏✒✑ -com-
plete (Sandholm, 1999; Fujishima, Leyton-Brown, and Shoham, 1999). However, Sand-
holm (1999) and Fujishima et al. (1999) have independently presented WD algorithms that
scale to problems involving scores of items and thousands of bids. The main insight under-
lying these algorithms is that, in practice, bids necessarily only sparsely populate the space
of possible bids; thus, the search for the winning bid-set may be restricted to the space of
bid-sets composed of actual—not possible—bids.
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$ ✓ for ✔✖✕✘✗ ✙ $ ✚ for ✔✜✛✢✗ ✙ $ ✣ for ✔✜✤✦✥★✧✩✗ ✪ ✫✭✬
$ ✓ for ✔✖✕✘✗ ✙ $ ✬ for ✔✜✛✮✥★✧✩✗ ✙ $ ✚ for ✔✜✤✟✗ ✪ ✫✭✯
$ ✰ for ✔✖✕✱✥★✛✢✗ ✙ $ ✣ for ✔✜✤✦✥★✧✩✗ ✪ ✫✳✲
$ ✯ for ✔✖✕✴✥★✛✮✥★✧✩✗ ✙ $ ✚ for ✔✜✤✟✗ ✪ ✫✵✚✷✶
$ ✸ for ✔✖✕✴✥★✧✩✗ ✙ $ ✚ for ✔✜✛✢✗ ✙ $ ✚ for ✔✜✤✟✗ ✪ ✫✵✚✷✶
Figure 3.2: The awardable bid-sets for the auction in Figure 3.1.
At the core of each algorithm is a depth-first search through the space of disjoint bid-
sets. Along each depth-first path in the search, a disjoint bid-set is incrementally con-
structed by successively appending individual bids. The path may end in a covering,
and hence awardable, bid-set or it may reach a dead-end with a non-covering bid-set for
which there are no compatible bids to append. Each algorithm keeps track of the best (i.e.,
revenue-maximizing) covering bid-set found so far and, thus, may be used as an anytime
algorithm. Each algorithm uses an item-indexing scheme to ensure that each disjoint bid-
set is generated at most once during the search. Sandholm organizes the received bids into
an auxiliary data structure (called a bid-tree) to enable efficient generation of bids that are
compatible with the current (partial) bid-set. Fujishima et al. partition the received bids
into bins, each of which corresponds to a subtree of Sandholm’s bid-tree.2 In addition,
each algorithm uses the same A ✹ -admissible heuristic that estimates the revenue that items
not yet covered by the bid-set might bring in; this heuristic speeds up the search by en-
abling pruning of partial bid-sets that are certain not to bring in as much revenue as the best
solution found so far.
The differences between the approaches of Sandholm and Fujishima et al. lie mostly in
their proposed improvements to their basic algorithms. This chapter does not address these
improvements because each sacrifices optimality in auctions involving temporal constraints
and, in the current application, as described below, agents use temporal constraints in their
bids to protect the feasibility of their private schedules of pre-existing commitments.
3.3 A Modified Combinatorial Auction for the ICDP
The ICDP arises when a group of agents encounter an opportunity for collaborative activity
and each agent must decide whether to participate in that activity.
2Since the bins are coarser than Sandholm’s bid-tree, additional checks are required to avoid redundant
search.
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Definition 3.1 (Opportunity for Group Activity) An opportunity for a complex, group
activity is a specification of the following: (1) a complex act-type representing the group
activity; (2) a set of temporal constraints governing the activity; and (3) a payment that a
group would receive for doing the activity.
In the presentation below, the following notation is used:
✺✼✻✾✽❀✿❂❁✄❁❄❃ denotes the act-type of the opportunity ✿❂❁✄❁ ;
✺❆❅❇✽❀✿❂❁✄❁❈❃ denotes the temporal constraints on time-points associated with the oppor-
tunity ✿❂❁✄❁ ; and
✺✼❉✢✽❀✿❂❁✄❁❄❃ denotes the payment associated with the opportunity ✿❂❁✄❁ .
Given an opportunity ✿❂❁✄❁ , if a group of agents can find some way of doing the activity
✻❊✽❋✿❂❁✄❁❄❃
, at a cost less than ❉✮✽❋✿❂❁✄❁❄❃ , while satisfying the temporal constraints in ❅✡✽❋✿❂❁✄❁❄❃ ,
then they could profit from doing it. This section presents a modified combinatorial auc-
tion, called an ICDP auction, that agents can use to determine whether doing the activity
specified in a given opportunity is feasible for them.3 In an ICDP auction, agents bid on
sets of roles in a proposed group activity.4 Our use of roles is described in Section 3.3.1.
A novel feature of the ICDP auction is that agents are allowed to condition their bids on
temporal constraints. Allowing temporal constraints in bids is essential in this application
since agents must be able to protect the feasibility of their private schedules of pre-existing
commitments without having to reveal the details of those commitments to other agents.
Winner determination in the ICDP auction is handled by an algorithm based on Sandholm’s
WD algorithm, but modified to accommodate temporal constraints in bids, as described in
Section 3.3.5.
3.3.1 Roles
A role is a special type of parameter that is filled by an agent or subgroup of agents. The
agent or subgroup filling a role is responsible for doing the subacts associated with that
role. This chapter restricts attention to roles filled by single agents.
The value of clustering subacts into roles may be illustrated by an example: the repre-
sentation of a transaction act-type in electronic commerce. No matter which protocol (or
recipe) is used to govern the transaction, some tasks must be done by the buyer, others by
the seller. In addition, various preconditions, postconditions and application constraints
may be succinctly stated in terms of the buyer and seller roles (e.g., the seller must own the
object being sold prior to the start of the transaction). However, despite the buyer and seller
roles being naturally associated with the transaction act-type, the tasks covered by each role
3The same type of auction may also be used to solve task-allocation problems when a group is already
committed to some activity.
4As will be seen, having agents bid on roles, rather than subacts, reduces the number of items up for bid
and, thus, enables the auction to scale to problems involving larger numbers of subacts. It may also reduce
the computational burden of bid generation, since once an agent discovers that it is unable to carry out one of
the subacts covered by some role, it may immediately move on to considering other roles instead.
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Begin End
Prep Pipe Load Junk
Lay Pipe
Fill Ditch
Subacts with Precedence Constraints
Plant Grass
Weld PipeDig Ditch
Recipe: R39 (LAY PIPELINE)
Additional Constraints
●✡❍❏■❋❑▼▲
✽❖◆❏P✵◗✭❘ ◆❚❙✷❘▼◗❏❃❱❯
●✡❍❏■❋❑▼▲
✽❳❲▼◗✵❨❬❩ ◆❚❙✷❘❭◗✵❃
●✡❍❏■❋❑▼▲
✽❫❪✵❴✳❵ ◆❚❙✷❘❭◗✵❃ ❯
●✡❍❏■❋❑▼▲
✽❖❪▼❛✳❴✳❩ ❜✎❝✌❞❏❡▼❃
●✡❍❏■❋❑▼▲
✽❖❢❚❙✖❣ ❢❚❙✎❤✁✐✖❥▼❃❱❯
●✡❍❏■❋❑▼▲
✽❖❦❚❙✳❨✌❨ ❢❚❙✎❤✁✐✎❥✁❃
Figure 3.3: A sample recipe
may be determined by the protocol chosen to govern the transaction. For example, in one
protocol, the buyer might have to list the objects being purchased, while in another the
buyer might have to go through a complex set of identification-verification steps. Beyond
specifying the tasks to be covered by the act-type roles, some protocols may introduce
additional, protocol-specific roles. For example, one protocol might require an additional
monitor role, responsible for carrying out a variety of transaction-monitoring tasks.
This chapter extends the representation of act-types and recipes to include roles. The
roles associated with an act-type ✻ are denoted by ActTypeRoles ✽❫✻❧❃ ; the roles associ-
ated with a recipe ♠ are denoted by RecipeRoles ✽ ♠ ❃ . The recipe must specify the set of
subacts covered by each act-type role and each recipe role. Each subact must be covered by
exactly one role. The agent filling a role is responsible for doing all of the subacts covered
by that role.
Figure 3.3 repeats the sample recipe R39 (for the LAY PIPELINE act-type) seen pre-
viously in Figure 1.1. Figure 3.4 shows that same recipe (and act-type) modified to in-
corporate roles. The modified LAY PIPELINE act-type specifies three roles: DIGGER,
LOADER and WELDER. For each role, the modified recipe R39 specifies the set of sub-
acts covered by that role. For example, the agent filling the LOADER role is responsible
for doing the Lay Pipe and Load Junk subacts. The modified recipe also includes
an additional, recipe-specific role that arises from this recipe’s particular way of subdivid-
ing the LAY PIPELINE activity. The modified recipe specifies the responsibilities of this
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DIGGER
LOADER
WELDER
GRASS PLANTER
End
Load JunkPrep Pipe
Begin
Lay Pipe
Fill Ditch
Plant Grass
Roles:
Act-Type: LAY PIPELINE
Additional Roles:
Subacts with Precedence Constraints
Recipe: R39 (LAY PIPELINE)
Weld PipeDig Ditch
Figure 3.4: Act-type and recipe with roles
additional role: the agent filling the GRASS PLANTER role is responsible for doing the
Plant Grass subact. Notice that the “additional constraints” in Figure 3.3 are implicit
in the role specifications in the modified recipe.
Roles can reduce the computational burden in two ways. First, if a particular agent
finds that it is unable to do one of the subacts covered by some role, then that agent may
immediately move on to considering other roles instead. Second, instead of needing to
identify agents to do each of the subacts, the group need only identify agents to fill the
various act-type and recipe roles; if there are many fewer roles than subacts, then there are
fewer decisions to make.
3.3.2 Dealing with Multiple Recipes
The items up for bid in an ICDP auction are the roles in the proposed group activity. Since
an agent’s costs for covering a set of roles may be quite different depending on the choice of
recipe, and since each recipe may include a different set of additional, recipe-specific roles,
each ICDP auction specifies a particular recipe. If there are multiple recipes available
for a given act-type, agents may hold multiple, simultaneous ICDP auctions—possibly
using different agents to carry out the auctioneer function for different auctions, thereby
distributing the overhead of multiple winner-determination computations.
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Roles ✔ ❲❏♥✵❪✄❢✌♥✌♦ ✥★♣ ♦❏q✵r✌r ◆❏❪✌q❏s✄t✌♥✌♦ ✗
Amount $ ✣✳✶✳✶
✉
■✈❍✭✇①❑
✽②✻❧❃④③ ⑤✢⑥✌⑤✵⑦⑧❘⑩⑨ ❶❈⑨
Temporal ❷
❑❚❸
✽②✻❧❃④❹ ❺❻⑥✌⑤✵⑦❼❘⑩⑨❽❶❄⑨
Constraints ❷
❑❚❸
✽❖◆❏P✵◗✭❘ ◆❚❙✎❘❭◗❏❃❿❾
✉
■✈❍✭✇①❑
✽①❲❭◗✵❨❬❩ ◆❚❙✷❘▼◗❏❃➀❹
✓ hours
➁✦➂❏➃➅➄
▲❫✇✈➆✜❑
✽❖◆▼❨✳❴✭❞❏❤
♣
P✵❴➈➇✌➇✄❃④③
✚ hour
Figure 3.5: A sample bid pertaining to the recipe from Figure 3.4
3.3.3 Bids in an ICDP Auction
Figure 3.5 shows a sample bid for an ICDP auction for the LAY PIPELINE activity using
the R39 recipe from Figure 3.4. In this bid, the bidder proposes to do the WELDER act-type
role and the GRASS PLANTER recipe role for a payment of $300 under the conditions that
the group activity occur between 3:30 and 7:30 p.m., that the pipe-preparation subact end
no more than two hours after the pipe-welding subact begins, and that the duration of the
grass-planting subact be at least one hour.
3.3.4 Specification of an ICDP Auction
Items up for Bid. For an auction corresponding to an act-type ✻ and a recipe ♠ , the items
up for bid are given by
➉
❯ q▼✐✖❤✌t❏❵✄❘❭◗✭♦▼❛✌❨✄◗➈➇⑩✽❫✻❧❃➋➊➌♦➈◗➈✐❏❙✷❘▼◗✭♦▼❛✌❨✳◗❭➇✁✽
♠
❃❋⑨
Bids. Each bid must specify a set of roles, an amount of money, and a set of temporal
constraints. For each bid ➍ ,
✺➏➎
➆✜➐➑■★➒
✽
➍
❃➔➓
➉ denotes the set of roles covered by the bid;
✺
●❼→✮➆
➂
❑▼▲
✽
➍
❃ denotes the amount of the bid;
✺➌➣
■❋→
❁
➆
➃➅➄
➐❖↔↕➆✜❑➈➒❋▲
➃➙➄
✇①❑▼▲❖➒
✽
➍
❃ denotes the temporal constraints in the bid, which must be
of the form, ➛❫➜ ❾ ➛➞➝ ❹➏➟ , where ➛➞➝ and ➛❫➜ are time-points associated with the activity
(e.g., the beginning or ending points of subacts) and ➟ is a real number.5
Awardable Bid-Sets. Disjoint and covering bid-sets are defined as for a standard combi-
natorial auction; however, the awardable bid-sets are defined differently. A bid-set ✛✟➠ is
called awardable (with respect to recipe ♠ ) if, in addition to its being disjoint and cover-
ing, there exists a set of execution times for the subacts in ♠ that satisfy all of the temporal
5This form of temporal constraint is that found in Simple Temporal Networks (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl,
1991), as described in detail in Chapter 4.
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constraints deriving from (1) the act-type ✻ , (2) the recipe ♠ , (3) the opportunity, and (4)
the bids in ✛✟➠ .6 The cost of an awardable bid-set is given by:
↔↕➆✎➒❋▲
✽
✛✟➠
❃➡❯ ➢
➤✈➥✷➦✁➧
●❼→✮➆
➂
❑▼▲
✽
➍
❃✆⑨
The Winning Bid-Set. Let ➨✟➩↕➫ be the set of awardable bid-sets. The winning bid-set
is given by
✛➭➠ ✹
❯
➄✭➃
❍✭→✟✇①❑
➯✄➲➵➳✁➸✄➺❋➻
↔↕➆✎➒❋▲
✽
✛✟➠
❃
.
The cost of the winning bid-set is:
↔↕➆✎➒❋▲
✽
✛✟➠ ✹
❃
.
3.3.5 The Modified WD Algorithm
To determine the winner of a combinatorial auction involving bids that include tempo-
ral constraints, we modified Sandholm’s basic winner-determination (WD) algorithm (de-
scribed in Section 3.2.1).7 The modifications included adding a consistency check to the
bid-set construction process and minimizing cost instead of maximizing revenue. The mod-
ified WD algorithm follows each depth-first path until one of the following occurs:
(1) the cost of the current bid-set is greater than that of the best bid-set found so far,
(2) the temporal constraints in the current bid-set are inconsistent with the temporal con-
straints associated with the proposed group activity,
(3) the current bid-set is not covering, but there are no compatible bids to append, or
(4) the current bid-set is awardable.
In the first three cases, the current-bid set is pruned; in the last case, the current bid-set
becomes the best found so far.
Consistency Check
Determining whether the temporal constraints associated with the current set of bids are
consistent with the temporal constraints associated with the proposed group activity is han-
dled by keeping track of all of the relevant temporal constraints in a Simple Temporal
Network (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991). The number of time-points in the network de-
pends only on the number of subacts in the recipe and is thus fixed. The number of temporal
constraints is no more than ➼ ✽ ➼ ❾ ✚ ❃ , where ➼ is the number of time-points. Whenever a
new bid is appended to the current bid-set, the temporal constraints from that bid are added
6This satisfiability condition is easily represented using Simple Temporal Networks (Dechter, Meiri, and
Pearl, 1991), as described in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
7Sandholm’s algorithm was chosen primarily because the bid-tree structure used in that algorithm ensures
non-redundant search.
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to the network and their effects propagated throughout the network. As will be seen in
the next chapter, detecting the consistency of a Simple Temporal Network is easy. If the
constraints from the extended bid-set do not make the network inconsistent, the search may
continue; otherwise, the search must backtrack.
Experimental Evaluation of the Modified WD Algorithm
This section evaluates various characteristics of the performance of the modified WD algo-
rithm. The first experiment quantifies the performance improvement that arises from using
roles to bundle subacts. The remaining experiments clarify the tradeoffs that arise from al-
lowing bids to include temporal constraints on the group activity. The inclusion of temporal
constraints in bids results in fewer consistent bid combinations, which tends to increase the
cost of an optimal solution (i.e., a least-cost awardable bid-set); in extreme cases, temporal
constraints might result in there being no solution at all. This section also examines how
the number of bids affects the relationship between the temporal constraints in bids and the
likelihood of their yielding a solution.
In each experiment, the group action was constrained to occur within the time inter-
val ➽➾✶➈✥✷✚✷✶✳✶❬➚ . Recipes were generated randomly such that in each recipe: (1) the number
of precedence constraints was the same as the number of subacts, and (2) subacts were
assigned to roles with equal probability. The bid-generation process was simulated by
randomly generating bids according to various parameters (described separately for each
experiment). The cost of a bid was randomly generated such that the cost-per-subact was
uniformly distributed between ✚✎✶ and ✓✭✶ .
The experiments described in this section included only unary temporal constraints in
bids. In addition, the recipes and bids for each run were randomly generated. Although
the resulting distributions may be different from those encountered in the context of actual
multi-agent activity, they were sufficient for the purposes of these experiments. Finally,
since the experiments were intended only as a pilot study to demonstrate the feasibility
of the approach and to illustrate various performance tradeoffs, the implementation of the
winner-determination algorithm was not optimized.
Experiment 1. The goal of this experiment was to determine the improvement in perfor-
mance generated by bundling subacts into roles. The number of subacts was fixed at 40;
the number of roles covering those subacts was 6, 8 or 10 (data collected for each case).
Because winner determination in combinatorial auctions is exponential in the number of
items being auctioned (Sandholm, 1999), the performance of the algorithm was expected
to improve as the number of roles decreased (i.e., as the number of subacts covered by each
role increased). The results of this experiment are plotted in Figure 3.6. Each point in the
plot shows the time (averaged over 40 runs)8 required to reach a solution of a particular
relative cost, where the relative cost of a solution is given by
8In one of the runs with 10 roles, there was no solution. For that case, the results were averaged over the
remaining 39 runs.
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Figure 3.6: Varying the number of roles (NR)
↔↕➆✎➒❋▲ (Solution) ➪ ↔↕➆✎➒❋▲ (Optimal Solution).
Thus, the relative cost of the optimal solution is 1 (at the far right of the horizontal axis),
whereas that of suboptimal solutions is greater than 1. There were 50 bids in each run, each
bid covering 1 or 2 roles (uniformly distributed). Bids did not contain temporal constraints
in this experiment.
The results clearly indicate a substantial improvement in performance as the number
of roles covering the subacts decreases. If roles were not used, the number of biddable
items would be the same as the number of subacts (i.e., 40), resulting in much poorer
performance.
The results of this experiment also indicate that solutions with low relative costs are
typically found within a relatively short period of time. For the Initial-Commitment Deci-
sion Problem, such near-optimal solutions may suffice. Once agents commit to the group
activity, based on a near-optimal solution, they may use this solution as a baseline while
continuing to search for lower-cost solutions.
Experiment 2. The goal of the second experiment was to show how the likelihood of a
given set of bids yielding a solution depends both on the number of bids received and the
number of constraints in each bid. In this experiment, each recipe contained 40 subacts
covered by 10 roles. Each data point corresponds to 40 runs in which both the number
of bids (NB) and the density of bid constraints (DBC) were fixed. A DBC value of 0
represents that the bid contained no subact-execution temporal constraints; a value of 1
represents that the bid constrained—with both lower and upper bounds—the execution
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Figure 3.7: Varying the number of bids and the density of bid constraints
time of each subact covered by that bid’s roles.9 Each data point indicates the number of
runs (out of 40) that yielded a solution. The results are plotted in Figure 3.7. They clearly
show that the likelihood of the bids yielding a solution falls off sharply as the density of bid
constraints increases. The results also indicate how many bids would be required to ensure
a certain likelihood of finding a solution for a given density of bid constraints. Although
these results do not directly apply to settings in which agents are focused on minimizing
their own expected costs, they do provide guidance for agent design. Even in such settings,
agents will want to identify solutions that are individually rational. These results indicate
that the fewer constraints they place on their bids, the fewer bids they will need to submit,
as a group, to find a solution.
Experiment 3. The goal of the third experiment was to determine how the density of
bid constraints affects the cost of an optimal solution, the time required to find an optimal
solution, and the time required to exhaust the search space (which is necessary to determine
optimality).
The parameters were chosen such that solutions were generated in at least 90% of the
runs for each DBC value. The number of subacts was 30, the number of roles was 8, the
9Temporal constraints in bids were determined as follows. First, in a random order, execution times
consistent with the recipe’s temporal constraints were selected for the subacts covered by the bid; for each
subact ➶ , a time point ➹✌➘ was randomly chosen, uniformly distributed between the subact’s greatest lower
bound (glb) and least upper bound (lub), and the effects of this assignment were propagated through the
temporal network (see Chapter 4). Second, for each subact ➶ , temporal constraints (simulating interactions
with the agent’s schedule of pre-existing commitments) of the form ➹➷➴➑➬➱➮✷✃❐➶✁❒❿❮❰➹✌➘❚ÏÑÐ➙Ò and ➹Ó➴❳➬➱➮Ô✃➑➶✁❒❿Õ
➹
➘✌Ö
Ð➙Ò were generated. Each temporal constraint was included in the bid with probability equal to the DBC.
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number of bids was 75, and the number of roles covered by each bid ranged from 1 to 3
(uniformly distributed).
The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 3.8. Plot (a) shows that the cost of
an optimal solution rises as the density of bid constraints rises; plot (b) shows that the time
required to find an optimal solution or to exhaust the search space decreases as the density
of bid constraints rises. In both cases, the reason is that the presence of bid constraints
effectively shrinks the pool of awardable bid-sets. An optimal solution in the absence of
constraints might become an inconsistent, and hence non-awardable, bid-set in the presence
of constraints.
Implications of the Results for the ICDP. As mentioned previously, the ICDP requires
only that agents determine, both individually and collectively, whether to commit to some
proposed group activity; it does not require agents to commit to a particular allocation
of tasks. Thus, when running an ICDP auction, agents typically do not need to find an
optimal allocation of tasks; they need only find a satisficing allocation of tasks (Simon,
1969). After committing to the group activity, they may run additional auctions with the
purpose of finding better task allocations.
In view of these considerations, the results of these experiments suggest possible strate-
gies that agents might employ when participating in an ICDP auction. For example, the in-
dividual contexts of the agents might be such that each agent could choose between making
minimally-constrained, higher-cost bids or maximally-constrained, lower-cost bids. This
would be the case if adding constraints could ensure that low-cost methods could be used
to do various tasks. In early iterations, agents might be encouraged to generate maximally-
constrained, lower-cost bids that could be examined quickly to determine whether they
yielded a solution of sufficiently low cost. If not, agents could generate additional bids in-
volving fewer constraints, thereby enlarging the pool of awardable bid-sets. As the pool of
awardable bid-sets grows, the time to carry out an exhaustive search grows. However, the
results of the first experiment (Figure 3.6) show that the modified WD algorithm tends to
find near-optimal solutions very quickly; exhausting the search space tends to provide only
a minimal reduction in solution cost. Thus, at each iteration, the modified WD algorithm
could be run until a solution is found with cost below some threshold or until some time
limit is reached.
3.4 The ICDP Group Decision-Making Mechanism
The ICDP auction described above is an example of a group decision-making mechanism.
This section specifies the ICDP mechanism according to the GDMM framework presented
in Chapter 2. The specification of the ICDP mechanism is similar to the specification of
the proposal-based mechanism in the case of context-free proposals.
Specifying the ICDP mechanism according to the GDMM framework illustrates how
that framework unifies group decision-making mechanisms for collaborative activity. Chap-
ter 2 ended by listing several general problems that agents must solve to participate effec-
tively in any group decision-making mechanism specified according to the GDMM frame-
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Figure 3.8: Plots from Experiment 3
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work. This chapter ends by listing the more specific versions of those problems that are
applicable to the ICDP mechanism. For example, agents must be able to generate temporal
constraints for their bids to protect their private schedules of pre-existing commitments. In
addition, they must be able to coordinate their post-auction activity, for example, by adding
temporal constraints sufficient to decouple the tasks being done by different agents. Algo-
rithms for solving the temporal-reasoning problems arising from the ICDP mechanism are
presented in Chapter 5.
The specification of a group decision-making mechanism includes the classes of allow-
able content for the declarative speech-acts used in the mechanism and, for each such class,
the conditions under which an agent is authorized to make declarations in that class.
Allowable Content of Declarations
There are three classes of allowable content for declarations in the ICDP mechanism:
× Auction Invocation: an agent proposes that the group hold an auction concerning
a proposed group activity, using a specified recipe.
× Bid: an agent submits a bid to cover some of the roles in the group activity for a
specified payment and subject to a specified set of temporal constraints.
× Auction Results Announcement: an agent announces the results of an auction that
it invoked. The announcement may specify an awardable bid-set, if one exists, or the
empty set, indicating no solution.
The declarations have the following forms, respectively:
×✼Ø✵Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Ü✆Þ❋ß▼à✭á✎â✄ã➅ä✎å❼æ▼ç❋è❫é✈á✜ß➷Ù②Ú➭Û❋Ü★Ú✴Ý➭Ü➅ê❚Ü✳ë❂ì✄ìÓÜ★Ý✦í➅í
An agent Ú➭Û proposes to the group Ú✴Ý that they hold an auction concern-
ing the opportunity ë❂ì✄ì (cf. Definition 3.1) using the recipe Ý . Should
the group decide to commit to the proposed activity, the identifier ê will
be used for the group-related intentions; it may also be used to identify the
auction.
×✼Ø✵Ù②Ú✦î✷Ü★Ú➭Û✆Ü★ï✱ð✈ñ❚Ù②Ú✦î✷Ü★Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý➭Ü★ï✟í➙í
An agent Ú✘î submits a bid ï (cf. Section 3.3.4) to agent Ú➭Û in the auction
identified by ê .
×✼Ø✵Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Ü✆å❼ß▼ß❏å❼æ▼ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß❿Ù❫Ú✟Û★Ü★Ú✴Ý➭Ü➅ê❚Ü✳ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý➭Ü★ï✟ö❇í➅í
An agent Ú➭Û declares the results of the auction identified by ê . ï➭ö is
either a set of bids or the empty-set.
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Authorizing Conditions
The authorizing conditions for the three classes of declarative content for the ICDP mecha-
nism are given below. Some of the conditions refer to metric temporal constraints. Since the
logic DDLTLB (cf. Section 2.1.4) does not handle metric temporal constraints, no attempt
is made to codify the various temporal consistency requirements in DDLTLB. Instead, the
following predicates are used, each listed with its intended interpretation:
×ø÷ùã❋ô①ôûú❂á✜ü✆ý✮ã➅ä✎å❼æ▼ç❋è②é✈á✜ß❂Ù❋ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý✦í represents that the opportunity ë❂ì✄ì is well-formed
and compatible with the recipe Ý . In particular, ÷ùã❋ô①ôûú❂á✜ü✆ý✮ã➅ä✎å❼æ▼ç❋è②é✈á✜ß❂Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì➷ÜòÝ✦í
holds only if þ Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì❄í is a complex act-type, ß Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì⑩í is an amount of money,
 
Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì❈í is a set of temporal constraints on the time-points defined by the act-type þ ,
and Ý is a recipe for actions of type þ Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì❄í , such that the temporal constraints in
the act-type þ , the set
 
Ù❋ë❂ì✄ì➵í
, and the recipe Ý are mutually satisfiable.
× å✂✁☎✄✭ü➙ä✆✄✆✝Ôô➑ã✳Ù②ï✟ö❿Ü✳ë❂ì✄ì❿ÜòÝ✦í represents that the bid-set ï✟ö is awardable (i.e., ï➭ö is
disjoint and covering, and there exist execution times for the subacts in the recipe Ý
that satisfy all of the temporal constraints deriving from the act-type þ Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì❄í , the
recipe Ý , the opportunity ë❂ì✄ì , and the bids in ï✟ö ).
One of the desired properties of the auction mechanism is that no more than one an-
nouncement of an auction solution be made by the agent that invoked the auction. Thus,
the authorization conditions for an announce-auction-solution declaration must stipulate
that no previous announcements were made for that auction. Such a condition is naturally
expressed using existential quantification; however, the logic DDLTLB does not provide
existential quantification.
To avoid the need for existential quantification in the authorizing conditions, a special
predicate å❼ß▼ß❭ó❈á✜ý✮ã➅å❼æ▼ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß (for “announce some auction solution”) is introduced. To
achieve the desired effect, it is assumed that whenever a more-specific å❼ß▼ß❏å❼æ✁ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß dec-
laration is made, a less-specific å❼ß▼ß❭ó❈á✜ý✮ã➅å❼æ▼ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß declaration is simultaneously made, as
represented by the following axiom:
✞ ✟
ä❏ã★ç❋ô✠✄✭üòã➅ä➵Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Ü✆å❼ß▼ß❏å❼æ▼ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß❿Ù❫Ú✟Û★Ü★Ú✴Ý➭Ü➅ê❚Ü✳ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý➭Ü★ï✟ö❇í➅í
✡
ä❏ã★ç❋ô✠✄✭üòã➅ä❈Ù❫Ú✟Û★Ü★Ú✴Ý➭Ü★å❼ß▼ß❭ó❈á✜ý✮ã➅å❼æ✁ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß➷Ù❫Ú✟Û✆ÜòÚ✴Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ì➷ÜòÝ✦í➅í☞☛
Notice that the more-specific å❼ß▼ß❏å❼æ▼ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß declaration contains a variable ï✟ö that does
not appear in the less-specific å❼ß▼ß❭ó❈á✜ý✮ã➅å❼æ▼ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß declaration.
× Invoke an Auction: Any member of the group is authorized to invoke an ICDP
auction as long as it uses a recipe compatible with the well-formed opportunity.
✞ ✟ ✌✆✍✏✎✒✑
Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Ü★Ø➈Ù❫Ú✟Û★Ü★Ú✴Ý➭Ü★Þ❋ß▼à✭á✎â✄ã➅ä✎å❼æ▼ç❋è②é✈á✜ß➷Ù❫Ú✟Û✆ÜòÚ✴Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ì➷ÜòÝ✦í➅í➅í
✓
Ù②Ú➭Û✕✔ÑÚ✴Ý✦í✗✖ ÷Ñã❋ô①ôûú➷á✜ü✆ý✮ã➅ä✎å❼æ✁ç❋è❫é✈á✜ß❂Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì❂Ü★Ý✦í
☛
× Submit a Bid: Any member of the group is authorized to submit a bid for an auction
as long as the bid is well-formed and the agent that invoked the auction has not
already announced the auction results.
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✞ ✟ ✌✆✍✏✎✒✑
Ù②Ú Ü★Ú✟Û★Ü★Ø➈Ù❫Ú❻ÜòÚ✟Û✆Üòï✱ð ñ❚Ù②Ú Ü★Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ìÓÜ★Ý➭Üòï✟í➅í➙í
✓ ✘✚✙✜✛
Þ✆ß▼à✭á✎â✄ã➅ä✎å❼æ✁ç❋è❫é✈á✜ß➷Ù②Ú➭Û❋Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ìÓÜ★Ý✦í
✖✣✢
✙✤✛
ä❏ã★ç❋ô✠✄✭üòã➅ä❈Ù②Ú➭Û❋Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Ü✆å❼ß▼ß❭ó❈á✜ý✮ã➅å❼æ✁ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß➷Ù❫Ú✟Û★Ü★Ú✴Ý➭Ü➅ê❚Ü✳ë❂ì✄ìÓÜ★Ý✦í➅í
× Announce Auction Results: The agent that invoked an auction is authorized to an-
nounce the results of that auction at most once. In the case of an announcement of
no auction solution, there are no additional conditions; in the case of an announce-
ment of an auction solution, the bid-set ï✟ö must awardable. The case of no auction
solution is indicated by the bid-set ï✟ö being empty.
✞ ✟ ✌✆✍✏✎✒✑
Ù②Ú Ü★Ú✟Û★Ü★Ø➈Ù❫Ú❻ÜòÚ✟Û✆Ü★å❼ß▼ß❏å❼æ✁ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß❂Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý➭Üòï✟ö❇í➅í➅í
✓ ✘
✢
✙ ✛
ä❏ã★ç❋ô✠✄✭üòã➅ä❈Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Ü✆å❼ß▼ß❭ó❈á✜ý✮ã➅å❼æ▼ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß➷Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý✦í➙í
✖❆Ù➅Ù❫ï✟ö
✟✦✥
í★✧ùå✂✁☎✄✭ü➅ä✆✄✆✝Ôô➑ã✳Ù❫ï✟ö❿Ü✄ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý✦í➙í
☛
When the auction results in a solution, and thus the agents decide to commit to the pro-
posed activity, there are two possibilities: they can decide to commit to the task allocation
and temporal constraints determined by the bids in the bid-set ï✟ö or not. Should they de-
cide not to commit to the task allocation and temporal constraints determined by the bids,
they will need to make task-allocation decisions later.
So far, the formal specification of the auction mechanism in the case of a successful auc-
tion is merely to establish that the special predicate å❼ß▼ß❏å❼æ▼ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß❂Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý➭Ü★ï➭ö✡í
holds for some awardable bid-set ï➭ö . It does not yet establish any obligations to adopt in-
tentions toward the proposed activity.
If the desired result is that the agents commit to the new group activity without com-
mitting to the task allocation and temporal constraints determined by the bid-set ï✟ö , then
an axiom of the form
✞ ✟
Ù❫ï✟ö✦✩
✟✦✥
í✗✖✪✄✭æ❏è✬✫✆✭➭ã★ç❋ô Ù❫Ú✟Û★Ü★Ú✴Ý➭Ü★å❼ß▼ß❏å❼æ✁ç✆ó❈á✜ôõß❂Ù②Ú➭Û✆Ü★Ú✘Ý➭Üòê✁Ü✄ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý➭Üòï✟ö❇í➅í
✡
✄✭æ❏è✬✫✆✭➭ã★ç❋ô Ù❫Ú✟Û★Ü★Ú✴Ý➭Ü✯✮✰✮✲✱✴✳ Ù②Ú✘Ý➭Üòê✁Ü
þ
Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì❄í★Ü✶✵ Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý✦í➙í➅í
suffices, where ✷✸✷ Ý ✳ is as defined in Section 2.2.4, þ Ù❋ë❂ì✄ì❄í is the act-type associated
with the opportunity, and ✵❻Ù❋ë❂ì✄ì➷Ü★Ý✦í is an abbreviation for the following set of intention-
update operations: to select the recipe Ý for the group activity, and to add the temporal
constraints in the set
 
Ù❋ë❂ì✄ì➵í
.
On the other hand, if the desired result is that the agents also commit to the task al-
location and temporal constraints determined by the bids in the set ï✟ö , then the above
axiom need only change the set of intention-update operations to include the task alloca-
tion and temporal constraints corresponding to the bids in ï✟ö , which may be abbreviated
by ✵ Ù❀ë❂ì✄ì❂Ü★Ý➭Üòï✟ö❇í .
By formally specifying the ICDP mechanism according to the GDMM framework, prop-
erties of the ICDP mechanism may be formally analyzed using techniques similar to those
used in the formal analysis of the proposal-based mechanism in Chapter 2. In addition,
the special å✂✁☎✄✭ü➙ä✆✄✆✝Ôô➑ã predicate provides a clean interface between the DDLTLB logic and
the algorithms based on Simple Temporal Networks provided in Chapter 5. Ultimately, it
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would be desirable for agents to be able to reason about metric temporal constraints within
a logic like DDLTLB; however, providing such expressivity to DDLTLB is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
Chapter 2 presented a straightforward set of modifications to the context-free version of
the proposal-based mechanism to enable it to accommodate context-bound proposals. A
similar set of modifications may be applied to the auction-based mechanism to enable it
to be used as a task-allocation mechanism in the context of an activity to which a group
is already committed. In that case, the result of a successful auction would be to estab-
lish the group’s obligation to do the intention-update operations corresponding to the task
allocation and temporal constraints determined by the awarded bids.
3.5 Participating Effectively in the ICDP Mechanism
To participate in the combinatorial auction-based ICDP mechanism, an agent must be able
to construct bids for doing new tasks that are compatible with its existing commitments. To
do so requires solving the following temporal reasoning problems:
× Temporal-Constraint-Generation (TCG) Problem: For any set of tasks that the
agent might bid on, it must be able to generate a set of temporal constraints to pro-
tect its private schedule of pre-existing commitments in case the bid is ultimately
awarded.
× Auction-Participation-Context-Generation Problem: To keep bid-generation com-
putations manageable, an agent should restrict the portion of its schedule of pre-
existing commitments that it uses as the basis for its bid-generation computations.
That portion of its schedule, which must be temporally decoupled from the rest of its
schedule, is called the agent’s Auction-Participation Context (APC).
Furthermore, since there may be temporal dependencies among tasks awarded to different
agents, a group of agents may need to coordinate their post-auction activity, a problem this
thesis refers to as the Post-Auction Coordination (PAC) Problem. This thesis identifies
several strategies agents can use to solve the Post-Auction Coordination Problem: (1) they
can add new temporal constraints to ensure that the tasks being done by different agents are
decoupled; (2) they can add a weaker set of temporal constraints to decouple the tasks being
done by some of the agents; or (3) they can add constraints sufficient to form a hierarchy of
temporal dependence relationships that gives the greatest flexibility to the agents that need
it the most.
Algorithms that agents can use to solve each of these problems are provided in Chap-
ter 5.
3.6 Related Work
The modified combinatorial auction described in this chapter was first presented in a confer-
ence paper (Hunsberger and Grosz, 2000). This section describes related work on winner-
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determination algorithms in combinatorial auctions, auction-based approaches to task al-
location, and market-oriented solutions to combinatorial problems, as well as subsequent
work on combinatorial auctions with temporal constraints.
Other Approaches to Winner-Determination in Combinatorial Auctions.
Fujishima et al. (1999) present a Virtual Simultaneous Auction as an alternative to their
winner-determination algorithm for a standard combinatorial auction (described earlier, cf.
Section 3.2.1). For each original bid, they create a virtual bidder that tries to secure the
items in that bid. Their experimental results showed that this approach was competitive
with their basic algorithm, although not quite as fast.
Andersson, Tenhunen and Ygge (2000) argue that formulating the winner-determina-
tion problem for standard combinatorial auctions as an integer-programming problem can
lead to competitive algorithms using standard integer-programming packages.
Sandholm et al. (2001) have developed an improved winner-determination algorithm
for standard combinatorial auctions. That algorithm, called CABOB, uses numerous tricks,
including treating subproblems using integer-programming techniques, to optimize its per-
formance. Determining whether CABOB can be usefully modified to accommodate tem-
poral constraints, as in the WD algorithm for auctions in the ICDP mechanism, is left to
future work.
An Auction-based Approach to Task Allocation
In Collins et al. (2000), a Customer agent selects a recipe and issues a call for bids from a
set of Supplier agents. Each bid is on a set of tasks, and specifies not only a price for doing
that set of tasks, but also a price for each task if awarded separately. Bids may constrain
task execution times. The Customer agent uses a generalized simulated-annealing search
with heuristics based on cost, risk, feasibility and task-coverage. The primary differences
between their work and the approach taken in this chapter are as follows. First, they do not
bundle tasks into roles and, thus, lose the corresponding computational advantage. Second,
they allow the Customer agent to construct awardable bid-sets using pieces of bids; thus, a
bid on ✹ items might be split into any one of ✺✼✻ pieces. Furthermore, the cost of any piece
covering fewer than ✹ items is based on summing the individual costs of the corresponding
subacts and thus ignores any sub-additivity or super-additivity relationships that might exist
among them. In contrast, one of the main purposes of a combinatorial auction is to take
advantage of such relationships. Finally, because their heuristic is based on a combination
of risk, cost, feasibility and task-coverage, their algorithm may explore vast regions of the
search space involving infeasible “solutions”, whereas the approach taken in this chapter
restricts the search to the space of feasible bid-sets.
Market-Oriented Solutions to Combinatorial Problems
Walsh and Wellman (1998), Kutanoglu and Wu (1997), and Fujishima et al. (1999) present
market-oriented solutions to a range of combinatorial problems. Each approach involves
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iterative auctions. Walsh and Wellman (1998) present a decentralized, asynchronous proto-
col for allocating and scheduling tasks. In their approach, each good (representing either a
physical resource or a service provided by some agent) is auctioned in a separate (M+1) ✽✿✾ -
price auction. A separate agent is dedicated to the production of each single unit of a good.
Auctions are run until they reach quiescence and conditions are given under which qui-
escence necessarily yields a valid solution. To handle time, Walsh and Wellman form (a
subset of) the cross product of the discrete time line with the set of goods (resulting in a
proliferation of goods, and hence auctions) and introduce special “bundling arbitrageur”
agents responsible for procuring goods over various time intervals. The approach taken in
this chapter handles temporal constraints without such an adverse computational impact.
Walsh, Wellman and Ygge (2000) subsequently investigated the use of a standard com-
binatorial auction in a multi-level supply-chain problem in which various agents submit
bids either to produce or to consume various goods. The goal of the auction-based ap-
proach was to find a set of producer and consumer agents willing to form a supply-chain in
which a specified set of goods could be produced. They found that the auction-based ap-
proach invariably leads to optimal allocations when agents bid their true valuations, but that
strategic bidding by producer agents, which can be quite beneficial to them, can cause the
auction-based approach to fail to find solutions in some cases. Their supply-chain problem
did not consider temporal constraints.
Kutanoglu and Wu (1997) use an iterative-auction approach (but with only a single auc-
tion) to solve a distributed resource-scheduling problem in which a set of jobs must be
performed, each job consisting of a set of operations, each operation requiring a particular
machine for some duration. They associate an agent with each job and the set of biddable
items is the set of discrete machine/time-slot pairs, each pair having an associated price.
For each auction iteration, each agent generates a single bid; the auctioneer examines the
bids and then updates the prices in an attempt to reduce resource conflicts. The procedure
stops when the auctioneer finds that all of the bids are compatible. The primary differences
between the approach taken in this chapter and that of Kutanoglu and Wu are: (1) they map
agents to jobs in a one-to-one fashion and use the auction to find sets of machine/time-
slot pairs to satisfy the needs of each job, whereas the ICDP mechanism uses an auction
to find a mapping from agents to jobs; and (2) their biddable items are machine/time-slot
pairs, of which there are very many, whereas the biddable items in an auction in the ICDP
mechanism are roles, of which there are comparatively few.
Auctions with Temporal Constraints
Parkes and Ungar (2001) investigate the use of multiple, iterative, combinatorial auctions
in a train-scheduling domain. In their work, the train-scheduling domain comprises (1)
separate networks of train tracks (called territories), each controlled by “an autonomous
dispatch agent responsible for the flow of trains [through that] territory”; and (2) a set
of independent trains, each “represented by a self-interested agent that bids for the right to
travel across the [global] network from its source to destination, submitting bids to multiple
dispatch agents along its route as necessary.”
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In their decentralized approach to the scheduling problem, each dispatch agent runs an
iterative combinatorial auction in which train agents bid for the right to travel across the
territory controlled by that dispatch agent. Each train agent has pre-assigned entry and exit
points for each territory. The global scheduling problem is to determine entry and exit times
that will satisfy safety requirements (e.g., that trains will not collide) while maximizing “the
total cost-adjusted value over all trains.”
Each bid submitted by a train agent is allowed to specify unary temporal constraints of
the form, ‘enter before time T’ or ‘exit before time T’. Train agents may submit multiple
bids for a given auction, but will be awarded at most one bid per auction. The auction for
each territory is iterative to enable agents to coordinate their bids across several auctions.
In a suite of experiments on scenarios involving “linear chains of dispatcher territories”,
Parkes and Ungar found that their decentralized, auction-based approach generated better
schedules than a comparable centralized approach. In addition, the winner-determination
algorithm for the auction-based approach appeared to scale well “with the number of train
agents and in particular with the number of dispatchers.”
The approach taken by Parkes and Ungar is similar to the approach taken in this chapter
in that it allows bids in a combinatorial auction to include (unary) temporal constraints.
Their formulation of the winner-determination problem as a mixed-integer programming
problem (using “the big M technique”) could provide an alternative means of formulating
the winner-determination problem for the ICDP mechanism described in this chapter. The
bids submitted by train agents may be viewed as covering a single, fixed item (rather than
an arbitrary set of items) subject to at most two unary temporal constraints, whereas in the
ICDP mechanism, agents bid on arbitrary sets of roles, and may include numerous binary
temporal constraints among time-points associated with the proposed group activity.
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Part II
Temporal Reasoning
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Chapter 4
Simple Temporal Networks
The temporal reasoning problems addressed in this thesis are stated and analyzed in terms
of Simple Temporal Networks (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991). A Simple Temporal Net-
work (STN) comprises a set of time-point variables and binary constraints among those
variables. In this thesis, STNs are used to represent (1) temporal constraints among the
tasks to which an agent has committed itself; (2) constraints on the durations of actions
in act-type and recipe definitions; (3) precedence relations (with temporal offsets) among
subacts in recipes; (4) additional temporal constraints associated with particular action in-
stances; and (5) temporal constraints in bids. The standard operations on STNs (e.g., de-
termining whether a solution exists, propagating new constraints, and determining which
constraints may be safely added) require only polynomial time.
This chapter summarizes the theory of Simple Temporal Networks and provides some
extensions to that theory to facilitate the analysis in Chapter 5. The concepts in the first
section derive, directly or indirectly, from Dechter et al. (1991). However, in some cases,
the definitions and theorems have been recast in equivalent terms to facilitate their later
use.
4.1 Existing Theory of Simple Temporal Networks
Definition 4.1 (Simple Temporal Network) (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) A Simple
Temporal Network ❀ is a pair Ù❂❁➋Ü
 
í
, where ❁ is a set ❃
✎❅❄
Ü
✎
Û❋Ü
☛❆☛❇☛
Ü
✎❉❈✰❊
of time-point vari-
ables and
 
is a finite set of binary constraints on those variables, each constraint having
the form ✎✿❋✰●❍✎❏■▲❑ Ø , for some real number Ø . The “variable” ✎❅❄ represents an arbitrary,
fixed reference point on the time-line. (In this thesis, we fix ✎❅❄ to the value ▼ and frequently
refer to it as the zero time-point variable, or ◆ .) The constraints in   are called the explicit
constraints in ❀ .
Definition 4.2 (STN Solution) A solution to an STN ❀ ✟ Ù❂❁✮Ü   í is a complete set of vari-
able assignments
❃✼◆
✟
▼
Ü
✎
Û
✟✦❖
Û✆Ü
☛❇☛❇☛
Ü
✎❉❈❍✟✦❖P❈✰❊
Ü❘◗❇❙❯❚❲❱
❖✕■
✔❨❳
that satisfies all the constraints in   .
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Definition 4.3 (Consistent STN) An STN that has at least one solution is called consis-
tent.
Definition 4.4 (Equivalent STNs) Two STNs ❀ Û and ❀ î (over the same set of time point
variables) are said to be equivalent, written ❀ Û❬❩ ❀ î , if they admit identical solution sets.
Unary constraints on time-point variables in an STN are represented as binary con-
straints involving ◆ , as follows (where ❭ and ❪ are constants):
❭
❑ ✎❏■
✓
▼
●❫✎❏■❴❑ ●
❭
✓
◆
●❫✎❏■❵❑ ●
❭
✎❏■✪❑
❪
✓
✎❏■❛●
▼
❑
❪
✓
✎❏■❛●
◆
❑
❪
☛
Definition 4.5 (Trivial Constraints, Lean Constraint Set) A constraint ✎✿❋❜●✸✎❏■❘❑ Ø in   is
called trivial in
 
if there exists a constraint ✎✿❋✲●❝✎❏■❘❑ Ø❡❞ in   such that Ø❡❞❣❢✼Ø ; otherwise,
✎✿❋❤●✐✎❏■❥❑
Ø is called non-trivial in
 
. A set
 
of constraints is called lean if it contains only
non-trivial constraints.
Proposition 4.6 Each STN ❀
✟
Ù❂❁✮Ü
 
í is equivalent to a unique lean STN ❀❧❦
✟
Ù❂❁✮Ü
 
❦
í
,
where
 
❦✕♠
 
.
Proof The set
 
❦ may be obtained by removing all trivial constraints from
 
. Since
removing a trivial constraint does not affect the set of solutions, ❀ and ❀❧❦ are equivalent.
Uniqueness follows from the observation that a set contains only one copy of each element
and thus there can exist at most one non-trivial constraint for each ordered pair Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í of
time-points.
Definition 4.7 (Entailment) Given sets   Û and   î of constraints over a set ❁ of time-
points, the constraints in
 
Û are said to entail the constraints in
 
î if any solution to the
STN Ù❂❁➋Ü
 
Û➅í is necessarily a solution to the STN Ù✿❁➋Ü
 
î✆í
.
Definition 4.8 (Equivalent Constraint Sets) Given sets   Û and   î of constraints over a
set ❁ of time-points, if the constraints in   Û entail those in   î , and the constraints in   î
entail those in
 
Û
, then
 
Û and
 
î are called equivalent constraint sets, in which case we
write:
 
Û♥❩
 
î
.
Definition 4.9 (Constraints Consistent with STN) A set   ❞ of constraints over the time-
points in ❁ is said to be consistent with the STN Ù✿❁➋Ü
 
í if the STN Ù✿❁➋Ü  ▲♦✰  ❞ í is consistent.
Definition 4.10 (Distance Graph) (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) The distance graph
for an STN ❀ ✟ Ù✿❁✮Ü   í is a weighted, directed graph ♣ ✟ Ù✬q➱Üsr❧í , whose vertices corre-
spond to the time-points of ❀ and whose directed edges correspond to the lean temporal
constraints of ❀ , as follows:
q
✟
❁ ❙✉t✇✈ r
✟
❃
Ù
✎❏■
Ü★Ø✎Ü
✎✿❋
í✰①❚Ù
✎✿❋②●❫✎❏■❥❑
Ø❬í✰✔
 
❦
❊
☛
The value Ø in an edge Ù
✎❏■
Ü★Ø✎Ü
✎✿❋
í is called the length of the edge.
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Thus, each non-trivial temporal constraint
✎✿❋▲●❫✎❏■❥❑
Ø in an STN is represented in the
corresponding distance graph by a directed edge from
✎❏■
to
✎✿❋
with weight (or length) Ø . For
example, the constraints
✎✿❋▲●❫✎❏■❥❑④③
▼ and
✎❏■❛●⑤✎✿❋⑥❑⑦●✸⑧
✺ would be represented by the
edges shown below: ⑨✒⑩
❶❸❷❇❹
⑨❏❺
❻❯❼
In an STN ❀
✟
Ù❂❁➋Ü
 
í
, the explicit constraints in
 
may give rise to additional implicit
constraints.1 For example, the explicit constraints
✎✿❋▲●❫✎❏■❥❑⑦⑧
▼✉▼ and
✎❅❽✰●❫✎✿❋✂❑
✺✉▼✯▼ com-
bine (using simple arithmetic) to entail the implicit constraint ✎❅❽✰●❫✎❏■❥❑✚❾ ▼✯▼ , as follows:
✎❅❽✰●❫✎❏■❿✟
Ù
✎❅❽✰●❫✎✿❋
í★➀ Ù
✎✿❋▲●❫✎❏■
í
❑
✺✉▼✯▼
➀
⑧
▼✯▼
✟ ❾
▼✉▼
☛
In graphical terms, the edges from
✎❏■
to
✎✿❋
and
✎✿❋
to
✎❅❽
form a path of length 300 from
✎❏■
to
✎❅❽
, shown as a squiggly arc below.
➁❏➂
➁❂➃
➁❉➄
➅✶➆❡➆
➇❡➆❡➆
➈❡➆❡➆
In general, each path corresponds to an implicit constraint on its endpoints.
Definition 4.11 (Path) A path from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in the distance graph
♣
✟
Ù✿q❼Üsr í is a sequence
ß
✟
Ù➊➉✜Û★Ü
☛❇☛❇☛
Üs➉➌➋❊í such that:
×➎➍❴➏
⑧
;
×➐➉✖Û
✟✚✎❏■
and ➉➑➋
✟✚✎✿❋
;
×➐➉✖Û✆Ü
☛❇☛❆☛
Üs➉➑➋✚✔➒q ; and
× for each ð♥✔ ❃ ⑧ Ü
☛❇☛❆☛
Ü➓➍
●➔⑧✉❊
, there is an edge of the form Ù✬➉ ■ ÜòØ ■ Üs➉ ■
✳
Û➙í in r .
(If ß is a path in the distance graph of an STN ❀ , then we may also say that ß is a path
in ❀ .) The length of ß , denoted ✞ ß ✞ , is the sum of the lengths of the edges constituting ß :
✞
ß
✞→✟
➋☎➣▼Û
↔
■➙↕
Û
Ø
■
If ➉✜Û ✟ ➉➑➋ , then
ß
is called a loop.
1For convenience, an explicit constraint is taken to be a special case of an implicit constraint. Thus, the
set of implicit constraints contains the set of explicit constraints.
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Notice that the length of a path may be negative.
Definition 4.12 (Shortest Path) A path ß from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in a distance graph ♣ is called a
shortest path from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in ♣ if:
✞
ß
✞→✟ ➛☞➜
t
❃
✞
ß
❞
✞
①
ß
❞ is a path from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in ♣ ❊ .
Proposition 4.13 (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) If there exists a path ß from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in
the distance graph of an STN ❀ , then the implicit constraint, ✎✿❋→●➝✎❏■⑥❑➞✞ ß ✞ , is entailed
by the explicit constraints in ❀ . In other words, the length of ß is an upper bound on the
temporal difference, ✎✿❋▲●⑤✎❏■ , in any solution for ❀ .
Proof For any path ß
✟
Ù➊➉✜Û❋Ü
☛❆☛❇☛
Üs➉➑➋✾í :
➉➑➋
●
➉✜Û
✟
Ù✬➉➑➋
●
➉➑➋☎➣▼Û➅í➞➀ Ù➊➉➌➋♥➣▼Û
●
➉➑➋♥➣❏î❋í➟➀
☛❇☛❇☛
➀ Ù➊➉Ôî
●
➉✖Û➅í
❑
Ø✶➋☎➣▼Û ➀ Ø➑➋♥➣❏î ➀
☛❇☛❇☛
➀ Ø✎Û
✟ ✞
ß
✞
☛
Definition 4.14 (Temporal Distance) (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991)2 The temporal
distance from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in an STN ❀ is the length of the shortest path from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in the
distance graph ♣ (or negative infinity if no such path exists):
ñ✄ð❏➠
✎
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í
✟ ➡✯➢➥➤
❃
✞
ß
✞
①
ß is a path from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in ♣ ❊ .
Since path lengths may be negative, temporal distances also may be negative. In fact, if
there is a loop with negative path length, then some temporal distances will necessarily
be
●⑥➦
. (However, as will be seen, a consistent STN cannot have any loops with negative
path length.)
Definition 4.15 (Distance Matrix) (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991)3 The distance matrix
for an STN ❀ ✟ Ù✿❁➋Ü   í is a matrix ➧ each entry of which equals the temporal distance
between the corresponding pair of time-points in ❁ :
➧
Ù❫ð➅Ü➩➨✵í
✟
ñ✄ð❏➠
✎
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í
☛
Thus, ➧ is a
✞
❁
✞
-by-
✞
❁
✞
matrix. Abusing notation slightly, we may write ➧ Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í where
✎❏■
and
✎✿❋
are time-point variables rather than indices. Notice that the fixed, zero-time-point
variable ◆ is associated with the zeroeth row and column of the distance matrix.
Proposition 4.16 For any time-points
✎❏■
and
✎✿❋
in an STN ❀
✟
Ù❂❁✢Ü
 
í with distance matrix
➧ , the following implicit constraints are entailed by the constraints in   :
●
➧
Ù
✎✿❋
Ü
✎❏■
í
❑➫✎✿❋▲●⑤✎❏■❝❑
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í
☛
2The concept of temporal distance, implicit in Dechter et al., is made explicit in Tsamardinos (2000).
3The concept of the distance matrix is implicit in Dechter et al. Tsamardinos (2001) uses the term
distance array.
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If the temporal distance ➧ Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í is positive infinity, which happens if and only if there
are no paths from
✎❏■
to
✎✿❋
in the distance graph, then the temporal difference ✎✿❋✤●➭✎❏■ is
unconstrained. If the temporal distance ➧ Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í is negative infinity, which happens if and
only if there is a loop in the distance graph having negative path length, then the temporal
difference ✎✿❋②●⑤✎❏■ is impossibly constrained. Similar remarks apply to ➧ Ù ✎✿❋ Ü ✎❏■ í .
Definition 4.17 (Strongest Implicit Constraint) For any time-points ✎❏■ and ✎✿❋ in an STN
❀ with distance matrix ➧ , the implicit constraint,
✎✿❋✇●➯✎❏■❘❑
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í
, is called the strongest
implicit constraint from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in ❀ .
The definition of temporal distance in terms of shortest paths leads to the following
property.
Proposition 4.18 (The Triangle Inequality) (Tsamardinos, 2000) For any STN ❀ with
distance matrix ➧ , the following inequality holds among each triple of time-points, ✎❏■ Ü ✎✿❋
and
✎❅❽
:
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎❅❽
í
❑
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í★➀
➧
Ù
✎✿❋
Ü
✎❅❽
í
☛
Definition 4.19 (Tight Edge/Constraint) (Morris and Muscettola, 2000) If an explicit con-
straint (or edge), Ù ✎✿❋➲●➳✎❏■✲❑ Ø❬í , in an STN ❀ is such that Ø ✟ ➧ Ù ✎❏■ Ü ✎✿❋ í , then that constraint
is said to be tight in ❀ .4
Proposition 4.20 Any subpath ß ❞ of a shortest path ß is itself a shortest path. Hence, any
edge along a shortest path must be tight.
Lemma 4.21 For an edge ➵ of the form ✎✿❋➸●✦✎❏■➺❑ Ø , if ➵ is tight, then the following
inequalities necessarily hold:
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
◆
í
●
➧
Ù
✎✿❋
Ü
◆
í
❑
Ø and ➧ Ù ◆ Ü
✎✿❋
í
●
➧
Ù
◆
Ü
✎❏■
í
❑
Ø
.
Proof The first inequality may be proven as follows:
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
◆
í
❑
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í★➀
➧
Ù
✎✿❋
Ü
◆
í (Triangle Inequality)
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
◆
í
❑
Ø✰➀
➧
Ù
✎✿❋
Ü
◆
í (Since ➵ is a tight edge)
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
◆
í
●
➧
Ù
✎✿❋
Ü
◆
í
❑
Ø (Rearrange terms)
The second inequality follows from applying the Triangle Inequality to the edge from ◆
to
✎✿❋
.
Proposition 4.22 (Computing the Distance Matrix) As observed by Dechter et al. (1991),
since the entry ➧ Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í is equal to the length of the shortest path from ✎❏■ to ✎✿❋ in the graph
♣ , the distance matrix for a given STN may be computed from scratch in polynomial time,
for example, using Floyd-Warshall’s ➻ Ù ✞ ❁ ✞ ➼ í “all-pairs shortest-path” algorithm (Cor-
men, Leiserson, and Rivest, 1990).
4Dechter et al. (1991) define a tightness relation among STNs that is altogether different from an edge
being tight in an STN.
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4.1.1 The d-graph and the d-STN
Although the distance graph ♣
✟
Ù✬q➱Üsr❧í for an STN ❀
✟
Ù❂❁➋Ü
 
í is an important analytical
tool, another type of graph, called the d-graph of ❀ , is also very important. For example,
Theorem 4.27 (below) shows that any set of variable assignments satisfying the constraints
in the d-graph of ❀ can always be extended to a solution for ❀ .
Whereas the edges in the distance graph correspond one-to-one to the (non-trivial) con-
straints in
 
, the edges in the d-graph correspond one-to-one to the shortest paths in ❀ .5
Thus, whereas the distance graph contains only
✞
 
❦
✞
edges and only implicitly specifies
temporal distances in ❀ in terms of shortest paths, the d-graph contains
✞
❁
✞
î
edges, each of
which explicitly specifies a temporal distance in ❀ .
Definition 4.23 (d-Graph) (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) The d-graph for an STN ❀ ✟
Ù❂❁➋Ü
 
í is a complete, directed graph ♣❧➽
✟
Ù✿q
➽
Üsr
➽
í whose vertices correspond to the time-
points of ❀ and whose edges correspond to the temporal distances among those time-points:
q
➽
✟
❁ ❙✉t✇✈ r
➽
✟
❃
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
➧
Ù❖ð➅Ü❏➨❏í❋Ü
✎✿❋
í✰①
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
✔✐❁
❊
☛
Corresponding to the d-graph ♣❧➽ (of ❀ ) is an STN ❀➲➽ called the d-STN (of ❀ ).
Definition 4.24 (d-STN) (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991)6 The d-STN of an STN ❀ ✟
Ù❂❁➋Ü
 
í is an STN ❀➲➽
✟
Ù❂❁✮Ü
 
➽
í whose time-points are the same as those of ❀ , but whose
constraints correspond directly to the edges in the d-graph of ❀ (and hence to the entries
in the distance matrix of ❀ ), as follows:
 
➽
✟
❃
✎✿❋②●❫✎❏■✲❑
➧
Ù❖ð➅Ü❏➨❏í▲①
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
✔✐❁
❊
☛
Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationships among ❀ , its distance graph ♣ , its d-graph ♣❧➽ , and
its d-STN ❀➲➽ . Notice that the d-graph of ❀ is the distance graph of the d-STN of ❀ .
4.1.2 The Decomposability of a Consistent STN
Definition 4.25 (Relevant Constraints) Given an STN ❀ ✟ Ù❂❁➋Ü   í and a non-empty set
of time-points ❁ ❞ ♠ ❁ , the set of constraints in   relevant to ❁ ❞ is denoted by   ✞ ➾✏➚ , where:
 
✞ ➾
➚
✟
❃
Ù
✎✿❋▲●❫✎❏■❥❑
Ø❬í▲✔
 
①
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
✔✐❁
❞
❊
☛
Definition 4.26 (Locally Consistent Assignment) (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) Given
sets of time-points ❁✜❞ ♠ ❁ and a set of constraints   over the time-points in ❁ , a set of
variable assignments for the time-points in ❁✜❞ is called locally consistent with respect to  
if those variable assignments satisfy the constraints in   ✞ ➾✏➚ .
5Morris and Muscettola (2000) refer to the d-graph as the all-pairs graph.
6We use the term d-STN to highlight the connection between d-STNs and d-graphs. Dechter et al. do not
use this term. Instead, they refer to what we are calling the d-STN as the minimal network representation
for ➪ —minimal in the sense that it explicitly specifies the minimal domain for each temporal difference.
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➶✲➹P➘➷➴✿➬➱➮s✃❐➹➑❒
❮❰➹✰➘Ï➴✿Ð❥➹Ñ➮❲ÒÓ➹➑❒
paths into explicit edges
converts shortest
constraints explicit
makes implicit
is a distance graph of
❮➐➘➷➴❂Ð✸➮➓Ò♥❒
➶④➘Ï➴✿➬➱➮s✃❤❒
is a distance graph of
Ô✏Õ Ö❥Õ✶×ØÕ Ù❡Ú❉ÕsÛ
Ô✏Õ ÖÑÜ✶Õ➑×ØÕ Ý✸Õ Þ✇Û
Figure 4.1: The relationships among ❀ , ♣ , ❀➲➽ and ♣❣➽
In general, a locally consistent assignment is not guaranteed to be extendible to a solu-
tion for an entire STN. For example, if ❁✜❞
✟
❃✼◆
Ü
✎
Û
❊
, then a locally consistent assignment
for the variables in ❁ ❞ consists solely of an assignment of
✎
Û to a value that satisfies all of
the constraints in
 
involving ◆ and
✎
Û (i.e., all unary constraints on ✎ Û ). In general, such an
assignment is not guaranteed to satisfy other constraints in
 
, say, among
✎
Û and some other
time-point
✎
î
. However, the following theorem says that a locally consistent assignment
with respect to
 
➽ (i.e., the constraints in the d-STN of ❀ ) can always be extended to a
solution for ❀ .
Theorem 4.27 (Decomposability Relative to d-STN) (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991)
Let ❀
✟
Ù❂❁✢Ü
 
í be a consistent STN. Let
 
➽ be the constraints in the d-STN associated with
❀ . Then any set of variable assignments to time-points in any set ❁ ❞ ♠ ❁ that is locally
consistent with respect to
 
➽ can be extended to a solution for ❀ .
Corollary 4.28 (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) Two STNs are equivalent if and only if
their distance matrices are identical.
Proposition 4.29 (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) The distance matrices for ❀ and ❀➲➽
are identical (i.e., ➧ ✟ ➧✜➽ ) and, thus, ❀ ❩ ❀➲➽ .
Theorem 4.30 (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991)7 An STN ❀ is consistent if and only if its
corresponding distance graph ♣ has no negative cycles (i.e., if and only if the path length
around any loop is non-negative).
7Dechter et al. cite others regarding this theorem (Shostak, 1981; Liao and Wong, 1983; Leiserson and
Saxe, 1983).
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Corollary 4.31 An STN ❀ is consistent if and only if all of the diagonal entries in its
distance matrix are zero:
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎❏■
í
✟
▼
Ü✲ß✬à✯á❘❙
➢➥➢✆✎❏■
✔✐❁
☛
Proposition 4.32 (Tsamardinos, 2000) Given Theorem 4.30, the following inequality holds
among each pair of time-points ✎❏■ and ✎✿❋ in a consistent STN:
➧
Ù
✎❏■
Ü
✎✿❋
í★➀
➧
Ù
✎✿❋
Ü
✎❏■
í✰➏
▼
☛
Proposition 4.32 says that the length of any loop from â❏ã to â✿ä and back to â❏ã is non-negative.
4.1.3 Adding Constraints to an STN
Typically, adding a constraint to an STN causes some entries in the distance matrix to
change.8 The following theorem specifies which constraints can be added to an STN with-
out threatening its consistency.
Theorem 4.33 (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) For any time-points â❏ã and â✿ä in a con-
sistent STN å , the new constraint â✿ä②æ❫â❏ã✲ç✚è will not threaten the consistency of å if and
only if è satisfies æPé➱ê✬â✿äÑësâ❏ã✬ì✕ç✚è . Furthermore, å has a solution in which â✿ä▲æ❫â❏ã❧í✦î if
and only if îØïñð➙æPé➱ê✬â✿äÑësâ❏ã✬ì✶ësé➱ê✬â❏ã❂ësâ✿ä➌ì❅ò .
Corollary 4.34 Let é➺ó and é✜ô be the distance matrices for the consistent STNs å❤ó♥íÏê❂õ❿ë✒ö❛ósì
and å➲ô✕íÏê❂õ÷ë❉ö✇ô✶ì . Then the following are equivalent:
ø The constraints in ö❣ó entail the constraints in ö✇ô .
ø
é➺ó➌ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➌ì▲ç✚é✤ôÑê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ì , for all â❏ã➩ë✒â✿äúïûõ .
Proof ( ü ) Suppose the constraints in ö❣ó entail those in öÓô . Let â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä⑥ï✐õ be arbitrary. By
Theorem 4.33, there exists a solution ý→ó to å❤ó for which â✿ä✰æ❍â❏ã❤íþé➺ó➌ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➌ì . Since the
constraints in ö❣ó entail the constraints in ö✇ô (cf. Definition 4.7), ý→ó must also be a solution
for å➲ô , which, by Proposition 4.16, implies that â✿ä②æ❫â❏ã❥ç➝é✤ô✼ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➑ì . Thus,
é➺ó➌ê✬â❏ã❏ë✒â✿ä➌ì✣íßâ✿ä▲æ❫â❏ã❝ç➫é✜ôÑê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ì✁ 
( ✂ ) Suppose é❸ó❆ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì✤çþé✜ôÑê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ì , for all â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä ï õ . Let ý→ó be any solution for
ê❂õ÷ë❉ö❣ó✒ì . Let ✄ : â✿ä→æ➎â❏ã⑥ç è be an arbitrary constraint in öÓô . Since ý✂ó is a solution for
ê❂õ÷ë❉ö❣ó✒ì , we have that â✿äPæ❍â❏ã➎ç é➺ó❆ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➌ì . In addition, since ✄ is a constraint in öÓô , we
have that é✜ô✼ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì❵ç è . Putting these inequalities together with the assumption that
é➺ó➌ê✬â❏ã❏ë✒â✿ä➌ì❫ç➫é✤ôÑê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➌ì yields the following:
â✿ä▲æ❫â❏ã❝ç➫é❸ó➌ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ì⑤ç➝é✤ô✼ê✬â❏ã➩ë✒â✿ä❆ì⑤ç✚è❡ë
which implies that ✄ is satisfied in ý→ó . Since ✄ was arbitrary in öÓô , ý→ó is a solution for
ê❂õ÷ë❉ö✇ô✶ì . Since ý→ó was arbitrary, the constraints in ö❛ó entail those in öÓô .
8When a new constraint is added to the network, rather than recomputing the distance matrix from
scratch, it is more efficient to incrementally update the distance matrix using constraint propagation tech-
niques (Chleq, 1995).
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Corollary 4.35 The quantity é➱ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì✆☎➯é➱ê✬â✿äÑësâ❏ã✬ì , which specifies the length of the interval
ð æ✴é➱ê➊â✿ä✼ësâ❏ã➊ì➑ësé➱ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì❏ò , also specifies the maximum amount by which the strongest implicit
constraint from â❏ã to â✿ä may be tightened.
Corollary 4.35 says that the quantity é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➌ì✝☎➺é➱ê✬â✿ä❇ë✒â❏ã✿ì specifies the maximum amount
by which the constraints joining the time-points â❏ã and â✿ä (in either direction) may be tight-
ened. Adding a constraint â✿ä→æúâ❏ã✴ç è in the extreme case where è➸íþæPé➱ê✬â✿äÑësâ❏ã➊ì (recall
Theorem 4.33), causes the updated distance matrix entries to satisfy:
æPé➱ê✬â✿äÑësâ❏ã✬ì✐í â✿ä▲æ⑤â❏ã❿í é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➑ì✁ 
In such a case, the temporal difference â✿ä✜æ â❏ã is constrained to be fixed; equivalently,
é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➑ì✞☎❍é➱ê➊â✿ä✼ësâ❏ã➊ì♥í✠✟ .
Definition 4.36 (Rigidly Connected Time-Points) (Tsamardinos, Muscettola, and Mor-
ris, 1998; Gerevini, Perini, and Ricci, 1996; Wetprasit and Sattar, 1998) The time-points â❏ã
and â✿ä are said to be rigidly connected in an STN åúíÏê✿õ÷ë✒ö❥ì if:
é➱ê✬â❏ã➩ë✒â✿ä➌ì✡☎ñé➱ê✬â✿ä❡ësâ❏ã✬ì♥í☛✟☞ 
A set of time-points õ✍✌✏✎✚õ forms a rigidly-connected component (or a rigid component)
in å if each pair of time-points in õ✍✌ is rigidly connected in å .
4.1.4 Measures of Flexibility and Rigidity for an STN
If the time-points of an STN represent the execution times of tasks to which an agent is
committed, then the more flexible the constraints in that STN, the greater the flexibility of
that agent in, for example, integrating new tasks into its schedule. (Tasks subject to flexible
constraints can be moved around to accommodate new tasks.) Thus, the flexibility of an
STN measures one aspect of the goodness of an STN from the viewpoint of the agent.
Similarly, the rigidity of an STN is a measure of the badness of an STN from the agent’s
viewpoint.9
The relative flexibility of the time-points â❏ã and â✿ä (Definition 4.37, below) specifies the
maximum amount by which the current strongest implicit constraint on â❏ã and â✿ä may be
strengthened (in either direction). The relative flexibility of the pair, â❏ã and â✿ä —which is
the same as the relative flexibility of the pair â✿ä and â❏ã —is a number in the interval ð✑✟Óë✓✒➔ì .
The relative flexibility is ✟ if the time-points are rigidly connected, ✒ if their temporal
difference is unconstrained. The relative rigidity of a pair of time-points (Definition 4.38,
below) is (almost) the reciprocal of their relative flexibility. The root-mean-square (RMS)
rigidity of an STN (Definition 4.38) is defined in terms of the relative rigidity among each
pair of time-points in the STN.
9The measure of rigidity defined here is similar to the measure of rigidity defined in an earlier paper (Huns-
berger, 2002b).
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Definition 4.37 (Relative Flexibility) Given time-points â❏ã and â✿ä in a consistent STN, the
relative flexibility of â❏ã and â✿ä is the (non-negative) quantity:
✔✖✕✘✗✚✙
ê➊â❏ã❏ësâ✿ä➑ì✣í é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➑ì✞☎❍é➱ê➊â✿ä✼ësâ❏ã➊ì✁ 
Definition 4.38 (Relative Rigidity, RMS Rigidity) The relative rigidity of the pair of time-
points â❏ã and â✿ä in a consistent STN is the quantity:
✛✢✜✤✣
ê➊â❏ã❏ësâ✿ä➑ì✣í
✥
✥
☎
✔✦✕✘✗✚✙
ê➊â❏ã❏ësâ✿ä➑ì
í
✥
✥
☎❍é➱ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì✞☎ñé➱ê✬â✿äÑësâ❏ã✬ì
 
The RMS rigidity of a consistent STN å is the quantity:
✛✢✜✤✣
ê✬å✕ì í
✧★
★
✩ ✪
✫
õ
✫
ê
✫
õ
✫
æ
✥
ì✏✬
ã✘✭❯ä
ð✯✮✱✰✳✲❰ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì❏ò
ô
 
From
✔✦✕✘✗✚✙
ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ì▲ï❍ð✑✟Óë✓✒➔ì , it follows that
✛✢✜✤✣
ê✬â❏ã❏ësâ✿ä➑ì✕ï❍ð✑✟Óë
✥
ò and ✛✢✜✤✣ ê➊å✰ì✕ï❍ð✑✟Óë ✥ ò . If â❏ã
and â✿ä are part of a rigid component, then ✔✖✕✘✗✚✙ ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➑ì✂í✴✟ and ✛✢✜✤✣ ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä❆ì✴í ✥ . Similarly,
if å is completely rigid, then ✛✵✜✤✣ ê✬å✕ì❿í ✥ . At the opposite extreme, if å is completely
unconstrained, then ✛✢✜✤✣ ê✬å✕ì②í☛✟ .
A pair of time-points may be rigidly connected to one another, yet not be fixed on the
time-line. However, points that are rigidly connected to the zero time-point ✶ , which is
fixed on the time-line, are themselves necessarily fixed on the time-line.
Proposition 4.39 A time-point â❏ã is rigidly connected to the zero time-point ✶ if and only if
â❏ã is constrained to be fixed. For example, â✿ä▲æ✷✶✤í ✥ ✟ if and only if â✿äPí ✥ ✟ .
4.1.5 Dealing with Rigid Components in an STN
Figure 4.2 shows an STN with two rigid components, ✸❡â➓ó➑ë✒â❅ô❇ësâ✺✹✆✻ and ✸❡â✽✼❡ësâ✺✾❇ësâ✺✿✆✻ . Sev-
eral researchers (Tsamardinos, 2000; Gerevini, Perini, and Ricci, 1996; Wetprasit and Sat-
tar, 1998) have presented algorithms for effectively decoupling rigid components from an
STN.10 For example, Tsamardinos (2000) presents an algorithm that:
(1) selects from each rigid component ✛❁❀ a single time-point â✚❂❄❃ that will represent the
rigid component in the modified network;
(2) rearranges the edges in the network so that any edge in the modified network that
interacts with a time-point in a rigid component ✛❅❀ does so by interacting with the
representative â✚❂❄❃ of that component; and
10These researchers do not refer to this process as “decoupling” the rigid components from the network.
Instead, they invariably refer to it as “collapsing” the rigid components down to single points. The word
“decoupling” was used here to highlight the connection between these algorithms and the much more general
temporal decoupling problems that are the subject of Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.2: An STN with rigid components
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Figure 4.3: The STN from Figure 4.2 after collapsing its rigid components
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(3) associates with each representative, additional information sufficient to reconstruct
that representative’s component.
When applied to the STN from Figure 4.2, the above algorithm generates the STN shown in
Figure 4.3 (assuming that the time-points â✺✹ and â✽✼ are the chosen representatives). Notice
that the algorithm has modified each edge involving a non-representative time-point in a
rigid component to ensure that the edge’s interface with the rigid component is through the
component’s representative. For example, the edge, â✐✉☎æñâ✺✾✸ç✇✈①✈ , has been converted into
the edge, â✐✉♥æ❫â✽✼✂ç☛②④③ , since â✽✼ is the representative for the rigid component containing â✺✾ .
Notice that the weight of the edge has been modified from ✈⑤✈ to ②④③ , the difference of æ⑥③
being the distance from â✽✼ to â✺✾ in that component.
The additional information associated with each component’s representative may take
many forms. In Figure 4.3, each component’s representative has a set of pairs associ-
ated with it, one pair for each non-representative time-point in the component, each offset
specifying the distance from the representative to the non-representative time-point. For
example, the pair ê➊â❅ô❡ë❇æ⑥⑦✯ì associated with the representative â✺✹ specifies that the distance
from â✺✹ to â❅ô is æ⑥⑦ in the rigid component represented by â✺✹ .
4.2 Some Useful Extensions to the Theory of STNs
It is sometimes desirable (e.g., when transmitting a set of temporal constraints in a mes-
sage) to represent an STN by an equivalent STN having the minimum number of explicit
constraints. This section derives a canonical STN representation that is guaranteed to have
the minimum number of explicit constraints. The canonical representation is constructed
by first decoupling the rigid components as described in Section 4.1, and then removing all
dominated constraints from the rest of the network. (A constraint is said to be dominated if
removing it from the network does not change the set of solutions.)
This section also introduces the concept of a d-subnetwork, which is used in several
key theorems in the next chapter.
Definition 4.40 (Relevant Distance Submatrix) Let åúíÏê✿õ÷ë✒ö❥ì be an STN with distance
matrix é . Let õ⑨⑧ be a set of time-points such that ✶÷ï⑤õ❁⑧✞✎ õ . The distance submatrix of
é relevant to õ❁⑧ , denoted é
✫ ⑩✍❶
, is the
✫
õ❷⑧
✫
-by-
✫
õ❷⑧
✫
matrix given by:
é
✫ ⑩❸❶
ê✬â❏ã➩ë✒â✿ä❆ì✐í é➱ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì , for each â❏ã➩ë✒â✿ä✂ï✐õ ⑧ .
Notice that the indices of the two matrices typically do not correspond. Using variable
names instead of integer indices to refer to the entries of the matrices sweeps this trivial
problem under the rug.
Definition 4.41 (d-Subnetwork) Given a consistent STN å í ê❂õ❿ë❉ö❥ì and a set of time-
points õ❷⑧ such that ✶➱ï❍õ⑨⑧❹✎þõ , the d-subnetwork of å with respect to õ⑨⑧ is the the STN
å✡❺
✫ ⑩❸❶
í➷ê❂õ
⑧
ë❉ö✍❺
✫ ⑩❸❶
ì , where (combining Definitions 4.24 and 4.25):
ö✍❺
✫ ⑩❻❶
í❼✸❜ê✬â✿ä▲æØâ❏ã✲ç➝é➱ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ìsì❾❽✯â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä✂ï✐õ
⑧
✻❿ 
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In other words, for each pair of time-points â❏ã and â✿ä in õ⑨⑧ , the d-subnetwork contains an
explicit constraint of the form â✿ä✰æñâ❏ã②ç é➱ê✬â❏ã➩ë✒â✿ä➌ì . Notice that a shortest path from â❏ã to â✿ä
in å may pass through points that are not in õ ⑧ . However, in the d-subnetwork, the edge
from â❏ã to â✿ä has the same length as the shortest path from â❏ã to â✿ä in å .
Lemma 4.42 Let åþí✪ê✿õ❿ë✒ö❥ì be an STN with distance matrix é . Let õ⑨⑧ be an arbitrary
set of time-points such that ✶➒ï➎õ❷⑧✦✎Ïõ . Then the distance matrix for the d-subnetwork
å✡❺
✫ ⑩ ❶
is identical to the distance submatrix of é❷❺ relevant to õ ⑧ . Thus, the notation é⑨❺ ✫ ⑩ ❶
is unambiguous.
Proof Let é➁➀ ➂➄➃➄➅ ➆ ❶✤➇ be the distance matrix for å✡❺
✫ ⑩❸❶
. Since any solution to å must satisfy
the constraints in ö✍❺
✫ ⑩❸❶
, the constraints in ö entail the constraints in ö☞❺
✫ ⑩❸❶
. Thus, by Corol-
lary 4.34, é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä❆ì✰ç➔é➁➀ ➂ ➃ ➅ ➆ ❶➈➇ ê✬â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì , for all â❏ã and â✿ä in õ❁⑧ . However, for each â❏ãùësâ✿ä ï✣õ⑨⑧ ,
the constraint â✿ä æ➔â❏ã ç é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➑ì is in ö✍❺
✫ ⑩ ❶
, which implies that the opposite inequality,
é
➀ ➂
➃
➅ ➆
❶➈➇
ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ì✂ç é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä❆ì , also holds. Thus, é ➀ ➂ ➃ ➅ ➆ ❶➈➇ ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ì✰íþé➱ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➑ì holds for all â❏ã and
â✿ä in õ⑨⑧ . Finally, since é í é⑨❺ (by Proposition 4.29), we have that é➉➀ ➂ ➃ ➅ ➆ ❶➈➇ í➟ê✬é❷❺➑ì ✫ ⑩❸❶ .
Thus, the notation é⑨❺
✫ ⑩
❶
may be used to refer to both the submatrix of é⑨❺ with respect to
õ⑨⑧ and the distance matrix for the d-subnetwork of å with respect to õ⑨⑧ (i.e., what has been
called é ➀ ➂➊➃✓➅ ➆ ❶➋➇ in this proof).
In terms of d-subnetworks, Theorem 4.27 may be restated as follows:
Let å í ê✿õ❿ë✒ö➲ì be a consistent STN and õ❷⑧ a set of time-points such that
✶÷ï õ⑨⑧➌✎➭õ . Any solution to the d-subnetwork å✡❺
✫ ⑩✍❶
of å can be extended to
a solution for å .
We now provide a slight generalization of this theorem that will be quite useful in the next
chapter.
Theorem 4.43 Let å í ê✿õ❿ë✒ö❥ì be a consistent STN. Let ö➌⑧ be any set of constraints over
the time-points in õ⑨⑧ , where ✶➺ï✐õ⑨⑧❄✎✚õ . If the constraints in ö➍⑧ are consistent with å✡❺ ✫ ⑩❸❶ ,
then they are also consistent with å .
Proof Suppose that the constraints in ö➌⑧ are consistent with å✡❺
✫ ⑩❻❶
í ê❂õ❷⑧➥ë✒ö☞❺
✫ ⑩❸❶
ì . By
Definition 4.9, this implies that the STN å➎⑧✲í❵ê❂õ⑨⑧ ë❉ö✍❺
✫ ⑩❸❶✍➏
ö➍⑧➙ì is consistent. Thus, there
is a solution ý ⑧ to å ⑧ (i.e., a set of assignments to the time-points in õ ⑧ satisfying the
constraints in ö✍❺
✫ ⑩❻❶✓➏
ö➌⑧ ). In particular, the solution ý➐⑧ satisfies all the constraints in ö✍❺ ✫ ⑩❸❶ .
However, this implies that the solution ý➑⑧ also satisfies all of the constraints in ö☞❺ (since
all of the constraints in ö☞❺ relevant to õ⑨⑧ are contained in ö☞❺
✫ ⑩❸❶ ). Thus, by Theorem 4.27,
the set of variable assignments in ý➑⑧ must be extendible to a solution ý for å . Since the
solution ý ⑧ satisfies all the constraints in ö ⑧ , and since the constraints in ö ⑧ only involve
time-points in õ❷⑧ , the solution ý for å must also be a solution for ê✿õ❿ë✒ö
➏
ö➌⑧➙ì . Thus,
ê❂õ÷ë❉ö
➏
ö➌⑧➙ì is consistent (i.e., the constraints in ö➌⑧ are consistent with å ).
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We now consider a notion of dominance among constraints in an STN. Our definition
of dominance, our characterization of dominance in an STN without rigid components,
and our algorithm for finding the undominated constraints in an STN are related to pre-
existing work (Tsamardinos, 2000; Tsamardinos, Muscettola, and Morris, 1998). The key
difference is that the definition of dominance in the pre-existing work is tied to the real-time
execution of tasks in an STN, whereas ours is not.
Definition 4.44 (Dominance) An explicit constraint (or edge) â✿ä★æ✗â❏ã❘ç✚è is dominated in
a lean STN å if removing that edge would result in no change to the distance matrix for å .
Theorem 4.45 (Characterizing Dominance) Consider an edge ✄ of the form â✿ä✲æ❝â❏ã✲ç✚è
in a consistent STN å➎í ê❂õ÷ë✒ö➲ì .
ø If é➱ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✿ä➌ì❾➒➔è (i.e., if ✄ is not tight in å ), then ✄ is dominated in å .
ø If è⑥í④é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✿ä➑ì (i.e., if ✄ is tight in å ) and there are no rigid components in å , then
the edge â✿ä☎æ â❏ã❥ç✚è is dominated in å if and only if there is some other point â✺➓ ï✐õ
such that:
è➔í é➱ê➊â❏ã➩ësâ✺➓❆ì✞☎❍é➱ê➊â✺➓✉ësâ✿ä➑ì✶ë
as illustrated below.
➔➣→
➔▼↔
↕
➙❁➛
➔▼↔❳➜♥➔✘➝❏➞
➙❁➛
➔❖→◗➜▼➔▼↔✽➞
➔✘➝
Proof For the first part, if ➟ is not tight, then (by Proposition 4.20) ➟ cannot lie along any
shortest path. Hence, removing ➟ could not cause a change to the distance matrix.
For the second part, suppose that ➠ has no rigid components and that the tight edge ➟ ,
➡✳➢✱➤➥➡✽➦❅➧➩➨
, is not dominated in ➠ . Then ➟ must be part of some shortest path ➫ from
some
➡➣➭
to some
➡✺➯
such that removing ➟ from ➠ would cause ➲➵➳ ➡➣➭⑤➸❳➡✺➯❫➺ to increase (i.e.,
the subsequent shortest path from ➡➣➭ to ➡✺➯ would be longer than ➫ ). ➫ has the form shown
below:
➻✳➼
➽
E ➻➣➾ ➻♥➚➻◗➪
➶✡➹
➶❻➘
where the squiggly arcs denote (possibly empty) paths. (Without loss of generality, ➟ may
be assumed to occur only once on the path ➫ .)
Suppose there exists some ➡✺➴ such that ➲➵➳ ➡✽➦♥➸❳➡✺➴➊➺✵➷ ➲➵➳ ➡✺➴➬➸❳➡✳➢➄➺➱➮ ➨ . Then there exist
shortest paths ➫❹✃ (from ➡✽➦ to ➡✺➴ ) and ➫❒❐ (from ➡✺➴ to ➡✳➢ ), as shown below
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❮✳❰
❮✘Ï
Ð
E
❮❏Ñ
❮❖Ò
❮▼Ó
Ô❄Õ
Ô❻Ö
Ô✡×
ÔÙØ
where
✫ Ú
ô
✫
☎
✫ÛÚ
✹
✫
í➭è .
Let
Ú
⑧ be the concatenation of the paths
Ú
ó➑ë
Ú
ô❇ë
Ú
✹ and
Ú
✼ . Then
✫ Ú
⑧
✫
is given by:
✫ÛÚ
⑧
✫
í
✫ÛÚ
ó
✫
☎
✫ Ú
ô
✫
☎
✫ÛÚ
✹
✫
☎
✫ÛÚ
✼
✫
í
✫ Ú
ó
✫
☎➐è✢☎
✫ Ú
✼
✫
í
✫ÛÚÜ✫
í é➱ê✬â➣Ý✆ë✒â✺Þ❲ì✁ 
Thus,
Ú
⑧ is also a shortest path from â➣Ý to â✺Þ .
✄ must lie along the path
Ú
⑧ since otherwise removing ✄ from å would not change the
value of é➱ê✬â➣Ý✆ësâ✺Þ➓ì . Since ✄ does not lie along
Ú
ó or
Ú
✼ , it must lie along
Ú
ô or
Ú
✹ .
Suppose ✄ lies along
Ú
ô . Then
Ú
ô and
Ú
✹ look like this:
Eß✳à ß à
á
ß❖â ß❏ã
ß
â
ä❄å
ä❄æ
Thus,
è í
✫ Ú
ô
✫
☎
✫ÛÚ
✹
✫
ü è í ð é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ❏ã✬ì✞☎➐è✵☎❍é➱ê➊â✿ä✼ësâ✺➓❆ì❅ò❿☎❍é➱ê✬â✺➓❯ësâ✿ä➑ì
ü è í ð✑✟ç☎➎è✵☎ñé➱ê✬â✿ä❡ësâ✺➓❡ì❏òè☎❍é➱ê➊â✺➓✉ësâ✿ä➑ì
ü ✟ í é➱ê➊â✿äÑë✒â✺➓❡ì✞☎❍é➱ê➊â✺➓❯ë✒â✿ä❆ì
contradicting that å has no rigid components (cf. Definition 4.36). The case of ✄ lying
along
Ú
✹ results in a similar contradiction. Thus, the assumption that there exists some â✺➓
such that é➱ê✬â❏ã➩ë✒â✺➓❇ì✞☎ñé➱ê✬â✺➓✉ë✒â✿ä➌ì♥í➭è must have been wrong.
On the other hand, if ✄ is a tight, dominated edge and å has no rigid components, then
removing ✄ must not cause a change to the distance matrix of å . Thus, there must exist
some shortest path
Ú
from â❏ã to â✿ä such that
✫ Úé✫
í è . Since the edge from â❏ã to â✿ä has been
removed,
Ú
must contain some other point â✺➓ . Thus, é➱ê✬â❏ãùësâ✺➓❡ì✞☎ñé➱ê✬â✺➓✼ësâ✿ä➑ì☎í✦è .
Theorem 4.46 Suppose ✄ is a dominated edge in a consistent STN å in which there are no
rigid components. Then removing any set ✸ê✄⑥ó✶ë❫✄Pô❡ë✆ ✆ ✆ ➌ë❫✄✢ë❿✻ of dominated edges from å will
not change the property of ✄ being a dominated edge in å . Thus, the set of undominated
constraints in å is a well-defined notion.
Proof Let ✄þíÏê✬â❏ãùë❲è➄ì❬ë✒â✿ä➌ì be a dominated edge in an STN å that has no rigid components.
Suppose í í❵ê➊â✺➓❯ë➓è➄î❤ësâ✺ï ì is some other dominated edge in å , and that removing í would
cause ✄ to become undominated in å . Since ✄ and í are both dominated in å , removing
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either edge alone would not cause a change in the distance matrix of å . However, by
assumption, removing í would cause ✄ to become undominated. Thus, removing both ✄
and í would cause a change to the distance matrix. Thus, removing only ✄ would cause
í to become undominated as well.
As a result, it must be that í is part of every shortest path from â❏ã to â✿ä that does not
include ✄ . Similarly, ✄ is part of every shortest path from â✺➓ to â✺ï that does not include í .
This situation is pictured below.
ð✤ñ
ð◗ò
ó✢ô
ð ñ✺õ ð◗ò✑ö
ð✘÷
ð❖ø
ù✺ú
ù✺û
ó✢ô
ð ÷✤õ ð ø ö
óçô
ð ø✐õ ð ÷ ö
ó✢ô
ð✘ò õ ð ñ ö
Considering the paths ü◗ý✽þ✽ß❳ý✁ êß❳ý✁✂➣ß❳ý☎✄
✆
and ü❖ý✁ ➬ß❳ý✽þ❏ß❳ý☎✄✝ß❳ý✁✂
✆
, which are shortest paths, we get the
following equations: ✝
ü◗ý✽þ❏ß❳ý✁ 
✆✟✞✡✠☞☛✌✞
✝
ü❖ý✁✂➣ß❳ý☎✄
✆ ✍ ✠☞✎
✝
ü❖ý✁ êß❳ý✽þ
✆✟✞✏✠✑✎✒✞
✝
ü❖ý☎✄♦ß❳ý✁✂
✆ ✍ ✠☞☛✔✓
Adding these together and canceling like quantities yields:
✕
✝
ü❖ý✽þ❏ß✚ý✁ 
✆✟✞
✝
ü❖ý✁ ⑤ß✚ý✽þ
✆✗✖✘✞ ✕
✝
ü❖ý✁✂➣ß❳ý☎✄
✆✟✞
✝
ü◗ý☎✄êß❳ý✁✂
✆✙✖✌✍ ✚✛✓
Since both of the bracketed quantities are necessarily non-negative in a consistent STN, we
get that both bracketed quantities must in fact be equal to
✚
, contradicting that ✜ has no
rigid components.
Finally, suppose that removing the finite sequence of dominated edges ✢✤✣✁ß✥✢✧✦➊ß
✓★✓★✓
ß✥✢✪✩
caused the status of some remaining edge ✢ to change from dominated to undominated.
Let ✢ þ be the first edge in that sequence such that ✢ was dominated before ✢ þ ’s removal,
but undominated thereafter. The preceding argument shows that this cannot happen.
Definition 4.47 The undominated constraints in an STN ✜
✍
ü☎✫➐ß✭✬
✆
are denoted ✬✯✮ .
By Theorem 4.45, the following simple ✰➐ü✥✱ ✬✲✱✳✱ ✫✴✱
✆
algorithm will find the undominated
constraints in an STN that has no rigid components: For each tight edge, ý☎✄✶✵➑ý✽þ✸✷
✠
, check
whether there is some ý✁  such that
✝
ü❖ý✽þ♥ß❳ý✁ 
✆✸✞
✝
ü❖ý✁ ⑤ß✚ý☎✄
✆✹✍✺✠
. If there is no such ý✁  , then
the edge is undominated.
Theorem 4.48 Let ✜
✍
ü☎✫➁ß✭✬
✆
be an STN in which there are no rigid components; let
✜✼✻
✍
ü☎✫➐ß✭✬✛✻
✆
be its d-STN. Then the set ü✳✬✽✻
✆
✮ of undominated constraints in ✬✛✻ is the
unique, minimal set of constraints equivalent to the constraints in ✬ . (Here, “minimal”
refers to the number of constraints in the set.)
Proof (Equivalence of ✬ and ü✾✬✛✻ ✆ ✮ ) By Proposition 4.29, ✜ and ✜✼✻ are equivalent (i.e.,
✜❀✿❁✜✼✻ ). Thus, ✬❂✿❃✬✽✻ . Furthermore, since ✜ has no rigid components, neither does
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❄✭❅
❆❇❄
❈✾❉
❊
❋
●■❍
●❇●
❆✁❆
❈☎❏
❑
●▲❆
▼
❅
❄
❑✯◆
▼
❈✾❖
❈✾P
❈✳◗
❈✳❘
❈❚❙
Figure 4.4: The STN from Figure 4.2 with its decoupled rigid components
å✡❺ . Thus, by Theorem 4.46, the set ê➊ö☞❺➌ì✁❯ of undominated constraints in ö☞❺ may be con-
structed by removing the dominated constraints from ö☞❺ . Since removing dominated con-
straints does not affect the distance matrix (Definition 4.44), the distance matrices for å✡❺
and ê✿õ❿ëÑê➊ö☞❺➌ì✁❯ ì are identical. Hence, by Corollary 4.28, ö✍❺✲❱ ê ö✍❺➑ì✗❯ . Thus, ê➊ö☞❺➌ì✁❯❲❱④ö .
(Minimality of ê ö✍❺➌ì✗❯ ) Since removing any undominated constraint from ê➊ö☞❺➌ì✁❯ would
change the distance matrix (Definition 4.44), and hence would cause the resulting constraint
set to lose its equivalence with ö , the set ê➊ö☞❺➑ì✁❯ is a minimal constraint set equivalent to ö .
(Uniqueness) By Theorem 4.45, each edge ✄ í ê❨❳☎❩✕æ❬❳✗❭♥ç⑦è❯ì in ê ö✍❺➌ì ❯ constitutes the
only shortest path from ❳✗❭ to ❳☎❩ in the fully-connected d-graph ❪➍❺ . Thus, replacing the edge
✄ with some alternative shortest path from ❳✗❭ to ❳☎❩ would necessarily require changing the
distance matrix.
Theorem 4.48, above, specifies the minimum number of constraints needed to entail
the constraints in a network having no rigid components. Theorem 4.53, below, provides
the analogous result for networks that have rigid components. It shows that the minimum
number of edges needed to entail a network having rigid components can be found by first
decoupling the rigid components from the rest of the network, as described in Section 4.1,
and then providing minimal sets of edges to represent each of the resulting subnetworks.
Figure 4.3 from Section 4.1 shows an STN after its rigid components have been col-
lapsed down to single points. Figure 4.4 shows the same network, but with the rigid com-
ponents shown as decoupled subnetworks, henceforth called rc-subnetworks. Notice that
rc-subnetworks, unlike proper STNs (cf. Definition 4.1), need not include the zero time-
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point variable, ✶ . Notice also that the edges in each rc-subnetwork have been arranged into
a loop, which the following result shows to be the most concise representation for a rigid
component.
Lemma 4.49 If all of the time-points in a consistent STN å í ê❂õ÷ë❉ö❥ì are rigidly con-
nected and
✫
õ
✫❴❫
✥
, then
✫
ö
✫❴❵ ✫
õ
✫
. Furthermore, there exists an equivalent STN
å ⑧ í➷ê❂õ÷ë✒ö ⑧ ì such that
✫
ö ⑧
✫
í
✫
õ
✫
.
Proof Let ❳✗❭❤ïØõ be arbitrary. Since
✫
õ
✫❛❫
✥
, there exists some ❳☎❩✸ï õ such that ❳✗❭✪❜í❝❳☎❩ .
Since ❳✗❭ and ❳☎❩ are rigidly connected in å , there is a shortest path in å from ❳✗❭ to ❳☎❩ . Thus,
there is at least one edge leaving ❳✗❭ . Since each edge originates at a single point and each
time-point has at least one edge emanating from it, there must be at least
✫
õ
✫
edges in ö .
Now suppose õÏí ✸❞❳✁❡ ë❢❳➓ó❲ë✆ ✆ ✆ ➌ë❢❳✽ë ✻ . Let ö➌⑧ be the following set of constraints:
✸✤ê❣❳➓ó✲æ❤❳✁❡→ç➔é➱ê❨❳✁❡❆ë❢❳➓ó✒ìsì✶ë  ✆ ✆ ➌ë✰ê❣❳✽ë➸æ✐❳✽ë❦❥✏ó▲ç➝é➱ê❨❳✽ë❧❥✏ó✶ë❢❳✽ë✯ìsì➑ë✰ê❨❳✁❡☎æ✐❳✽ë➺ç➝é➱ê❨❳✽ë❜ë❢❳✁❡✶ì✒ì✖✻ ë
where é is the distance matrix for å . Let å ⑧ í ê❂õ❿ë❉ö ⑧ ì . Let ❳✗❭➩ë❢❳☎❩➐ï õ be arbitrary
such that ✰ç➒♥♠ . The only path from ❳✗❭ to ❳☎❩ in å➎⑧ that does not contain a loop is the path,
Ú
❭♦❩✰í ê❨❳✗❭ùë❢❳✗❭q♣❣ó✶ë➊ ✆ ✆ ❆ë✭❳☎❩r❥✏ó✶ë❢❳☎❩➑ì . Thus,
Ú
❭s❩ must be a shortest path in å ⑧ . Similarly, the only path
from ❳☎❩ to ❳✗❭ that does not contain a loop is the path,
Ú
❩❇❭☎í❵ê❨❳☎❩❡ë❢❳☎❩✭♣❣ó✶ë✆ ✆ ➊ ❆ë❢❳✁❡❇ë➊ ✆ ✆ ❆ë✭❳✗❭✳❥✏ó✶ë❢❳✗❭➊ì ,
which must therefore also be a shortest path. Next, notice that
✫ÛÚ
❭s❩
✫
í④é➱ê❨❳✗❭❂ë❢❳✗❭q♣❣ósì✞☎  ✆ ✆ ✆☎➐é➱ê❨❳☎❩✥❥✏ó❲ë❢❳☎❩➑ì➑ë
which, by repeated application of the Triangle Inequality yields that
✫ÛÚ
❭s❩
✫t❵
é➱ê❨❳✗❭ùë❢❳☎❩➑ì .
Similarly,
✫ Ú
❩❇❭
✫✉❵
é➱ê❨❳☎❩❡ë❢❳✗❭➊ì .
Next, notice that
✫ÛÚ
❭s❩
✫
☎
✫ÛÚ
❩❇❭
✫
í④é➱ê❨❳✁❡❆ë❢❳➓ósì✞☎❍é➱ê❣❳➓ó✶ë❢❳❅ô✶ì✞☎  ✆ ✆ ♦☎ñé➱ê❨❳✽ë❦❥✏ó❲ë❢❳✽ë✆ì✞☎ñé➱ê❨❳✽ë❜ë❢❳✁❡✶ì✓ 
Since each pair of time-points, ê❨❳➣Ý✆ë✭❳✺Þ❲ì , is rigidly connected in å , it follows that é➱ê❣❳➣Ý✆ë❢❳✺Þ❲ì❬í
æPé➱ê❨❳✺Þ❆ë✭❳➣Ý✼ì (cf. Definition 4.36). Thus,
æ
✫ÛÚ
❭s❩
✫
æ
✫ÛÚ
❩❇❭
✫
í æ✴é➱ê❣❳✁❡ ë❢❳➓ó✒ì❤æ⑤é➱ê❣❳➓ó✶ë❢❳❅ô➑ì❘æ➥ ✆ ➊ ✯æ❫é➱ê❨❳✽ë❧❥✏ó✶ë❢❳✽ë✯ì❘æ⑤é➱ê❨❳✽ë❜ë❢❳✁❡✶ì
í é➱ê❨❳➓ó➑ë❢❳✁❡❲ì✞☎❍é➱ê❨❳❅ô❆ë❢❳➓ósì✞☎☛ ✆ ➊ ✝☎❍é➱ê❣❳✽ëÓë✭❳✽ë❦❥✏ó✒ì✞☎ñé➱ê❨❳✁❡ ë❢❳✽ë✉ì✁ 
Since the right-hand side of each of the above equations represents the length of a loop
in å , which is a consistent STN, each must be non-negative (cf. Theorem 4.30). Thus,
✫ÛÚ
❭s❩
✫
☎
✫ Ú
❩❇❭
✫
must be equal to zero. Thus,
✫ÛÚ
❭s❩
✫
í➷æ
✫ÛÚ
❩✁❭
✫
ü
✫ÛÚ
❭♦❩
✫
ç⑦æPé➱ê❨❳☎❩Ñë❢❳✗❭✬ì , Since
✫ÛÚ
❩❇❭
✫❛❵
é➱ê❣❳☎❩❡ë❢❳✗❭✬ì
ü
✫ÛÚ
❭♦❩
✫
ç➝é➱ê❣❳✗❭➩ë❢❳☎❩➑ì , Since é➱ê❨❳✗❭ùë❢❳☎❩❆ì✞☎ñé➱ê❨❳☎❩❡ë❢❳✗❭➊ì☎í☛✟
ü
✫ÛÚ
❭♦❩
✫
í➔é➱ê❨❳✗❭➩ë✭❳☎❩❆ì , Since é➱ê❨❳✗❭ùë❢❳☎❩❆ì▲ç
✫ Ú
❭s❩
✫
.
Similarly,
✫ÛÚ
❩❇❭
✫
í é➱ê❨❳☎❩Ñë❢❳✗❭➊ì . Since
Ú
❭s❩ is a shortest path in å ⑧ , é ⑧✬ê❣❳✗❭➩ë❢❳☎❩➌ì í
✫ Ú
❭s❩
✫
; hence
é ⑧✬ê❣❳✗❭➩ë❢❳☎❩➌ì❬í④é➱ê❣❳☎❩Ñë✭❳✗❭✬ì . Similarly, é ⑧➊ê❨❳☎❩❡ë❢❳✗❭✿ì❬í④é➱ê❣❳☎❩❡ë❢❳✗❭✬ì . Since ❳✗❭ and ❳☎❩ were arbitrary in õ
with ✰✖➒❬♠ , å ⑧✽❱✦å . Since the number of edges in ö➍⑧ is equal to
✫
õ
✫
, the result is proven.
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②
✈✯③✙✇✾①
✈✯✇✾①
④
✈✯✇✳①
⑤
✈✯✇✳①
⑥
Figure 4.5: An STN with four decoupled rigid components
Definition 4.50 (rc-Subnetworks) Let ✜ be a consistent STN. Let ✜⑧⑦ be any STN resulting
from decoupling the rigid components of ✜ as described in Section 4.1. Let
✜✪⑨❶⑩
✣
✍
ü☎✫❷⑨❚⑩
✣
ß✭✬✸⑨❶⑩
✣
✆
ß
✓★✓❸✓
ß❹✜✪⑨❶⑩
✩
✍
ü☎✫❴⑨❶⑩
✩
ß✭✬✸⑨❚⑩
✩
✆
be the subnetworks in ✜✲⑦ corresponding to the decoupled rigid components; and let ✜✧❺
⑨❶⑩
✍
ü☎✫❴❺
⑨❶⑩
ß✭✬✸❺
⑨❶⑩
✆
be the remaining subnetwork of ✜ from which the rigid components have been
decoupled. The subnetworks, ✜
⑨❚⑩
✣
✍
ü☎✫
⑨❶⑩
✣
ß✭✬
⑨❶⑩
✣
✆
ß
✓★✓★✓
ß✹✜
⑨❶⑩
✩
✍
ü❨✫
⑨❚⑩
✩
ß✭✬
⑨❶⑩
✩
✆
ß are called rc-
subnetworks of ✜⑧⑦ ; ✜✪❺
⑨❚⑩
is called the nrc-subnetwork of ✜⑧⑦ .
Figure 4.5 illustrates the notation from Definition 4.50. Notice that the nrc-subnetwork,
✜✪❺
⑨❚⑩
, contains no rigid components, but that for each ❻ , ✫❴❺
⑨❶⑩❽❼
✫
⑨❶⑩
þ
is a singleton set
containing the representative time-point for the rc-subnetwork ✜
⑨❶⑩
þ
.
Proposition 4.51 If ❾ is a loop with length zero in a consistent STN ✜ , then the set of
time-points occurring in ❾ forms a rigid component in ✜ .
Proof Let ý✽þ and ý☎✄ be arbitrary time-points in ❾ . Let ❾ þs✄ be the subpath of ❾ from ý✽þ to
ý☎✄ . Let ❾ ✄✐þ be the subpath in ❾ from ý☎✄ to ý✽þ . (If ý✽þ or ý☎✄ occur more than once in ❾ , choose
❾
þ♦✄ and ❾ ✄✺þ such that they concatenate to form ❾ .) Since replacing ❾ þs✄ in ❾ with a strictly
shorter path would create a loop in ✜ with negative path-length, which would contradict
that ✜ is consistent, ❾ þs✄ must be a shortest path in ✜ . Similarly, ❾ ✄✐þ must be a shortest path
in ✜ . Thus,
✚❝✍
✱
❾
þs✄❿✱
✞
✱
❾
✄✐þ❢✱
✍
✝
ü❖ý✽þ♥ß❳ý☎✄
✆✟✞
✝
ü❖ý☎✄✝ß❳ý✽þ
✆r✓
Hence, ý✽þ and ý☎✄ are rigidly connected. Since ý✽þ and ý☎✄ were arbitrary time-points in ❾ , the
result is proven.
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➀✯➁❿➂r➃
➀✶➂☞➃
➄
➅➇➆
➅➉➈➇➊
➅ ➈➌➋
➅ ➈s➍
➅q➎
Figure 4.6: A sample path ➏❲➐ ➐ from the proof of Theorem 4.53
Corollary 4.52 If ➏ is a shortest path from ➑✗➒ to ➑☎➓ in a consistent STN, where ➑✗➒ and ➑☎➓ are
rigidly connected, then all of the time-points in ➏ belong to the rigid component containing
➑✗➒ and ➑☎➓ .
Proof Since ➏ is a shortest path from ➑✗➒ to ➑☎➓ , ➔ ➏→➔❽➣ ↔✴↕❣➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓☞➛ . Since ➑✗➒ and ➑☎➓ are
rigidly connected, there is some shortest path ➏
➐
from ➑☎➓ to ➑✗➒ such that ➔♦➏
➐
➔➜➣➝↔✴↕❣➑☎➓➞➙✭➑✗➒❨➛✲➣
➟
↔✴↕❨➑✗➒✙➙✭➑☎➓❸➛ . But then concatenating ➏ and ➏➠➐ forms a loop with path-length zero. Thus, by
Proposition 4.51, all of the time-points in ➏ , including ➑✗➒ and ➑☎➓ , belong to the same rigid
component.
Theorem 4.53 Let ➡➢➣❀↕☎➤✌➙✭➥✼➛ be a consistent STN. Let ➡✧➦❶➧➨ ➙★➩★➩❸➩❸➙❢➡✪➦❶➧➫ and ➡✪➭✥➦❶➧ be the rc-
subnetworks of ➡ (cf. Definition 4.50) such that each rc-subnetwork ➡✧➦❶➧
➒
has the minimum
number of edges (cf. Lemma 4.49). Let ➡
➐
➣❂↕■➤✌➙❇➥
➐
➛ be an arbitrary STN that is equivalent
to ➡ . Then
➔ ➥
➐
➔❲➯ ➔♦➤
➦❶➧
➨
➔✑➲♥➩❸➩★➩➞➲➳➔ ➤
➦❶➧
➫
➔✑➲➳➔q↕✾➥
➭✥➦❶➧
➛✁➵➸✽➔➺➩
Proof First, consider an arbitrary rigid component ➤
➦❶➧
➒
in ➡ . Let ➏ be an arbitrary shortest
path in ➡
➐
both of whose endpoints are in ➤❴➦❚➧
➒
. By Corollary 4.52, all of the time-points in
➏ are necessarily in ➤
➦❶➧
➒
. As a result, the edges in ➥
➐
that entail the constraints in the rigid
components ➤
➦❶➧
➨
➙➻➤
➦❶➧
➼
➙❸➩★➩★➩❸➙➻➤
➦❶➧
➫ , necessarily fall into disjoint sets.
Next, let ➏ ➐ be a shortest path in ➡ ➐ both of whose endpoints are in ➡✪➭✥➦❚➧ . Suppose ➏ ➐
contains a subpath, ➏
➐ ➐
➣✺↕❣➑❨➽➾➙❢➑✁➚✁➪➻➙❢➑✁➚■➶✑➙★➩★➩❸➩❸➙❢➑✁➚■➹❧➙✭➑❇➘❢➛ , where ➑❨➽✘➴➷➤ ➭✥➦❶➧ , ➬→➯➝➮ , ➑✁➚✗➪✥➙❢➑✁➚■➶✑➙★➩❸➩★➩❸➙❢➑✁➚■➹➱➴
➤
➦❶➧
➓
, for some ✃ , and ➑❇➘✤❐➴❒➤ ➦❶➧
➓
. Figure 4.6 illustrates such a path in the case where ➬❴➣♥❮
and ➑❇➘ happens to lie in some other rc-subnetwork. Let ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ be the first and last edges
in ➏
➐ ➐
. Then, ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ have the following form:
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Ï➉Ð
➀✯➁❿➂r➃
Ï■Ñ
Ï❨Ò✁Ó
➀ ➂r➃
➄
Ï❣Ò➻Ô
Ï❨Ò✁Õ
Ï
➂
Figure 4.7: Modifying the constraint set ➥✯➐ in the proof of Theorem 4.53
❰
➨ : ➑✁➚✗➪ ➟ ➑❨➽tÖØ× ➨ and ❰ ➼ : ➑❇➘ ➟ ➑✁➚■➹✤ÖØ× ➼ .
If ➑✁➚✗➪ is not the representative ➑✗Ù of the rigid component, ➤
➦❚➧
➓
, then ❰ ➨ may be replaced by
the edge,
❰
➐
➨ : ➑✗Ù ➟ ➑❨➽ÚÖ➢Û■× ➨ ➲✏↔✴Û❣➑✁➚✑➙✭➑✗Ùr➛❢➛ ,
as described in Section 4.1. Similarly, if ➑✁➚ ➹ is not the representative of the component, then
❰
➼ may be replaced in ➥
➐
by the edge,
❰
➐
➼ : ➑❇➘ ➟ ➑✗Ù✪ÖÜÛ■× ➼ ➟ ↔✴Û❨➑✁➚❸➙✭➑✗Ùr➛❢➛ .
Modifying the contents of the set ➥
➐
in this way, as illustrated in Figure 4.7, does not change
the set of solutions to the network; nor does it change the number of edges in ➥Ý➐ . However,
the subpath ➏
➐ ➐
may be replaced (in ➏
➐
) by the subpath Û❣➑❨➽➾➙❢➑✗Ù★➙✭➑❇➘✭➛ , without affecting the
length of ➏
➐
. However, ➑❨➽ and ➑✗Ù are time-points in ➤❴➭✥➦❶➧ . Furthermore, if ➑❇➘ is not in ➤Þ➭✥➦❶➧ ,
then the above argument may be applied to the subpath beginning at ➑✗Ù . Thus, by repeated
applications of the above argument, the original path ➏
➐
may be converted to an equivalent
path.
Similar arguments apply to any shortest path from a time-point in ➤
➭✥➦❶➧
to a non-
representative time-point in some rigid component, and to any shortest path joining non-
representative time-points from two different rigid components. In each case, any edge
that joins a non-representative time-point from some rigid component to a time-point lying
outside that rigid component is replaced by an edge involving the representative of that
rigid component, as described in Section 4.1. Since doing so does not affect the intra-
component edges in ➥
➐
, does not affect the set of solutions to the network, and does not
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change the number of edges in ➥
➐
, the net result is that the edges in the modified version of
➥
➐
fall into disjoint sets: one set for each rigid component and one set for the time-points
in ➤ ➭✥➦❚➧ . Since the minimum number of edges required to entail the constraints in each
rigid component ➤Þ➦❶➧
➒
is ➔ ➤Þ➦❶➧
➒
➔ (by Lemma 4.49), and since the minimum number of edges
required to entail the constraints in ➡✧➭✥➦❶➧ is ➔qÛ✾➥ß➭✥➦❶➧❢➛
➵
➸✽➔ (by Theorem 4.48), the result is
proven.
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Chapter 5
The Temporal Decoupling Problem
This chapter addresses an important family of temporal reasoning problems centered on
finding ways of decoupling portions of a temporal network. Variations on the basic theme
of temporal decoupling apply to several important problems in collaborative, multi-agent
planning. For each variation, the problem is formally defined, theorems are presented char-
acterizing solutions, and sound and complete algorithms are presented. Direct applications
of these algorithms to problems related to the combinatorial auction-based ICDP mecha-
nism described in Chapter 3 are discussed throughout this chapter.
5.1 Introduction
The Basic Temporal Decoupling Problem. The basic idea of temporal decoupling is to
partition a temporal network into independent subnetworks. The characteristic property of
such a decoupling is the Mergeable Solutions Property which says that any solutions to
the independent subnetworks may be merged into a solution for the global network. If a
given network is not initially decoupled into independent subnetworks, constraints must be
added to achieve the decoupling. The temporal decoupling problem (TDP) is to find a set of
constraints that achieves such a decoupling without needlessly constraining the network. If
agents working on temporally dependent tasks in some group activity temporally decouple
those tasks, then they may work independently, without requiring further coordination,
thereby drastically reducing the need for negotiation about temporal dependencies, while
costing the agents some amount of flexibility in their individual schedules. Thus, the basic
TDP algorithm is directly applicable to the Post-Auction Coordination Problem described
in Section 3.5.
The Allocative TDP. A slight variant of the basic TDP, called the Allocative TDP, is
applicable to the situation faced by an agent wanting to participate in a task-allocation
auction of the sort used in the ICDP mechanism described in Chapter 3. To keep its bid-
generation computations manageable, the agent needs to restrict the portion of its schedule
of pre-existing commitments that it uses as the basis for its bid-generation computations.
To do so, the agent must decouple that portion of its schedule. The decoupled portion is
called the agent’s Auction-Participation Context. For the problem of generating a suitable
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APC, there are two subnetworks to consider: ➡✟à , which corresponds to the portion of its
schedule to be associated with the APC, and ➡✼á , which corresponds to the rest of the agent’s
schedule. Decoupling these subnetworks enables the agent to deal with the rest of its
schedule independently of the auction. For example, it need not consider the complicated
issues associated with having outstanding bids when considering whether to add a new task
to the rest of its schedule.
In the Allocative TDP, the contents of the subnetworks to be decoupled (i.e., the sets of
time-points associated with ➡✟à and ➡✼á ) are not known in advance. An algorithm for the
Allocative TDP can be applied directly to the APC-Generation Problem described above.
The Allocative TDP algorithm is an iterative algorithm that interleaves the allocation of
time-points to the subnetworks with the addition of new constraints aimed at decoupling
the subnetworks. The Allocative TDP algorithm is lazy in the sense that it does not establish
the Mergeable Solutions Property at the end of each iteration; instead, it establishes it only
at the end of the final iteration.
Relative Temporal Decoupling. When agents are working on temporally dependent
tasks in a group activity, they may not want to accept the degree of extra constrainedness
necessary to decouple the global network into completely independent subnetworks. One
way to give agents greater flexibility, while still reducing the need for coordination, is to
fully decouple the tasks being done by some of the agents. In this case, the subnetworks
being decoupled do not cover all the time-points in the global network. The time-points
that do not belong to any of the subnetworks being decoupled are collectively called the
relativizing set ➤✽â . The resulting decoupling is called a temporal decoupling relative to
➤✽â . The characteristic Mergeable Solutions Property for a relative temporal decoupling
says that the merger of any solutions for the decoupled subnetworks may be extended into
a solution for the global network.
Another application of the relative temporal decoupling problem is to the problem of
bid generation in a task allocation auction. When an agent places a bid on a set of tasks
in such an auction, it is allowed to include temporal constraints with that bid. The purpose
of the bid’s temporal constraints is to allow the agent to protect the feasibility of its private
schedule of pre-existing commitments should the bid eventually be awarded. The temporal-
constraint-generation problem is, in effect, an instance of the relative temporal decoupling
problem in which there is only one subnetwork ➡ ➨ being decoupled relative to a leftover
set of time-points. This case is not trivial given that the Mergeable Solutions Property must
hold. The subnetwork ➡ ➨ represents the time-points associated with the group activity
(including the tasks on which the agent is bidding). The relativizing set ➤✽â covers time-
points associated with the rest of the agent’s auction-participation context.
Adding new constraints to the relativizing set. An agent controlling a decoupled sub-
network may operate independently; however, this implies that an agent controlling the
leftover time-points in the relativizing set ➤✽â cannot be allowed to add any constraints
that, upon propagation through the network, would add any extra constrainedness to any of
the decoupled subnetworks. For example, suppose an agent generates temporal constraints
for a bid in a task-allocation auction as described above. While the bid is outstanding, if
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that agent wants to add temporal constraints to the rest of the time-points in its auction-
participation context (e.g., corresponding to a new commitment it might want to adopt),
it must be sure that those new constraints do not jeopardize its ability to honor the out-
standing bid should that bid eventually be awarded. Similarly, in the case of multiple,
decoupled subnetworks corresponding to tasks being done by different agents, if ãÚâ is an
agent controlling the leftover time-points in the relativizing set ➤✽â , then ã✘â cannot be
allowed to add constraints to the time-points in ➤✽â if doing so would cause any additional
constrainedness in the decoupled subnetworks.
The standard approach for determining the bounds on how much constraints in an STN
can be tightened (cf. Theorem 4.33) does not accommodate the extra requirement that the
tightening of constraints not impose any additional constrainedness on the decoupled sub-
network(s). This chapter presents lambda bounds that an agent can use to accommodate
this extra requirement. Although the lambda bounds are more complicated than those in
the standard case (which derive from the negative-transpose entries in the distance matrix),
they can be computed in polynomial time. The lambda bounds are proven to be necessary
and sufficient for the purposes described.
Hierarchical partial temporal decoupling. To allow even greater flexibility, a hierarchy
of partially decoupled subnetworks may be constructed by recursively applying the relative
temporal decoupling algorithm to a given network. This can be used to allow agents to
have varying degrees of flexibility and dependence in a group activity. This chapter shows
how to construct such hierarchies. In addition, it shows that the lambda bounds described
above are applicable to the hierarchical situation as well.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 formally defines the ba-
sic Temporal Decoupling Problem in the case of two subnetworks. Section 5.3 treats the
Allocative TDP, also restricted to the case of two subnetworks, and shows how an algo-
rithm for solving the Allocative TDP can be applied to the Auction-Participation-Context-
Generation Problem. Section 5.4 extends the treatment of the basic Temporal Decoupling
Problem to the case of arbitrarily many subnetworks and shows how an algorithm for the
General TDP may be applied to the Post-Auction-Coordination Problem. Section 5.5 for-
mally addresses the problem of decoupling subnetworks relative to some leftover set of
time-points. That section formally derives the lambda bounds needed by agents control-
ling the leftover time-points in a relative temporal decoupling and discusses applications of
the Relative TDP algorithm and the lambda bounds to the Temporal-Constraint-Generation
and Post-Auction-Coordination Problems. Section 5.6 discusses related work.
5.2 The Temporal Decoupling Problem (Case ä å æ )
This section presents the temporal decoupling problem in the case of two subnetworks
(which shall be called ➡✟à and ➡✼á ). (The general case of arbitrarily many subnetworks
is treated in Section 5.4.) Section 5.2.1 formally defines the temporal decoupling prob-
lem. Section 5.2.2 presents theorems specifying necessary and sufficient characterizations
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Figure 5.1: A Sample z-Partition
of solutions to instances of the TDP. Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 present sound and complete
algorithms for solving instances of the TDP, which are then evaluated experimentally in
Section 5.2.5. Section 5.2.6 presents a formulation of the TDP in which solutions are re-
stricted to locally optimal decouplings, called minimal temporal decouplings. Section 5.2.7
then recasts the basic TDP as an optimization problem in which a decoupling is sought that
maximizes some measure of goodness.
5.2.1 Formal Definition of the TDP
We begin by defining a z-partition of a set of time-points. A z-partition is similar to an
ordinary partition, except that every subset in the z-partition is required to include the
special zero time-point ë (since every STN includes ë ).
Definition 5.1 (z-Partition) Let ➤ , ➤❛à and ➤❛á be sets of time-point variables. We say that
➤❛à and ➤✛á z-partition ➤ if:
ì
➤❛à➷íî➤✛á➷➣➝ï❧ë❛ð and
ì
➤❛à➷ñî➤✛á➷➣♥➤ .
Figure 5.1 shows a sample z-partition of a set of time-point variables.
Definition 5.2 (Temporal Decoupling) A temporal decoupling of the STN ➡❹➣❂Û■➤❴➙✭➥ò➛ is
a pair of STNs, ➡✟àó➣ÜÛ■➤❛à➱➙✭➥✛à✲➛ and ➡✼á➷➣❂Û■➤❛áô➙❇➥✽áò➛ , such that:
ì
➡✟à and ➡✼á are consistent;
ì
➤❛à and ➤✛á z-partition ➤ ; and
ì (Mergeable Solutions Property) Merging any solutions for ➡✟à and ➡✼á necessarily
yields a solution for ➡ .
To highlight the particular z-partition, we may say that ➡✟à and ➡✼á are a temporal decou-
pling of ➡ using the z-partition Û☎➤❛à✹➙✥➤✛á✸➛ .
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Lemma 5.3 For ➡✟à and ➡✼á to be a temporal decoupling of ➡ , it is necessary for ➡ to be
consistent.
Proof If ➡✟à and ➡✼á are a temporal decoupling of ➡ , then, by Definition 5.2, both ➡✟à
and ➡✼á are consistent. Thus, each has at least one solution. By the Mergeable Solutions
Property, the merging of any such solutions yields a solution to ➡ . Thus, ➡ is consistent.
Lemma 5.4 If ➡✟à and ➡✼á are a temporal decoupling of Û■➤✒➙✭➥õñö➥Ý➐q➛ , then ➡✟à and ➡✼á are
also a temporal decoupling of Û☎➤✌➙✭➥ò➛ .
Proof Any solution for Û☎➤✌➙✭➥✌ñ→➥
➐
➛ is necessarily a solution for Û☎➤✌➙✭➥✼➛ .
Lemma 5.5 If ➡✟àÜ➣❀Û☎➤❛à✹➙✭➥✛à❽➛ and ➡✼á÷➣øÛ☎➤✛áù➙✭➥✛áß➛ are a temporal decoupling of Û☎➤✌➙✭➥✼➛ ,
then ➡✟à and ➡✼á are also a temporal decoupling of Û■➤✒➙✭➥✌ñ→➥❛àúñ→➥✛á✸➛ .
Proof Let û and ü be arbitrary solutions for ➡✟à and ➡✼á , respectively. Thus, the variable
assignments in û and ü satisfy the constraints in ➥❛à and ➥✛á , respectively. If ➡✟à and ➡✼á
are a temporal decoupling of Û☎➤✒➙✭➥ò➛ , then ûýñîü must be a solution for Û☎➤✒➙✭➥ò➛ . Thus, the
variable assignments in ûýñþü satisfy the constraints in ➥ . Since the constraints in ➥❛à do
not constrain the variables in ➤✛á , and the constraints in ➥✛á do not constrain the variables in
➤❛à , the variable assignments in û✐ñ✧ü satisfy the constraints in ➥⑧ñ✲➥✛àßñ❽➥✛á . In other words,
û✺ñ→ü is a solution for Û☎➤✒➙✭➥✌ñ→➥❛àúñ→➥✛á✸➛ . Since the solutions û and ü were arbitrary, ➡✟à
and ➡✼á are a temporal decoupling of Û■➤✒➙❇➥✌ñõ➥❛à ñ→➥✽á✸➛ .
Note. In some applications (e.g., in the temporal-constraint-generation problem discussed
in Section 5.5.6), it is convenient to replace the Mergeable Solutions Property with an
equivalent property called the Mergeable Constraints Property. The Mergeable Constraints
Property says that no matter how the agents subsequently constrain their decoupled subnet-
works, the global network ➡ will remain consistent.
Definition 5.6 (Mergeable Constraints Property) Let ➡✟à❹➣❂Û■➤❛à➱➙✭➥❛à❽➛ and ➡✼á➷➣✺Û■➤✛áù➙✭➥✛áò➛
be consistent STNs such that ➤❛à and ➤✛á z-partition a set of time-points ➤ . We say that ➡✟à
and ➡✼á have the Mergeable Constraints Property in the STN ➡ ➣ Û■➤✌➙❇➥ò➛ if for any sets of
constraints
✁
➥✛à and
✁
➥✛á over ➤❛à and ➤✛á , respectively, if ✁ ➥❛à and ✁ ➥✽á are consistent
with ➡✟à and ➡✼á , respectively, then their union
✁
➥❛à✐ñ
✁
➥✛á is consistent with ➡ .
Theorem 5.7 (MSP ✂ MCP) Let ➡✟à÷➣ýÛ■➤✉à➱➙✭➥❛à✪➛ and ➡✼áú➣ýÛ■➤✛áù➙✭➥✛á✸➛ be consistent STNs
such that ➤❛à and ➤❛á z-partition a set of time-points ➤ . ➡✟à and ➡✼á have the Mergeable
Solutions Property (MSP) in the STN ➡❂➣❃Û■➤✒➙✭➥✼➛ if and only if they have the Mergeable
Constraints Property (MCP) in ➡ .
Proof ( ✄ ) Suppose ➡✟à and ➡✼á have the Mergeable Solutions Property in ➡ . Let ✁ ➥❛à
and
✁
➥✽á be arbitrary sets of constraints over the time-points in ➤❛à and ➤✛á , respectively,
such that
✁
➥❛à and
✁
➥✽á are consistent with ➡✟à and ➡✼á , respectively. By Definition 4.9,
➡✆☎
à
➣ Û☎➤❛à✤➙✭➥❛à❹ñ
✁
➥✛à❽➛ and ➡✆☎
á
➣ Û■➤✛áù➙✭➥✛á➷ñ
✁
➥✽á✸➛ are consistent STNs. Let û and ü
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be arbitrary solutions for ➡✆☎
à
and ➡✆☎
á
, respectively. Since the constraints in
✁
➥✛à do not
constrain the variables in ➤❛á and, similarly, the constraints in
✁
➥✽á do not constrain the
variables in ➤✉à , we have that the variable assignments in ûýñîü satisfy all the constraints
in
✁
➥❛à✐ñ
✁
➥✛á .
Now, since û and ü are (also) solutions for ➡✟à and ➡✼á , respectively, the Mergeable
Solutions Property gives us that û❀ñ✏ü must be a solution for ➡ , whence the variable
assignments in û❹ñ✘ü also satisfy all the constraints in ➥ . Thus, the variable assignments in
û❤ñ➱ü satisfy all the constraints in ➥❽ñ
✁
➥❛à❷ñ
✁
➥✛á , which implies that Û■➤❴➙✭➥✲ñ
✁
➥❛à❷ñ
✁
➥✛á✸➛
is a consistent STN. Thus, by Definition 4.9, the constraints in
✁
➥❛à❤ñ
✁
➥✛á are consistent
with ➡÷➣ÜÛ■➤✒➙✭➥✼➛ .
( ✝ ) Suppose ➡✟à and ➡✼á have the Mergeable Constraints Property in ➡ . Let û and ü
be arbitrary solutions for ➡✟à and ➡✼á , respectively. These solutions may be represented as
sets of constraints
✁
➥❛à and
✁
➥✽á , respectively, by transforming each variable assignment
➑✗➒ò➣✟✞✲➒ into a pair of constraints: ➑✗➒ ➟ ë✒Ö✠✞✲➒ and ë ➟ ➑✗➒ùÖ ➟ ✞✲➒ . Thus, by the Mergeable
Constraints Property, the union
✁
➥✛à÷ñ
✁
➥✛á is consistent with ➡ . But then the variable
assignments in ûÜñ✴ü constitute a solution for ➡ .
The following definition of the Temporal Decoupling Problem does not include a metric
of solution quality. Section 5.2.7 presents a formulation of the TDP as an optimization
problem in terms of such a metric.
Definition 5.8 (The Temporal Decoupling Problem) Given an STN ➡ whose time-points
are z-partitioned by ➤❛à and ➤✛á , find sets of constraints ➥✛à and ➥✛á such that the STNs
➡✟à❹➣❂Û☎➤❛à➱➙❇➥✛à❽➛ and ➡✼á➷➣ÜÛ■➤✛áù➙✭➥✛á✸➛ temporally decouple ➡ .
Note. Upon finding sets ➥❛à and ➥✽á such that ➡✟à❹➣❂Û■➤✉à➱➙✭➥❛à✪➛ and ➡✼á❒➣❂Û■➤✛áù➙✭➥✛áò➛ tempo-
rally decouple ➡ó➣❂Û☎➤✒➙✭➥ò➛ , it is typically desirable to add the constraint sets ➥❛à and ➥✛á to
➡ . After all, if the time-points in ➤✉à and ➤✛á are in fact constrained by ➥❛à and ➥✛á , there is
nothing to gain from failing to represent this information in ➡ . Lemma 5.5 shows that if ➡✟à
and ➡✼á temporally decouple Û☎➤✌➙✭➥✼➛ , then they also temporally decouple Û☎➤✒➙✭➥❷ñ❴➥❛à❒ñ❴➥✛á✸➛ .
Lemma 5.9 Any instance of the TDP in which ➡ is consistent has a solution.
Proof Let ➡ be a consistent STN whose time-points are z-partitioned by ➤✉à and ➤✛á . Let
û be an arbitrary solution for ➡ . Then the following specifies a temporal decoupling of ➡
using ➤❛à and ➤✛á in which each time-point in ➡ is fixed to its value in the solution û .
✡
à☞☛✍✌✏✎✒✑✔✓✖✕✘✗✚✙✜✛✣✢✤✎✒✑✥☛✦✙✧✛✩★✫✪✭✬✮✑✫★✥✯❿à✱✰✖✲✳✌✴✎✵✕✶✓✷✑✫✗✸✓✹✙✜✛✺✢✻✎✒✑✭☛✱✙✧✛✣★✼✪✥✬✮✑✫★✽✯❿à✱✰
✡
á
☛✍✌✴✎✒✾✿✓✖✕❀✗✚❁✏✛✣✢✻✎✒✾❀☛✦❁❂✛✩★✫✪✭✬✮✾✭★✥✯
á
✰✖✲✳✌✴✎✵✕✶✓❃✾✭✗❄✓✹❁✏✛✣✢✻✎✒✾❀☛✦❁❂✛✩★✫✪✭✬✮✾✭★✥✯
á
✰
We call such decouplings rigid decouplings. One problem with rigid decouplings is
that the subnetworks ➡✟à and ➡✼á are completely rigid (i.e., completely inflexible). Theo-
rems 5.10 and 5.12 below provide necessary and sufficient characterizations of solutions to
the TDP that point the way to TDP algorithms that yield more flexible decoupled subnet-
works.
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5.2.2 Necessary and Sufficient Characterizations of TDP Solutions
This section presents theorems specifying necessary and sufficient conditions for a tempo-
ral decoupling. The conditions are expressed in terms of inequalities involving the distance
matrices for the subnetworks ➡✟à and ➡✼á , and for the global network ➡ . Each entry in
the distance matrix for ➡ serves as an upper bound for various expressions involving the
distance matrices of the subnetworks. Thus, a wide range of TDP solutions is possible. In
contrast, Section 5.2.6 defines a minimal temporal decoupling which is optimal in the sense
that any non-trivial weakening of an intra-subnetwork constraint (i.e., a constraint in ➥❛à or
➥✛á ) would ruin the decoupling.
Theorem 5.10 (Necessary Conditions) If the STNs ➡✟à✺➣ Û■➤❛à➱➙✭➥❛à✪➛ and ➡✼á♥➣❀Û■➤✛áù➙✭➥✛á✸➛
are a temporal decoupling of the STN ➡ó➣✺Û☎➤✒➙✭➥ò➛ , then the following properties must hold:
(Property 1 à ) ↔✘à➠Û❆❅ ➒✗➙❇❅✉➓☞➛✲Ö÷↔✴Û❈❅ ➒✙➙❉❅✉➓❸➛ , for all ❅ ➒✙➙❇❅✉➓➱➴❒➤❛à ;
(Property 1 á ) ↔Úá⑧Û❈❊❦➒■➙❋❊★➓☞➛✲Ö÷↔✴Û●❊❧➒▲➙❇❊★➓☞➛ , for all ❊❦➒▲➙❋❊★➓✧➴❒➤✛á ;
(Property 2 àßá ) ↔✘à➠Û❆❅✼➙✥ë➾➛✼➲✏↔Úá Û■ë✛➙❋❊✛➛⑧Ö÷↔✴Û❈❅✼➙❇❊✽➛ , for all ❅þ➴❒➤❛à and ❊✒➴❒➤❛á ; and
(Property 2 á à ) ↔Úá⑧Û❈❊✶➙➻ë➾➛Ý➲✏↔✘à✤Û■ë✛➙❇❅✶➛❽Ö÷↔✴Û●❊ ➙❇❅✶➛ , for all ❅þ➴❒➤❛à and ❊✒➴❒➤❛á ,
where ↔✘à , ↔Úá , and ↔ are the distance matrices for ➡✟à , ➡✼á and ➡ , respectively.
If, in addition, Properties 1 à and 1 á hold with equality in all instances (i.e., ➡✟à❍✂❝➡ ➸ ➔ ■❇❏
and ➡✼á❑✂❝➡ ➸ ➔ ■❋▲ ), then Properties 2 àßá and 2 á à also hold with equality in all instances.
Properties 1 à and 1 á are illustrated in Figure 5.2. Properties 2 àßá and 2 á à are illus-
trated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
Proof Let ➡✟àó➣ÜÛ■➤❛à➱➙✭➥✛à✲➛ and ➡✼á➷➣ÜÛ■➤✛áù➙✭➥✛á✸➛ be an arbitrary temporal decoupling of the
STN ➡ó➣ÜÛ■➤✒➙✭➥✼➛ . By definition of a temporal decoupling, ➡✟à and ➡✼á are both consistent.
(Property 1 à ) Let ❅ ➒▲➙❇❅✉➓✤➴❒➤❛à be arbitrary. By Theorem 4.33, there is a solution
û for ➡✟à in which ❅✉➓ ➟ ❅ ➒✯➣♥↔✘à✤Û❈❅ ➒✗➙❇❅✉➓☞➛ . Let ü be an arbitrary solution for ➡✼á .
Since ➡✟à and ➡✼á are a temporal decoupling of ➡ , merging the solutions û and ü
yields a solution for ➡ . In that solution, ❅✉➓ ➟ ❅ ➒Ý➣Ø↔✘à➠Û❆❅ ➒✗➙❇❅✉➓✑➛ . In addition, being a
solution for ➡ implies that ❅✉➓ ➟ ❅ ➒òÖ÷↔✴Û❈❅ ➒✗➙❇❅✉➓☞➛ . Thus,
↔✘à➠Û❆❅ ➒✗➙❇❅✉➓☞➛➷➣ ❅✉➓
➟
❅ ➒öÖ ↔✴Û❆❅ ➒✙➙❇❅✉➓✑➛☞➩
(Property 2 à✔á ) Let ❅ ➴➝➤❛à and ❊÷➴ ➤✛á be arbitrary. Let û be a solution for
➡✟à in which ë ➟ ❅→➣Ø↔Úà✤Û❈❅✼➙✥ë❿➛ . Similarly, let ü be a solution for ➡✼á in which
❊
➟
ëÚ➣♥↔ÚáôÛ■ë✛➙❇❊✽➛ . Since ➡✟à and ➡✼á are a temporal decoupling of ➡ , merging the
solutions û and ü yields a solution for ➡ . In this solution,
❊
➟
❅ ➣ Û■ë
➟
❅✶➛✟➲ Û❈❊
➟
ë➾➛➷➣ ↔✘à➠Û❆❅✼➙✥ë➾➛✼➲✏↔Úá Û■ë✛➙❇❊✽➛r➩
In addition, being a solution for ➡ implies that ❊ ➟ ❅þÖ÷↔✴Û❆❅✼➙❋❊✛➛ . Thus,
↔✘à➠Û❆❅✼➙✥ë➾➛✼➲✏↔Úá Û■ë✛➙❇❊✽➛❒➣ ❊
➟
❅ Ö ↔✴Û❆❅✼➙❋❊✛➛☞➩
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of Properties 1 à and 1 á from Theorem 5.10
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of Property 2 ➇✩➈ from Theorem 5.10
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of Property 2 á à from Theorem 5.10
Properties 1 á and 2 á à are handled analogously.
If Properties 1 à and 1 á hold with equality in all instances, then Property 2 àßá becomes:
↔✴Û❈❅✼➙✥ë❿➛✟➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❋❊✽➛✐Ö ↔✴Û❆❅✼➙❋❊✛➛ , for all ❅î➴❒➤❛à and ❊✌➴❒➤✛á .
However, by the triangle inequality:
↔✴Û❈❅✼➙✥ë❿➛✟➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❋❊✽➛⑧➯÷↔✴Û❆❅✼➙❋❊✛➛ , for all ❅î➴❒➤❛à and ❊✌➴➷➤✛á .
Thus, equality obtains in Property 2 àßá . Property 2 á à is similarly affected.
Finally, if Property 1 à holds with equality in all instances then ↔✘à❃➣ ↔❒➔ ■❇❏ . Since
↔❁➣ ↔
➸ (by Proposition 4.29), ↔❒➔ ■❇❏❝➣ ↔ ➸ ➔ ■❇❏ . Thus, ↔Úà✺➣ ↔ ➸ ➔ ■❉❏ . Since ↔ ➸ ➔ ■❇❏ is the
distance matrix for the d-subnetwork of ➡ with respect to ➤✉à (Lemma 4.42), ➡✟à➨✂ ➡ ➸ ➔ ■❇❏ .
Similarly, ➡✼á❑✂❝➡ ➸ ➔ ■❋▲ .
Corollary 5.11 If ➡✟à➳➣ Û■➤❛à✹➙✭➥❛à✪➛ and ➡✼áó➣ Û■➤✛áù➙✭➥✛á✸➛ temporally decouple Û■➤✌➙✭➥✼➛ , then
➡✟à and ➡✼á temporally decouple Û■➤✒➙✭➥✴ñþ➥✛à❹ñþ➥✽á✸➛ such that Properties 1 à and 1 á (and
hence Properties 2 àßá and 2 á à ) from Theorem 5.10 hold with equality in all instances.
Proof Let ↔
☎
be the distance matrix for the STN, ➡
☎
➣❂Û■➤✒➙✭➥ôñ✲➥❛à✘ñ⑧➥✽áß➛ . By Lemma 5.5,
if ➡✟à and ➡✼á temporally decouple Û☎➤✒➙✭➥ò➛ , then they also temporally decouple ➡
☎
. Thus,
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it suffices to show that Properties 1 à and 1 á hold with equality in all instances for this
temporal decoupling.
Let ❅ ➒✙➙❇❅✉➓þ➴➢➤❛à be arbitrary. By Theorem 4.33, there is a solution for ➡
☎
in which
❅✉➓
➟
❅ ➒➠➣ ↔
☎
Û❈❅ ➒✗➙❉❅✉➓✑➛ . However, any solution to ➡
☎
must satisfy the constraints in ➥❛à .
Thus, ❅✉➓ ➟ ❅ ➒òÖ÷↔✘à . Thus,
↔✽☎ Û❆❅ ➒✗➙❇❅✉➓☞➛➷➣ ❅✉➓
➟
❅ ➒öÖ ↔✘à➠Û❆❅ ➒✗➙❇❅✉➓✑➛☞➩
Since the opposite inequality is guaranteed by Property 1 à of a temporal decoupling of
➡
☎
, we have that ↔
☎
Û❆❅ ➒✙➙❇❅✉➓✑➛✤➣❂↔Úà✤Û❈❅ ➒✗➙❉❅✉➓✑➛ . Since ❅ ➒ and ❅✉➓ were arbitrary in ➤❛à , Prop-
erty 1 à holds with equality in all instances for this decoupling. Similarly remarks apply to
Property 1 á .
Theorem 5.12 (Sufficient Conditions) Let ➡ó➣✺Û☎➤✒➙✭➥ò➛ , ➡✟à❹➣❂Û■➤❛à✹➙✭➥❛à✪➛ and ➡✼áÞ➣ Û☎➤✛áù➙✭➥✽áò➛
be consistent STNs such that ➤❛à and ➤✛á z-partition ➤ . If Properties 1 à , 1 á , 2 àßá and 2 á à
of Theorem 5.10 hold, then ➡✟à and ➡✼á are a temporal decoupling of ➡ .
Proof Suppose ➡ , ➡✟à and ➡✼á satisfy the above conditions. The only part of the definition
of a temporal decoupling (Definition 5.2) that is non-trivial to verify in this setting is the
Mergeable Solutions Property. Let
û ➣ ï✪ëß➣➫➩✛➙✣❅
➨
➣➯➭
➨
➙✲➩★➩★➩✑➙✣❅❬➲✡➣➯➭➅➲✡ð and
ü ➣ ï✪ëß➣➫➩✛➙✩❊
➨
➣➫✞
➨
➙✲➩★➩★➩✑➙✣❊
➫
➣➫✞
➫
ð
be arbitrary solutions for ➡✟à and ➡✼á , respectively. To show that ûÜñ✴ü is a solution for
➡ , it suffices to show that the variable assignments in û ñ➷ü satisfy all of the constraints
in ➥ . Let ❰ : ➳➻➓ ➟ ➳☞➒òÖØ× be an arbitrary constraint in ➥ , where ➳☞➒ and ➳❢➓ are meta-variables
ranging over the time-point variables in ➤✺➣❝➤❛à ñî➤❛á .
Case 1: ➳✑➒▲➙❇➳❢➓✤➴❒➤❛à . Thus, ➳✑➒✯➣➫❅➜➽ and ➳❢➓❽➣➫❅ ➚ for some ❅➜➽ and ❅ ➚ in ➤❛à . (These
equalities do not represent temporal constraints; they simply state which time-point
variables the meta-variables ➳☞➒ and ➳❢➓ represent.) û being a solution for ➡✟à implies
that ➭❧➚ ➟ ➭✑➽ÚÖ÷↔Úà✤Û❈❅➜➽➾➙❇❅ ➚➻➛ . Since Property 1 à holds, ↔Úà✤Û❈❅➜➽➾➙❉❅ ➚✥➛✲Ö÷↔✴Û❈❅➜➽➾➙❇❅ ➚➻➛ . Finally,
since ❰ is a constraint in ➥ , we have that ↔✴Û❈❅➜➽➾➙❇❅ ➚➻➛✲ÖØ× . Thus,
➭❦➚
➟
➭☞➽♥Ö ↔Úà✤Û❈❅➜➽➾➙❇❅ ➚➻➛❤Ö ↔✴Û❈❅➜➽➾➙❇❅ ➚➻➛✐Ö ×
(i.e., the constraint ❰ is satisfied by ❅➜➽➱➣➯➭✑➽ and ❅ ➚✲➣➵➭❦➚ ).
Case 2: ➳✑➒✙➙❇➳➻➓✹➴❒➤✛á . Handled analogously to Case 1.
Case 3: ➳☞➒⑧➴✏➤✉à and ➳❢➓ß➴✏➤✛á . Thus, ➳☞➒✔➣➸❅➜➽ and ➳➻➓❲➣➺❊❦➚ for some ❅➜➽✌➴✏➤❛à and
❊ ➚❽➴➷➤❛á . Since ❅➜➽➠➣➵➭✑➽ is part of a solution for ➡✟à , we have that ➩ ➟ ➭✑➽✘Ö÷↔Úà➠Û❈❅➜➽➾➙✥ë❿➛ .
Similarly, ✞❽➚ ➟ ë❷Ö÷↔tá Û☎ë✛➙❋❊ ➚➻➛ . Thus,
✞❽➚
➟
➭✑➽ó➣ Û☎ë
➟
➭☞➽❧➛✟➲ Û❈✞❽➚
➟
ë➾➛❬Ö ↔Úà✤Û❈❅➜➽➾➙➻ë➾➛✟➲✏↔Úá Û■ë✛➙❋❊❦➚✥➛r➩
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Since Property 2 àßá holds, ↔✘à➠Û❆❅➜➽➾➙✥ë➾➛ò➲❹↔tá Û☎ë✛➙❋❊ ➚➻➛✹Ö ↔✴Û❆❅➜➽➾➙❋❊ ➚❢➛ . Finally, since ❰ is a
constraint in ➥ , we have that ↔✴Û❆❅➜➽➾➙❋❊ ➚❢➛✲ÖØ× . Thus,
✞❽➚
➟
➭✑➽♥Ö ↔✘à➠Û❆❅➜➽➾➙✥ë➾➛✼➲✏↔Úá Û■ë✛➙❋❊❦➚✥➛✐Ö ↔✴Û❆❅➜➽➾➙❋❊ ➚❢➛❤ÖØ×
(i.e., the constraint ❰ is satisfied by ❅➜➽➱➣➯➭✑➽ and ❊ ➚ ➣➫✞❽➚ ).
Case 4: ➳✑➒ò➴❒➤❛á and ➳➻➓✤➴❒➤✉à . Handled analogously to Case 3.
Since the constraint ❰ was arbitrary in ➥ , û✺ñ→ü is a solution for ➡ .
5.2.3 Toward a TDP Algorithm
Properties 2 à✔á and 2 á à of Theorem 5.10 specify numerous inequalities that must be satis-
fied by any temporal decoupling. The analysis in this section, culminating in Lemma 5.18,
shows that it suffices to satisfy only the inequalities pertaining to what are called tight,
proper xy-edges. Based on this analysis, the TDP algorithm in Section 5.2.4 operates ex-
clusively on tight, proper xy-edges.
Definition 5.13 (xy-Pairs, xy-Edges) Let ➤❛à , ➤✛á and ➤ be sets of time-points such that
➤❛à and ➤✛á z-partition ➤ . Let ➑✗➒ and ➑☎➓ be arbitrary time-points in ➤ . The pair Û❣➑✗➒✗➙❢➑☎➓☞➛ is
called an xy-pair if:
( ➑✗➒✸➴❒➤❛à and ➑☎➓➱➴❒➤✛á ) or ( ➑✗➒ò➴❒➤✛á and ➑☎➓✤➴❒➤✉à ).
If, in addition, neither ➑✗➒ nor ➑☎➓ is the zero time-point variable, then Û❨➑✗➒✙➙✭➑☎➓❸➛ is called a proper
xy-pair. A constraint (or edge), Û❣➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒òÖØ×❦➛ , is called an xy-edge if Û❨➑✗➒▲➙❢➑☎➓☞➛ is an xy-pair.
An xy-edge is called a proper xy-edge if the corresponding pair is a proper xy-pair.
Given some proper xy-edge, the zero-path shortfall associated with that edge specifies a
lower bound on the amount by which the corresponding inequality in Property 2 àßá or 2 á à
in Theorem 5.10 fails to hold. For a tight, proper xy-edge, the zero-path shortfall specifies
the exact amount by which the corresponding inequality fails to hold. The TDP algorithm
in the next section operates on tight, proper xy-edges until the zero-path shortfall associ-
ated with each such edge is equal to zero (and hence the corresponding inequality from
Property 2 àßá or 2 á à holds).
Definition 5.14 (Zero-Path Shortfall) The zero-path shortfall (ZPS) associated with the
proper xy-edge, ❰ : Û❨➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒òÖØ×❦➛ , is defined by:
➻➆➼➾➽
Û☎❰ß➛❒➣ ➚ ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛✟➲✏↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛➶➪
➟
×❞➩
Lemma 5.15 If ❰ is a tight, proper xy-edge, then ➻➆➼❽➽ Û☎❰ß➛⑧➯➵➩ .
Proof Let ❰ : ➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒òÖ❝× be a tight, proper xy-edge. Since the edge is tight, ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓☞➛ù➣❝× .
Hence, from the Triangle Inequality:
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Figure 5.5: An xy-edge that is not dominated by a path through zero
×Ø➣ ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙❢➑☎➓❸➛✐Ö ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë❿➛ò➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙✭➑☎➓❸➛ .
Thus, ZPS Û■❰t➛✲➯➵➩ .
Definition 5.16 (Dominated by a Path through Zero) If the ZPS value for a tight, proper
xy-edge is zero, we say that that edge is dominated by a path through zero.1
Figure 5.5 shows a tight, proper xy-edge, ❊ ➟ ❅✡ÖÚÙ , that is not dominated by a path
through zero (i.e., it has a positive ZPS value) along with an xy-plane representation of the
involved constraints (in which the set of solutions is shaded). The ZPS value for a given
edge ❊ ➟ ❅➳Öø× may be reduced by strengthening one or both of the xz- and zy-edges.
Figure 5.6 shows the xy-edge from Figure 5.5, but with the xz- and zy-edges strengthened
such that the xy-edge is now dominated by a path through zero. Notice that in the xy-
plane representation for this situation, the dominated xy-constraint no longer plays a role
in shaping the space of solutions.
Lemma 5.17 If adding a set of constraints to a consistent STN ➡ does not make ➡ in-
consistent, then the ZPS values for any pre-existing tight, proper xy-edges in ➡ cannot
increase.
1As will be seen below, if each tight, proper xy-edge is dominated by a path through zero, then Û✤Ü and
Û✻Ý will necessarily form a temporal decoupling of Û . If we ignore these dominated (and hence redundant)
constraints in Û , we have that Þ is a separation vertex of Û , according to the definition given by Dechter et
al. (1991). Whereas Dechter et al. focus on finding non-separable components of a given STN, our focus is
on finding a set of constraints to impose on an STN to achieve a temporal decoupling of that STN into two
(or more) subnetworks. See Section 5.6.1.
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Figure 5.6: An xy-edge that is dominated by a path through zero
Proof Adding constraints to an STN causes its shortest paths to become shorter or stay
the same, and hence its distance matrix entries to decrease or stay the same. Given that × is
a constant, this implies that ➚ ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛✸➲✏↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛➶➪ ➟ × can only decrease or stay the same.
Lemma 5.18 shows that it suffices to consider only tight, proper xy-edges when seeking
a solution to an instance of the TDP.
Lemma 5.18 If ↔✴Û❨➑❨➽➾➙✥ë❿➛✟➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑✁➚r➛⑧ÖØ× holds for every tight, proper xy-edge Û❣➑✁➚ ➟ ➑❨➽tÖØ×❦➛
in a consistent STN ➡ , then ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛✟➲✏↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛⑧Ö ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙✭➑☎➓✑➛ holds for every xy-pair Û❨➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓☞➛
in ➡ .
Proof Suppose that the inequality ↔✴Û❣➑❨➽❿➙✥ë➾➛✼➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑✁➚➻➛✲ÖØ× holds for every tight, proper
xy-edge Û❣➑✁➚ ➟ ➑❨➽ÚÖØ×❦➛ in ➡ . Let Û❣➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ be an arbitrary xy-pair in ➡ . It suffices to show
that the inequality ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë➾➛✼➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛⑧Ö÷↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ holds.
If ➑✗➒ or ➑☎➓ is the zero time-point ë , then the inequality holds trivially (since ↔✴Û■ë❛➙✥ë➾➛ù➣ñ➩ in
a consistent STN). Thus, suppose that Û❣➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ is a proper xy-pair. Without loss of generality,
suppose ➑✗➒✲➴✡➤❛à and ➑☎➓ ➴✡➤✛á . Let ➏ be an arbitrary shortest path from ➑✗➒ to ➑☎➓ in ➡ . If ë
is on the path ➏ , then the inequality holds (since the subpaths from ➑✗➒ to ë and from ë to ➑☎➓
must also be shortest paths, by Proposition 4.20).
Now suppose ë is not on ➏ . Then ➏ must contain at least one proper xy-edge ❰✏ò➟ó of
the form Û●❊ ➟ ❅þÖØ×➃ò➟ó❞➛ , where ❅þ➴þ➤❛à and ❊✒➴❒➤✛á . Since ❰✏ò➟ó is on a shortest path, it must
be tight (cf. Proposition 4.20); hence ×➃ò➟ó✧➣Ø↔✴Û❆❅✼➙❋❊✽➛ . Thus, the Lemma’s premise, applied
to the tight, proper xy-edge ❰✴ò➟ó , implies that: ↔✴Û❆❅✼➙✥ë➾➛✟➲✏↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❋❊✛➛✐Ö ×➥ò➟ó . However, the
Triangle Inequality provides the opposite inequality: ×➥ò➟ó✹➣❝↔✴Û❆❅✼➙❋❊✽➛⑧ÖØ↔✴Û❈❅✼➙➻ë➾➛✼➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❋❊✽➛ .
Thus, ×➥ò➟ó✧➣♥↔✴Û❆❅✼➙✥ë➾➛❛➲þ↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❋❊✛➛ . Thus, we may replace ❰✴ò➟ó in ➏ by a pair of shortest paths,
one from ❅ to ë , one from ë to ❊ , without changing the length of ➏ . But then this version
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Figure 5.7: Reducing the zero-path shortfall for an xy-edge
of ➏ is a shortest path from ➑✗➒ to ➑☎➓ that contains ë . As argued earlier, this implies that the
desired inequality holds.
5.2.4 Algorithms for Solving the TDP
This section presents a family of sound and complete algorithms for solving the Temporal
Decoupling Problem. The basic TDP algorithm, which is directly motivated by Theo-
rem 5.12 and Lemma 5.18, is sound, but not complete: because it is not guaranteed to
terminate. However, Theorems 5.26 and 5.28 (below) specify a variety of simple strate-
gies for strengthening the basic algorithm to ensure that it terminates and, hence, that it is
complete.
The Basic TDP Algorithm
The main tool of the basic TDP algorithm is to reduce the zero-path shortfall for each tight,
proper xy-edge, ➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒òÖ♥× , by strengthening the corresponding ➑✗➒❣ë - and/or ë❧➑☎➓ -edges. Fig-
ure 5.7 illustrates the case of an xy-edge’s ZPS value being reduced to zero through the
addition of edges ë ➟ ➑✗➒òÖØ× ➨ (i.e., ➑✗➒ò➯ ➟ × ➨ ) and ➑☎➓ ➟ ëÞÖØ× ➼ (i.e., ➑☎➓➱ÖØ× ➼ ). Adding
weaker constraints may reduce the zero-path shortfall but not eliminate it entirely.
The basic TDP algorithm is given in pseudo-code in Figure 5.8. It takes as input an
STN ➡ whose time-points are z-partitioned by the sets ➤❛à and ➤✛á . During the course of
the algorithm, constraints are added to ➡ and the distance matrix ↔ is updated accordingly.
At Step 1, the algorithm checks whether ➡ is consistent. If ➡ is inconsistent, the al-
gorithm returns NIL and halts because, by Lemma 5.3, only consistent STNs can be de-
coupled. Otherwise, the algorithm initializes ☞ to the set of tight, proper xy-edges in ➡ ,
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Given: An STN ➡ whose time-points ➤ are z-partitioned by the sets ➤✉à and ➤❛á .
(1) Compute the distance matrix ↔ for ➡ . If ➡ is inconsistent, return NIL and
halt; otherwise, initialize ☞ to the set of tight, proper xy-edges in ➡ , and
continue.
(2) Select a tight, proper xy-edge ❰➢➣❂Û❨➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒òÖØ× ➛ from ☞ whose ZPS value
is positive. (If, in the process, any edges in ☞ are discovered that are no
longer tight or that have a ZPS value of zero, remove those edges from
☞ .) If no such edges exist (i.e., if ☞ has become empty), go to Step 6;
otherwise, continue.
(3) Pick values × ➨ and × ➼ such that:
➟
↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑✗➒❨➛ Ö ×
➨
Ö ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛☞➙
➟
↔✴Û❣➑☎➓➞➙➻ë➾➛ Ö ×
➼
Ö ↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ , and
× Ö ×
➨
➲✡×
➼ ✌
↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛✼➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓❸➛r➩
(4) Add the constraints, ❰ ➨ : ë ➟ ➑✗➒ßÖØ× ➨ and ❰ ➼ : ➑☎➓ ➟ ë❴ÖØ× ➼ , to ➡ , updating
↔ accordingly.
(5) Go to Step 2.
(6) Return:
➥✛à ➣ ➥
➸
➔ ■❇❏ ➣ ï❛Û❨➑☎➓
➟
➑✗➒✸Ö÷↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓✑➛❢➛✎✍❿➑✗➒▲➙❢➑☎➓➱➴➷➤❛à✧ð ;
➥✽á ➣ ➥
➸
➔ ■❋▲ ➣ ï❛Û❣➑☎➓
➟
➑✗➒òÖ÷↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙✭➑☎➓✑➛✭➛✏✍❿➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓➱➴þ➤✛á ð ,
where ➥ includes all constraints added in passes of Step 4, and ↔ has been
updated accordingly.
Figure 5.8: Pseudo-code for the basic TDP algorithm
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which merely requires checking each edge against the corresponding entries in the distance
matrix. The algorithm then iteratively operates on edges drawn from ☞ until each such edge
is dominated by a path through zero (recall Definition 5.16).
For each iteration, the algorithm does the following. In Step 2, a tight, proper xy-edge
❰ : Û❣➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒→Ö ×❦➛ with a positive zero-path shortfall, ✑ , is selected from the set ☞ . In
Steps 3 and 4, new constraints ❰ ➨ : ë ➟ ➑✗➒❴Ö❁× ➨ and ❰ ➼ : ➑☎➓ ➟ ë♥Ö × ➼ are added to ➡ .
(Theorem 5.19 (below) ensures that adding ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ to ➡ will not cause ➡ to become
inconsistent.) After updating the distance matrix ↔ to reflect the new constraints, the new
values of ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛ and ↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ will be × ➨ and × ➼ , respectively (as shown in Corollary 5.20
below). Thus, the updated ZPS value for ❰ , which we denote ✑☛✒ , will be: ✑☛✒î➣ × ➨ ➲❴× ➼ ➟ × .
The third Step 3 constraint guarantees that ✑ ✒ will be strictly smaller than ✑ (i.e., that the
ZPS value of ❰ has been reduced).
Upon adding the Step 4 edges to ➡ , it may be that some of the edges in ☞ are no longer
tight or no longer have positive ZPS values. However, the algorithm need not check for
that in Step 4. Instead, if any such edges are ever encountered during the selection process
in Step 2, they are simply removed from ☞ at that time.
If it ever happens that every tight, proper xy-edge is dominated by a path through zero,
as evidenced by the set ☞ becoming empty, then the algorithm terminates (see Steps 2 and
6). Theorem 5.23 guarantees that the algorithm is sound: if the algorithm terminates at
Step 6, then the constraint sets ➥❛à and ➥✛á will be such that Û■➤❛à✹➙✭➥❛à✪➛ and Û☎➤✛á ➙✭➥✛áß➛ are a
temporal decoupling of ➡ .
Theorem 5.19 Let ➡ be a consistent STN; let ❰ : ➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒òÖØ× be a tight, proper xy-edge
whose ZPS value is positive; and let × ➨ and × ➼ be arbitrary values satisfying the require-
ments of Step 3 of the basic TDP algorithm. Then adding the pair of corresponding Step 4
constraints (i.e., ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ in Figure 5.8) will not threaten the consistency of ➡ .
Proof Let ✑✔✓ ➩ be the ZPS value for the edge ❰ . Suppose that adding the corresponding
Step 4 constraints ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ caused ➡ to become inconsistent. Then, by Theorem 4.30,
there must be a loop with negative path-length in the distance graph ✕ . By Theorem 4.33,
the first two Step 3 requirements (from Figure 5.8) imply that ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ are individually
consistent with ➡ . Thus, any loop with negative path length in ✕ must contain both ❰ ➨ and
❰
➼
. Of all such loops, let ✖ be one that has the minimum number of edges. ✖ is illustrated
below.
✗✙✘
✚✜✛ ✢
✗✤✣
✢
✚✟✥
L
✦
✣
✦
✘
Let ✖
➐
be the subpath of ✖ from ➑✗➒ (at the beginning of ❰ ➨ ) to ➑☎➓ (at the end of ❰ ➼ ). Then,
➔ ✖
➐
➔❲➯ ×
➨
➲✏↔✴Û☎ë✛➙✥ë➾➛✼➲❹×
➼
➯ ×
➨
➲ ➩✧➲❹×
➼
➣ ×
➨
➲✡×
➼
➩
However, part of the third Step 3 requirement (from Figure 5.8) says that × ➨ ➲❹× ➼ ➯Ø× .
Thus, ➔ ✖
➐
➔ ➯ × . As a result, the subpath ✖
➐
, which contains at least two edges, could be
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replaced in ✖ by the single edge ❰ (which has length × ), resulting in a loop ✖
➐ ➐
such that
➔✧✖
➐ ➐
➔ Ö ➔✧✖✤➔
✌
➩ . But ✖
➐ ➐
has fewer edges than ✖ , which contradicts the choice of ✖ . Thus,
no such ✖ exists. Thus, adding both ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ to ➡ leaves ➡ consistent.
Corollary 5.20 Let ➡ be a consistent STN. Let ❰ ➨ : ë ➟ ➑✗➒ôÖ➳× ➨ and ❰ ➼ : ➑☎➓ ➟ ë→Ö➢× ➼ be
constraints satisfying the Step 3 requirements of the basic TDP algorithm. Let ➡
☎
be the
STN resulting from adding ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ to ➡ . Let ↔
☎
be the corresponding distance matrix.
Then,
↔✽☎✔Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛ ➣♥×
➨ ★✪✩✬✫
↔✽☎ Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓❸➛ ➣❝×
➼
➩
Proof Let ➏ be a shortest path from ➑✗➒ to ë in ➡
☎
. Thus, ➔♦➏õ➔❧➣♥↔
☎
Û❨➑✗➒✗➙➻ë➾➛ . Since ❰ ➨ by itself
constitutes a path from ➑✗➒ to ë in ➡
☎
with length × ➨ , we have that ➔ ➏→➔❦➣ ↔
☎
Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛✲ÖØ×
➨
.
Case 1: ❰ ➨ is contained in ➏ , as shown below.
✭✯✮
✭
✮
✰✲✱
✳
✳
✴
✱
Since any subpaths of a shortest path must themselves be shortest paths (and since
➡
☎
is guaranteed to be consistent by Theorem 5.19),
➔ ➏→➔✧➣ ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙❢➑✗➒❨➛✼➲❹×
➨
➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙✥ë➾➛ú➣ ➩✧➲❹×
➨
➲ ➩❝➣ ×
➨
➩
Case 2: ❰ ➨ is not contained in ➏ . Let ➏
➐
be the subpath of ➏ from the beginning
of ➏ to the first occurrence of ë in ➏ , as shown below.
✭✵✮
✳
✳
✶✸✷
(Since ë appears at the end of ➏ , the subpath ➏
➐
is well-defined. Furthermore, it may be
that ➏
➐
➣ ➏ .) Since ➏
➐
is a subpath of a shortest path, ➏
➐
must itself be a shortest path.
However, ➏
➐
is also a path from ➑✗➒ to ë . Thus, ➔♦➏
➐
➔✶➣ ➔♦➏õ➔ . Furthermore, ➏
➐
does not
contain either ❰ ➨ (by assumption) or ❰ ➼ (since the only occurrence of ë in ➏
➐
is at the
end of ➏
➐
). Thus, ➔♦➏
➐
➔❛➣➳↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛ (where ↔ is the distance matrix for ➡ , not ➡
☎
). But
the first Step 3 requirement says that ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛✪➯ × ➨ . Thus, ➔ ➏→➔❿➣ ➔♦➏
➐
➔➾➣ ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛✹➯❝×
➨
.
Since it has already been established that ➔♦➏õ➔➜ÖØ× ➨ , it must be that ➔♦➏õ➔❧➣ × ➨ .
In either case, it has been shown that a shortest path from ➑✗➒ to ë in ➡
☎
has length × ➨ ; thus
↔
☎
Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë➾➛ù➣ ×
➨
. That ↔
☎
Û■ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ù➣ ×
➼ follows in a similar fashion.
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The values × ➨ and × ➼ chosen in Step 3 of the algorithm specify the strengths of the
constraints ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ added in Step 4. It is also useful to think in terms of the amount
✹ by which the ZPS value for the edge under consideration is thereby reduced, as well
as the fractions of this ZPS reduction corresponding to the amounts by which the ➑✗➒❨ë - and
ë❦➑☎➓ -edges were tightened (specified by ✺ and ➮ ➟ ✺ ). Lemma 5.21 (below) specifies the
relationship between the pairs of values Û■× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛ and Û ✹ ➙✻✺✔➛ . Lemma 5.21 is subsequently
used to demonstrate various properties of the TDP algorithm (e.g., its soundness).
Lemma 5.21 Let ❰ be some tight, proper xy-edge ➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒òÖØ× whose ZPS value ✑t➣ ➻➆➼➾➽ Û■❰t➛
is positive. Let ✼ be the set of ordered pairs Û☎× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛ satisfying the Step 3 requirements of
the basic TDP algorithm (recall Figure 5.8). Let ✽ be the set of ordered pairs Û ✹ ➙✻✺ß➛ such
that ✹ ➴❬Û ➩✛➙✻✑✧➪ and ✺❤➴✸➚♦➩✛➙★➮❿➪ . Let ✾ ➨ and ✾ ➼ be the following 2-by-2 transformations:
✾
➨ :
✿
×
➨
➣❁❀✔Û
✹
➙❂✺✔➛ò➣❹↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛
➟
✺
✹
×
➼
➣❄❃✯Û
✹
➙✻✺ß➛❽➣❹↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛
➟
Û❇➮
➟
✺ß➛
✹
✾
➼ :
✿
✹
➣❆❅✸Û☎×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛ß➣ó↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë➾➛✼➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑☎➓☞➛
➟
Û☎×
➨
➲❹×
➼
➛
✺Ø➣ ➭✶Û☎×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛ ➣ ❇❉❈❋❊❍●❏■ ❑▼▲❏◆P❖
➪
❇✤❈◗❊❍●✜■ ❑✞▲
☎
❇✤❈◗❑✻■ ❊❙❘✞▲❏◆✆❈❚❖
➪
☎
❖
➶
▲
Then ✾ ➨ and ✾ ➼ are invertible transformations between ✼ and ✽ (with ✾
◆
➨
➨
➣❆✾
➼ ) such that
for any pair Û■× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛⑧➴❯✼ , the corresponding pair Û ✹ ➙✻✺✔➛⑧➴❱✽ satisfies that:
ì
✹
is the amount by which the pair of corresponding Step 4 constraints, ❰ ➨ : ë ➟ ➑✗➒òÖØ× ➨
and ❰ ➼ : ➑☎➓ ➟ ë❷ÖØ× ➼ , reduce the ZPS value for the edge ❰ , and
ì
✺ and Û❇➮ ➟ ✺✔➛ represent the fractions of this ZPS reduction due to the tightening of the
➑✗➒❣ë - and ë❦➑☎➓ -edges, respectively.
Proof The Step 3 requirements (from Figure 5.8) correspond to the boundaries of the
region ✼ in Figure 5.9. Note that the point Û❣↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛☞➙❢↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛❢➛ is not part of ✼ due to the
strict inequality: × ➨ ➲❹× ➼❲✌ ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë❿➛✟➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓❸➛ . Also, by Lemma 4.21,
↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛
➟
↔✴Û❨➑☎➓➞➙✥ë➾➛✲ÖØ× and ↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ ➟ ↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑✗➒❣➛✲ÖØ× .
These inequalities ensure that the diagonal boundary of ✼ , which corresponds to the con-
straint ×ßÖØ× ➨ ➲✡× ➼ , lies above and to the right of the lines ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒▲➙✥ë❿➛ ➟ ↔✴Û❣➑☎➓❞➙✥ë➾➛ù➣ × ➨ ➲✡× ➼
and ↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ ➟ ↔✴Û■ë✛➙✭➑✗➒☎➛ ➣ × ➨ ➲❹× ➼ (shown as dashed lines in the × ➨ × ➼ -plane in Figure 5.9).
The amount of reduction in the ZPS value resulting from adding the Step 4 constraints,
❰
➨ : ë ➟ ➑✗➒✸ÖØ× ➨ and ❰ ➼ : ➑☎➓ ➟ ë❷Ö♥× ➼ , is given by:
(old ZPS value) ➟ (new ZPS value)
➣ ✑
➟
✑☛✒
➣ ➚♦↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë➾➛✼➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛
➟
×Ï➪
➟
➚s×
➨
➲❹×
➼
➟
×Ï➪
➣ ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛✼➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓☞➛
➟
Û■×
➨
➲❹×
➼
➛
which is precisely the value
✹
➣❳❅✸Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛ . The amount by which the ➑✗➒✾ë -edge is strength-
ened is given by:
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❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴❍❵▼❛
❜▼❝✪❞❡❜❣❢✐❤
❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴❭❵❥❛❧❦♠❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴✟♥✄❛
❜❣❢
♦
♣
♣❚q
r
❜▼❝
❜✙s✔❜ ❝ ❞t❜ ❢
✉
✈
❦✇❨✏❩❚❴ ❵ ❪✯❬✻❛
❦✇❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴✟♥✄❛
❨✏❩◗❴✟♥✜❪✯❬①❛
❜▼❝②❞t❜❣❢✆❤
❨③❩◗❴ ♥ ❪✯❬✻❛❧❦t❨✏❩❚❴ ❵ ❪✯❬✻❛
r
❤
❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴ ❵ ❛
❞
❨③❩◗❴ ❵ ❪✯❬✻❛
❜▼❝✐s
❨✏❩◗❴ ♥ ❪✯❬✻❛
❦✇❨✏❩◗❴
❵
❪✯❬✻❛
s✔❜❣❢
✉
r
s
❨✏❩◗❴
♥
❪✯❬✻❛
❞
❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴
♥
❛
④
❜▼❝✪❞❡❜❣❢⑥⑤
❨✏❩◗❴ ♥ ❪✯❬✻❛
❞
❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴ ❵ ❛
r⑧⑦
♣
✉t⑨
♣
r
s
q
❩
♦
❦
✉
❛⑩r
s
❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴ ❵ ❛
❞
❨✏❩◗❴ ❵ ❪✯❬✻❛
❦❶❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴✟♥✄❛
s❷❜ ❝
✉
s
♦
❜ ❢ s
❨✏❩❭❬❫❪✜❴❭❵❥❛
r
❤
❨③❩❭❬❫❪✜❴ ♥ ❛
❞
❨✏❩◗❴ ♥ ❪✯❬✻❛
Figure 5.9: The regions ✼ and ✽ from Lemma 5.21
(old value) ➟ (new value) ➣ ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒✙➙➻ë➾➛ ➟ × ➨ .
Hence, the fraction of the total ZPS reduction produced by strengthening the ➑✗➒❣ë -edge is
precisely ✺ú➣➫➭✶Û■× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛ , from which it also follows that × ➨ ➣❳❀✔Û
✹
➙❂✺✔➛ ➣Ø↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë❿➛
➟
✺
✹
.
Similarly, the fraction of the total ZPS reduction produced by strengthening the ë❦➑☎➓ -edge is
precisely Û❇➮ ➟ ✺ß➛ , and × ➼ ➣❸❃✯Û ✹ ➙✻✺ß➛✔➣♥↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓❸➛ ➟ Û❇➮ ➟ ✺✔➛ ✹ .
That the transformations ✾ ➨ and ✾ ➼ are inverses of one another is easily verified by
showing that the following equations hold for any Û☎× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛✲➴❱✼ and any Û ✹ ➙✻✺ß➛⑧➴❯✽ :
✿
❀✔Û✯❅✸Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛☞➙❋➭✶Û☎×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛❢➛ ➣ ×
➨
❃ÝÛ✵❅✸Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛r➙❋➭✶Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛❢➛ù➣❝×
➼❺❹
and
✿
❅✸Û❻❀✔Û
✹
➙✻✺✔➛r➙❥❃✯Û
✹
➙✻✺ß➛❢➛ò➣
✹
➭✶Û❻❀✔Û
✹
➙✻✺✔➛r➙❥❃✯Û
✹
➙✻✺ß➛❢➛ò➣❼✺
❹
.
Also, given any Û■× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛❷➴❼✼ , we may verify that Û
✹
➙✻✺✔➛Ú➣ Û✵❅ßÛ☎×
➨
➙➻×
➼
➛r➙❋➭✶Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛✭➛Þ➴❽✽ by
showing that ❅✸Û■× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛⑧➴✏Û ➩✛➙❂✑✜➪ and ➭✶Û☎× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛✲➴✸➚♦➩✛➙★➮➡➪ , as follows:
ì
↔✴Û❣➑✗➒▲➙✥ë❿➛ò➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙✭➑☎➓❸➛❾✓ ×
➨
➲✡×
➼ (Step 3 Requirement)
↔✴Û❣➑✗➒▲➙✥ë❿➛ò➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙✭➑☎➓❸➛
➟
Û☎×
➨
➲❹×
➼
➛❾✓ ➩ (Rearrange terms)
❅✸Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛❾✓ ➩ (Defn. of ❅✸Û■× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛ )
ì
× Ö ×
➨
➲✡×
➼ (Step 3 Requirement)
➟
Û■×
➨
➲✡×
➼
➛❤Ö
➟
× (Rearrange terms)
↔✴Û❣➑✗➒▲➙✥ë❿➛ò➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙✭➑☎➓❸➛
➟
Û☎×
➨
➲❹×
➼
➛
Ö ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë➾➛✟➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙✭➑☎➓❸➛
➟
× (Add ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë❿➛✟➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓❸➛ to both sides)
❅✸Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛✐Ö ✑ (Defns. of ❅✸Û☎× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛ and ✑ )
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ì↔✴Û❣➑✗➒▲➙✥ë❿➛❬➯ ×
➨ (Step 3 Requirement)
↔✴Û❣➑✗➒▲➙✥ë❿➛
➟
×
➨
➯ ➩ (Rearrange terms)
❇❉❈❋❊❍●✜■ ❑▼▲❏◆P❖
➪
❇✤❈❋❊❍●✵■ ❑✞▲
☎
❇❉❈◗❑❂■ ❊❙❘▼▲❏◆✆❈❚❖
➪
☎
❖
➶
▲
➯ ➩ (Divide by positive number)
➭✶Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛❤➯ ➩ (Defn. of ➭✶Û■× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛ )
ì
×
➼
Ö ↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ (Step 3 Requirement)
↔✴Û❣➑✗➒▲➙✥ë❿➛
➟
×
➨
Ö ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë➾➛✟➲❬↔✴Û■ë✛➙✭➑☎➓❸➛
➟
Û☎×
➨
➲❹×
➼
➛ (Add ↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë❿➛ ➟ × ➨ ➟ × ➼ to both sides)
❇❉❈❋❊❍●✜■ ❑▼▲❏◆P❖
➪
❇✤❈❋❊❍●✵■ ❑✞▲
☎
❇❉❈◗❑❂■ ❊❙❘▼▲❏◆✆❈❚❖
➪
☎
❖
➶
▲
Ö ➮ (Divide by RHS, which is positive)
➭✶Û■×
➨
➙✥×
➼
➛❤Ö ➮ (Defn. of ➭✶Û■× ➨ ➙✥× ➼ ➛ )
Furthermore, since all these steps are reversible, we get that
Û☎×
➨
➙➻×
➼
➛ ➣❂Û❿❀✔Û
✹
➙✻✺ß➛☞➙❥❃✯Û
✹
➙✻✺✔➛✭➛ô➴❱✼ , for any Û
✹
➙✻✺ß➛⑧➴❯✽ .
Finally, from Theorem 4.33, the quantity ↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓❸➛ù➲❝↔✴Û❣➑☎➓➞➙➻ë➾➛ specifies the maximum
amount that the ë❦➑☎➓ -edge can be tightened without threatening the consistency of the STN.
The following establishes that ✑ (i.e., the ZPS value for the edge ❰ ) is no more than this
amount:
↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛
➟
↔✴Û❨➑☎➓❞➙✥ë❿➛❬Ö × (Lemma 4.21)
↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛✼➲✏↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛
➟
× Ö ↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓❸➛✟➲❬↔✴Û❨➑☎➓❞➙✥ë➾➛ (Add like quantities and rearrange)
✑ÜÖ ↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛✟➲✏↔✴Û❣➑☎➓➞➙➻ë➾➛ (Defn. of ✑ ).
Thus, the entire zero-path-shortfall for ❰ may be eliminated by tightening only the ë❦➑☎➓ -
constraint. Similarly, the entire zero-path-shortfall may be eliminated by instead tight-
ening only the ➑✗➒❣ë -constraint. In Figure 5.9, these constraints on ✑ ensure that the top
horizontal boundary of the region ✽ lies below the curves ✺ ✹ ➣♥↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë❿➛✟➲✏↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑✗➒☎➛ and
Û❇➮
➟
✺ß➛
✹
➣Ø↔✴Û■ë❛➙❢➑☎➓❸➛✟➲❬↔✴Û❨➑☎➓➞➙✥ë➾➛ . Thus, the values for
✹
and ✺ may be independently cho-
sen.
Corollary 5.22 Let ❰ : ➑☎➓ ➟ ➑✗➒✲ÖÜ× be a tight, proper xy-edge with ZPS value ✑➀✓✳➩ . Let
✹
➴ Û ➩❛➙✻✑✧➪ and ✺÷➴ ➚♦➩✛➙★➮➡➪ be arbitrary. It is always possible to choose × ➨ and × ➼ satisfying
the Step 3 requirements such that adding the Step 4 constraints ( ❰ ➨ and ❰ ➼ ) results in the
ZPS value for ❰ being reduced by ✹ and the ➑✗➒❨ë - and ë❦➑☎➓ -edges being tightened by the
amounts ✺
✹
and Û❇➮ ➟ ✺ß➛ ✹ , respectively.
Theorem 5.23 (Soundness) If the temporal decoupling algorithm terminates at Step 6,
then the constraint sets ➥❛à and ➥✛á returned by the TDP algorithm are such that Û☎➤❛à✤➙✭➥❛à✲➛
and Û☎➤✛áù➙✭➥✽á✸➛ are a temporal decoupling of the input STN ➡ .
Proof During each pass of Step 4, the TDP algorithm modifies the input STN by adding
new constraints. To distinguish the input STN ➡ from the modified STN existing at the
end of the algorithm’s execution (i.e., at Step 6), we shall refer to the latter as ➡
☎
. If
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➥☎
is the set of all Step 4 constraints added during the execution of the algorithm, then
➡
☎
➣ Û☎➤✒➙✭➥✒ñö➥
☎
➛ . Let ↔
☎
be the distance matrix for ➡
☎
. (Thus, using this notation, it is
↔
☎
that is used to construct the constraint sets ➥❛à and ➥✽á in Step 6.) Since every constraint
in ➡ is present in ➡
☎
, ↔
☎
Û❨➑✗➒✙➙✭➑☎➓✑➛✲Ö÷↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ for all ➑✗➒▲➙❢➑☎➓✤➴❒➤ .
To show that ➡✟à and ➡✼á are a temporal decoupling of ➡ , it suffices (by Theorem 5.12)
to show that ➡✟à and ➡✼á are each consistent and that Properties 1 à , 1 á , 2 àßá and 2 á à from
Theorem 5.10 hold. (It is given that the sets ➤❛à and ➤✛á z-partition ➤ .)
Theorem 5.19 guarantees that ➡
☎
is consistent. Furthermore, since any solution for ➡
☎
must satisfy the constraints represented in ↔
☎
, which cover all the constraints in ➥❛à and
➥✛á , ➡✟à and ➡✼á must also be consistent.
By construction, ↔Úà✤Û❈❅➜➽➾➙❇❅ ➚➻➛ ➣ ↔
☎
Û❆❅➜➽➾➙❇❅ ➚✥➛ , for every ❅➜➽ and ❅ ➚ in ➤❛à . Thus, since
↔
☎
Û❆❅➜➽➾➙❇❅ ➚✥➛⑧Ö ↔✴Û❈❅➜➽ ➙❇❅ ➚✥➛ , Property 1 à of Theorem 5.10 holds. Similarly, Property 1 á also
holds.
To prove that Property 2 à✔á holds, first notice that the premise of Lemma 5.18 is equiv-
alent to saying that ZPS Ö➵➩ for each tight, proper xy-edge, which is precisely what the exit
clause of Step 2 requires. Thus, the algorithm will not terminate at Step 6 unless the premise
of Lemma 5.18 holds—with respect to ➡
☎
. Hence, from the conclusion of Lemma 5.18,
we have that for any xy-pair in ➡
☎
: ↔
☎
Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛✼➲✏↔
☎
Û■ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛✲Ö÷↔
☎
Û❨➑✗➒▲➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ . In the case where
➑✗➒ò➴❒➤❛à and ➑☎➓➱➴❒➤❛á , we have that ↔
☎
Û❨➑✗➒✙➙✥ë➾➛ù➣Ø↔✘à➠Û❣➑✗➒✗➙✥ë➾➛ and ↔
☎
Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ù➣Ø↔Úá⑧Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ . Since
↔
☎
Û❣➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓☞➛✲Ö÷↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙❢➑☎➓❸➛ , we get that ↔✘à➠Û❣➑✗➒✙➙✥ë➾➛✼➲❬↔táôÛ☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓★➛⑧Ö÷↔✴Û❣➑✗➒✙➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ , which is Property 2 à✔á .
Similarly, Property 2 á à holds.
Ensuring Completeness for the TDP Algorithm
The Step 3 requirement that × ➨ ➲ × ➼➁✌ ↔✴Û❨➑✗➒▲➙✥ë➾➛ß➲ó↔✴Û☎ë✛➙❢➑☎➓✑➛ ensures that the ZPS value for
the edge under consideration will decrease. However, it does not ensure that substantial
progress will be made. As a result, the basic TDP algorithm, as shown in Figure 5.8, is not
guaranteed to terminate. Theorems 5.26 and 5.28, below, specify two ways of strengthening
the Step 3 requirements, each sufficient to ensure that the TDP algorithm will terminate and,
hence, that it is complete. Each strategy involves a method for choosing ✹ , the amount by
which the ZPS value for the edge currently under consideration is to be reduced (recall
Lemma 5.21). Each strategy leaves the distribution of additional constrainedness among
the ➑✗➒❣ë - and ë❦➑☎➓ -edges (i.e., the choice of ✺ ) unrestricted.
Definition 5.24 (Greedy Strategy) At each pass of Step 3, the entire zero-path shortfall
for the edge under consideration is eliminated (i.e., choose: ✹ ➣➂✑ ).
Proposition 5.25 will be used in the proofs of the theorems.
Proposition 5.25 If an xy-edge ever loses its tightness, it cannot ever regain it. Thus, since
the algorithm never adds any proper xy-edges, the pool of tight, proper xy-edges relevant to
Step 2 can never grow. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.17, the ZPS values cannot ever increase.
Thus, any progress made by the algorithm is never lost.
Theorem 5.26 Using the Greedy Strategy (cf. Definition 5.24), the TDP algorithm is guar-
anteed to terminate after at most ➃ ➔♦➤❛à✘➔✳➔ ➤✛á❽➔ iterations.
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Proof By Corollary 5.22, it is always possible to choose × ➨ and × ➼ in Step 3 such that
the entire zero-path shortfall will be eliminated. Thus, the Greedy Strategy is feasible. By
Proposition 5.25, the algorithm needs to do Step 3 processing of each tight, proper xy-edge
at most once. There are at most ➃ ➔ ➤❛à✘➔✳➔♦➤❛á✲➔ such edges.
Barring some extravagant selection process in Step 2, the computation in each iteration
of the TDP algorithm is dominated by the propagation of the temporal constraints added in
Step 4. This is no worse than ➄✌Ûr➔♦➤→➔ ➅r➛ , by Proposition 4.22.
Although the Greedy Strategy leads to quick results, a less greedy approach can lead to
decoupled networks having greater flexibility, as will be seen in the experimental evaluation
section (Section 5.2.5). Below, a Less-Greedy Strategy is defined in which the ZPS value
of the edge ❰ under consideration in Step 3 is reduced by a fractional amount (unless it is
already below some threshold). By doing so, the algorithm enables the processing of other
edges to contribute to reducing the ZPS value for the edge ❰ in between its visits to ❰ ,
thereby reducing the possibility of overconstraining the network.
Unlike the Greedy Strategy, the Less-Greedy Strategy requires all of the initial ZPS
values to be finite—which is always the case in practice.
Definition 5.27 (Less Greedy Strategy) Let ➆ be the maximum of the initial ZPS values
among all the tight, proper xy-edges in ➡ . Let ➇➈✓ ➩ and ➉t➴✏Û ➩✛➙❸➮➞➛ be arbitrary constants.
At each pass of Step 3 in the TDP algorithm, choose ✹ (the amount by which the ZPS value
✑ for the edge currently under consideration is reduced) as follows:
✹
➣
✿
➉✪✑ ➙❳➊✄➋➌✑✔✓❺➇
✑ ➙❳➍✪➎❥➏➑➐❫➒✞➓➈➊⑩➔▼➐
Theorem 5.28 If the initial ZPS values among all of the tight, proper xy-edges in a con-
sistent STN ➡ are finite, then, using the Less-Greedy Strategy (cf. Definition 5.27), the TDP
algorithm is guaranteed to terminate after at most ➃ ➔ ➤❛àÚ➔❚➔♦➤✛á✲➔☛→▼➣↕↔✧➙❣➛✻❈❭➜✪➝➟➞✜▲
↔✧➙❣➛✻❈
➨
➝▼❈
➨
◆
Ù
▲✄▲❥➠
➲Ø➮➢➡ itera-
tions.
Proof Corollary 5.22 ensures that the value of ✹ may always be chosen in accordance
with the Less-Greedy Strategy.
Let ☞✬➤ be the initial set of tight, proper xy-edges having positive ZPS values. Let ❰ý➴➥☞✬➤
be arbitrary. Let ✑➢➤ be ❰ ’s initial ZPS value. Suppose ❰ has been processed by the algo-
rithm (in Step 3) ➦ times so far. Given the above strategy for choosing ✹ , ❰ ’s current
ZPS value ✑ is necessarily bounded above by ✑➢➤➞Û✁➮ ➟ ➉❿➛ ➫ , and hence also by ➆ßÛ❇➮ ➟ ➉ ➛ ➫ .
If ➦❯✓ ↔✧➙❣➛✻❈❚➜❧➝➟➞✜▲
↔✧➙❣➛✻❈
➨
➝▼❈
➨
◆
Ù
▲✄▲
, we get that ➆ßÛ❇➮ ➟ ➉ ➛ ➫ ✌ ➇ . Thus, after at most → ➣ ↔✧➙❣➛✻❈❚➜❧➝➟➞✜▲
↔✧➙❣➛①❈
➨
➝▼❈
➨
◆
Ù
▲✄▲▼➠
➲♥➮
➡ ap-
pearances of ❰ in Step 3, its ZPS value ✑ will be zero. Since ❰ was an arbitrary edge
from ☞✬➤ and ➔ ☞➑➤ ➔➜Ö❸➃ ➔ ➤❛à✘➔✳➔♦➤❛á✪➔ , the result is proven.
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Step 2 Choice
➧
Randomly choose an edge from ☞ .
➨
Randomly select a ➨ -item subset of ☞ , where ➨ is one of
ï②➃❛➙❂➩✛➙✻➫❛ð ; choose the edge from that subset whose process-
ing in Step 3 will result in the minimal change to the STN’s
rigidity.
Choice of ✹
ã Greedy strategy
✖ Less-Greedy strategy where ➉ ➣ ➩✛➩◗➭ and the computation-
multiplier is either ➯ or ➮✁➫ .
Choice of ✺ ➲
Randomly choose ✺ from ï ➩✛➙★➮ ð .
➳
Randomly choose ✺ from ➚❫➩✛➙❸➮➡➪ (uniform distribution).
➵
Randomly choose ✺ from ➚♦➩✛➙★➮➡➪ with distribution weighted
by flexibility of ➑✗➒❨ë - and ë❦➑☎➓ -edges.
Figure 5.10: Variations of the TDP Algorithm Tested
The factor →❥➣➸↔✧➙❣➛①❈❚➜❧➝➟➞✜▲
↔✧➙❣➛①❈
➨
➝▼❈
➨
◆
Ù
▲✄▲
➠
➲♥➮✲➡ specifies an upper bound on the run-time using the Less
Greedy strategy as compared to the Greedy strategy. In practice, this factor may be kept
small by choosing ➇ appropriately. For example, if ➉✴➣ ➩✛➩❚➭ and ➆✎➺✪➇ ➣❀➮Ï➩✧➩ ➩ , this factor
is ➮❿➮ .
Corollary 5.29 (Completeness) Using either the Greedy or Less-Greedy strategy, the TDP
algorithm is complete.
Proof Suppose a solution exists for an instance of the TDP for an STN ➡ . By Lemma 5.3,
➡ must be consistent. Thus, the TDP algorithm will not halt at Step 1. Using either of the
strategies in Theorems 5.26 or 5.28, the algorithm will eventually terminate at Step 6. By
Theorem 5.23, this only happens when the algorithm has found a solution to the TDP.
Finally, the subnetworks ➡✟à and ➡✼á generated by the TDP algorithm may be most con-
cisely represented by their canonical forms, as described in Section 4.2. (By Theorem 4.53,
the canonical form of an STN ➻➡ is guaranteed to have the minimum number of edges among
all STNs equivalent to ➻➡ .)
5.2.5 Experimental Evaluation
This section compares the performance of the TDP algorithm across the following dimen-
sions: (1) the function used in Step 2 to select the next edge to work on; (2) the function
used in Step 3 to determine ✹ (i.e., the amount of ZPS reduction); and (3) the function
used in Step 3 to determine ✺ , which governs the distribution of additional constrainedness
among the ➑✗➒❨ë - and ë❧➑☎➓ -edges. Figure 5.10 shows the algorithm variations tested in the
experiments. Each variation is identified by its parameter settings using the abbreviations
in Figure 5.10. The goal of the experiments was to measure the tradeoff between solution
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Figure 5.11: Comparing different strategies for choosing ➼ and ➽ in Step 3 of the TDP
algorithm
quality (as measured by the rigidity of the decoupled STN) and execution time across the
different algorithm variations.
The first experiment fixed the Step 2 choice function to option ➾ (cf. Figure 5.10) while
varying the Step 3 strategies for choosing ➼ and ➽ . It consisted of 500 trials, each restricted
to the time-interval ➚❙➪➹➶✠➘✁➪❧➪②➴ . For each trial, the STN contained start and finish time-points
for 30 actions (i.e., 60 time-points). Half of the actions/time-points were allocated to ➷P➬ ,
half to ➷✬➮ . Constraints were generated randomly, as follows. For each action, a lower
bound ➱ was drawn uniformly from the interval ➚❙➪✬➶❫➘❫➴ ; an upper bound was drawn from
➚✃➱✐➶❂➱➑❐✔➘➢➴ . Also, 400 constraints among time-points in ➷P➬ , 400 among time-points in ➷✬➮ , and
800 xy-edges were generated, the strength of each determined by selecting a random value
from ➚✃➪✬➶①❒❮➴ , where ❒ was 30% of the maximum amount the constraint could be tightened.
The results of the first experiment are shown in Figure 5.11. The horizontal axis mea-
sures time in seconds. The vertical axis measures the RMS Rigidity (cf. Definition 4.38) of
the decoupled STN (as a multiple of the RMS Rigidity of the input STN). 95% confidence
intervals are shown for both time and rigidity, but the intervals for time are barely visible.
Both scales are logarithmic.
Lines in the plot are used to connect variations using the same ➽ -selection function. In
each grouping, the Greedy Strategy (G) is faster, but the Less-Greedy Strategy (L) results
in decouplings that are substantially more flexible (i.e., less rigid). In addition, using a
larger computation-multiplier in the Less-Greedy approach (18 vs. 6), which corresponds
to a smaller value of the threshold ❰ (cf. Definition 5.27), results in decouplings that are
more flexible.
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Figure 5.12: Comparing different strategies for the Step 2 choice function for the TDP
algorithm
The most surprising result is the dramatic benefit from using either of the two pseudo-
continuous methods, U or F, for choosing ➽ . Biasing the distribution according to the
flexibility in the Ï❣Ð❏Ñ - and Ñ②Ï✯Ò -edges (as is done in the Fair method, F) gives consistently
more flexible decouplings, while taking less time to do so. The L(18)F variation produced
decouplings that were scarcely more rigid than the input STN.
The second experiment tested the performance of the K-item-subset Step 2 choice func-
tion (i.e., option K in Figure 5.10). This Step 2 choice function is computationally intensive
since for each edge in the Ó -item subset, constraints must be propagated (and reset) and
the rigidity of the STN must be computed. Subset sizes of 2, 4 and 8 were tested in the
experiment. The Step 3 choice functions for choosing ➼ and ➽ were fixed to options that
performed well in the first experiment: the Less-Greedy Strategy (L) with a computation-
multiplier of Ô , and the Fair method (F) for choosing ➽ .
The experiment consisted of 200 trials. For each trial the STN contained 40 actions (80
time-points), as well as 1600 constraints among time-points in ➷➹➬ , 1600 among time-points
in ➷➹➮ and 3200 xy-edges. The results, shown in Figure 5.12, demonstrate that the K-item-
subset Step 2 choice function can generate decoupled networks with greater flexibility.
However, it is not immune to the Law of Diminishing Returns. In this case, using an 8-item
subset did not appear to be worth the extra computational effort.
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5.2.6 Minimal Temporal Decouplings
In the previous section, it was shown that the strategies employed in the TDP algorithm can
have a significant impact on the quality of the decoupling generated by the algorithm (as
measured by the rigidity of the decoupled network). This section defines a minimal tempo-
ral decoupling of an STN Õ to be a temporal decoupling of Õ with the property that any
non-trivial weakening of the constraints in the decoupled subnetworks would necessarily
cause them to no longer decouple Õ . It then presents a theorem characterizing minimal
temporal decouplings and a sound, complete and polynomial-time Iterative Weakening al-
gorithm for constructing minimal temporal decouplings.
Definition 5.30 (Minimal Temporal Decoupling) Let ÕÖ➬❼×ÙØ❿➷➹➬Ú➶▼Û➹➬③Ü , Õ✤➮Ý×ÞØ❿➷✬➮ß➶▼Û✬➮àÜ ,
and Õ❄×↕Ø✯➷á➶▼Û❉Ü be STNs such that ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ temporally decouple Õ . The decoupling of
Õ by ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ is called a minimal temporal decoupling if the following condition holds:
For any STNs Õãâ
➬
×äØ✯➷➹➬å➶✞Û❶â
➬
Ü and Õ✸â
➮
×æØ✯➷✬➮ß➶▼Û❶â
➮
Ü that temporally decou-
ple Õ : if the constraints in Û➹➬ and Û✬➮ entail the constraints in Û✇â
➬
and Û✇â
➮
,
respectively, then Û✬➬èç❸Û â
➬
and Û✬➮❯ç❸Û â
➮
.
An Example of Finding a Minimal Decoupling
Consider the STN Õ in Figure 5.13. Using the z-partition defined by ➷➹➬↕×êé Ñ ➶❥ë❶ì➢➶❥ë✐í❫î
and ➷✬➮ï× é Ñ ➶❂ð✐î , Õ has two tight, proper xy-edges: ð⑧ñ➂ë❶ì➥òôó and ð⑧ñ❸ë✐íõòôó ,
each of which has a zero-path shortfall of ö÷❐❼ö❷ñ❸óø×úù . If the TDP algorithm from
Figure 5.8 in Section 5.2.4 were run on this STN, for example, using the Greedy Strategy
(cf. Definition 5.24), it might first process the edge ðûñ❾ë❶ì③ò❁ó , eliminating the zero-path
shortfall, say, by tightening the edge from ë❶ì to Ñ , as shown in Figure 5.14. Next, it might
process the edge ð⑧ñ❁ë✐í❱òäó , eliminating the zero-path shortfall, say, by tightening the
edge from Ñ to ð , as shown in Figure 5.15, at which point all tight, proper xy-edges are
dominated by paths through zero and, hence, the network is decoupled. In particular, Õ is
decoupled by the subnetworks ÕÖ➬è×↕Ø❿➷➹➬❲➶▼Û➹➬➈Ü and Õ✤➮❯×ïØ✯➷✬➮ß➶▼Û➑➮àÜ , where
Û➹➬ü× é÷Ø
Ñ
ñýë❶ì✏ò❽➘✁Ü✲➶➈Ø
Ñ
ñýë✐í❲ò❁öþÜ✙î and Û➑➮ß× é÷Ø✯ð÷ñ Ñ ò❽➘✁Üßî .
However, ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ do not form a minimal decoupling of Õ since the edge Ñ ñÚë❶ì✏ò❽➘ may
be replaced by the weaker, original edge Ñ ñ ë❶ì✏ò❁ö without disturbing the decoupling, as
shown in Figure 5.16.
The decoupling in Figure 5.16 is minimal, since weakening any of the intra-subnetwork
constraints would result in subnetworks that do not decouple Õ . Alternative minimal de-
couplings of the original STN are shown in Figure 5.17. However, the minimal decoupling
in Figure 5.16 is the only minimal decoupling for the original STN that can be generated
by weakening intra-subnetwork constraints in the non-minimal decoupling generated by
the TDP algorithm. In other words, if Û ✁
➬
and Û ✁
➮
are the constraint sets corresponding
to the minimal decoupling shown in Figure 5.16, then the constraints in Û✬➬ and Û➑➮ entail
the constraints in Û ✁
➬
and Û ✁
➮
, respectively. The analogous statements do not hold for the
minimal decouplings shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.13: An STN for which the TDP algorithm might generate a non-minimal decou-
pling
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✔
Stronger Constraint
Figure 5.14: The STN from Figure 5.13 after eliminating the zero-path shortfall for one of
the xy-edges
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Figure 5.15: The STN from Figure 5.13 after eliminating the zero-path shortfall for both of
the xy-edges
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Figure 5.16: A minimal decoupling of the STN from Figure 5.13
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Figure 5.17: Alternative minimal decouplings of the STN from Figure 5.13
Necessary Conditions for a Minimal Decoupling
This section presents Theorem 5.33 that specifies necessary conditions for a minimal tem-
poral decoupling. To simplify the analysis, Definition 5.31 specifies a Standard Problem
Setup. Since any decoupling of Õ × Ø❿➷á➶✞Û❉Ü by ÕÖ➬ × Ø✯➷➹➬å➶✞Û✬➬✏Ü and Õ✤➮➂× Ø❿➷✬➮ß➶▼Û✬➮àÜ
requires the constraints in Û✬➬ and Û➑➮ to entail the constraints in Û✎✵✷✶ ✸✺✹ and Û✎✵✷✶ ✸✼✻ , respec-
tively, the constraint sets Û✎✵✷✶ ✸✺✹ and Û✎✵★✶ ✸✼✻ are included explicitly in the Standard Setup.
However, notice that the Standard Setup does not, in and of itself, require that ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮
decouple Õ .
Definition 5.31 (Standard Setup) Let Õ↕×úØ❿➷á➶✞Û❉Ü be an STN whose time-points are z-
partitioned by the sets ➷➹➬ and ➷✬➮ . Let ✽ be the distance matrix for Õ . Let Û✝✾
➬
be an
arbitrary set of constraints over time-points in ➷➹➬ such that each ✿ Ð✧Ò : ë Ò ñ❆ë Ð ò❁❀ Ð✃Ò in
Û❂✾
➬
satisfies that ❀ Ð✃Ò❄❃ ✽ Ø✵ë Ð ➶❥ë Ò Ü . Similarly, let Û✝✾
➮
be an arbitrary set of constraints over
time-points in ➷➹➮ such that each ✿❆❅❈❇ : ð❉❇þñ➁ð❊❅ûò❋❀●❅❈❇ in Û❂✾
➮
satisfies that ❀●❅❈❇ ❃ ✽ Ø✯ð❊❅❧➶❂ð❍❇❂Ü . Let
Û➹➬❺×❺Û■✵✷✶ ✸✺✹❑❏÷Û
✾
➬
and Û✬➮❯×❁Û✎✵✷✶ ✸✼✻▲❏÷Û ✾
➮
. Finally, let ÕÖ➬❄×↕Ø✯➷➹➬å➶▼Û➹➬✏Ü and Õ✤➮❯×↕Ø✯➷✬➮ß➶▼Û➑➮àÜ ;
and let ✽♠➬ and ✽û➮ be the corresponding distance matrices.
Definition 5.32 (Necessary Role in a Dominating Path Through Zero) Given the Stan-
dard Setup (cf. Definition 5.31), let ✿ Ð✃Ò : ë Ò ñ ë Ð ò▼❀ Ð✃Ò be an arbitrary constraint in Û❂✾
➬
.
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Let Û❖◆
➬
×➂Û■✵✷✶ ✸ ✹ ❏ýØ✜Û➹➬◗Pûé❘✿
Ð✃Ò î②Ü be the constraint set that results from removing the edge
✿ Ð✃Ò from Û➹➬ . Let Õ❙◆
➬
× Ø❿➷P➬å➶▼Û❚◆
➬
Ü , and let ✽❯◆
➬
be the corresponding distance matrix. Let
✿❲❱❨❳ : ð➁ñ ë❾ò❩❀❬❱❨❳ be some proper xy-edge in Û . The edge ✿ Ð✃Ò is said to play a necessary
role in a dominating path through zero for the edge ✿❲❱❨❳ with respect to ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ if:
❭
✽❯◆
➬
Ø✜ë✤➶ Ñ Üà❐❪✽û➮ãØ Ñ ➶❂ð➑Ü❴❫❵❀❈❱❨❳ (i.e., in the absence of ✿ Ð✃Ò , the edge ✿❛❱❨❳ is not domi-
nated by a path through zero); and
❭
✽❯◆
➬
Ø✜ë✤➶❥ë Ð Ü☛❐❜❀ Ð✃Ò ❐❝✽❯◆
➬
Ø✜ë Ò ➶ Ñ Ü☛❐❝✽÷➮✎Ø Ñ ➶❂ð✬Ü✎ò❋❀❬❱❨❳ (i.e., in the presence of ✿ Ð✃Ò , the edge
✿❲❱❨❳ is dominated by a path through zero, as shown below).
❞ ❡
❢❤❣ ✐
❞
❣
❞
✐
❥❛❦
❧❂♠
❞♦♥♣❞
❣rq
s
❥❆t
♠
s✉♥
❡
q
❥ ❦
❧✈♠
❞
✐
♥✇s
q
❢②①♣③
④
❣ ✐
④
①⑤③
The definitions for ✿ Ð✧Ò playing a necessary role for an edge ✿❛❳⑥❱ of the form ë ñ ð ò❵❀❬❳⑥❱ ,
and for edges in Û✝✾
➮
playing necessary roles for xy-edges in Û are analogous.
Theorem 5.33 (Necessary Conditions for a Minimum Decoupling) Given the Standard
Setup (cf. Definition 5.31), suppose that ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ form a minimal temporal decoupling
of Õè×ïØ❿➷ ➶▼Û❉Ü . Let ✿ Ð✃Ò : ë Ò ñ ë Ð ò❋❀ Ð✃Ò be an arbitrary edge in Û✝✾
➬
such that the removal of
✿
Ð✃Ò from Û❂✾
➬
would cause a change in the distance matrix for ÕÖ➬ . Let Û❖◆
➬
➶❥Õ❛◆
➬
and ✽❯◆
➬
be
as in Definition 5.32. Then ✿ Ð✧Ò plays a necessary role in a dominating path through zero
for some tight, proper xy-edge in Û . The analogous statement for edges in Û✝✾
➮
also holds.
Proof Let ✿ Ð✃Ò : ë Ò ñýë Ð ò⑦❀ Ð✃Ò be an arbitrary edge in Û❂✾
➬
whose removal from Û❂✾
➬
would
cause a change in the distance matrix for ÕÖ➬ . Let Û ◆
➬
➶❥Õ
◆
➬
and ✽ ◆
➬
be as in Definition 5.32.
Since the constraints in ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ entail the constraints in Õ ◆
➬
and Õ✤➮ , respectively,
but Û ◆
➬⑨⑧
çúÛ✬➬ (by construction), it must be that Õ ◆
➬
and Õ✤➮ do not temporally decouple
Õ . (Otherwise, it would violate that ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ are a minimal decoupling of Õ .) Thus, by
Theorem 5.12, at least one of the Properties 1 ➬ , 1 ➮ , 2 ➬✙➮ or 2 ➮❮➬ from Theorem 5.10 fails
to hold (with respect to Õ ◆
➬
and Õ✤➮ ).
Since the constraints in Õ❛◆
➬
and Õ✤➮ entail the constraints in Û✎✵✒✶ ✸✺✹ and Û■✵✷✶ ✸✼✻ , respec-
tively, Properties 1 ➬ and 1 ➮ necessarily hold. Thus, some instance of Properties 2 ➬✙➮
or 2 ➮✆➬ from Theorem 5.10 fails to hold. Thus, by Lemma 5.18, there must be at least one
tight, proper xy-edge ✿❲❱❨❳ in Û that is not dominated by a path through zero using edges
in Õ❛◆
➬
and Õ✤➮ . Without loss of generality, suppose ✿❛❱❨❳ has the form ð➁ñ ëõò❵❀❈❱❨❳ , where
ë❶⑩➀➷➹➬ and ð❄⑩❱➷✬➮ . Then,
✽❯◆
➬
Ø✜ë✤➶
Ñ
Ü✤❐❷✽÷➮ãØ
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü❸❫⑨❀❈❱❨❳❉❹
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Suppose that ✿ Ð✃Ò does not play a necessary role in the dominating path through zero (with
respect to ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ ) for ✿❛❱❨❳ . Given the above inequality, which is the first condition in
Definition 5.32, it must be that
✽❯◆
➬
Ø✜ë✤➶❥ë Ð ÜÖ❐◗❀ Ð✃Ò ❐❷✽❯◆
➬
Ø✵ë Ò ➶ Ñ Ü❉❐❺✽û➮ãØ Ñ ➶❂ð✬Ü❸❫⑨❀❬❱❨❳ ➶
which is the negation of the second condition in Definition 5.32. However, this pair of
inequalities together imply that the edge ✿❲❱❨❳ is not dominated by a path through zero using
edges in Û➹➬ and Û✬➮ , whether using ✿ Ð✧Ò or not, which contradicts that ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ decouple
Õ . Thus, the result is proven for the edge ✿ Ð✧Ò in Û❂✾
➬
.
Edges in Û❂✾
➮
whose removal from Û➑➮ would cause a change in the distance matrix for
Õ✤➮ are handled analogously.
The Iterative Weakening Algorithm for Constructing a Minimal Decoupling
This section presents a sound and complete algorithm for constructing a minimal tempo-
ral decoupling that runs in polynomial time. The algorithm works by weakening intra-
subnetwork edges in a non-minimal decoupling (e.g., one produced by the TDP algorithm
from Section 5.2.4) until a minimal decoupling is found. The amount by which each intra-
subnetwork edge ✿ may be weakened is determined by the mu bound for ✿ (cf. Defi-
nition 5.34, below). The mu bound for ✿ ensures that the tight, proper xy-edges in Û
continue to be dominated by paths through zero despite any weakening of ✿ .
Definition 5.34 (Mu Bound) Given the Standard Setup (cf. Definition 5.31), let ✿ Ð✃Ò :
ë
Ò
ñýë
Ð
ò❋❀
Ð✧Ò be an arbitrary edge in Û❂✾
➬
. Let Û❚◆
➬
➶▼Õ❙◆
➬
and ✽❯◆
➬
be as in Definition 5.32.
Let Û❂❻ be the set of all tight, proper xy-edges in Û that are not dominated by a path
through zero in the absence of the edge ✿ Ð✃Ò . In other words, Û ❻ ×❺Û ❻
❱❨❳
❏⑧Û
❻
❳⑥❱
, where:
Û✈❻
❱❨❳
× é÷Ø✯ð÷ñýë➀ò❋❀❈❱❨❳✠Ü❼⑩ Û❾❽❧ë❜⑩❱➷➹➬å➶àð❯⑩❱➷✬➮ß➶❿❀❈❱❨❳ ×❋✽ Ø✜ë✤➶❂ð✬Ü
➀❉➁■➂
✽❯◆
➬
Ø✵ë✤➶
Ñ
Ü❉❐❺✽û➮ãØ
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü❸❫⑨❀❬❱❨❳ î✒➃
➀❍➁■➂
Û
❻
❳●❱
× é÷Ø✵ë ñ ðáò❋❀❈❳●❱ Ü❼⑩ Û❾❽❧ë❜⑩❱➷➹➬å➶àð❯⑩❱➷✬➮ß➶❿❀❈❳●❱å×❋✽ Ø✵ð⑥➶▼ë⑥Ü
➀❉➁■➂
✽û➮ãØ✯ð❮➶
Ñ
Ü✇❐❷✽
◆
➬
Ø
Ñ
➶❥ë⑥Ü➄❫⑨❀❬❳⑥❱❡î✒❹
If Û ❻ is empty, then the mu bound for the edge ✿ Ð✃Ò is not defined; otherwise, it is given by
the following:
➅
Ø⑤✿
Ð✃Ò
Ü ×➇➆❄➈
➁➊➉
é❙❀❈❱❨❳✏ñ➄✽
◆
➬
Ø✜ë✤➶❥ë
Ð
Ü➌ñ❸✽
◆
➬
Ø✜ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
Ü✙ñ➄✽û➮✸Ø
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü➋❽❮Ø✯ð÷ñýë➀ò❋❀❬❱❨❳✠Ü➋⑩ Û
❻
❱❨❳
î
❏ é❙❀❈❳●❱❲ñ❸✽❯◆
➮
Ø✵ð⑥➶
Ñ
Üàñ➄✽❯◆
➬
Ø
Ñ
➶❥ë
Ð
Ü➌ñ➄✽❯◆
➬
Ø✜ë
Ò
➶❥ë⑥Ü❼❽❮Ø✜ë ñ ðáò❋❀❈❳●❱ Ü❲⑩ Û✈❻
❳⑥❱
î
The mu bound for an edge of the form ✿❆❅❬❇ : ð❉❇➌ñ ð➌❅♠ò❋❀●❅❈❇ in Û❂✾
➮
is defined analogously.
Lemma 5.35 (Properties of the Mu Bound) Given the Standard Setup (cf. Definition 5.31)
but such that ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ temporally decouple Õ , let ✿ Ð✧Ò : ë Ò ñ❲ë Ð ò❋❀ Ð✃Ò be an arbitrary tight
constraint in Û ✾
➬
. Let Û ◆
➬
➶▼Õ
◆
➬
and ✽ ◆
➬
be as in Definition 5.32. Let the set Û ❻ and the mu
bound ➅ Ø⑤✿ Ð✧Ò Ü be as in Definition 5.34. If the set Û❂❻ is non-empty, then ❀ Ð✧Ò ò ➅ Ø♣✿ Ð✃Ò Ü ❃➎➍ .
The analogous statement applies to tight edges ✿❆❅❈❇ in Û❂✾
➮
.
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Proof Suppose that the set Û✈❻ is non-empty. Thus, ➅ Ø♣✿ Ð✃Ò Ü is well-defined and, further-
more, for some edge ✿❲❱❨❳ in Û✈❻
➅
Ø⑤✿ Ð✧Ò Ü❱× ❀❈❱❨❳✏ñ➄✽ ◆
➬
Ø✜ë✤➶❥ë Ð Ü➌ñ❸✽ ◆
➬
Ø✜ë Ò ➶ Ñ Ü✙ñ➄✽û➮✸Ø Ñ ➶❂ð✬Ü✲➶
where, without loss of generality, it has been assumed that ✿❛❱❨❳ has the form, ð÷ñ❾ë➥ò ❀❬❱❨❳ .
Since Õ is temporally decoupled by ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ , these STNs are all consistent (cf. Defini-
tion 5.2 and Lemma 5.3); and since removing edges from a consistent STN cannot make
that STN inconsistent, the STN Õ❛◆
➬
is necessarily consistent, as well. Thus, none of the
distance matrix entries in the above equation are negative infinity. Thus, ➅ Ø♣✿ Ð✃Ò Ü ❃➎➍ .
Now suppose that ➅ Ø♣✿ Ð✃Ò Ü ❃ ❀ Ð✃Ò . Given the above equation, this implies that
❀❬❱❨❳✏ñ➄✽❯◆
➬
Ø✵ë✤➶❥ë Ð Ü➌ñ➄✽❯◆
➬
Ø✵ë Ò ➶ Ñ Ü➌ñ➄✽÷➮✸Ø Ñ ➶❂ð✬Ü❱×
➅
Ø⑤✿ Ð✧Ò Ü ❃ ❀ Ð✃Ò ➶
which, in turn, implies that
❀❈❱❨❳
❃
✽❯◆
➬
Ø✜ë✤➶❥ë
Ð
ÜÖ❐◗❀
Ð✃Ò
❐❺✽❯◆
➬
Ø✵ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
ÜÖ❐❺✽û➮ãØ
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü❬❹
However, this implies that the edge ✿❛❱❨❳ is not dominated by a path through zero containing
the edge ✿ Ð✃Ò . However, ✿❛❱❨❳ being in Û❂❻ implies that ✿❛❱❨❳ is not dominated by a path through
zero that does not contain the edge ✿ Ð✃Ò . These statements, taken together, contradict that
✿❲❱❨❳ is dominated by some path through zero (whether containing ✿ Ð✃Ò or not) in the temporal
decoupling of Õ by ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ . Thus, the assumption that ➅ Ø⑤✿ Ð✃Ò Ü ❃ ❀ was wrong.
The Iterative Weakening algorithm for constructing a minimal temporal decoupling is
given in pseudo-code in Figure 5.18. The algorithm takes as input a possibly non-minimal
temporal decoupling of Õ by ➏ÕÖ➬ and ➏Õ✤➮ . After replacing ➏ÕÖ➬ and ➏Õ✤➮ by equivalent STNs
in the form specified in the Standard Setup (cf. Definition 5.31), the algorithm processes
the edges from Û❂✾
➬
❏❷Û✝✾
➮
in some unspecified order. (Each edge is processed exactly once.)
For each edge, the algorithm computes a helper distance matrix ( ✽ ◆
➬
or ✽ ◆
➮
) and the set Û ❻
(cf. Definition 5.34). If Û✈❻ is empty, the edge is safely removed from Û✝✾
➬
❏⑧Û❂✾
➮
; otherwise,
the corresponding mu bound is computed (cf. Definition 5.34) and the edge is replaced in
Û➹➬➎❏❾Û➑➮ by a possibly weaker edge whose strength is specified by the mu bound. The
algorithm returns a minimal temporal decoupling whose modified constraint sets Û➹➬ and
Û✬➮ are entailed by the input constraint sets in ➏ÕÖ➬ and ➏Õ✤➮ , respectively.
Theorem 5.36 The Iterative Weakening algorithm for constructing a minimal temporal
decoupling is sound and complete.
Proof Since the Iterative Weakening algorithm has at most ✶✧➷➹➬➐✶ í ❐➑✶ ➷✬➮❼✶ í iterations, it
always terminates. Thus, it suffices to check that subnetworks returned by the algorithm
form a minimal temporal decoupling of Õ .
To avoid confusion between the constraint sets Û✬➬ and Û✬➮ constructed in Step 0, and
those returned by the algorithm, the latter shall be denoted by ➒Û➹➬ and ➒Û✬➮ , respectively.
Similarly, ➒ÕÖ➬ä× Ø❿➷➹➬Ú➶❆➒Û➹➬➈Ü , ➒Õ✤➮ × Ø✯➷➹➬å➶❿➒Û➑➮àÜ , ➒✽÷➬ and ➒✽û➮ denote the corresponding
subnetworks and distance matrices existing at the end of the algorithm.
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Given: STNs ➏ÕÖ➬❆×↕Ø❿➷➹➬Ú➶❚➏Û✬➬③Ü , ➏Õ✤➮õ×ïØ✯➷✬➮ß➶❖➏Û➑➮àÜ and Õ❺× Ø❿➷ ➶▼Û❉Ü such that ➏ÕÖ➬ and ➏Õ✤➮
temporally decouple Õ .
(0) Let Û➹➬è×❁Û■✵✷✶ ✸✺✹➓❏➁Û❂✾
➬
and Û➑➮❱×❆Û✎✵✒✶ ✸✼✻➔❏➁Û❂✾
➮
as specified in the Standard Setup (cf.
Definition 5.31), but such that Û✬➬❺ç ➏Û✬➬ and Û➑➮õç ➏Û✬➮ . Let ÕÖ➬❲➶❥Õ✤➮ß➶✺✽♠➬ and ✽÷➮ be
the corresponding STNs and distance matrices (again, as in the Standard Setup).
(1) Initialize → to the set Û❂✾
➬
❏⑧Û❂✾
➮
.
(2) If → is empty, go to Step 5. Otherwise, remove some edge ✿ from → . If ✿➣⑩➥Û ✾
➬
, go
to Step 3a; otherwise, go to Step 4a.
(3a) Let Û❖◆
➬
×æÛ✎✵✒✶ ✸ ✹ ❏❁Ø✜Û➹➬❵P é❘✿❷î②Ü and Õ❙◆
➬
× Ø❿➷➹➬Ú➶▼Û❖◆
➬
Ü be as in Definition 5.32.
Compute the corresponding distance matrix ✽❯◆
➬
.
(3b) Compute the set Û✈❻ × Û✈❻
❱❨❳
❏ Û❂❻
❳⑥❱
of tight, proper xy-edges in Û that are not
dominated by a path through zero in the absence of the edge ✿ , as specified in
Definition 5.34.
(3c) If Û✈❻ is empty, remove ✿ from the set Û✝✾
➬
(it does not make a necessary contribution
to the decoupling of Õ ) and go back to Step 2.
(3d) Compute the mu bound ➅ for the edge ✿ , as specified in Definition 5.34. Since
✿↔⑩❯Û❂✾
➬
, it has the form ë Ò ñ ë Ð ò⑦❀ Ð✃Ò . If ➅❺↕ ✽ Ø✜ë Ð ➶❥ë Ò Ü , then simply remove the
edge ✿ from Û ✾
➬
. If ➅ ❫➙❀ Ð✃Ò , then replace the edge ✿ in Û ✾
➬
with the weaker edge
✿❲➛ : ë Ò ñýë Ð ò ➅ . (If ➅ ×➙❀ Ð✃Ò , the edge ✿ cannot be weakened.) Go back to Step 2.
(4a) Let Û ◆
➮
×ôÛ✎✵✷✶ ✸✼✻❶❏❁Ø✜Û✬➮➜P➥é❘✿✔î②Ü and Õ ◆
➮
× Ø❿➷✬➮ß➶▼Û
◆
➮
Ü be as in Definition 5.32.
Compute the corresponding distance matrix ✽ ◆
➮
.
(4b) Compute the set Û✈❻ × Û✈❻
❱❨❳
❏ Û❂❻
❳⑥❱
of tight, proper xy-edges in Û that are not
dominated by a path through zero in the absence of the edge ✿ , as specified in
Definition 5.34.
(4c) If Û❂❻ is empty, remove ✿ from the set Û✝✾
➮
(it does not make a necessary contribution
to the decoupling of Õ ) and go back to Step 2.
(4d) Compute the mu bound ➅ for the edge ✿ , as specified in Definition 5.34. Since
✿↔⑩❯Û❂✾
➮
, it has the form ð❍❇ßñ ð❊❅ ò❵❀●❅❈❇ . If ➅❺↕ ✽ Ø✯ð❊❅❧➶❂ð❉❇❥Ü , then simply remove the
edge ✿ from Û✝✾
➮
. If ➅ ❫➙❀●❅❈❇ , then replace the edge ✿ in Û✝✾
➮
with the weaker edge
✿❲➛ : ð❉❇ ñ ð➌❅♠ò ➅ . (If ➅ ×❩❀⑥❅❬❇ , the edge ✿ cannot be weakened.) Go back to Step 2.
(5) Return: ÕÖ➬❼×ÙØ✯➷➹➬❲➶▼Û■✵✷✶ ✸✺✹❜❏ Û ✾
➬
Ü and Õ✤➮Ý×ÙØ✯➷✬➮ß➶▼Û✎✵✒✶ ✸✼✻❄❏ Û ✾
➮
Ü , where Û ✾
➬
and Û ✾
➮
may have been modified during the course of the algorithm.
Figure 5.18: The Iterative Weakening algorithm for constructing a minimal temporal de-
coupling
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(Proof that ➒ÕÖ➬ and ➒Õ✤➮ temporally decouple Õ ) Suppose not. Then there must have
been some point in the algorithm at which the decoupling property first failed to hold. Let
✿ be the edge whose removal or replacement caused the decoupling property to fail for the
first time. In other words, prior to removing or replacing ✿ , the decoupling property held,
but immediately afterward it did not. Without loss of generality, suppose the edge ✿ ×➙✿ Ð✃Ò
has the form, ë Ò ñ ë Ð ò⑦❀ Ð✧Ò , and let Û❂❻ and, if applicable, ➅ Ð✃Ò × ➅ Ø♣✿ Ð✃Ò Ü be as specified in
Definition 5.34.
First, since Û■✵✷✶ ✸✺✹➞➝ Û➹➬ and Û■✵✷✶ ✸✼✻❁➝ Û✬➮ throughout the algorithm, Properties 1 ➬
and 1 ➮ of Theorem 5.10 hold with respect to ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ throughout the algorithm. Thus, by
Theorem 5.12, the only way the decoupling property can fail to hold is by some instance of
Properties 2 ➬➌➮ or 2 ➮✆➬ failing to hold. Thus, by Lemma 5.18, the only way the decoupling
property can fail to hold is by some tight, proper xy-edge in Õ failing to be dominated by
some path through zero using edges in Û➹➬ and Û➑➮ .
If Û✈❻ is empty, then there are no tight, proper xy-edges in Û that require the presence of
✿
Ð✃Ò . Thus, removing ✿ Ð✧Ò could not disturb the property that each tight, proper xy-edge in Û
is dominated by a path through zero.
On the other hand, suppose Û❂❻ is non-empty. Let ✿❲❱❨❳ be an arbitrary edge in Û✈❻ .
Without loss of generality, ✿❲❱❨❳ has the form, ð❡ñ➀ë❱ò❋❀❈❱❨❳ . By definition of the mu bound,
➅
Ð✃Ò
ò ❀❬❱❨❳✏ñ➄✽❯◆
➬❖➟ ➠⑥➡➤➢
Ø✜ë✤➶❥ë
Ð
Ü➌ñ➄✽❯◆
➬❖➟ ➠⑥➡➤➢
Ø✜ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
Ü➌ñ➄✽û➮❉➟ ➠⑥➡➤➢②Ø
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü✲➶
where the ➥❉➦➤➧ subscripts are used to indicate that the distance matrices are those that existed
during the computation of ➅ Ð✃Ò by the algorithm (i.e., prior to replacing or removing the edge
✿
Ð✃Ò ). However, this implies that
✽❯◆
➬❖➟ ➠⑥➡➨➢
Ø✜ë✤➶❥ë
Ð
ÜÖ❐
➅
Ð✃Ò
❐❺✽❯◆
➬❚➟ ➠●➡➨➢
Ø✵ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
ÜÖ❐❺✽û➮❉➟ ➠⑥➡➤➢②Ø
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü❾ò ❀❬❱❨❳②➶
which implies that the edge ✿❛❱❨❳ is dominated by a path through zero even after replacing
the edge ✿ Ð✃Ò by the edge ✿❛➛ : ë Ò ñýë Ð ò ➅ Ð✧Ò .
Since ✿❛❱❨❳ was arbitrary in Û ❻ , all of the tight, proper xy-edges in Û ❻ must be dom-
inated by paths through zero even after replacing ✿ Ð✃Ò by ✿❲➛ . However, all of the tight,
proper xy-edges in Û that are not in Û❂❻ do not require ✿ Ð✃Ò for their dominating paths (cf.
Definition 5.34). Thus, every tight, proper xy-edge in Û is dominated by a path through
zero even after replacing ✿ Ð✃Ò by ✿❛➛ . (If ➅ Ð✃Ò ò❋✽ Ø✵ë Ð ➶❥ë Ò Ü , the above argument still applies,
but there is no need to insert the edge ✿❛➛ into Û✝✾
➬
, since the corresponding edge in Û✎✵✷✶ ✸✺✹
is at least as strong as ✿❲➛ .)
Thus, in either case, the temporal decoupling property holds after the processing of the
edge ✿ Ð✃Ò , which is a contradiction. Since there is no point in the algorithm at which the
decoupling property first fails, the decoupling property must hold all the way through the
algorithm, including at the very end.
(Proof that ➒ÕÖ➬ and ➒Õ✤➮ are a minimal temporal decoupling of Õ ) Let Õ â
➬
×ÙØ✯➷➹➬å➶▼Û
â
➬
Ü
and Õ✸â
➮
× Ø✯➷✬➮ß➶▼Û❶â
➮
Ü be arbitrary STNs such that the constraints in ➒Û➹➬ and ➒Û➑➮ entail the
constraints in Û❶â
➬
and Û❶â
➮
, respectively, but that ➒Û✬➬
⑧
çäÛ✇â
➬
or ➒Û✬➮
⑧
ç Û✇â
➮
. Without loss of
generality, assume that ➒Û➹➬
⑧
ç Û❶â
➬
. Without loss of generality, further assume that ➒Û❂✾
➬
only
contains tight edges. Finally, assume that the constraints in Û❶â
➬
and Û✇â
➮
entail the constraints
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in Û■✵✷✶ ✸ ✹ and Û✎✵✷✶ ✸ ✻ , respectively, since otherwise, by Theorem 5.10, Õ✸â
➬
and Õ✸â
➮
could not
form a temporal decoupling of Õ .
It is sufficient to show that Õ â
➬
and Õ â
➮
do not temporally decouple Õ . Thus, it is
sufficient to show that there is some tight, proper xy-edge in Û that is not dominated by a
path through zero with respect to the subnetworks Õ â
➬
and Õ â
➮
.
Since ➒Û➹➬
⑧
ç➸Û✇â
➬
, and since the constraints in Û❶â
➬
entail those in Û✎✵✒✶ ✸✺✹ , there must exist
some edge ✿❲➛ : ë Ò ñ❾ë Ð ò ➅ Ð✃Ò in ➒Û❂✾
➬
, where ë Ð ➶❥ë Ò ⑩❱➷➹➬ and
➅
Ð✃Ò × ➒✽÷➬åØ✵ë Ð ➶❥ë Ò Ü ❃ ✽
â
➬
Ø✵ë Ð ➶▼ë Ò Ü❈❹
Notice that since each edge in Û ✾
➬
is processed exactly once in the algorithm, the value ➅ Ð✃Ò
must be the value that was computed during the algorithm when the original edge ✿ Ð✃Ò from
ë Ð to ë Ò in Û❂✾
➬
was processed.
Let Û✈❻
➠⑥➡➨➢
be the set of xy-edges in Û that required the presence of the edge ✿ Ð✃Ò for their
dominating paths through zero with respect to the constraint sets Û➹➬❖➟ ➠●➡➨➢ and Û✬➮❉➟ ➠●➡➨➢ , where the
➥❉➦➤➧ subscripts indicate that the constraint sets are those that existed during the processing
of ✿ Ð✃Ò by the algorithm. Notice that Û✈❻
➠●➡➨➢
cannot be empty since otherwise the edge ✿ Ð✃Ò
would have been discarded without replacement, contradicting the existence of the edge
✿❲➛ in ➒Û❂✾
➬
.
Let ✿❲❱❨❳➩⑩ Û ❻
➠●➡➨➢
➝❄Û be such that
➅
Ð✃Ò
× ❀❬❱❨❳✎ñ➄✽❯◆
➬❖➟ ➠⑥➡➨➢
Ø✵ë✤➶❥ë
Ð
Ü➌ñ➄✽❯◆
➬❖➟ ➠⑥➡➤➢
Ø✜ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
Ü➌ñ➄✽û➮❉➟ ➠⑥➡➨➢②Ø
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü✲➶
where it has been assumed, without loss of generality, that ✿❲❱❨❳ has the form, ð➁ñýë❯ò➫❀❬❱❨❳ .
Rearranging terms yields the following:
❀❈❱❨❳ × ✽❯◆
➬❖➟ ➠⑥➡➤➢
Ø✜ë✤➶❥ë
Ð
Ü✤❐
➅
Ð✃Ò
❐❺✽❯◆
➬❖➟ ➠⑥➡➨➢
Ø✵ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
Ü✤❐❷✽÷➮❉➟ ➠●➡➨➢ Ø
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü❬❹
Since the replacement edges are never stronger than the edges they replace (cf. Lemma 5.35),
the distance matrix entries can only ever stay the same or increase during the course of the
algorithm. Therefore, the above equality implies the following:
❀❬❱❨❳❺ò
➒
✽
◆
➬
Ø✵ë✤➶❥ë
Ð
ÜÖ❐
➅
Ð✃Ò
❐
➒
✽
◆
➬
Ø✜ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
Ü✤❐
➒
✽÷➮✎Ø
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü✲➶
where ➒Û❖◆
➬
×❁Û✎✵✷✶ ✸✺✹❴❏❷Ø✝➒Û✝✾
➬
P❡é❘✿❲➛☛î②Ü and ➒Õ❛◆
➬
×ïØ✯➷➹➬å➶❿➒Û❚◆
➬
Ü , and where ➒✽❯◆
➬
is the correspond-
ing distance matrix. Since ➅ Ð✃Ò❑❃ ✽ â
➬
Ø✜ë
Ð
➶❥ë
Ò
Ü , the above inequality implies the following
strict inequality:
❀❬❱❨❳
❃
➒✽
◆
➬
Ø✵ë✤➶▼ë
Ð
ÜÖ❐❷✽
â
➬
Ø✜ë
Ð
➶❥ë
Ò
Ü✤❐ ➒✽
◆
➬
Ø✜ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
ÜÖ❐ ➒✽÷➮ãØ
Ñ
➶❂ð✬Ü❬❹
Furthermore, since the constraints in ➒Û✬➬ entail the constraints in Û✇â
➬
, the above inequality
yields the following:
❀❬❱❨❳
❃
✽
â
◆
➬
Ø✵ë✤➶▼ë
Ð
ÜÖ❐❷✽
â
➬
Ø✜ë
Ð
➶❥ë
Ò
Ü✤❐❷✽
â
◆
➬
Ø✵ë
Ò
➶
Ñ
Ü✤❐❷✽
â
➮
Ø
Ñ
➶❂ð➑Ü①➶
where Û❶â
➬
◆ is the constraint set Û❶â
➬
minus any edge from ë Ð to ë Ò that might exist in Û❶â
➬
and Õãâ
➬
◆
× Ø✯➷➹➬Ú➶✞Û❶â
➬
◆
Ü , and where ✽ â
➬
◆ is the corresponding distance matrix. However,
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this implies that the edge ✿❲❱❨❳ is not dominated by any path ➭ through zero, using edges in
Û❶â
➬
❏ Û✇â
➮
and such that ➭ contains a subpath from ë Ð to ë Ò . However, the definition of Û✈❻
(of which ✿❲❱❨❳ is a member) implies that ✿❛❱❨❳ is not dominated by any paths through zero
using edges only from ➒Û ◆
➬
and ➒Û➑➮ . Since the constraints in ➒Û ◆
➬
and ➒Û➑➮ entail the constraints
in Û â
➬
◆ and Û â
➮
, respectively, it follows that ✿❛❱❨❳ is not dominated by any paths through zero
using edges only from Û❶â
➬
◆ and Û✇â
➮
. Thus, ✿❲❱❨❳ is not dominated by any path through zero,
using edges in Û❶â
➬
❏➥Û✇â
➮
, whether including a subpath from ë Ð to ë Ò or not, which implies
that Õ â
➬
and Õ â
➮
do not temporally decouple Õ .
Since Õ✸â
➬
and Õãâ
➮
were arbitrary (such that their constraint sets were entailed by ➒Û➹➬ and
➒Û✬➮ , and such that ➒Û✬➬
⑧
ç Û✇â
➬
or ➒Û✬➮
⑧
çïÛ❶â
➮
), the STNs ➒ÕÖ➬ and ➒Õ✤➮ have been shown to be a
minimal temporal decoupling of Õ .
Returning to the non-minimal decoupling shown in Figure 5.15, notice that the Iterative
Weakening algorithm, when applied to the edge from ë❶ì to Ñ , would compute the constraint
set Û✈❻➸× é➹Ø✯ð✏ñ ë➥ò❆ó☛Ü✻î and ➅ × óßñ ➪ ñ ➪ ñ➀➘ × ö . Thus, the edge Ñ ñ ë❶ì➈ò❽➘ would
be replaced by the strictly weaker edge Ñ ñ ë❶ì❡ò ö , resulting in the minimal decoupling
shown in Figure 5.16.
5.2.7 The Optimal Temporal Decoupling Problem
This section defines the Optimal Temporal Decoupling Problem in which a temporal de-
coupling that maximizes some metric ➯ of solution quality is sought. A candidate metric
might measure the flexibility of the decoupled network. Variations on this theme might
take into account the flexibility of the decoupled subnetworks as well. In the case of an
agent decoupling a portion of its Master STN in preparation for its participation in a task-
allocation auction, the metric of solution quality might need to include some measure of
how much space is available for tasks the agent might want to bid on.
Definition 5.37 (Temporal Decoupling Metric) A function ➯ is a metric of the quality of
temporal decouplings if for any STNs Õ , ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ such that ÕÖ➬ and Õ✤➮ temporally
decouple Õ , ➯❉Ø✜ÕÚ➶▼ÕÖ➬å➶❥Õ✤➮àÜ specifies some real number.
A sample metric ➯✎➲ , based on the measure of STN rigidity defined in Section 4.1.4, is
given by:
➯✎➲ Ø❥Ø✯➷ ➶▼Û✤Ü✲➶➈Ø✯➷➹➬Ú➶✞Û✬➬③Ü✲➶③Ø✯➷✬➮ß➶▼Û✬➮➌Ü▼Ü❯× ñ➩➳❛➵➸➧❶Ø❥Ø✯➷ ➶▼Û➺❏⑧Û➹➬❾❏ Û✬➮àÜ❥Ü①➶
where the negative sign ensures that decouplings with greater flexibility have higher quality.
Definition 5.38 (Optimal Temporal Decoupling Problem) Let Õ↕×ôØ❿➷ ➶▼Û❉Ü be an STN
whose time-points ➷ are z-partitioned by the sets ➷➹➬ and ➷✬➮ . Let ➯ be a metric of the
quality of temporal decouplings. Find sets Û➹➬ and Û✬➮ of constraints over time-points in
➷➹➬ and ➷✬➮ , respectively, that maximize ➯✤Ø▼Ø❿➷ ➶▼Û✤Ü✲➶➁Ø❿➷➹➬❲➶▼Û➹➬➈Ü✲➶➁Ø❿➷✬➮ß➶▼Û✬➮àÜ❥Ü subject to the
constraint that ÕÖ➬❺×➸Ø❿➷➹➬Ú➶▼Û➹➬③Ü and Õ✤➮❯×ïØ✯➷✬➮ß➶▼Û➑➮❉Ü temporally decouple Õ .
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Definition 5.39 (Metric Strongly Biased Toward Flexibility) Let Õ × Ø✯➷ ➶▼Û❉Ü be an
STN whose time-points ➷ are z-partitioned by the sets ➷➹➬ and ➷✬➮ . A metric ➯ of the
quality of temporal decouplings is said to be strongly biased toward flexibility if
➯✤Ø❥Ø✯➷á➶▼Û❉Ü①➶③Ø✯➷➹➬å➶▼Û➹➬✏Ü✲➶➈Ø✯➷✬➮ß➶▼Û➑➮àÜ▼Ü ❃ ➯✤Ø❥Ø❿➷ ➶▼Û❉Ü①➶➈Ø❿➷➹➬❲➶▼Û
â
➬
Ü①➶③Ø❿➷➹➮✸➶✞Û
â
➮
Ü❥Ü
whenever the constraints in Û➹➬ and Û✬➮ entail the constraints in Û â
➬
and Û â
➮
, respectively.
Notice that for any metric that is strongly biased toward flexibility, including the metric ➯✎➲
defined above, any minimal temporal decoupling (cf. Definition 5.30) represents a locally
optimal temporal decoupling.
Finding globally optimal temporal decouplings (i.e., solutions to the Optimal Temporal
Decoupling Problem) is beyond the scope of this thesis. That would enable comparing
the solution quality attained by the algorithm varieties tested in Section 5.2.5 against the
quality of the optimal solution, according to various metrics.
5.3 The Allocative Temporal Decoupling Problem
In certain applications (e.g., when an agent needs to decouple a portion of its Master STN
in preparation for its participation in a task-allocation auction), the initial contents of the
sets ➷➹➬ and ➷✬➮ (and hence the z-partition for the subsequent decoupling) may be only
partially specified. In such scenarios, the Temporal Decoupling Problem requires not only
the addition of intra-subnetwork constraints sufficient to decouple the network, but also the
completion of the partially specified z-partition.
This section defines the Allocative Temporal Decoupling Problem in which (1) a par-
tially specified z-partition must be completed, and (2) a temporal decoupling must be con-
structed using that z-partition. Like the Optimal TDP in Section 5.2.7, the Allocative Tem-
poral Decoupling Problem is cast as an optimization problem, based on a metric ➯ of the
quality of temporal decouplings.
This section also presents a greedy, incremental algorithm for finding approximate so-
lutions to the Allocative TDP. The algorithm interleaves (1) the incremental allocation of
time-points to ➷P➬ and ➷✬➮ with (2) the incremental addition of intra-subnetwork tempo-
ral constraints aimed at providing the eventual decoupling. The incremental-allocation
decision-making functionality is encapsulated by an oracle function ➻ which, given a par-
tially decoupled network (based on a partially specified z-partition), generates sets ➼✔➷P➬
and ➼✔➷➹➮ of time-points to add to ➷P➬ and ➷✬➮ , respectively. The incremental addition of
intra-subnetwork constraints is handled by the basic TDP algorithm, modified to focus on
a restricted set of tight, proper xy-edges. For guidance, each process requires the metric ➯
to be able to measure the quality not only of fully decoupled networks, but also of partially
decoupled networks.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.3.1 introduces the Alloca-
tive Temporal Decoupling Problem by walking through a sample instance; Section 5.3.2
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➱✺❐
➴❒➷ ❮
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RMS Ú Ô Õ✎Ö×Õ✒Ø❘Ù
RMS ÓÛÚ Ô Õ✎Ö×Õ❉Ù✷Õ
RMS ÜÞÝßÝ Ô Õ✎Ö×Õ★à❉Ù
Figure 5.19: A sample STN with an initial allocation of time-points to áâÓ and á✎Ú
formally defines the Allocative TDP; Section 5.3.3 presents an algorithm for finding ap-
proximate solutions to the Allocative TDP; and Section 5.3.4 applies the Allocative TDP
algorithm to the Auction-Participation-Context-Generation Problem from Chapter 3.
5.3.1 A Sample Instance of the Allocative TDP
Figure 5.19 shows a sample STN containing four time-points: ❰✎ã✺Ï❤Ð✷ã●Ï❤Ñ and Ï❤Ò . Initially, á♦Ó
contains ❰ and Ï❤Ð ; áâÚ contains ❰ and Ï❤Ñ ; and Ï❤Ò is unallocated. The only proper xy-edges2
are: ä
Ð❨Ñ : Ï❤Ñ❲å➄Ï❤Ð➐æ⑦ç and
ä
Ñ●Ð : Ï❤Ðèå➄Ï❤Ñ❴æ Ø♦é .ä
Ñ●Ð is a tight edge;
ä
Ð❨Ñ is not (because there is a path from Ï❤Ð to Ï❤Ñ via Ï❤Ò that has length
à , which is less than the length of
ä
Ð❨Ñ ). The corresponding distance matrix is also shown
in the figure, as are several relevant measures of rigidity (cf. Definition 4.38). RMS Ó mea-
sures the RMS rigidity of edges among points in áâÓ ; RMS Ú measures the RMS rigidity of
edges among points in á✎Ú ; RMS ÓÛÚ measures the RMS rigidity of edges joining points in
áâÓ to points in á✎Ú ; and RMS ÜÞÝßÝ measures the RMS rigidity of the entire network.
Adding the edgesä❴ê
: ❰➩å➄Ï❤Ñ➩æ é (i.e., ë
ê
Ôìé ) and
ä❛í
: Ï❤Ð❙å❺❰❄æ Ø❘Õ (i.e., ë
í
Ô⑦Ø❍Õ ),
shown as dashed arcs in Figure 5.20, provides a path through zero that dominates the edgeä
Ñ●Ð
.
3 Adding the edges
ä❴ê
and
ä❛í
to the network causes its RMS rigidity to increase from
2Throughout this section, it is presumed that the notion of an xy-edge (cf. Definition 5.13) is extended (in
the obvious way) to include the case where the sets î✉ï and îñð do not form a proper z-partition of î .
3Notice that the updated distance matrix entries satisfy, òèó➸ôöõ✉÷♣øúùüû❝ý✼þßû✁  and òèó➸ø❍÷⑤ô✄✂❬ù✝û❝ý✆☎Ûû✞✝✠✟ , as
predicted by Corollary 5.20.
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✗✙✘
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✑✛✓ ✜
✑
✏✄✓ ✢
✑
✢
✏
✣ ✤✒✥ ✤✒✦ ✤✒✧
✣ 0 20 9 15
✤✒✥ 10 0 3 2
✤✒✦ 1 21 0 16
✤✒✧ 2 22 1 0
RMS ★ ✩ ✪✬✫✭✪✯✮✰✪
RMS ✱ ✩ ✪✬✫✭✪✳✲✬✴
RMS ★✵✱ ✩ ✪✬✫✭✪✯✮✰✪
RMS ✶✸✷✹✷ ✩ ✪✬✫✭✪✰✺✳✻
Figure 5.20: A partial decoupling of the STN from Figure 5.19
✪✬✫✭✪✳✼✯✮ to ✪✬✫✭✪✰✺✳✻ .4
At this point, there are two ways to proceed: the unallocated time-point ✤✒✧ may be
allocated to either ✽✾★ or ✽✬✱ . Allocating ✤✒✧ to ✽✾★ , as shown in Figure 5.21, introduces the
new tight, proper xy-edge, ✿ ✧✠✦ : ✤✒✦❁❀❂✤✒✧❄❃ ✴ . Adding the edges
✿❆❅
❇ : ✣❈❀❂✤✒✧❉❃❊❀ ✺✾✫❋✺ and ✿●❅❍ : ✤✒✦■❀❏✣❑❃▼▲ ✫❋✺ ,
shown as dashed arcs in Figure 5.22, provides a path through zero that dominates the edge
✿
✧◆✦
. The subnetworks corresponding to ✽✾★ and ✽✬✱ are now fully decoupled. The RMS
rigidity of the entire network has increased to ✪✬✫✭✪✰✻✳✺ .
On the other hand, allocating ✤✒✧ to ✽✬✱ , as shown in Figure 5.23, introduces the new
tight, proper xy-edge, ✿ ✥❖✧ : ✤✒✧P❀❂✤✒✥●❃❘◗ . Adding the edges
✿
❅ ❅
❇ : ✣❈❀❂✤✒✥❄❃ ✼✾✫❙✴❚✺ and ✿ ❅ ❅❍ : ✤✒✧❯❀❱✣❲❃❊❀ ✴✳✫✛✴❚✺ ,
shown as dashed arcs in Figure 5.24, provides a path through zero that dominates the edge
✿
✥❖✧
. Once again, the subnetworks corresponding to ✽✾★ and ✽✬✱ are temporally decoupled.
This time, the RMS rigidity of the entire network is ✪✬✫❋✼✯❳✳✼ , which is substantially larger.
5.3.2 Definition of the Allocative TDP
Definition 5.40 (The Allocative TDP) Let ❨❬❩❪❭❫✽❵❴✙❛❝❜ be a consistent STN. Let ✽❄❞❡ and
✽❉❞
❢ be sets of time-points such that ✽❄❞❡✁❣ ✽❉❞❢ ❩ ❤❥✐✾❦ and ✽❄❞❡♠❧ ✽❄❞❢♦♥ ✽ . Find:
4Notice that the inequality ♣❯qsr✄t✈✉①✇③②⑤④✵♣Pq❙✇❥✉①r✄⑥❖②❈⑦⑧♣Pqsr✄t✈✉❫r✄⑥✠② (cf. Lemma 5.18) does not hold, even though
qsr✄t❥✉❫r✄⑥✠② is a proper xy-pair. Thus, the subnetworks corresponding to ⑨❶⑩ and ⑨❚❷ are not yet fully decoupled,
even though all tight, proper xy-edges (with respect to ⑨❶⑩ and ⑨❚❷ ) are dominated by paths through zero.
This does not contradict Lemma 5.18 because that lemma relies on a strict definition of tight, proper xy-
edges arising from sets ⑨ ⑩ and ⑨ ❷ that properly z-partition ⑨ , which is not the case here.
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Figure 5.21: Allocating ➇✒➈ to ➉✾➊
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Figure 5.22: A decoupling in which ➇✒➈❉➵➸➉✾➊
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Figure 5.23: Allocating ➇✒➈ to ➉✾➨
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Figure 5.24: A decoupling in which ➇✒➈❄➵Þ➉✬➨
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ß sets ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ of time-points such that ➉❉à
➊▼á
➉✾➊ , ➉❉à
➨⑧á
➉✾➨ , and ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨
z-partition ➉ ; and
ß sets â✬➊ and âã➨ of constraints over the time-points in ➉✾➊ and ➉✾➨ such that
ä
➊♦➢ å❫➉✾➊Pæ✙â✬➊■ç and
ä
➨➸➢èå①➉✾➨éæ✆âã➨êç temporally decouple
ä
,
such that the quantity ëìå
ä
æ
ä
➊❯æ
ä
➨êç is maximized.
5.3.3 An Algorithm for Finding Approximate Solutions to the
Allocative TDP
This section presents a greedy, incremental algorithm for finding approximate solutions to
the Allocative TDP. The algorithm interleaves two processes: (1) the incremental allocation
of time-points to the sets ➉✾➊ and ➉✾➨ ; and (2) the incremental addition of intra-subnetwork
temporal constraints. Each process requires the metric ë to be able to measure the quality
not only of fully decoupled networks, but also of partially decoupled networks. The in-
cremental allocation of time-points to ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ is encapsulated by an oracle function í .
The incremental addition of intra-subnetwork temporal constraints is handled by the basic
TDP algorithm from Section 5.2.4, modified to restrict attention to a limited pool of tight,
proper xy-edges.
Since the contents of ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ determine whether any given edge is classified as an
xy-edge, every new allocation of a time-point to ➉✾➊ or ➉✬➨ has the potential to cause pre-
viously unclassified edges to become newly classified as xy-edges. Thus, the pool of tight,
proper xy-edges that is the central focus of the basic TDP algorithm (cf. Section 5.2.4) has
the potential to grow over time. The algorithm presented in this section lazily adds intra-
subnetwork constraints sufficient to ensure that every edge in the current pool of tight,
proper xy-edges is dominated by a path through zero. This is accomplished by modifying
the initialization step of the basic TDP algorithm such that only the most recent additions
to the pool of tight, proper xy-edges are included in the set î . No further modification of
the basic TDP algorithm is required. By the time the specification of the z-partition is com-
pleted, and the latest additions to the pool of tight, proper xy-edges have been dominated
by paths through zero, the network is guaranteed to be decoupled.
The greedy, incremental approach to finding approximate solutions to the Allocative
TDP requires that the metric ë be able to measure the quality not only of fully decoupled
networks, but also of partially decoupled networks. The metric ë can be used not only to
guide the Step 2 and Step 3 choice functions of the basic TDP algorithm (cf. Section 5.2.4),
but also to guide incremental-allocation decision-making of the oracle function í .
Definition 5.41 (Requirements for the Oracle Function) Given an STN ä ➢ïå①➉ðæ✙âìç and
subnetworks
ä
➊ ➢ å①➉✾➊Pæ✙â✾➊ñç and
ä
➨ò➢ å①➉✬➨óæ✆âã➨êç , where ➉✾➊❘ôõ➉✬➨ö➢ ÷ ➟✾ø and
➉✾➊úù✞➉✬➨❂û▼➉ , find sets ü❑➉✾➊ and ü❑➉✬➨ such that:
ü❑➉✾➊
á
å①➉❊ýþå❫➉✾➊úùß➉✬➨êç✙ç
ü❑➉✬➨
á
å①➉ ýþå❫➉✾➊♠ù ➉✾➨ ç✙ç
✁
Can only allocate currently unallocated time-points.
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å①ü❑➉✾➊úùßü ➉✾➨ ç✄✂➢ ☎ Must allocate at least one time-point
å①ü❑➉✾➊úôßü ➉✾➨ çÞ➢ ☎ Each time-point must be uniquely allocated
Pseudo-code for the Allocative TDP algorithm is given in Figure 5.25. The algorithm
takes as input a metric ë , an oracle function í , a consistent STN
ä
➢ å❫➉ðæ✙â❝ç , and sets ➉ à
➊
and ➉ à
➨
that partially specify a z-partition of ➉ . The output of the algorithm is a pair of
subnetworks,
ä
➊ ➢òå❫➉✾➊Pæ✙â✬➊■ç and
ä
➨❬➢òå①➉✬➨ æ✙â✬➨êç , where ➉❄à
➊ á
➉✾➊ and ➉❄à
➨èá
➉✬➨ ,
such that
ä
➊ and
ä
➨ temporally decouple
ä
.
Each iteration of the algorithm (Steps 1 through 5) assumes that all pre-existing tight,
proper xy-edges (i.e., tight, proper xy-edges with respect to the sets ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ ) are already
dominated by paths through zero. The two-part goal of each iteration is (1) to allocate
additional time-points to ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ and (2) to add intra-subnetwork constraints sufficient
to ensure that all tight, proper xy-edges with respect to the sets å①➉ ➊●ù ü❑➉✾➊■ç and å❫➉✬➨❁ùñü❑➉✬➨ ç
are dominated by paths through zero.
Since the input sets ➉ à
➊
and ➉ à
➨
represent an initial, incremental allocation of time-
points, the algorithm prepares for the first iteration by converting this initial allocation
into the form expected in Step 2. In particular, ➉✾➊ and ➉✾➨ are set to ÷ ➟✾ø , ü❑➉✾➊ is set to
å①➉❉à
➊
ý ÷
➟✾ø
ç , and ü ➉✾➨ is set to å①➉❉à
➨
ý ÷
➟✾ø
ç . Notice that, given this setup, there are no
pre-existing tight, proper xy-edges (with respect to ➉✾➊ and ➉✾➨ ). Thus, the assumption that
all pre-existing tight, proper xy-edges are dominated by paths through zero holds trivially.
Because the oracle function is not needed for the first iteration, the algorithm then jumps to
Step 2. Subsequent iterations begin at Step 1, using the oracle function to generate the sets
ü❑➉✾➊ and ü ➉✾➨ of time-points to add to ➉ ➊ and ➉✾➨ .
The rest of an iteration proceeds as follows. In Step 2, î is assigned to the set of all
tight, proper xy-edges in â with respect to the sets å①➉✾➊ ù♠ü❑➉✾➊ñç and å❫➉✬➨ ùúü❑➉✬➨ ç whose
ZPS values are positive and which are not pre-existing xy-edges (i.e., are not xy-edges with
respect to ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ ). Thus, î contains edges only of the form ➇✝✆✟✞❂➇✡✠☞☛✍✌ , where:
➇✡✠❝➵Þ➉✾➊ ✎✑✏✓✒ ➇✝✆❯➵Þü❑➉✬➨ ✔
➇✡✠❝➵Þü❑➉✾➊ ✎✑✏✓✒ ➇✝✆❯➵Þ➉✬➨ ✔✖✕✑✗
➇✡✠❝➵Þü❑➉✾➊ ✎✑✏✓✒ ➇✝✆❯➵Þü❑➉✬➨ ➥
The number of edges in î is bounded above by
✘
➉✾➊
✘✙✘
ü ➉✾➨
✘✟✚ ✘
ü❑➉✾➊
✘✙✘
➉✬➨
✘✟✚ ✘
ü ➉ ➊
✘✛✘
ü❑➉✬➨
✘
which, assuming
✘
ü❑➉✾➊
✘✢✜ ✘
➉✾➊
✘
and
✘
ü ➉✾➨
✘✢✜ ✘
➉✬➨
✘
, represents a small fraction of the
xy-edges with respect to å①➉✾➊úù✞ü❑➉✾➊ñç and å①➉✬➨❵ùßü❑➉✬➨ ç .
Once î has been initialized, Steps 2 through 6 of the basic TDP algorithm (Figure 5.8)
are performed, after which all tight, proper xy-edges with respect to å①➉✾➊ ù ü❑➉✾➊ñç and
å①➉✾➨✞ù➸ü ➉✾➨✵ç are guaranteed to be dominated by paths through zero. (Recall that the basic
TDP algorithm destructively modifies the STN
ä
and its distance matrix ✣ .) The final step
of the iteration is to add the time-points in ü ➉ ➊ and ü❑➉✬➨ to ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ , respectively.
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Given: A metric ë , an oracle function í , a consistent STN ä ➢ å①➉❵æ✙âìç , and sets
➉ à
➊
and ➉ à
➨
such that ➉❄à
➊
ô ➉❄à
➨
➢❊÷
➟✾ø and ➉❉à
➊
ù✞➉❉à
➨ á
➉ .
Do the following:
(0) Initialization: ü❑➉✾➊ ➢ å❫➉ à
➊
ý●÷
➟ ø
ç ➉✾➊ ➢ ÷
➟✾ø
ü❑➉✬➨ ➢ å❫➉❉à
➨
ý ÷
➟✾ø
ç ➉✬➨ ➢ ÷
➟✾ø
Go to Step 2.
(1) Apply the oracle function í to ✤ ä æPå①➉ ➊ æ✙â✦✥ ✘ ✧✩★ ç◆æPå❫➉✬➨ æ✙â✓✥ ✘ ✧✫✪ ç✩✬ to generate new
sets ü❑➉✾➊ and ü❑➉✬➨ of time-points that will be added to ➉✾➊ and ➉✾➨ in Step 4.
(2) Set î to the set of tight edges in â having positive ZPS values and restricted to
the form, ➇✝✆✭✞❂➇✡✠✮☛✍✌ , where:
➇✡✠❝➵Þ➉✾➊ ✎✑✏✓✒ ➇✝✆❯➵Þü❑➉✬➨ ✔✖✕✑✗
➇✡✠❝➵Þü❑➉✾➊ ✎✑✏✓✒ ➇✝✆❯➵Þ➉✬➨ ✔✖✕✑✗
➇✡✠❝➵Þü❑➉✾➊ ✎✑✏✓✒ ➇✝✆❯➵Þü❑➉✬➨ ➥
(3) Run the basic TDP algorithm from Figure 5.8 starting at Step 2, using the metric
ë , if desired, to guide the Step 2 and Step 3 choice functions. (In the process,
the STN
ä
and its distance matrix ✣ may be modified. The outputs â✾➊ and âã➨
of the basic TDP algorithm may be ignored.)
(4) Add the time-points in ü❑➉✾➊ and ü❑➉✬➨ to ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ , respectively.
(5) If å①➉✾➊úùß➉✬➨êç✄✂➢ ➉ , go back to Step 1; otherwise . . .
Return: å❫➉✾➊Pæ✙â✓✥
✘ ✧✩★
ç and å❫➉✬➨ æ✙â✓✥
✘ ✧✫✪
ç , where â includes all of the constraints added
during the various calls to the basic TDP algorithm (from Step 3 above), and
✣ has been updated accordingly. If desired, the Iterative Weakening algo-
rithm from Section 5.2.6 may be applied to ensure that a minimal temporal
decoupling is returned.
Figure 5.25: An algorithm for finding approximate solutions to the Allocative TDP
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If some time-points in ➉ have not yet been allocated, then at least one more itera-
tion needs to be performed; otherwise, the algorithm is done and returns the subnetworks
å①➉ ➊ æ✙â✦✥
✘ ✧✩★
ç and å①➉✬➨ æ✙â✦✥
✘ ✧✫✪
ç , which are guaranteed to temporally decouple
ä
.
Theorem 5.42 (Soundness, Completeness) Given an oracle function í satisfying the re-
quirements in Definition 5.41, the algorithm for finding approximate solutions to the Al-
locative Temporal Decoupling Problem is guaranteed to terminate with a temporal decou-
pling after at most ✘ ➉ ✘ iterations.
Proof At the end of each iteration of the Allocative TDP algorithm, edges in the current
pool of tight, proper xy-edges are dominated by paths through zero. Since ZPS values
cannot ever increase (cf. Lemma 5.17), the edges processed during one iteration never need
to be revisited during any subsequent iteration. Thus, the main difference between the
Allocative TDP algorithm and the basic TDP algorithm (cf. Section 5.2.4) is the order in
which the tight, proper xy-edges are processed. Thus, the soundness result for the basic
TDP algorithm (cf. Theorem 5.23) ensures that the Allocative TDP algorithm is sound.
Since the oracle function is required to allocate at least one time-point per iteration, the
Allocative TDP algorithm is guaranteed to terminate after at most
✘
➉
✘
iterations.
The greedy, incremental algorithm for finding approximate solutions to the Allocative
Temporal Decoupling Problem is guided by the metric ë of the quality of possibly-partial
temporal decouplings and the oracle function í for making incremental allocation deci-
sions. The metric ë can be used to guide the Step 2 and Step 3 choice functions of the
basic TDP algorithm. In addition, it can be used to guide the oracle function. The next sec-
tion applies the Allocative TDP algorithm to the Auction-Participation-Context-Generation
Problem described in Chapter 3. It provides a sample oracle function and discusses the de-
pendence of the metric ë on the application domain.
5.3.4 The APC-Generation Problem
Prior to participating in the type of task-allocation auction described in Chapter 3, an agent
must decide what portion (i.e., subnetwork) of its Master STN to use as the basis for its
auction-related computations. To reduce the computational burden of participating in an
auction, the selected subnetwork, referred to as the agent’s Auction-Participation-Context
(APC), should be kept as small as possible. To allow the auction-related computations to
be carried out independently, the APC subnetwork must be temporally decoupled from the
rest of the Master STN.
In this section, ➉ ➊ represents the time-points allocated to the APC subnetwork, ➉✬➨ the
time-points allocated to remain with the Master STN, and ➉✢✯ the time-points about which
an allocation decision has not yet been made.
An Oracle Function for the APC-Generation Problem
A sample oracle function, í✱✰✳✲✵✴ , for an application of the Allocative TDP algorithm to the
APC-Generation Problem is given in Figure 5.26. The algorithm takes as input a partially
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Given: STNs ä ➢ïå❫➉❵æ✙â❝ç , ä ➊⑧➢ïå❫➉✾➊ æ✙â✾➊❁ç and ä ➨✁➢ å①➉✬➨ æ✙â✬➨êç such that:
➉✾➊
á
➉ ; ➉✬➨
á
➉ ; ➉✾➊♠ô ➉✬➨ ➢ ÷ ➟✾ø ; and ➉✾➊♠ù ➉✾➨öû ➉ ,
and a metric ë that measures the quality of (possibly partial) temporal decouplings.
(0) Let ➉✢✯ ➢ ➉❊ýþå①➉ ➊úùß➉✬➨êç be the set of currently unallocated time-points in ➉ .
(1) Randomly select a time-point ➇✒➈ from ➉✢✯ .
(2) Do Steps 2 and 3 of the Allocative TDP algorithm (Figure 5.25) using ü❑➉✾➊⑧➢ ÷❶➇✒➈ ø
and ü❑➉✬➨Þ➢✶☎ . (Notice that constraints may be added to â in the process.)
(3) Let ë✬➊ ➢ ëìå ä æ å①➉✾➊♠ù✁÷❶➇✒➈ ø æ✙â✓✥ ✘✸✷ ✧✹★✻✺✽✼✿✾❁❀❃❂❅❄ ç◆æñå❫➉✬➨óæ✙â✦✥ ✘ ✧ ✪ ç ç .
(4) Restore ä by removing any constraints from â that may have been added during
Step 2 and recomputing the distance matrix ✣ .
(5) Do Steps 2 and 3 of the Allocative TDP algorithm (Figure 5.25) using ü❑➉✾➊ ➢❆☎
and ü❑➉✬➨Þ➢ ÷❶➇✒➈ ø . (Once again, constraints may be added to â in the process.)
(6) Let ëã➨ ➢ ëìå ä æñå①➉ ➊ æ✙â✦✥ ✘ ✧✩★ ç◆æ❁å①➉✬➨ ù✁÷❶➇✒➈ ø æ✙â✦✥ ✘ ✷ ✧✫✪✓✺✽✼✿✾❁❀❃❂❅❄ ç✙ç .
(7) Restore ä by removing any constraints from â that may have been added during
Step 5 and recomputing the distance matrix ✣ .
Return: ❇
ü❑➉✾➊⑧➢ ÷❶➇✹✯
ø
✎✑✏✓✒ ü ➉✾➨✁➢ ☎ æ ❈✛❉ ë✬➊✍❊❬ëã➨
ü❑➉✾➊⑧➢ ☎ ✎✑✏✓✒ ü ➉✾➨✁➢ ÷❶➇✹✯
ø
æ ✕✑❋✩●✓❍■✗❑❏▲❈✙▼✩❍✈➥
Figure 5.26: An oracle function for an application of the Allocative TDP algorithm to the
APC-Generation Problem
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decoupled network (based on a partially specified z-partition) and returns as output sets,
ü❑➉✾➊ and ü❑➉✬➨ , such that
✘
ü❑➉✾➊
✘✹✚◆✘
ü❑➉✬➨
✘
➢ ➩ . In other words, each time it is called, í✱✰✳✲✵✴
allocates a single time-point to either ü❑➉✾➊ or ü❑➉✬➨ .
In Step 1, a time-point ➇✒➈ is randomly selected from the pool of currently unallocated
time-points ➉✢✯ . In Step 2, an iteration of the Allocative TDP algorithm is executed to
determine the effect of allocating ➇✒➈ to ü❑➉✾➊ . Notice that doing so typically involves adding
constraints to â to ensure that any newly created tight, proper xy-edges are dominated
by paths through zero. The quality of this (typically partial) decoupling is scored by the
metric ë and stored in the variable ë✬➊ (Step 3). In Step 4, ä is restored to its original
state. In Step 5, an iteration of the Allocative TDP algorithm is again executed, this time
to determine the effect of allocating ➇✒➈ to ➉✬➨ . Once again, the metric ë is used to score
the quality of the resulting (typically partial) decoupling, this time storing the result in the
variable ëã➨ . In Step 7,
ä
is once again restored to its original state. Finally, í✱✰✳✲✵✴ returns
the allocation decision that received a better score (i.e., ➇✒➈❉➵➸ü ➉ ➊ or ➇✒➈❄➵Þü❑➉✬➨ ).
Choosing a Metric for the APC-Generation Problem
The purpose of the metric ë is to measure the goodness of (typically partial) decouplings
based on (possibly partial) allocations represented by the sets ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ . In general, the
choice of metric depends on the preferences of the agent. In the context of the APC-
Generation Problem, reasonable criteria to be considered by a metric include:
ß The flexibility of the decoupled subnetworks; and
ß The ability of the subnetwork corresponding to the auction-participation context to
accommodate new tasks that the agent might be interested in bidding on.
If the APC subnetwork is highly flexible, then the agent will likely be better able to
generate bids containing flexible temporal constraints, thereby increasing the likelihood of
its bids being awardable. Similarly, if the rest of its Master STN is highly flexible, then
an agent will likely be better able to accept offers to do other activities should they arise.
However, the APC subnetwork must also be able to accommodate new tasks that the agent
might want to bid on. The following example, illustrated in Figure 5.27, highlights some
of the relevant issues.
Example. Suppose that ➉✾➊♦➢ ÷ ➟ æ✙➇✒➠ ø is the set of points currently allocated to the
auction-participation context, and that ➉✾➨Þ➢ ÷ ➟ æ✙➇✒➡✫❖✠æ ➇✒➡❑P ø is the set of points currently allo-
cated to remain with the Master STN. Further suppose that ➇✒➡✫❖ and ➇✒➡❑P are rigidly connected
such that ➇✒➡❑P is constrained to occur precisely ➩❶➤ minutes after ➇✒➡✫❖ . (In Figure 5.27, the rigid
constraint among ➇✒➡✫❖ and ➇✒➡❑P is represented by a thick, horizontal bar of length ➩③➤ .) Let
◗
➢❙❘
◗❯❚
æ
◗■❱✩❲ be a fixed interval on the time-line such that all of the tasks associated with
the auction are constrained to lie within the interval ◗ . Suppose that ➇✒➡✫❖ is constrained to
lie outside of ◗ , but that ➇✒➡❑P (although allocated to ➉✬➨ ) is constrained to lie within ◗ . Let ❳
and ❨ be the lower and upper bounds on ➇✒➡✫❖ . Similarly, let ❩ and ❬ be the lower and upper
bounds on ➇✒➡❑P . Notice that the rigid constraint among ➇✒➡✫❖ and ➇✒➡❑P implies that ❩❂➢ ❳
✚
➩❶➤
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TIME
❭❫❪❯❴ ❭❫❪❃❵❭❫❛
❜ ❝ ❞ ❡
❢■❣
❢✫❤
❢
❣✹✐
Figure 5.27: Sample scenario for the APC-Generation Problem
and ❬ ➢ ❨
✚
➩❶➤ . Finally, suppose that the lower and upper bounds for ➇✒➠ are ◗❥❚ and ❩ ,
respectively.
Notice that, as shown in Figure 5.27, the subnetworks corresponding to ➉✾➊ and ➉✾➨ are
temporally decoupled. Notice further that the flexibility afforded to ➇✒➡❑P within the interval
❘❦❩❥æ❧❬
❲ (subject to ➇✒➡✫❖ moving in parallel within the interval ❘❦❳ æ✫❨ ❲ ) is due to ➇✒➡❑P having been
allocated to ➉✾➨ . If ➇✒➡❑P had instead been allocated to ➉ ➊ , then temporally decoupling ➉ ➊
and ➉✬➨ would have required fixing both ➇✒➡✫❖ and ➇✒➡❑P on the time-line. (In general, rigidly
connected time-points may be decoupled only by fixing them on the time-line.)
Nonetheless, the flexibility afforded to ➇✒➡❑P by having allocated it to ➉✬➨ comes with
a cost, namely: it reduces the amount of space within the interval ◗ for accommodating
new tasks that the agent might want to bid on. For example, assuming that the agent
cannot do two things at once, any time-point ➇❑♠ associated with a new task that the agent
might want to bid on must be constrained to lie outside the interval ❘✸❩❚æ❧❬ ❲ . Otherwise,
➇
♠
, which is required to belong to ➉✾➊ , would introduce a dependence among ➉✾➊ and ➉✬➨ ,
thus subverting the decoupling. Thus, a metric ë must consider the tradeoff between the
flexibility of the decoupled subnetworks and the ability of the subnetwork representing the
auction-participation context to accommodate new tasks that the agent might want to bid
on. The Allocative TDP algorithm provides a structure within which a variety of candidate
metrics may be applied.
Given a suitable metric ë and the oracle function í♥✰✦✲✵✴ , the Allocative TDP algorithm
enables an agent to incrementally decide which points from its Master STN it will allocate
to its auction-participation context. The basis for making each allocation decision may
include not only the immediate impact on the flexibility of the decoupled networks, but
also the amount of space in the auction-participation context for accommodating tasks that
the agent might be interested in bidding on.
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5.4 The General Temporal Decoupling Problem
This section generalizes the temporal decoupling problem presented in Section 5.2 to the
case where the z-partition of ➉ contains arbitrarily many subsets, ➉ ❚ æ③➥③➥ ➥ æ❖➉✳♦ . The treat-
ment of the General TDP in Sections 5.4.1 through 5.4.4 (below) parallels the treatment of
the ♣⑧➢ ➧ special case of the TDP presented earlier in Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.4. For
completeness, Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 provide the definitions and theorems in the more
general setting. However, the proofs, which are entirely analogous to their counterparts in
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, are omitted. Since most of the definitions, theorems and proofs
from Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 (concerning xy-edges and xy-pairs) require only a minor
terminological change to carry over to the more general setting, only the required termino-
logical change is presented. Those results from Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 that require more
involved translation are presented explicitly, along with the General TDP algorithm itself,
in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4.
The General TDP algorithm has applications to the Post-Auction Coordination Problem
for the sorts of task-allocation auctions described in Chapter 3. Such applications will be
discussed at the end of this section.
5.4.1 Formal Definition of the General TDP
To simplify the presentation, the variables q and r are assumed to be restricted to the set
÷ ➩✳æ✠➧ æ③➥③➥③➥◆æ✫♣
ø in all that follows.
Definition 5.43 (z-Partition) Let ➉❵æ❖➉ ❚ æ③➥③➥③➥ æ❖➉✳♦ be sets of time-point variables. We say that
➉
❚
æ③➥ ➥③➥ æ❖➉s♦ z-partition ➉ if:
ß
➉✳têôß➉✓✉ó➢ ÷
➟✾ø
, for all q✈✂➢✶r ; and
ß
➉
❚
ù♠➥ ➥③➥❚ùß➉s♦ ➢❘➉ .
Figure 5.28 shows a sample z-partition involving four subsets of time-points.
Definition 5.44 (General Temporal Decoupling) ä ❚ ➢ïå❫➉ ❚ æ✙â ❚ ç◆æ ➥③➥③➥ æ ä ♦ ➢ å①➉✳♦✾æ✙â✳♦✰ç are
called a temporal decoupling of the STN ä ➢ïå❫➉❵æ✙â❝ç if:
ß
ä
❚
æ③➥③➥ ➥ æ
ä
♦ are consistent STNs;
ß
➉
❚
æ③➥ ➥③➥ æ❖➉s♦ z-partition ➉ ; and
ß (Mergeable Solutions Property) Any solutions ✇ ❚ æ③➥③➥ ➥ æ①✇✭♦ for ä ❚ æ③➥ ➥③➥ æ ä ♦ , re-
spectively, may be merged to form a solution for ä .
Lemma 5.45 If ä ❚ æ③➥③➥ ➥ æ ä ♦ are a temporal decoupling of ä , then ä is consistent.
Lemma 5.46 If ä ❚ æ ➥③➥③➥ æ ä ♦ are a temporal decoupling of å①➉ðæ✙â ùßâ③②☞ç , then ä ❚ æ③➥③➥③➥ æ ä ♦ are
also a temporal decoupling of å❫➉ðæ✙â❝ç .
Lemma 5.47 If ä ❚ ➢❪å❫➉ ❚ æ✙â ❚ ç◆æñ➥③➥ ➥ æ ä ♦ ➢ å①➉✳♦✬æ✙â✳♦✰ç are a temporal decoupling of å❫➉ðæ✙âìç ,
then
ä
❚
æ③➥③➥③➥ æ
ä
♦ are also a temporal decoupling of å①➉❲æ✙â❵ù â ❚ ùú➥ ➥③➥❶ù â✳♦✳ç .
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④⑤✑⑥
⑤⑧⑦
⑤✦⑨
⑤✽⑩
Figure 5.28: A Sample z-Partition
As with the case ❶❊❩❙❷ , the Mergeable Solutions Property is equivalent to the corre-
sponding Mergeable Constraints Property.
Definition 5.48 (Mergeable Constraints Property) Let ❨✖❸ ❩è❭✝❹❺❸✠❴✙❛❺❸ ❜ , . . . , ❨✻❻ ❩è❭✝❹✳❻✬❴✆❛✦❻✳❜
be consistent STNs such that ❹✵❸◆❴❃❼❃❼❃❼ ❴❧❹✳❻ z-partition a set of time-points ❹ . We say that
❨✖❸◆❴❃❼❃❼■❼ ❴ ❨✻❻ have the Mergeable Constraints Property in the STN ❨❬❩ ❭✿❹❵❴✙❛ì❜ if for any sets
of constraints ❽❄❛❺❸◆❴❃❼❃❼❃❼ ❴❧❽❄❛✦❻ over ❹❺❸◆❴❃❼❃❼■❼ ❴❧❹✳❻ , respectively, if ❽❄❛❾❸◆❴❃❼■❼❃❼ ❴❧❽❄❛✳❻ are consistent
with ❨✖❸✠❴❃❼❃❼❃❼ ❴ ❨✻❻ , respectively, then their union ❽❄❛❾❸ ❧ ❼❃❼■❼ ❧ ❽❄❛✳❻ is consistent with ❨ .
Theorem 5.49 (MSP ❿ MCP) Let ❨✖❸ ❩ï❭✝❹❺❸◆❴✙❛❺❸ ❜◆❴✖❼❃❼■❼ ❴ ❨✻❻ ❩ï❭✝❹✳❻✾❴✙❛✦❻✰❜ be consistent STNs
such that ❹✵❸◆❴❃❼❃❼❃❼◆❴❧❹✳❻ z-partition a set of time-points ❹ . ❨✖❸◆❴❃❼❃❼❃❼ ❴ ❨✻❻ have the Mergeable
Solutions Property in the STN ❨è❩ò❭✿❹❵❴✆❛❝❜ if and only if they have the Mergeable Con-
straints Property in ❨ .
Definition 5.50 (The General Temporal Decoupling Problem) Given an STN ❨ whose
time-points ❹ are z-partitioned by ❹❺❸✠❴■❼❃❼❃❼ ❴✫❹✳❻ , find sets of constraints ❛❾❸◆❴❃❼■❼❃❼ ❴✙❛✳❻ such
that the STNs ❨✖❸ ❩è❭✝❹❺❸✠❴✙❛❺❸ ❜◆❴✭❼❃❼❃❼ ❴❝❨✻❻ ❩è❭✿❹s❻✬❴✙❛✳❻✳❜ temporally decouple ❨ .
Lemma 5.51 Any instance of the General TDP in which ❨ is consistent has a solution.
5.4.2 Necessary and Sufficient Characterizations of Solutions to the
General TDP
Theorem 5.52 (Necessary Conditions) If the STNs ❨✖❸❵❩ ❭✝❹❺❸✠❴✙❛❺❸ ❜◆❴➀❼■❼❃❼ ❴❯❨✻❻❏❩ ❭✿❹s❻✬❴✙❛✳❻✳❜
are a temporal decoupling of the STN ❨⑧❩ï❭✝❹❵❴✙❛❝❜ , then the following must hold:
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(Property 1) For each q : ✣➁t❶å➃➂✢✠×æ✩➂s✆ ç➄☛✄✣ßå➅➂✢✠✸æ✩➂s✆ ç , for all ➂✢✠✸æ✹➂s✆❯➵✁➉✳t ; and
(Property 2) For each q❚æ①r such that q➆✂➢➇r : ✣➈t❚å➃➂✢✠×æ ➟ ç ✚ ✣➉✉◆å ➟ æ✹➂s✆③ç✭☛◆✣ßå➃➂✢✠×æ✩➂s✆◆ç ,
for all ➂✢✠❝➵✁➉✳t and ➂s✆ ➵➸➉✓✉ ,
where ✣ ❚ æ③➥ ➥③➥ æ✩✣➈♦ and ✣ are the respective distance matrices for ä ❚ æ③➥③➥③➥ æ ä ♦ and ä . If, in
addition to the above, Property 1 holds with equality in all instances (i.e., ä t✱➊ ä ✥ ✘ ✧✩➋ for
each q ), then Property 2 also holds with equality in all instances.
Corollary 5.53 If ä ❚ ➢ å①➉ ❚ æ✆â ❚ ç✠æ❯➥③➥ ➥ æ ä ♦❵➢ å①➉✳♦✾æ✙â✳♦ ç temporally decouple å①➉❵æ✙âìç , then
ä
❚
æ③➥③➥ ➥ æ
ä
♦ temporally decouple å①➉ðæ✆â✁ù✁â ❚ ù⑧➥③➥ ➥ ù♠â✦♦✳ç such that Property 1 (and hence
Property 2) from Theorem 5.52 holds with equality in all instances.
Theorem 5.54 (Sufficient Conditions) Let ä ❚ ➢ å①➉ ❚ æ✙â ❚ ç◆æ✞➥③➥③➥ æ ä ♦ ➢ å❫➉✳♦ãæ✙â✳♦✳ç and
ä
➢ å①➉❵æ✙âìç be consistent STNs such that ➉ ❚ æ③➥③➥ ➥ æ❖➉✳♦ z-partition ➉ . If Properties 1
and 2 of Theorem 5.52 hold, then ä ❚ æ③➥ ➥③➥ æ ä ♦ temporally decouple ä .
5.4.3 Toward a General TDP Algorithm
In this section, the notions of xy-pairs and xy-edges are generalized to the notions of mixed
pairs and mixed edges, respectively. Since the focus of the new definitions remains on pairs
and edges, most of the definitions, results and proofs from Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 carry
over to the more general setting simply by replacing instances of the terms “xy-pairs” and
“xy-edges” with the terms “mixed pairs” and “mixed edges”, respectively.
Definition 5.55 (Mixed Pairs, Mixed Edges) Let ➉ ❚ æ③➥ ➥③➥ æ❖➉s♦ and ➉ be sets of time-points
such that ➉ ❚ æ ➥③➥③➥ æ➆➉✳♦ z-partition ➉ . Let ➇✡✠ and ➇✝✆ be arbitrary time-points in ➉ . The pair
å✄➇✡✠×æ ➇✝✆ ç is called a mixed pair (with respect to that z-partition) if for some q✈✂➢➌r :
➇✡✠ê➵➸➉✳t ✎✑✏✦✒ ➇✝✆ ➵Þ➉✓✉✠➥
If, in addition, neither ➇✡✠ nor ➇✝✆ is the zero time-point variable, then that pair is called a
proper mixed pair. A constraint (or edge), å✔➇✝✆✟✞❂➇✡✠✮☛✍✌✯ç , is called a mixed edge if å✄➇✡✠✸æ ➇✝✆◆ç
is a mixed pair. A mixed edge is called a proper mixed edge if the corresponding pair is a
proper, mixed pair.
Definition 5.14 (Zero-Path Shortfall), Lemma 5.15 ( ➍③➎➐➏➑❊ï➤ ), Definition 5.16 (Domi-
nated by a path through zero), Lemma 5.17 (ZPS values cannot increase), and Lemma 5.18
(sufficient to consider only tight, proper xy-edges) from Section 5.2.3 all carry over to the
more general setting simply by replacing instances of the terms “xy-pairs” and “xy-edges”
with the terms “mixed pairs” and “mixed edges”, respectively. (This holds for the proofs,
too.) Thus, those definitions and results are not repeated here.
5.4.4 Algorithms for Solving the General TDP
Pseudo-code for the basic TDP algorithm (general case) is given in Figure 5.29. The al-
gorithm returns sets of constraints â
❚
æ③➥③➥ ➥ æ✙â✳♦ such that the corresponding STNs
ä
❚
æ③➥ ➥③➥ æ
ä
♦
are d-subnetworks of
ä
with respect to ➉
❚
æ ➥③➥③➥ æ➆➉✳♦ , respectively.
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Given: An STN ä whose time-points ➉ are z-partitioned by the sets ➉ ❚ æ③➥③➥③➥◆æ❖➉✳♦ .
(1) Compute the distance matrix ✣ for ä . If ä is inconsistent, return NIL and
halt; otherwise, initialize î to the set of tight, proper, mixed edges in
ä
,
and continue.
(2) Select a tight, proper, mixed edge ➒ ➢ å✄➇✝✆➓✞ ➇✡✠✭☛➔✌✈ç from î whose ZPS
value is positive. (If, in the process, any edges in î are discovered that
are no longer tight or that have a ZPS value of zero, remove those edges
from î .) If no such edges exist (i.e., if î has become empty), go to Step 6;
otherwise, continue.
(3) Pick values ✌ ❚ and ✌ ❱ such that:
✞▲✣ßå
➟
æ ➇✡✠✄ç→☛ ✌
❚
☛ ✣ßå✄➇✡✠✸æ
➟
ç◆æ
✞➑✣ßå✔➇✝✆❚æ
➟
ç ☛ ✌
❱
☛ ✣ßå
➟
æ ➇✝✆ ç , and
✌ ☛ ✌
❚
✚
✌
❱ ➣
✣ßå✄➇✡✠✸æ
➟
ç
✚
✣ßå
➟
æ ➇✝✆ ç✠➥
(4) Add the constraints ➒ ❚ : ➟ ✞❂➇✡✠✖☛↔✌ ❚ and ➒ ❱ : ➇✝✆➄✞ ➟ ☛↔✌ ❱ to the STN ä ,
updating ✣ accordingly.
(5) Go to Step 2.
(6) Return â ❚ æ ➥③➥③➥ æ✆â✦♦ where for each q ,
â✳t ➢ â✦✥
✘ ✧✫➋
➢ ÷✾å✔➇✝✆✭✞❂➇✡✠✮☛✄✣ßå✄➇✡✠✸æ✙➇✝✆ ç✙ç➄↕✳➇✡✠✸æ ➇✝✆❯➵➸➉✳t
ø
æ
where â includes all constraints added in passes of Step 4, and ✣ has been
updated accordingly.
Figure 5.29: Pseudo-code for the basic TDP algorithm (general case)
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The same terminological change (“xy-pairs/edges” ➙➛ “mixed pairs/edges”) that enabled
most of the definitions, results and proofs from Section 5.2.3 to carry over to Section 5.4.3
also enables the following results from Section 5.2.4 to carry over to this section:
ß Theorem 5.19: adding the Step 4 constraints does not threaten the STN’s consistency;
ß Corollary 5.20: after adding the Step 4 constraints, ✌ ❚ and ✌ ❱ are the updated distance-
matrix entries;
ß Lemma 5.21: the regions ➜ and ➝ are related by invertible transformations;
ß Corollary 5.22: it is always possible to choose values of ✌ ❚ and ✌ ❱ in Step 3 to achieve
any legal ➞ and ➟ values; and
ß Proposition 5.25: any progress made by the algorithm is never lost.
The theorems stipulating the soundness and completeness of the TDP algorithm in the
general setting are given below.
Lemma 5.56 (Soundness) If the General TDP algorithm terminates at Step 6, then the
constraint sets â
❚
æ③➥③➥ ➥ æ✙â✳♦ returned by the algorithm are such that å①➉ ❚ æ✙â ❚ ç✠æ❁➥③➥③➥ æñå①➉s♦✬æ✙â✳♦✳ç
are a general temporal decoupling of the input STN ä .
The Greedy and Less-Greedy strategies for ensuring that substantial progress is made
during each iteration of the algorithm are unchanged. However, the maximum number of
iterations are:
Greedy Strategy At most ➧✽➠ ♦
✠❁➡
❚
✘
➉✳✠
✘
iterations
Less-Greedy Strategy At most ➧✽➠ ♦
✠❁➡
❚
✘
➉✳✠
✘✢➢✽➤ ➥➃➦❥➧
å❫➨✭➩✑➫❖ç
➥➃➦➭➧
å⑤➩❥➩ãå⑤➩➄✞➯q✳ç✙ç❃➲
✚
➩➵➳ iterations
Corollary 5.57 (Sound and Complete) Using the Greedy Strategy (cf. Definition 5.24)
or the Less-Greedy Strategy (cf. Definition 5.27), the General TDP algorithm is sound and
complete.
5.4.5 An Application of the General TDP Algorithm to the
Post-Auction-Coordination Problem
As described in Chapter 3, when bids in a task-allocation auction are awarded, the temporal
constraints from all of the bids are guaranteed to be consistent with the temporal constraints
associated with the original opportunity; however, there is no requirement that the tasks
being awarded to different agents be temporally decoupled. For example, if I have been
awarded a bid concerning a dish-washing task constrained to occur in the interval ❘➍➤✾æ✠➧✯➤ ❲
and you have been awarded a bid concerning the corresponding dish-drying task, similarly
constrained to occur in the interval ❘ ➤✬æ✠➧✈➤ ❲ , but also constrained to occur after the dish-
washing task, then our tasks are not independent. Figure 5.30 shows an STN representing
our activities. Notice that the edge from ➸ to ➂ is not dominated by a path through zero.
(For simplicity, the tasks are assumed to have zero duration.)
The General TDP algorithm may be directly applied in such situations to achieve a
complete decoupling of the tasks being done by different agents. The advantages of such
an approach include the following:
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➺ ➻
➼
➻
Dish Washing
➼
➻
➻
➻
➽
➾
➺✱➚➀➪
➻➹➶
➼
➻❑➘
➺✱➴➷➾
➾➓➚➀➪
➻➵➶
➼
➻❑➘
Figure 5.30: An STN representing dependent dish washing and drying activities
➬ The agents may henceforth operate independently, each confident that no matter what
constraints it might choose to add to its local subnetwork, the global constraints will
necessarily be satisfied (cf. the Mergeable Solutions Property, Definition 5.44).
➬ The General TDP algorithm is sound and complete, easy to implement, and runs in
polynomial time.
Furthermore, an extension of the Iterative Weakening algorithm (cf. Section 5.2.6) to the
case of multiple subnetworks can be applied to any decoupling to generate a minimal de-
coupling.
Despite these advantages, fully decoupling the tasks being done by different agents
does require adding constraints to the network. In some cases, agents might prefer to ac-
cept some amount of dependence among tasks (and the requisite coordination overhead) in
exchange for greater flexibility in their local subnetworks. The Relative Temporal Decou-
pling Problem described in the next section, formally addresses this issue.
5.5 The Relative Temporal Decoupling Problem
In certain applications (e.g., the Post-Auction-Coordination Problem), it can be advanta-
geous to fully decouple a set of subnetworks that, taken together, do not constitute the
entire network. For example, if agents ➮✃➱ and ➮❒❐ both must finish their tasks ❮❰➱ and ❮✢❐
prior to agent ➮➈Ï being able to start its task ❮✢Ï , it may be advantageous to decouple ❮❰➱
and ❮✢❐ from one another, but not from ❮✢Ï . Doing so would leave ➮✃➱ and ➮➈❐ able to act
independently of one another, while leaving ➮➈Ï dependent on both of them, as illustrated
in Figure 5.31. Such a decoupling is called a Relative Temporal Decoupling. In such a
decoupling, the subnetworks being decoupled, taken together, do not constitute the entire
network. The leftover time-points (i.e., those that do not belong to any of the subnetworks
being decoupled) constitute what is herein called the relativizing set, denoted Ð✓Ñ . In a
relative temporal decoupling, the subnetworks are said to be fully decoupled relative to the
set Ð✓Ñ of leftover time-points.
The Relative Temporal Decoupling Problem bears a superficial resemblance to a single
iteration of the Allocative TDP algorithm in that each treats a set of subnetworks that, taken
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Figure 5.31: A sample relative temporal decoupling
together, do not constitute the entire network. However, after a single iteration of the Al-
locative TDP algorithm, the subnetworks are typically only partially decoupled from one
another, whereas a solution to the Relative TDP requires the subnetworks to be fully decou-
pled from one another. Stated differently, a solution to the Relative TDP is required to have
a Mergeable Solutions Property (relative to the set Ð✓Ñ ), whereas the partially decoupled
subnetworks generated by a single iteration of the Allocative TDP algorithm typically have
no such property.5 In addition, the goal of the Allocative TDP algorithm is to incrementally
construct a set of fully decoupled subnetworks that, taken together, do constitute the entire
network, whereas the subnetworks generated by a solution to the Relative TDP, taken to-
gether, do not constitute the entire network. The set of leftover time-points in Ð✓Ñ remain
“unallocated” in any solution to the Relative TDP.
Because the set of time-points in Ð✓Ñ are not decoupled from the other subnetworks,
there is an inherent asymmetry in a relative temporal decoupling (which mirrors an in-
herent asymmetry present in many applications). In particular, the agents controlling the
subnetworks that are fully decoupled from one another relative to Ð✓Ñ may act indepen-
dently of one another—and independently of the agent ➮➈Ñ controlling the time-points in
the set Ð✓Ñ ; however, the agent ➮➁Ñ does not have the same freedom. In particular, ➮➈Ñ is
not allowed to impose any additional constrainedness on any of the other subnetworks. As
a result, ➮➈Ñ is not free to blindly apply the ordinary STN rules for adding new constraints
(e.g., as specified in Theorem 4.33). ➮➈Ñ must also observe an additional set of bounds,
called lambda bounds, which are explicated below, in Section 5.5.5.
5At the end of an intermediate iteration of the Allocative TDP algorithm, even though every tight, proper
xy-edge that currently exists is dominated by a path through zero, there might yet be some shortest path from
some Ø➃Ù➄ÚÜÛ➭Ý to some Ø➃Þ➐ÚÜÛ❥ß that passes through some of the points not yet allocated to Û➭Ý or Û❥ß , but that
is not dominated by a path through zero (cf. the path from Ø➃Ù to Ø➃à to Ø➃Þ in Figure 5.20). In such cases, the
Mergeable Solutions Property does not hold.
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In addition to its application to the Post-Auction-Coordination Problem, the tighter set
of bounds that the agent ➮➈Ñ must observe in a relative temporal decoupling provides a
solution to the question of how an agent should accommodate the situation of having out-
standing bids. In that case, the auctioneer, who is authorized to apply additional constraints
to an agent’s bid, plays the role of an independent actor, while the bidder plays the role of
the agent ➮➁Ñ , who is in part dependent on the decisions of the auctioneer.
In contrast to the General TDP, where it only makes sense to consider decouplings
involving two or more subnetworks (i.e., áãâ➇ä ), for the Relative TDP, the presence of the
relativizing set Ð✓Ñ makes the case á✍åçæ non-trivial. In fact, the case á✍åçæ is directly
applicable to the Temporal-Constraint-Generation problem, as discussed in Section 5.5.6.
Finally, the analysis in this section reduces the problem of finding an algorithm for
the Relative Temporal Decoupling Problem to the problem of finding a set of redundant
constraints to add to the global network to trick the General TDP algorithm into doing the
right thing.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.5.1 formally defines the Rela-
tive TDP. Section 5.5.2 presents theorems characterizing solutions to instances of the Rela-
tive TDP. Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4 develop a sound and complete algorithm for solving the
Relative TDP. Section 5.5.5 presents the lambda bounds relevant to the agent controlling
the leftover time-points in Ð✓Ñ . Section 5.5.6 shows how the relative TDP algorithm applies
to the Temporal-Constraint-Generation problem. Section 5.5.7 shows how the relative TDP
algorithm can be used to provide more flexible solutions to the Post-Auction-Coordination
Problem.
Although the formal presentation in Sections 5.5.1 through 5.5.4 parallels the corre-
sponding presentations for the TDP and the General TDP, the presence of the relativizing
set Ð✓Ñ introduces additional complications. As a result, full proofs are provided for many
of the theorems.
5.5.1 Formal Definition of the Relative TDP
We begin by defining a z-partition relative to a set Ð✓Ñ of time-points. Unlike the other sets
involved in a relative z-partition, the relativizing set Ð✦Ñ does not contain è . Thus, Ð✦Ñ is
given a distinguished place in the notation.
Definition 5.58 (Relative z-Partition) Let Ðêé❧Ð❺➱①é■ë❃ë❃ë■é✫Ð✳ì and Ð✓Ñ be sets of time-point vari-
ables. A z-partition of Ð relative to Ð✓Ñ is an ordered sequence í Ð❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë■ë■é❧Ð✳ì✳îïÐ✓Ñ➷ð such that
the sets Ð❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é❧Ð✳ì z-partition the set Ðòñ❒Ð✦Ñ . The sets Ð❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë■ë➹é❧Ðsì are said to z-partition
Ð relative to Ð✓Ñ .
Figure 5.32 shows a z-partition involving the sets Ð❺➱①é❧Ð✦❐➭é✫Ð✦Ï and Ð✓Ñ .
Definition 5.59 (Extendible Partial Solution) Let ó be an STN over the time-points in Ð .
Let Ð➁ô③õ➌Ð be a set of time-points. An extendible partial solution for ó over Ð➈ô is a set of
assignments for the time-point variables in Ð➁ô that is extendible to a solution for ó . In the
case where Ð✓Ñ å Ð÷ö✃Ð➀ô , then í Ð➁ôøî❧Ð✓Ñùð is a relative z-partition of Ð and the above set of
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Figure 5.32: A sample relative z-partition
variable assignments may be called a partial solution for ó relative to Ð✓Ñ (i.e., highlighting
the points not yet assigned values).
Proposition 5.60 By Theorems 4.26 and 4.33, a set ✁✄✂ ☎✝✆ of assignments to time-point
variables in Ð➉ô is an extendible partial solution for ó å í Ð é✟✞ïð over Ð if and only if
✁✠✂ ☎✡✆
is locally consistent with respect to the constraints in ✞☞☛ .
Notice that an extendible partial solution for ó relative to the empty set is simply a
solution for ó . Notice also that an extendible partial solution for ó å í Ðêé✟✞✮ð over Ð➁ô is
necessarily a locally consistent assignment with respect to ✞ (cf. Definition 4.26), but that
the converse need not hold.
Definition 5.61 (Relative Temporal Decoupling) ó ➱ å í Ð❺➱❧é✟✞❾➱✩ð①é ë■ë❃ë■é ó ì å í Ðsì✦é✟✞✳ì⑧ð
are said to temporally decouple ó å í Ðêé✟✞ïð relative to Ð✓Ñ if:
➬
í
Ð❺➱①é❃ë❃ë■ë■é❧Ð✳ì✳î❧Ð✓Ñ➷ð is a relative z-partition of Ð ;
➬
ó
➱①é■ë❃ë❃ë■é
ó
ì are consistent STNs; and
➬ (Relative Mergeable Solutions Property) Any solutions ✁ ➱①é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é ✁ ì to ó ➱①é❃ë■ë❃ë■é ó ì ,
may be merged to form an extendible partial solution for ó relative to Ð✓Ñ .
Notice that a temporal decoupling relative to the empty set is simply a temporal decoupling
(cf. Definition 5.44).
Lemma 5.62 If ó ➱➵é❃ë❃ë■ë■é ó ì temporally decouple ó relative to Ð✓Ñ , then ó is consistent.
Lemma 5.63 If ó ➱①é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é ó ì temporally decouple í Ð é✌✞✎✍✏✞ ô ð relative to Ð✓Ñ , then ó ➱➵é❃ë■ë❃ë■é ó ì
also temporally decouple í Ð é✌✞✮ð relative to Ð✓Ñ .
Lemma 5.64 If ó ➱ å í Ð❺➱①é✟✞❺➱✩ð➵é ë❃ë❃ë■é ó ì å í Ð✳ì✳é✟✞✦ì⑧ð temporally decouple í Ðêé✟✞ïð relative
to Ð✓Ñ , then ó ➱➵é■ë❃ë❃ë■é ó ì also temporally decouple í Ðêé✟✞✑✍✒✞❺➱✓✍ ë❃ë❃ë✔✍✕✞✦ì ð relative to Ð✦Ñ .
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Definition 5.65 (Relative Mergeable Constraints Property) Given consistent STNs,
ó ➱ å í Ð❺➱➵é✟✞❺➱✹ð➵é➷ë❃ë❃ë➹é ó ì å í Ðsì✦é✟✞✳ìÖð , where í Ð✵➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➵é❧Ð✳ì✳î❧Ð✓Ñ➷ð is a relative z-partition
of Ð , then ó ➱➵é❃ë■ë❃ë■é ó ì are said to have the Mergeable Constraints Property in the STN
ó å í Ðêé✟✞ïð relative to Ð✦Ñ if whenever sets of constraints ✖ ✞❺➱➹é❃ë❃ë❃ë➵é ✖ ✞✳ì over the time-
points in Ð❺➱➵é■ë❃ë❃ë➵é❧Ð✳ì , respectively, are consistent with ó ➱➵é❃ë■ë❃ë■é ó ì , respectively, their union
✖ ✞❾➱✗✍ãë❃ë■ë✔✍ ✖ ✞✳ì is consistent with ó .
Theorem 5.66 (Relative MSP ✘ Relative MCP) Let ó ➱ å í Ð❺➱➵é✟✞❺➱✹ð➵é✱ë■ë❃ë■é ó ì å í Ðsì✦é✟✞✳ì⑧ð
be consistent STNs such that í Ð❺➱①é❃ë■ë❃ë■é❧Ðsì✦î❧Ð✦Ñùð is a relative z-partition of Ð . Then
ó ➱➵é❃ë❃ë■ë■é ó ì have the Mergeable Solutions Property in ó å í Ð é✌✞✮ð relative to Ð✓Ñ if and
only if they have the Mergeable Constraints Property in ó relative to Ð✓Ñ .
Definition 5.67 (The Relative Temporal Decoupling Problem) Given an STN ó whose
time-points Ð are z-partitioned by Ð❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë■ë➹é❧Ðsì relative to Ð✓Ñ , find sets of constraints
✞❺➱➵é ë❃ë■ë■é✙✞✦ì such that the STNs ó ➱ å í Ð✵➱①é✟✞❺➱✩ð➵é ë❃ë❃ë■é ó ì å í Ðsì✓é✟✞✳ì ð temporally decouple
ó relative to Ð✓Ñ .
Notice that the Relative TDP in the case where Ð✦Ñ å✛✚ is simply the General TDP
(cf. Definition 5.50).
Lemma 5.68 Any instance of the Relative TDP in which ó is consistent has a solution.
Although it is easy to construct solutions to the Relative TDP by employing constraints
that fix all of the time-points in Ð❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é❧Ð✳ì , it would be preferable to find more flexible
solutions.
5.5.2 Necessary and Sufficient Characterizations of Solutions to the
Relative TDP
Theorem 5.69 (Necessary Conditions) If ó ➱ å í Ð✵➱➵é✟✞❾➱❑ð➵é❃ë❃ë■ë■é ó ì å í Ð✳ì✦é✌✞✦ì⑧ð temporally
decouple ó å í Ð é✟✞✮ð relative to the set Ð✓Ñ , then the following properties hold:
(Property 1) For each ✜ : ✢✤✣➭í✦✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð✬✫ ✢ í✭✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð , for each ✥★✧ é ✥✪✩✯✮ Ð ✣ ; and
(Property 2) For each ✜ é✱✰ such that ✜✳✲å ✰ : ✢✴✣❥í✦✥★✧ é è ð✓✵ ✢✷✶➵í✿è é ✥✪✩ ð✸✫ ✢ í✦✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð ,
for each ✥★✧✹✮ Ð ✣ and each ✥✪✩✺✮ Ð ✶ ,
where (for any ✜ and ✰ ), ✢✴✣ é ✢✻✶ and ✢ are the distance matrices for the respective STNs
ó✗✣
é
ó✹✶ and ó .
Proof
(Property 1) Given any ✜ and any ✥★✧ é ✥✪✩✷✮ Ð ✣ , let ✁ ✣ be a solution to ó✗✣ in which
✥✪✩
ö
✥★✧✻å✼✢✤✣➭í✦✥★✧
é
✥✪✩
ð (cf. Theorem 4.33). For each ✰ ✲å✼✜ , let ✁ ✶ be an arbitrary solution for
ó✹✶ . The Relative Mergeable Solutions Property ensures that the union of the solutions
✁
➱①é❃ë❃ë■ë■é
✁
ì is extendible to a solution for ó . Let ✁ be such a solution. In that solution,
✥✪✩
ö
✥★✧❰å✼✢✴✣❥í✦✥★✧
é
✥✪✩
ð . In addition, being a solution for ó implies that ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ✢ í✦✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð .
Thus, ✢✴✣❥í✭✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð å ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ✢ í✭✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð .
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(Property 2) Given any ✜ and ✰ with ✜✽✲å ✰ , and any ✥★✧✻✮ Ð ✣ and ✥✪✩✾✮ Ð ✶ , let
✁
✣ and ✁ ✶ be solutions to ó✗✣ and ó✹✶ , respectively, in which è ö ✥★✧ å✿✢✴✣❥í✦✥★✧ é è ð and
✥✪✩ ö è➁å❀✢✷✶➵í✿è é ✥✪✩ ð . Let
✁ be a solution for ó extended from the merger of ✁ ✣ , ✁ ✶ , and
arbitrary solutions for all ó✓❁ , ❂✒✲✮✠❃✔✜ é✱✰❅❄ . In the solution, ✁ :
✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ å í✝è ö ✥★✧ ð✗✵ í✦✥✪✩ ö è ð å ✢✴✣❥í✦✥★✧ é è ð✗✵ ✢✻✶➹í✿è é ✥✪✩ ð①ë
In addition, being a solution for ó implies that ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ✢ í✦✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð . Thus,
✢✤✣❃í✦✥★✧ é è ð✗✵ ✢✷✶➹í✿è é ✥✪✩ ð✸✫ ✢ í✦✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð➵ë
Theorem 5.70 (Sufficient Conditions) Let ó ➱ å í Ð❺➱➵é✟✞❺➱✹ð①é➄ë❃ë❃ë➹é ó ì å➔í Ð✳ì✦é✌✞✦ì⑧ð and
ó✍å í Ðêé✟✞✮ð be consistent STNs, and Ð✓Ñ a set of time-points such that Ð❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➵é❧Ð✳ì z-par-
tition Ð relative to Ð✓Ñ . If Properties 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.69 hold in all instances, then
ó ➱➵é❃ë❃ë■ë■é ó ì temporally decouple ó relative to Ð✓Ñ .
Proof Given the conditions of the theorem, it is sufficient to verify that the Relative
Mergeable Solutions Property holds (i.e., that the union of arbitrary solutions for ó ➱➵é❃ë■ë❃ë■é ó ì
is extendible to a solution for ó ). Let ✁ ➱①é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é ✁ ì be arbitrary solutions for ó ➱①é❃ë■ë❃ë■é ó ì ,
respectively. Let
✁
å
✁
➱✓✍ ë❃ë❃ë✔✍
✁
ì . For any ✜ and ✰ , and any ✥★✧✹✮ Ð ✣ and ✥✪✩✺✮ Ð ✶ :
➬ If ✜ å ✰ , then ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ✢✴✣❥í✭✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð (since ✁ ✣ is a solution for ó✗✣ ). Property 1 then
gives that ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ✢ í✭✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð .
➬ If ✜✳✲å ✰ , then ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧③å í✿è ö ✥★✧ ð❅✵ í✭✥✪✩ ö è ð✎✫ ✢✴✣❃í✦✥★✧ é è ð❅✵ ✢✻✶➹í✿è é ✥✪✩ ð (since ✁ ✣ and ✁ ✶ are
solutions for ó✗✣ and ó✹✶ , respectively). Property 2 then gives that ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ✢ í✭✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð .
Thus, for any ✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ drawn from the set Ð➁ô å Ð✵➱❆✍êë❃ë❃ë✟✍✃Ð✳ì , we have that ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ✢ í✦✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð .
In other words, ✁ is a locally consistent assignment of the variables in Ð ô with respect to
the constraints in ✞☞☛ . Thus, by Theorem 4.27, the set ✁ is extendible to a solution for ó .
Since ✁ ➱➵é❃ë■ë❃ë➹é ✁ ì were arbitrary solutions for ó ➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é ó ì , the Relative Mergeable Solutions
Property necessarily holds.
5.5.3 Toward a Relative TDP Algorithm
The presence of the relativizing set Ð✓Ñ makes a noticeable difference in the generalization
of the notion of a mixed edge with respect to a z-partition (cf. Definition 5.55) to the notion
of a mixed path with respect to a relative z-partition. Particularly important is that a relative
mixed path joining some ✥★✧✹✮ Ð ✣ to some ✥✪✩✺✮ Ð ✶ may contain time-points in the relativizing
set Ð✓Ñ . In fact, the only points allowed to be outside the set Ð✓Ñ are the endpoints of a mixed
path, as illustrated in Figure 5.33.
Definition 5.71 (Relative Mixed Path / Relative Mixed Pair) Let ó å í Ð é✟✞ïð be an STN.
Let Ð❺➱➵é■ë❃ë❃ë■é✫Ð✳ì and Ð✓Ñ be sets of time-points such that í Ð❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë■ë➹é❧Ðsì✦î❧Ð✦Ñ ð is a relative z-
partition of Ð . Let ✜ and ✰ be arbitrary such that ✜❀✲å ✰ . Let ✥★✧✻✮ Ð ✣ and ✥✪✩❇✮ Ð ✶ be
arbitrary. A path ❈ of the form í✦✥★✧ é❊❉♥➱①é❊❉➓❐❃é■ë❃ë❃ë➵é❊❉✎❋✑é ✥✪✩ ð is called a mixed path in ó relative
to Ð✓Ñ if: ●✈â✼❍ and ❃ ❉♥➱①é❊❉➓❐❃é■ë❃ë❃ë■é■❉✎❋❏❄➁õ Ð✓Ñ .
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❑❆▲
❑◆▼
❑✝❖
P
Figure 5.33: A sample mixed path
If neither ✥★✧ nor ✥✪✩ is the è time-point, then ❈ is called a proper, mixed path in ó relative
to Ð✓Ñ . (Since è✄✲✮ Ð✓Ñ , è cannot appear anywhere along a proper, mixed path relative to
Ð✓Ñ .) If, in addition, ❈ is a shortest path from ✥★✧ to ✥✪✩ in ó , then ❈ is called a tight, proper,
mixed path in ó relative to Ð✓Ñ . The endpoints, í✭✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð , of a (proper) mixed path ❈ relative
to Ð✓Ñ are called a (resp., proper) mixed pair relative to Ð✓Ñ .
Notice that if ●ùå◗❍ , then a mixed path corresponds to a mixed edge (cf. Definition 5.55).
Note. Although we speak of mixed paths relative to some set Ð✓Ñ , it must be kept in mind
that the definition of a mixed path depends on a specified relative z-partition (because the
endpoints of each mixed path must belong to different sets Ð ✣ and Ð ✶ from the relative z-
partition). Since this relative z-partition is usually clear from context, we typically omit the
reference to it when speaking of mixed paths.
Definition 5.72 (Relative Zero-Path Shortfall) The zero-path shortfall associated with a
proper, mixed path ❈ from ✥★✧ to ✥✪✩ is given by:
❘❚❙❱❯
í✪❈
ð
å ❲ ✢ í✦✥★✧
é
è
ð✗✵
✢ í✿è
é
✥✪✩
ð❨❳✓ö
✂
❈
✂
ë
Definition 5.73 (Dominance by a Path through Zero) If the ZPS value for a tight, proper,
mixed path ❈ relative to the set Ð✓Ñ is zero, then we say that ❈ is dominated by a path
through zero.
Lemma 5.74 shows that it suffices to consider only tight, proper, mixed paths when
seeking a solution to an instance of the Relative TDP.
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Lemma 5.74 Let ó❆å→í Ðêé✟✞✮ð be a consistent STN and let í Ð❺➱➵é■ë❃ë❃ë➵é❧Ð✳ì✳î❧Ð✓Ñ➷ð be some
relative z-partition of Ð that defines the mixed paths and mixed pairs in ó . If the inequality
✢ í✦✥★✧ é è ð✹✵ ✢ í✿è é ✥✪✩ ð✏✫
✂
❈
✂ holds for every tight, proper, mixed path ❈ , where ✥★✧ and ✥✪✩ are
the first and last time-points in ❈ , respectively, then ✢ í✭✥✦❩ é è ð❬✵ ✢ í✿è é ✥❨❁ ð✬✫ ✢ í✦✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð holds
for every mixed pair í✭✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð in ó .
Proof Let í✦✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð be an arbitrary mixed pair in ó relative to Ð✓Ñ where ✥✦❩✴✮ Ð ✣ and ✥❨❁❭✮ Ð ✶ .
It suffices to show that ✢ í✦✥✦❩ é è ð✹✵ ✢ í✿è é ✥❨❁ ð✸✫ ✢ í✦✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð holds.
Let ❈ å í✦❪❴❫ é ❪ ➱➵é■ë❃ë❃ë➵é ❪❴❵ é ❪❴❵✪❛ ➱✹ð be an arbitrary shortest path from ✥✦❩ to ✥❨❁ in ó . If è is
on this path, then the desired inequality holds (because the subpaths from ❪❏❫ to è and from
è to ❪❏❵❜❛ ➱ must be shortest paths by Proposition 4.20). Suppose è is not on ❈ . Let ❝ be the
largest index such that ❪❴❞❡✮ Ð❬❢ for some ❣✄✲å ✰ . ( ❝ is well-defined since ❪❏❫✺✮ Ð ✣ and ✜✕✲å ✰ .)
Similarly, let ❤ be the smallest index such that ❝✑✐❥❤ , ❪❏❦❧✮ Ð❆♠ and ♥❇✲å✼❣ . ( ❤ is well-defined
since ❝♦✐q♣ ✵ æ , ❪❏❵✪❛ ➱ ✮ Ð ✶ and ✰ ✲åq❣ .) Let ❈ ô be the subpath of ❈ from ❪❏❞ to ❪❴❦ . By
construction, any time-points between ❪❴❞ and ❪❏❦ in ❈ must be in Ð✓Ñ ; thus, ❈ ô is a mixed
path relative to Ð✓Ñ . Since è is not on ❈ (by assumption), ❈ ô is a proper, mixed path. Since
❈
ô is a subpath of a shortest path, ❈ ô must itself be a shortest path (by Proposition 4.20).
Thus, ❈ ô is a tight, proper, mixed path from ❪❴❞ to ❪❏❦ relative to Ð✓Ñ . Thus, by the premise of
the Lemma, ✢ í✦❪❴❞ é è ðr✵ ✢ í✿è é ❪❴❦ ð✎✫
✂
❈
ô
✂
. However, since ❈ ô is a shortest path, the opposite
inequality also holds. Thus, ✢ í✪❪❏❞ é è ðs✵ ✢ í✝è é ❪❏❦ ð å ✂ ❈ ô ✂ . But this implies that ❈ ô may
be replaced in ❈ by a pair of shortest paths, one from ❪❏❞ to è , one from è to ❪❴❦ , without
changing the length of ❈ . Since è is on this version of the shortest path ❈ from ❪❴❫ to ❪❏❵✪❛ ➱
(i.e., from ✥✦❩ to ✥❨❁ ), the desired inequality holds (as argued in the earlier case).
5.5.4 Algorithms for Solving the Relative TDP
Theorem 5.75 shows how to use the General TDP algorithm to solve instances of the Rel-
ative TDP.
Theorem 5.75 Let ó✄å í Ðêé✟✞ïð be a consistent STN whose time-points Ð are z-partitioned
by Ð❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é❧Ð✳ì relative to Ð✓Ñ . If to each tight, proper, mixed path ❈ (with respect to the
specified relative z-partition) in ó , there corresponds an explicit constraint of the form
✥✪✩
ö
✥★✧
✫
✂
❈
✂
in ✞ , (where ✥★✧ and ✥✪✩ are the first and last time-points in ❈ , respectively), then
running the General TDP algorithm on ó (where mixed edges are determined according to
the sets Ð❺➱➵é❃ë■ë❃ë➹é✫Ð✳ì , which do not form a z-partition of Ð ) will produce a relative temporal
decoupling of ó with respect to the relative z-partition í Ð❺➱①é❃ë❃ë■ë■é❧Ð✳ì✳î❧Ð✓Ñùð .
Proof Step 1 of the General TDP algorithm (Figure 5.29) initializes t to the set of tight,
proper, mixed edges in ó whose ZPS values are positive. Crucially, the determination of
what constitutes a mixed edge is made, in this theorem, with respect to the sets, Ð❺➱①é❃ë❃ë■ë■é❧Ð✳ì ,
which do not form a z-partition of Ð .6 The algorithm then processes the edges in t until
6Because the set ✉ is “improperly initialized”, this use of the General TDP algorithm is non-standard and
will typically not result in a solution to any General TDP—which, for one thing, requires having a specified z-
partition. To generate a temporal decoupling with respect to the z-partition of Û formed by the sets Û❏✈❊✇✌①✟①✌①✟✇✿Û③②
and ④✛Û❏⑤✄⑥✤⑦■⑧❏⑨❊⑩ , would require processing not only the tight, proper, mixed edges described in the theorem,
but also any such edges having endpoints in Û ⑤ , which are ignored in the theorem.
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each is dominated by a path through zero. Using the Greedy or Less-Greedy Strategy (cf.
Definitions 5.24 and 5.27), the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate at Step 6.
Suppose ❈ was some tight, proper, mixed path (with respect to the specified relative
z-partition) from ✥★✧ to ✥✪✩ in ó prior to running the General TDP algorithm as described in
the theorem. By assumption, there is an edge ❶ of the form ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ✂ ❈ ✂ in ó . Since ❈
is tight, so is the edge ❶ . Furthermore, since ❈ is a proper, mixed path with respect to the
specified relative z-partition, ❶ is a proper, mixed edge with respect to the sets Ð❺➱①é❃ë❃ë■ë■é❧Ð✳ì .
By the time the algorithm terminates, the edge ❶ is guaranteed to be dominated by a path
through zero. Thus, so is the path ❈ . Since ❈ was an arbitrary tight, proper, mixed path,
the premise of Lemma 5.74 holds. Thus, the conclusion of the lemma also holds:
✢ í✭✥✦❩ é è ð✗✵ ✢ í✿è é ✥❨❁ ð✠✫ ✢ í✦✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð➵é
for every mixed pair í✦✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð with respect to the specified relative z-partition. Since the con-
straint sets ✞❺➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é✟✞✦ì returned by the General TDP algorithm (cf. Figure 5.29) are such that
the subnetworks ó ➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➵é ó ì are d-subnetworks of ó , Properties 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.69
follow (using an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 5.23). Thus, by The-
orem 5.70, the subnetworks ó ➱➵é❃ë❃ë■ë➹é ó ì returned by the algorithm are a temporal decoupling
of ó relative to Ð✦Ñ .
Theorem 5.75 reduces the problem of finding an algorithm for the Relative TDP to the
problem of finding a set of redundant constraints to add to the STN to trick the General
TDP algorithm into doing the right thing. The pseudo-code for the resulting Relative TDP
algorithm is given in Figure 5.34. The algorithm uses a helper STN ó Ñ❡❢ å í Ðêé✟✞✓Ñ❷❢➭ð ,
where
✞✢Ñ❡❢
å ❃✳í✦✥✪✩
ö
✥★✧
✫❀❸✽ð
✮
✞❺❹
✥✪✩✻✲å➌è❡❻❅❼☞❽✷✥★✧✹✮
Ð✓Ñ✕❄Öë
Once constructed, the helper STN is fixed. The paths in the distance graph of the helper
STN have the form: í ❉♥➱①é■❉➓❐❃é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é❊❉✎❋❯é ✥✪✩ ð where ● â❆æ , each ❉ ✧✏✮ Ð✓Ñ , and è❾✲å❿✥✪✩✕✮ Ð .
For any ❉ ✮ Ð✦Ñ , and any ✥★✧✷✮ Ð , where ✥★✧✳✲å è , the length of the shortest mixed path
(cf. Definition 5.71) from ✥★✧ to ✥✪✩ having the form í✭✥★✧ é❊❉➁é❃ë❃ë❃ë➵é ✥✪✩ ð , if such exists, is given
by: ✢ í✦✥★✧ é❊❉Üð➀✵ ✢ Ñ❷❢ í ❉➉é ✥✪✩ ð . Except for the possibility of a tight edge from ✥★✧ to ✥✪✩ , any
tight, proper, mixed path from ✥★✧ to ✥✪✩ must have the form í✦✥★✧ é■❉➉é❃ë❃ë■ë➹é ✥✪✩ ð , for some ❉ . Thus,
the algorithm checks for tight edges and tight paths of the specified form.7 Anytime it
finds such an edge or path, it adds a triple of the form ➁✪✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ é ✢ í✦✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð■➂ to the set t . This
information is sufficient to generate the desired constraints needed to trick the General TDP
algorithm into processing the tight, proper, mixed paths required to generate a solution to
the Relative TDP.
5.5.5 Lambda Bounds
Given a relative temporal decoupling, the agents ➮➀➱①é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é❧➮Üì controlling the decoupled
subnetworks ó ➱➵é■ë❃ë❃ë■é ó ì may operate independently. In other words, as long as each agent
7It is only necessary to check ➃÷ÚÜÛ❏⑤ for which there is a tight edge from Ø✦➄ to ➃ . It is trivial to associate
with each time-point the set of tight edges (or “successor edges”) emanating from that time-point, referred to
as ➅❬➆➈➇■➉③➊➌➋❅➍❏➎➏➎★➐➑④ Ø ➄ ⑩ in the pseudo-code for the algorithm.
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Given: A consistent STN ó å í Ð é✌✞✮ð whose time-points Ð are z-partitioned by
Ð❺➱①é❃ë■ë❃ë■é❧Ðsì relative to Ð✓Ñ .
(0) Set t å◗✚ .
(1) Let ✞✓Ñ❡❢ å ❃✳í✦✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫✼❸✽ð ✮ ✞❺❹ ✥✪✩➒✲å✶è❡❻❅❼☞❽✷✥★✧✹✮ Ð✓Ñ✕❄ .
(2) Let ✢ Ñ❡❢ be the distance matrix for í Ð é✟✞✓Ñ❷❢❥ð .
(3) FOR each proper, mixed pair í✭✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð (w.r.t. the relative z-partition specified above):
If there is a tight edge ❶ from ✥✦❩ to ✥❨❁ in ✞ , such that ZPS í✪❶ ð❭➓ ❍ , then add
➁✪✥✦❩
é
✥❨❁
é
✢ í✭✥✦❩
é
✥❨❁
ð✟➂ to t ;
Otherwise, FOR each ❉ ✮ í Ð✦Ñ→➔✼➣✓↔➌↕❏➙❬➛✦➜◆➝✝➞➟➞➟➠ í✦✥✦❩ ð✩ð :
If: ✢ í✭✥✦❩ é❊❉Üð➡✵ ✢ Ñ❷❢ í ❉➉é ✥❨❁ ð å ✢ í✭✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð
and: ❲ ✢ í✦✥✦❩ é è ð✗✵ ✢ í✝è é ✥❨❁ ð★❳✳➓ ✢ í✦✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð
then: add ➁✪✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ é ✢ í✦✥✦❩ é ✥❨❁ ð■➂ to t
and break out of the inner FOR loop.
(4) Run Steps 2 through 6 of the General TDP Algorithm (cf. Figure 5.29).
Return: ✞❺➱ å ✞✡☛
✂ ☎➑➢
é➄ë■ë❃ë■é✓✞✦ì
å
✞☞☛
✂ ☎❊➤ (generated by the General TDP Algorithm).
Figure 5.34: An algorithm for the Relative TDP based on the General TDP algorithm
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➥❴➦
➥✔➧
Lambda bound on edge from ➨ ➦ to ➩ : ➫
Ordinary STN bound on edge from ➨ ➦ to ➩ : ➭➡➯
➨
➦
➲
➨❚➳
➯
➩
➵ ➸
➺
➻
➦
’s Subnetwork
➻
➧
’s Subnetwork
➼
Figure 5.35: An illustration of the use of lambda bounds
➽❡➾
maintains the consistency of its own subnetwork ➚
➾
, then each
➽❡➾
is free to further
constrain ➚
➾
in any way whatsoever without having to worry that it might threaten the
consistency of the global network ➚ .
Now consider the agent
➽✴➪
controlling the leftover time-points in ➶
➪
. Since the time-
points in ➶
➪
are not decoupled from ➚➘➹➷➴➮➬➮➬➮➬➷➴■➚✗➱ , the agent
➽✴➪
may not operate indepen-
dently of the subnetworks, ➚➘➹➷➴➮➬➮➬➮➬➑➴■➚✗➱ . In particular,
➽✴➪
must refrain from adding any
constraints that would impose any amount of additional constrainedness on ➚➘➹✱➴➮➬✃➬➮➬✃➴■➚✗➱ .
However, this does not imply that
➽✴➪
must refrain altogether from adding constraints to
the network.
Suppose
➽✴➪
wants to add a constraint of the form, ❐✪❒✬❮✄❐
➾➀❰✼Ï
, to the network. If
➽✴➪
were in control of the entire network, then according to Theorem 4.33,
➽✴➪
could add such
a constraint if and only if
Ï✠Ð
❮❭ÑÓÒ✭❐✪❒✔➴■❐
➾✪Ô
. In other words, the negative-transpose entry
in the distance matrix Ñ for the global network would provide the lower bound for the
length of the edge that
➽✴➪
wants to add to the network (where shorter edges correspond to
stronger constraints).
In the context of a relative temporal decoupling in which
➽✴➪
controls the leftover
time-points in ➶
➪
,
➽✴➪
must still observe the lower bound specified by the corresponding
negative-transpose distance-matrix entry. However, because
➽✤➪
must refrain from impos-
ing any amount of additional constrainedness on the subnetworks ➚➘➹➷➴➮➬➮➬➮➬➑➴■➚✗➱ ,
➽✴➪
must
also observe an extra set of lower bounds which, in this section, are called lambda bounds.
Figure 5.35 illustrates the use of lambda bounds by the agent
➽✤➪
.
➽✴➪
is considering
strengthening the edge from Õ✺➹ to Ö . If
➽✴➪
controlled the entire network, then
➽✴➪
could
strengthen this edge by adding the constraint, Ö×❮ØÕ✺➹
❰
❮✯Ù (since ÑÓÒ✪Ö❆➴❊Õ✺➹ Ô✠Ú Ù ).
In other words, as long as
➽✤➪
refrains from introducing any loops with negative path-
length, all is well. However, in the context of a relative temporal decoupling in which
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➮➈Ñ must refrain from imposing any additional constrainedness on the subnetwork ó ➱ ,
➮➈Ñ cannot add the constraint è ö❾❉♥➱✻✫ ö✏Û since it would contribute to a shorter path
from ❣ to è . In particular, it would introduce a path from ❣ to ❉♥➱ to è of length ö ä ,
thus imposing additional constrainedness on the subnetwork ó ➱ . This does not mean that
➮➈Ñ must refrain altogether from strengthening the edge from ❉♥➱ to è , only that ➮➁Ñ must
ensure that strengthening that edge does not impose on ó ➱ . In this case, ➮➈Ñ may add the
constraint è ö✄❉♥➱✬✫✼Ü without imposing on the subnetwork ó ➱ .
This section presents theorems specifying necessary and sufficient lower bounds, called
lambda bounds, that the agent ➮➈Ñ must observe to avoid imposing any amount of addi-
tional constrainedness on the subnetworks ó ➱➵é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é ó ì .
Unlike the agents ➮➀➱①é❃ë❃ë■ë■é❧➮Üì , that are only allowed to add constraints among time-points
within their own subnetworks, ➮➁Ñ is allowed not only to add constraints among time-
points in Ð✓Ñ , but also to add constraints that connect a time-point in Ð✓Ñ to a time-point in
one of the subnetworks. Doing so will not impose any amount of additional constrainedness
on the subnetworks ó ➱①é■ë❃ë❃ë■é ó ì as long as the lambda bounds are obeyed.
It is important to keep in mind that the lambda bounds do not represent constraints in the
network; instead, they represent restrictions on which constraints ➮➈Ñ may subsequently
add to the network. In addition, whenever any agent ➮ ✧ adds a constraint to its subnetwork
ó✗✧ , the corresponding lambda bounds for ➮➈Ñ are thereby loosened. In effect, when ➮ ✧ adds
a constraint to its subnetwork, it is restricting its own independence, thus making it easier
for ➮➁Ñ to accommodate ➮ ✧ ’s independence.
As will be discussed in Sections 5.5.6 and 5.5.7, the lambda bounds have natural interpre-
tations when the Relative TDP is applied to the Post-Auction-Coordination and Temporal-
Constraint-Generation problems that were outlined in Chapter 3. For example, when an
agent has an outstanding bid, the lambda bounds specify which constraints the agent can
add to its private schedule without threatening its ability to honor its bid should it ultimately
be awarded. In that case, the bidder is represented by ➮➈Ñ , the auctioneer by ➮➀➱ .
Finding the Lambda Bounds
If an agent controls all the time-points in an STN ó and is concerned solely with maintain-
ing the consistency of ó , then that agent may add any constraint of the form, í✭✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫✼❸✽ð ,
where ❸ â ö ✢ í✦✥✪✩ é ✥★✧ ð (cf. Theorem 4.33). In other words, when contemplating strengthen-
ing an edge from ✥★✧ to ✥✪✩ , the negative-transpose distance-matrix entry, ö ✢ í✦✥✪✩ é ✥★✧ ð , provides
a necessary, sufficient, and readily available lower bound for ❸ .
In the context of a relative temporal decoupling, the agent ➮➈Ñ cannot rely solely on the
negative-transpose distance-matrix entries to determine which constraints it may safely add
to the network. It is not sufficient that the STN remain consistent; ➮➈Ñ must not add any
constraints that would, directly or indirectly, add any additional amount of constrainedness
to the subnetworks ó ➱①é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é ó ì .
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Theorem 5.76 shows that a characteristic set of inequalities hold in a consistent STN
relative to the set Ð✓Ñ , whether or not any temporal decoupling exists. These inequalities
then motivate the definition of the lambda bounds (cf. Definition 5.77), which are com-
putable in polynomial time. Theorems 5.79 and 5.80 verify that the lambda bounds are
necessary and sufficient to ensure that ➮➈Ñ does not impose any additional constrainedness
on ó ➱①é■ë❃ë❃ë■é ó ì . Theorem 5.80 shows that if ➮➈Ñ observes its lambda bounds, then the rel-
ative mergeable constraints property characterizing the relative temporal decoupling will
necessarily be maintained.
Theorem 5.76 Let ó å í Ð é✟✞ïð be a consistent STN. Let í Ð➁ôøî❧Ð✓Ñ ) be a relative z-partition
of Ð (i.e., Ð å Ð ô ✍ Ð✓Ñ , èÝ✮ Ð ô , and Ð ô ➔ Ð✓Ñ å✽✚ ). Let ✞❆❢➵Ñ and ✞✓Ñ❷❢ be given by:
✞☞❢➵Ñ å ❃✳í✦✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫✼❸✽ð ✮ ✞❺❹ ✥✪✩Þ✮ Ð✓Ñ✕❄
✞✢Ñ❡❢ å ❃✳í✦✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫✼❸✽ð ✮ ✞❺❹ ✥★✧✹✮ Ð✓Ñ✕❄Öë
Let ✢ ❢➵Ñ and ✢ Ñ❡❢ be the distance matrices for the respective STNs, ó ❢➵Ñ å í Ðêé✟✞❆❢➵Ñùð
and ó Ñ❷❢ å í Ðêé✟✞✓Ñ❷❢➭ð . Then the following inequalities hold for all ❉✎❋✑é❊❉✎ß ✮ Ð✓Ñ and
❣à❩
é
❣◆❁❭✮
Ð
ô :
í æ
ð
✢ í
❉✎❋❯é❊❉✎ß ð
â ❲á✢ í✭❣à❩
é
❣◆❁
ðþö
✢
❢➵Ñ
í✦❣à❩
é■❉✎❋❃ðþö
✢
Ñ❷❢
í
❉✎ß➃é
❣◆❁
ð❨❳
í✿ä
ð
✢ í✦❣à❩
é■❉✎ß✙ð
â ❲á✢ í✭❣à❩
é
❣◆❁
ðþö
✢
Ñ❡❢
í
❉✎ß➃é
❣◆❁
ð❨❳
í
Ü ð
✢ í
❉✎❋❯é
❣◆❁
ð
â ❲á✢ í✭❣à❩
é
❣◆❁
ðþö
✢
❢➵Ñ
í✦❣à❩
é■❉✎❋❃ð★❳
Proof First, notice that the paths in ó ❢➵Ñ are precisely those paths in ó having the form
í✦❣
é■❉♥➱①é❊❉➓❐❃é❃ë■ë❃ë■é❊❉✎❋■ð or í ❉♥➱①é❊❉➓❐❃é❃ë■ë❃ë■é❊❉✎❋■ð , where ❣❥✮ Ð and ❉♥➱❧é❊❉➓❐❃é❃ë❃ë■ë➹é❊❉✎❋ ✮ Ð✓Ñ . Simi-
larly, the paths in ó Ñ❡❢ are precisely those paths in ó having the form í ❉♥➱①é❊❉➓❐■é❃ë❃ë❃ë➹é❊❉✎❋✽é ❣ ð
or í ❉♥➱①é❊❉➓❐❃é■ë❃ë❃ë■é■❉✎❋❃ð .
Let ❉✎❋❯é❊❉✎ß ✮ Ð✦Ñ and ❣à❩ é ❣◆❁❭✮ Ð➉ô be arbitrary.
(1) Let â ➱ be the set of paths in ó having the form:
ãåä æ✸ç æ✬è
ã✡é
Interior Points in ê❆ë
Interior Points in ê
where the interior points of the subpaths ❣à❩✬ì ❉✎❋ and ❉✎ß ì ❣◆❁ are drawn exclusively
from Ð✓Ñ . If there are no such paths, then at least one of ✢ ❢➵Ñ í✦❣à❩ é❊❉✎❋■ð➵é ✢ í ❉✎❋✽é■❉✎ß ð
or ✢ Ñ❡❢ í ❉✎ß➅é ❣◆❁ ð is equal to positive infinity, in which case Inequality (1) necessarily
holds. Otherwise, let ❈ ➱ be a path in â ➱ with minimal length, in which case:
✂
❈
➱
✂
å ✢
❢➵Ñ
í✦❣à❩
é❊❉✎❋■ð✗✵
✢ í
❉✎❋✽é■❉✎ß✙ð✗✵
✢
Ñ❡❢
í
❉✎ß➅é
❣◆❁
ð①ë
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Since ❈ ➱ is a path from ❣à❩ to ❣◆❁ , it must be that ✢ í✦❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð✬✫ ✂ ❈ ➱ ✂ . Thus:
✢ í✭❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð✄✫ ✢ ❢➵Ñ í✦❣à❩ é❊❉✎❋■ð✗✵ ✢ í ❉✎❋✽é❊❉✎ß ð✓✵ ✢ Ñ❡❢ í ❉✎ß➅é ❣◆❁ ð➵ë
Hence:
✢ í ❉✎❋✽é■❉✎ß ð âí✢ í✭❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ðþö ✢ ❢➵Ñ í✭❣à❩ é❊❉✎❋❃ð✖ö ✢ Ñ❡❢ í ❉✎ß➃é ❣◆❁ ð➵ë
(2) Let â ❐ be the set of paths in ó having the form:
î✸ï ð✡ñ
Interior Points in ò
Interior Points in ò✡ó
ðàô
If there are no such paths, then ÑÓÒ✭õàöå➴❊Õ✎÷
Ô
or Ñ
➪❡ø
Ò✭Õ✎÷✦➴■õ◆ù
Ô
is equal to positive infinity,
in which case Inequality (2) necessarily holds. Otherwise, let ú➀û be a path in ü✎û with
minimal length, in which case:
ý
ú✹û
ý
Ú
ÑÓÒ✭õàö❅➴❊Õ✎÷
Ô✗þ
Ñ
➪❷ø
Ò✦Õ✎÷✦➴■õ◆ù
Ô
➬
Since ú➀û is a path from õàö to õ◆ù , it must be that ÑÓÒ✭õàöß➴✟õ◆ù
Ô❧❰
ý
ú✹û
ý
. Thus:
ÑÓÒ✭õàöå➴✟õ◆ù
Ô❺❰
ÑÓÒ✭õàöß➴■Õ✎÷
Ô✗þ
Ñ
➪❡ø
Ò✭Õ✎÷✦➴■õ◆ù
Ô
➬
Hence:
ÑÓÒ õàöå➴❊Õ✎÷
Ô✠Ð
ÑÓÒ✭õàöå➴■õ◆ù
Ô
❮✄Ñ
➪❡ø
Ò✭Õ✎÷✭➴■õ◆ù
Ô
➬
(3) Let ü ✁ be the set of paths in ➚ having the form:
✂☎✄
✂✝✆ ✞✠✟
Interior Points in
✡
Interior Points in
✡☞☛
If there are no such paths, then ✌✎✍✑✏✓✒✕✔☞✖✘✗✚✙✜✛✣✢ or ✌✤✒✥✙✜✛✦✗✧✔✩★✪✢ is equal to positive infinity,
in which case Inequality (3) necessarily holds. Otherwise, let ✫✭✬ be a path in ✮✜✬ with
minimal length, in which case:
✯
✫✭✬
✯✱✰
✌✲✍✑✏✓✒✥✔☞✖✘✗✧✙✜✛✳✢✵✴✶✌✤✒✷✙✜✛✸✗✧✔✩★✹✢✪✺
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Since ❈ Ï is a path from ❣à❩ to ❣◆❁ , it must be that ✢ í✦❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð✬✫ ✂ ❈ Ï ✂ . Thus:
✢ í✭❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð✄✫ ✢ ❢➵Ñ í✦❣à❩ é❊❉✎❋■ð✗✵ ✢ í ❉✎❋✽é ❣◆❁ ð➵ë
Hence:
✢ í ❉✎❋✽é ❣◆❁ ð âí✢ í✦❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ðþö ✢ ❢➵Ñ í✭❣à❩ é❊❉✎❋❃ð①ë
Definition 5.77 (Lambda Bounds) Given the same setup as in Theorem 5.76, let ✻ be
defined as follows, where ❉✎❋❯é❊❉✎ß ✮ Ð✓Ñ and ❣à❩ é ❣◆❁❭✮ Ð➉ô are arbitrary:
í❑æ ð ✻✮í ❉✎❋❯é❊❉✎ß ð å ✼✑❻✸✽
❢✧✾✑✿ ❢✪❀✧❁
☎◆✆
❲ ✢ í✦❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ðþö ✢ ❢➵Ñ í✦❣à❩ é❊❉✎❋■ðþö ✢ Ñ❡❢ í ❉✎ß➃é ❣◆❁ ð★❳
í❫ä ð ✻✮í✦❣à❩ é❊❉✎ß ð å ✼✑❻✸✽
❢✪❀❂❁
☎✝✆
❲ ✢ í✦❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ðþö ✢ Ñ❷❢ í ❉✎ß➃é ❣◆❁ ð★❳
í Ü ð ✻✮í ❉✎❋❯é ❣◆❁ ð å ✼✑❻✸✽
❢✧✾❃❁
☎ ✆
❲ ✢ í✦❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ðþö ✢ ❢➵Ñ í✦❣à❩ é❊❉✎❋■ð❨❳✿ë
A constraint ❶ of the form, ✥✪✩ ö ✥★✧ ✫ ❸ , where ✥★✧✎✮ Ð✓Ñ or ✥✪✩ ✮ Ð✓Ñ , is said to satisfy the
appropriate lambda bound for ó relative to Ð✓Ñ if ❸ â❄✻☞í✭✥★✧ é ✥✪✩ ð .
Proposition 5.78 Given the distance matrices ✢ é ✢ ❢➵Ñ and ✢ Ñ❡❢ , and assuming constant
matrix lookup time, each ✻✮í ❉✎❋❯é❊❉✎ß✛ð may be computed in ❅ í ✂ Ð➁ô ✂ ❐ ð time, while each ✻✮í✦❣à❩ é■❉✎ß ð
and each ✻✮í ❉✎❋❯é ❣◆❁ ð may be computed in ❅êí ✂ Ð➈ô ✂ ð time. Since there are ❅êí ✂ Ð✓Ñ ✂ ❐ ð different
values to compute for the first type and ❅ í ✂ Ð➈ô ✂ ✂ Ð✓Ñ ✂ ð different values to compute for each of
the other types, the entire set of lambda bounds may be computed in ❅êí ✂ Ð✓Ñ ✂ ❐ ✂ Ð➉ô ✂ ❐ ð time.
Theorem 5.79 Given the same setup as in Theorem 5.76, let ❶ be a constraint of the form,
✥✪✩
ö
✥★✧
✫ ❸ , where ✥★✧❧✮ Ð✓Ñ or ✥✪✩✻✮ Ð✦Ñ . Let ✞ ❛ å ✞✑✍ ❃❏❶ ❄ and ó ❛ å➔í Ð é✟✞ ❛ ð . (In
other words, ó ❛ is the STN resulting from adding ❶ to ó .) Under the assumption that ❶
is consistent with ó (i.e., that ó ❛ is consistent), the following are equivalent:
➬
❶ satisfies the appropriate lambda bound for ó relative to Ð✓Ñ .
➬
✢
❛
í✦❣à❩
é
❣◆❁
ð
å✼✢ í✦❣à❩
é
❣◆❁
ð , for all ❣à❩ é ❣◆❁✎✮ Ð ô .
Proof Suppose ❶ has the form ❉✎ß➵ö✑❉✎❋❷✫✼❸ . (The other forms of ❶ are handled similarly.)
Thus, for ❶ , the appropriate lambda bound is:
✻☞í
❉✎❋✽é■❉✎ß ð
å ✼ ❻✸✽
❢✧✾✑✿ ❢✪❀✧❁
☎
✆
❲á✢ í✭❣à❩
é
❣◆❁
ð✖ö
✢
❢➵Ñ
í✦❣à❩
é■❉✎❋❃ðþö
✢
Ñ❷❢
í
❉✎ß➃é
❣◆❁
ð❨❳✿ë
( ❆ ) Suppose ❶ fails to satisfy the above lambda bound. Then, for some ❣à❩ é ❣◆❁❭✮ Ð ô ,
❸
✐ ✢ í✦❣à❩
é
❣◆❁
ðþö
✢
❢➵Ñ
í✦❣à❩
é❊❉✎❋❃ðþö
✢
Ñ❷❢
í
❉✎ß➃é
❣◆❁
ð①é
which implies that
✢
❢➵Ñ
í✦❣à❩
é❊❉✎❋■ð✗✵ ❸✸✵
✢
Ñ❷❢
í
❉✎ß➃é
❣◆❁
ð
✐ ✢ í✦❣à❩
é
❣◆❁
ð➵ë
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Since the left-hand side of this inequality measures the length of some path in ó ❛ from ❣à❩
to ❣◆❁ (via ❉✎❋ and ❉✎ß ), it must be that:
✢
❛
í✦❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð✠✫ ✢ ❢➵Ñ í✦❣à❩ é■❉✎❋❃ð✗✵ ❸✎✵ ✢ Ñ❷❢ í ❉✎ß➃é ❣◆❁ ð➵é
whence ✢ ❛ í✭❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð ✐ ✢ í✦❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð . Thus, ✢ ❛ í✭❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð ✲å❀✢ í✭❣à❩ é ❣◆❁ ð .
( ❇ ) Suppose ✢ ❛ í✦❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩ ð ✲å❀✢ í✭❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩ ð for some ❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩Þ✮ Ð➉ô . Since each constraint in
ó is present in ó ❛ , ✢ ❛ í✦❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩ ð✸✫ ✢ í✭❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩ ð . Thus, it must be that ✢ ❛ í✦❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩ ð ✐ ✢ í✦❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩ ð .
Let ❈ ❛ be a shortest path from ❣✝✧ to ❣❬✩ in ó ❛ , and let ❈ be a shortest path from ❣✝✧ to
❣❬✩ in ó . Thus,
✂
❈
❛
✂
å ✢
❛
í✦❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩ ð ✐ ✢ í✦❣✝✧ é ❣❬✩ ð ✐
✂
❈
✂
ë
Since ó and ó ❛ differ only in that ó ❛ contains ❶ , it must be that ❶ is on the path ❈ ❛ .
Since removing loops from a shortest path does not change its length, we can assume that
❶ occurs only once in ❈ ❛ . Thus, the situation is as shown below.
❈❊❉
E
❈●❋
❍✜■
❍❑❏
▲
▼✱◆
▼
Now, let ❣à❩ be the latest point in ❈ ❛ such that ❣à❩ is before ❉✎❋ , but ❣à❩ ✲✮P❖❊◗ . Similarly,
let ❣◆❁ be the earliest point in ❈ ❛ such that ❣◆❁ is after ❉✎ß , but ❣◆❁✑✲✮❘❖❊◗ . Note that it might
be that ❣✝✧ and ❣à❩ are the same time-point variable; ditto for ❙●❚ and ❙✩❯ . The picture below
illustrates the situation,
❱❳❲❩❨❭❬✥❪❫❨✸❴✚❵
E
❨☞❛
❱❜❲❩❨
❴
❪❫❨
❛
❵
❱❜❲❩❨
❛
❪❫❨✝❝❞❵
❨
❝
❱❜❲❩❨
❬
❪❫❨✝❝❡❵
❢❤❣
❢❥✐
❨✘❬
❨✸❴
❱❧❦❡♠✱❲♥❨✸❴♦❪
❢❤❣
❵
♣
❱❧♠❤❦♦❲
❢q✐
❪❫❨☞❛❫❵
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where the interior points of the subpaths from ❙☞r to s✜t , and from s✜✉ to ❙✩❯ , lie within ❖❊◗
(by choice of ❙☞r and ❙✩❯ ); and where the shortest path in ✈ from ❙☞r to ❙✩❯ is shown for later
reference.
Now, since ✇②①✲③✠✇☞④⑥⑤⑧⑦✥❙⑩⑨❫❶✧❙●❚✑❷ , we have that:
⑤⑧⑦✥❙⑩⑨❫❶✧❙☞r✸❷✵❸❹⑤✎❺✑◗❻⑦✥❙☞r✘❶✚s✜t♦❷✵❸❽❼✜❸❹⑤❜◗❾❺☞⑦✷s✜✉❿❶❂❙✩❯✪❷✵❸❘⑤⑧⑦✥❙✩❯♦❶✧❙●❚❃❷➁➀ ✇ ①
③
✇➂④➃⑤⑧⑦✷❙⑩⑨➄❶✧❙●❚✑❷✑➅
But we also have, by two applications of the Triangle Inequality to ⑤⑧⑦✥❙⑩⑨❫❶✧❙●❚❃❷ , that:
⑤⑧⑦✷❙⑩⑨➆❶✧❙●❚✑❷✶➇➈⑤⑧⑦✷❙⑩⑨➄❶✧❙☞r✸❷✵❸❘⑤⑧⑦✥❙☞r✘❶✧❙✩❯✪❷✵❸❹⑤⑧⑦✷❙✩❯❃❶✧❙●❚♦❷✹➅
Putting the above inequalities together and canceling like terms yields the following:
⑤✲❺✑◗❻⑦✷❙☞r☞❶✚s✜t♦❷✵❸❽❼❑❸❘⑤➉◗➂❺✘⑦❿s✜✉✷❶✧❙✩❯✪❷➊④➋⑤⑧⑦✷❙☞r❭❶✧❙✩❯✪❷✑❶
whence:
❼➌④➃⑤⑧⑦✷❙☞r✝❶✧❙✩❯✹❷➎➍➊⑤✲❺✑◗❻⑦✷❙☞r✘❶✚s✜t✣❷➎➍➊⑤➉◗➂❺✘⑦❿s✜✉✷❶✧❙✩❯✪❷✹❶
which implies that ➏ does not satisfy the appropriate lambda bound.
Theorem 5.80 shows that if a constraint ➏ is consistent with ✈ and satisfies the appropri-
ate lambda bound, then adding ➏ to ✈ will not threaten the mergeable constraints property
that characterizes a relative temporal decoupling.
Theorem 5.80 Let ✈➐➀ ⑦➑❖➒❶❂➓➔❷ . Let ✈q→➣➀ ⑦❿❖↔→✑❶❂➓↔→✧❷✑❶➉➅♦➅✣➅♦❶↕✈✵➙❹➀ ⑦❿❖☎➙☎❶❂➓➛➙❭❷ be a temporal
decoupling of ✈ relative to ❖❊◗ . Let ➏ be a constraint of the form, ➜❿❚↕➍➝➜➆⑨➂➇➞❼ , where
➜➆⑨❤➟✶❖➛◗ or ➜❿❚✎➟➊❖❊◗ . Let ➓ ③ ➀➠➓➒➡➤➢✸➏➦➥ and ✈ ③ ➀➧⑦❿❖➨❶❂➓ ③ ❷ . (In other words, ✈ ③ is the
STN resulting from adding ➏ to ✈ .) If ➏ is consistent with ✈ and satisfies the appropriate
➩
bound, then the STNs ✈q→✑❶✣➅✣➅♦➅♦❶✧✈✵➙ temporally decouple ✈ ③ relative to ❖➛◗ . Furthermore, if
Property 1 of Theorem 5.69 holds with equality in all instances for the temporal decoupling
of ✈ , then it also does so for the temporal decoupling of ✈➫③ .
Proof To show that ✈q→✑❶✣➅✣➅✣➅❃❶✧✈✵➙ temporally decouple ✈ ③ relative to ❖❊◗ , it suffices, by
Theorem 5.70, to show that ✈❑③ is consistent and that Properties 1 and 2 from Theorem 5.69
hold. That ✈➫③ is consistent follows from ➏ being consistent with ✈ .
To show that Properties 1 and 2 hold, let ❖➉➭➛➀➯❖↔→☎➡➒➅♦➅✣➅✚➡❜❖●➙ . By Theorem 5.79, since ➏
satisfies the appropriate lambda bound, ⑤
③
⑦✥❙☞r✘❶✧❙✩❯✪❷✠➀➯⑤⑧⑦✷❙☞r✘❶✧❙✩❯✚❷ , for all ❙☞r✘❶❂❙✩❯↕➟➤❖
➭
. This
in turn implies that Properties 1 and 2 hold with respect to ✈
③
if and only if they hold with
respect to ✈ . Furthermore, equality in Properties 1 and 2 holds in all instances for ✈ ③ if
and only if it holds in all instances for ✈ .
5.5.6 The Temporal-Constraint-Generation Problem
This section addresses the Temporal-Constraint-Generation problem that an agent must
solve when generating bids in the type of task-allocation auction described in Chapter 3.
This section formally defines the TCG problem, presents necessary and sufficient charac-
terizations of solutions to the TCG problem, and provides an algorithm that an agent can
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➲➳➎➵
➳❤➸
Proposed Activity Agent’s Schedule
Figure 5.36: The pre-bidding situation for the TCG problem
use to solve instances of the TCG problem. The main result is proven by showing that the
TCG problem is a special instance of the Relative TDP in which ➺⑧➀➼➻ .
Let ✈➽◗➧➀➾⑦➑❖❊◗❄➡✤➢✸➚☎➥☞❶❂➓❊◗➪❷ be an STN representing the agent’s private schedule of pre-
existing commitments.8 Let ✈✵➶⑥➀➹⑦➑❖☎➶↕❶❂➓➛➶❑❷ be an STN representing the time-points and
temporal constraints corresponding to a set of tasks in some proposed group activity. Since
the activity is only in the proposal stage, it cannot share any time-points with the agent’s
pre-existing schedule of commitments. Thus, ❖☎➶❽➘➊❖❊◗➋➀➐➴ . Notice, however, that ✈✵➶
and ✈➽◗ both include the zero time-point variable ➚ . Figure 5.36 illustrates the pre-bidding
situation.
Now suppose that the agent is considering submitting a bid on a set of tasks associated
with the proposed group activity. Let ❖
➭
➶➬➷
❖☎➶ be the set of time-points associated
with the tasks that the agent wants to bid on, as illustrated in Figure 5.37. To ensure
that the tasks being bid on do not conflict with its schedule of pre-existing commitments,
the agent must add some set ➓☎➶❥◗ of temporal constraints joining points in ❖☎➶ and ❖❊◗ ,
as illustrated in Figure 5.38. Although in practice the edges in ➓➛➶q◗ join points in ❖
➭
➶
and ❖➛◗ , the analysis below allows the constraints in ➓➛➶q◗ to join points in ❖☎➶ and ❖❊◗ .
Let ✈➮➀➱⑦➑❖➒❶❞➓➽❷❾➀✃⑦❿❖☎➶❐➡❒❖❊◗➣❶❂➓☎➶❘➡➁➓❊◗➮➡❮➓☎➶❥◗➦❷ (i.e., the entire network represented in
Figure 5.38).
Note. The process of generating the constraint set, ➓☎➶❥◗ , is called the Task-Integration-
Scheduling (TIS) problem (Hunsberger, 2002b). There are many possible algorithms for
solving the TIS problem, but they are beyond the scope of this thesis. The TCG problem
discussed in this section does not depend on the manner in which the constraint set ➓☎➶❥◗ is
8The set of time-points in ❰➛Ï is written as Ð✸Ï⑥Ñ➦Ò✧Ó✸Ô to facilitate the analogy with the corresponding
instance of the Relative Temporal Decoupling Problem. The set Ð✸Ï will be the set of leftover points for the
relative temporal decoupling. The constraints in Õ Ï may, of course, involve Ò✧Ó✸Ô .
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Proposed Activity Agent’s Schedule
Figure 5.37: Highlighting the time-points associated with tasks the agent wants to bid on
➲
➳➎➵
➳❤➸
Proposed Activity Agent’s Schedule
Figure 5.38: The set ➓➛➶qØ of temporal constraints for the TCG problem
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generated.
As described in Chapter 3, the agent is allowed to include temporal constraints in its
bid. However, the temporal constraints included with the bid can only refer to time-points
associated with the proposed activity (i.e., time-points in the set Ù☎➶ ). Thus, the agent is
not allowed to simply make its bid conditioned on the entire contents of the STN ✈ .9 The
Temporal-Constraint-Generation problem (cf. Definition 5.81, below) is the problem of
finding a set ➓❊Ú of constraints to include with a bid such that no matter what additional
constraints ➓ ➭ ➭ the auctioneer might add (in accordance with the rules of the auction), the
agent’s STN ✈ will necessarily remain consistent.
The auctioneer is allowed to award any combination of bids that are mutually consistent
and consistent with the constraints in the proposed activity. Thus, from the perspective of
the bidding agent, the auctioneer is, in effect, allowed to add any set of constraints consis-
tent with the constraints in ⑦✕➓➛➶❽➡❮➓⑩Ú➽❷ (i.e., the constraints associated with the proposed
activity and the constraints in the agent’s bid).
Definition 5.81 (The Temporal-Constraint-Generation Problem) Let Ù☎➶ and Ù➛Ø be sets
of time-points such that ➚✤➟❐Ù☎➶ and Ù☎➶✶➘❒Ù❊ØÛ➀➾➴ . Let ➓☎➶ , ➓⑩Ø and ➓➛➶qØ be sets of con-
straints over the time-points in Ù☎➶↕❶❾➢✸➚☎➥✲➡➊Ù❊Ø , and Ù☎➶⑥➡✶Ù❊Ø , respectively, such that
✈P➀Ü⑦❿Ù➨❶❂➓➽❷✠➀Ý⑦❿Ù☎➶➊➡❮Ù❊Ø➣❶❂➓☎➶Þ➡✓➓⑩Øß➡✓➓☎➶❥Ø➦❷ is a consistent STN. Find a set of constraints
➓❊Ú over Ù☎➶ such that:
(1) ⑦➑Ù●➶✱❶❂➓☎➶➤➡❻➓❊Ú➽❷ is consistent; and
(2) for any set of constraints ➓
➭ ➭
over Ù☎➶ , if the constraints in ➓
➭ ➭
are consistent with
⑦➑Ù●➶✱❶❂➓☎➶➤➡❻➓❊Ú➽❷ , then they are also consistent with ✈ .
Notice that in Definition 5.81, ✈ being consistent implies that both ✈➽Ø➧➀➾⑦❡➢✸➚☎➥❥➡➨Ù❊Ø➨❶❂➓❊Ø➦❷
and ✈✵➶➯➀à⑦➑Ù☎➶á❶❂➓☎➶â❷ are consistent. In addition, condition (1) is equivalent to saying that
the constraints in ➓⑩Ú are consistent with ✈✵➶ .
Theorem 5.82 (Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for TCG Solution) Given the same
setup as in Definition 5.81, let ➓❊Ú be a set of constraints over the time-points in Ù☎➶ such
that ✈q→❤➀➧⑦➑Ù☎➶á❶❂➓☎➶✎➡✜➓❊Ú➎❷ is consistent. Then ➓❊Ú is a solution to the TCG problem if and only
if the constraints in ➓☎➶Þ➡➣➓❊Ú entail the constraints in ➓➛ã☞✇ ä✧å , where ➓❮➀P➓➛➶❒➡❻➓⑩Ø➌➡➣➓☎➶❥Ø .
Proof Let ⑤æ→ be the distance matrix for ✈q→ .
( ç ) Suppose ➓⑩Ú is a solution to the TCG problem. By Definition 5.61, the following
imply that ✈q→ is a temporal decoupling of ✈à➀è⑦➑Ù➨❶❂➓➔❷❜➀➃⑦❿Ù☎➶❽➡✶Ù❊Ø➨❶❂➓☎➶⑥➡❒➓⑩Ø➾➡❒➓➛➶qØ➦❷
relative to Ù❊Ø in the case where ➺✓➀➮➻ .
é
✈q→ and ✈ are both consistent.
9This might be undesirable for other reasons as well. For example, the agent might not be allowed to
reveal the contents of its private schedule. In addition, making the bid conditioned on its entire schedule
could greatly restrict the agent’s ability to take on additional commitments while the bid is outstanding.
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é⑦❿Ù☎➶↕ê✚Ù❊Ø➦❷ is a z-partition of Ù➮➀➾⑦❿Ù☎➶➤➡✤Ù❊Ø➦❷ , since ➚➦➟❮Ù☎➶ and Ù●➶➤➘✤Ù❊Ø➧➀➌➴ .
é Since ➓⑩Ú is a solution to the TCG problem, Condition (2) of Definition 5.81 holds.
Since Condition (2) is precisely the Relative Mergeable Constraints Property (cf.
Definition 5.65 in the case, ➺➼➀ ➻ ) which, by Theorem 5.66, is equivalent to the
Relative Mergeable Solutions Property, the Relative MSP necessarily holds.
Since ✈q→ temporally decouples ✈ relative to Ù❊Ø , Property (1) of Theorem 5.69 holds:
⑤➦→♦⑦✥➜➆⑨❫❶✧➜❿❚✑❷✶➇➈⑤⑧⑦✷➜➆⑨➄❶✧➜❿❚✑❷✑❶➎ë✷ì❭í✭î✝ïðï☞➜➆⑨❫❶✧➜❿❚↕➟➁Ù☎➶↕➅
By Proposition 4.29, ⑤à➀ß⑤✎ã . Furthermore, by Lemma 4.42, ⑦✥⑤➉ã✑❷✳✇ ä✧å is identical to the
distance matrix, ⑤➉ã✘✇ ä✧å , for the d-subnetwork ✈➔ã❭✇ ä✧åÞ➀➮⑦➑Ù☎➶↕❶❂➓❊ã❭✇ ä✧åq❷ . Thus,
⑤æ→❃⑦✷➜➆⑨❫❶✧➜❿❚✑❷❹➇➈⑤✎ã❭✇ ä❂å✜⑦✥➜➆⑨❫❶✧➜❿❚✑❷ , for all ➜➆⑨➄❶✧➜❿❚↕➟➁Ù☎➶ ,
which, by Corollary 4.34, implies that the constraints in ➓➛➶Þ➡❻➓❊Ú entail the constraints in
➓➛ã☞✇ ä
å .
( ñ ) Suppose the constraints in ➓☎➶❽➡❒➓❊Ú entail the constraints in ➓❊ã✘✇ ä å . Reversing
the last few steps of the above argument implies that Property 1 from Theorem 5.69 holds.
Since Property 2 is vacuous in the case, ➺⑧➀➮➻ , Theorem 5.70 gives us that ✈q→ is a temporal
decoupling of ✈ relative to Ù❊Ø . Thus, the Mergeable Solutions Property holds relative
to Ù❊Ø (cf. Definition 5.61). Hence, the equivalent Mergeable Constraints Property holds
relative to Ù❊Ø which, as already argued, is equivalent to Condition (2) of Definition 5.81.
Since ✈q→ being consistent is Condition (1) of Definition 5.81, ➓❊Ú is a solution to the TCG
problem.
Corollary 5.83 If ➓❊Ú is a solution to the TCG problem and ò➉➓❊Ú is a set of constraints
over the time-points in Ù☎➶ such that ò➉➓❊Ú is consistent with ➓➛➶❹➡⑧➓⑩Ú , then ➓⑩Ú✓➡➁ò➉➓⑩Ú is
also a solution to the TCG problem.
Theorem 5.82 implies that if ➓❊Ú is a set of constraints over Ù☎➶ such that ⑦✥➓☎➶❽➡❒➓❊Ú➽❷
is equivalent to ➓➛ã☞✇ ä✧å , then ➓⑩Ú is a solution to the TCG problem representing the weak-
est constraints that are sufficient to protect the bidder’s private schedule of pre-existing
commitments against the possibility of the bid subsequently being awarded. Stated differ-
ently, such a solution places the weakest possible constraints on the auctioneer while still
protecting the bidder’s private schedule of pre-existing commitments.
An Algorithm for Solving the TCG Problem
An algorithm for solving the TCG problem is given in Figure 5.39. The inputs to the
algorithm are equivalent to the setup of Definition 5.81. In Step 1, the algorithm sets ó✈ to
the d-subnetwork of ✈ relative to Ù●➶ . By Theorem 5.82, the constraints in ➓❊ã✘✇ ä❂å would
provide a solution to the TCG problem, but one that contains ✇ Ù☎➶✎✇ ô explicit constraints. The
rest of the algorithm is devoted to generating an equivalent constraint set, ➓❊Ú , with fewer
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Given:
é sets Ù●➶ and Ù❊Ø of time-points such that ➚➦➟➁Ù●➶ and Ù●➶Þ➘✤Ù❊Ø➾➀➯➴ ; and
é sets ➓☎➶✱❶❞➓⑩Ø and ➓☎➶❥Ø of constraints over the time-points in Ù☎➶ , ➢✸➚●➥✱➡❒Ù❊Ø , and
Ù☎➶➨➡❜Ù❊Ø , such that ✈⑥➀➧⑦➑Ù➨❶❞➓➽❷❤➀➧⑦❿Ù☎➶➣➡❜Ù➛Ø❻❶❞➓➛➶➨➡✲➓⑩Ø❐➡✲➓☎➶❥Ø➪❷ is a consistent STN.
(1) Let ó✈❽➀➾⑦➑Ù☎➶á❶❂➓➛ã✘✇ ä✧å➎❷ .
(2) Let ó✈❧õ✪ö❩÷❮➀ ⑦⑩óÙ➪õ✪ö❩÷✑❶✭ó➓➎õ✪ö❩÷❂❷ and ó✈✠ø❫ù
→
➀ ⑦⑩óÙ➉ø➆ù
→
❶✭ó➓úø➆ù
→
❷✑❶æ➅✣➅♦➅♦❶ûó✈✠ø❫ù
➙
➀ ⑦⑩óÙ➉ø➆ù
➙
❶✭ó➓úø➆ù
➙
❷ be the
subnetworks resulting from decoupling the rigid components from ó✈ , as described in
Section 4.1 (cf. Definition 4.50). (If ó✈ has no rigid components, then ó✈âõ✪ö❩÷ü➀ ó✈ and
➺⑧➀➯ý .)
(3) Let ➓⑩Úþ➀ ➢✲⑦✷➜❿❚✠➍✶➜➆⑨✭➇P❼✦❷❑➟❘⑦✧⑦❊ó➓➎õ✪ö❩÷✧❷❡ß
ã
➡Üó➓úø➆ù
→
➡➤➅✣➅✣➅ ➡➹ó➓ ø➆ù
➙
❷
✁
❼❜④❐⑤✎➶✱⑦✷➜➆⑨➆❶❂➜❿❚❃❷❥➥ .
Return: ➓❊Ú .
Figure 5.39: An algorithm for solving the TCG problem
explicit constraints. Step 2 decouples any rigid components from the rest of ó✈ , as described
in Section 4.1. By Theorem 4.48, Lemma 4.49 and Theorem 4.53, the constraint set
➓
✂
➀ ⑦✩ó➓
õ✪öð÷
❷
ß
ã
➡Üó➓
ø➆ù
→
➡Þ➅✣➅✣➅✣➡Üó➓
ø➆ù
➙
is equivalent to the constraints in ó✈ , and furthermore, has the fewest number of edges in
any constraint set equivalent to ó✈ . Step 3 of the algorithm simply removes any constraints
from ➓ ✂ that are not strictly stronger than the corresponding strongest implicit constraints
in ➓➛➶ .
Adding Constraints in the Context of Outstanding Bids
In the case of an agent ( ✄ Ø ) having an outstanding bid in the sort of auction described
in Chapter 3, the lambda bounds described in Section 5.5.5 specify which constraints the
agent may add to its private schedule without threatening its ability to carry out the tasks in
that bid should it ultimately be awarded. For example, suppose Bob has an outstanding bid
to do a dish-washing activity between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m. Because the auctioneer (played
by
✄
⑨ ) is, in effect, free to make Bob do the dishes any time between 3:00 and 6:00, Bob
must refrain from committing to a house-painting activity scheduled to run from 4:30 to
5:30. (The lambda bounds preclude Bob from imposing any additional constrainedness
on the dish-washing activity.) However, should the auctioneer subsequently inform Bob
that the dish-washing activity will occur between 3:30 and 4:00, then Bob would thereby
become free to commit to the house-painting activity.
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Figure 5.40: An STN representing dependent dish washing and drying activities
5.5.7 The Post-Auction Coordination Problem
One of the original motivations for analyzing the temporal decoupling problem was that
agents working on a set of temporally dependent tasks must do something to ensure that
the temporal constraints among tasks being done by different agents are satisfied. Three
possible strategies they might follow are: (1) impose additional constraints on the network
sufficient to decouple the tasks being done by different agents, thereby enabling agents to
work independently, without the need for further coordination or communication; (2) de-
couple the tasks being done by some of the agents (so that they may work independently),
while leaving the rest of the agents dependent on them; and (3) create a hierarchical decou-
pling in which each decoupled subnetwork is itself partitioned into decoupled subnetworks.
The first strategy can be realized by a direct application of the General TDP algorithm,
as described in Section 5.4.5. By decoupling the tasks being done by all of the different
agents, those agents are thereby free to operate independently, as long as each maintains the
consistency of its local subnetwork. However, in some cases, fully decoupling the network
may require the imposition of constraints beyond those that the agents are willing to accept.
For example, in the simple dish-washing/dish-drying scenario described in Section 5.4.5,
and repeated in Figure 5.40, the tasks might be fully decoupled by adding such constraints
as
❙✤➇ß➻✘✗ î✚✙✜✛ ✢✤✣ß➻✘✗☎ê
however, it might instead be preferable to give the dish-washing agent
✄
❺ complete free-
dom to select the time for its task, while making the dish-drying agent
✄✦✥
dependent on the
choice made by
✄
❺ . Doing this would correspond to a relative temporal decoupling where
é
➺⑧➀➼➻
;
é the subnetwork controlled by
✄
❺ is: ✈q→❒➀ ⑦❡➢✸➚➛❶❂❙✵➥☞❶✠➢☎⑦✷❙➉➍➤➚➦➇✧✗✝ý❭❷✑❶ ⑦❿➚❧➍➁❙❮➇Pý❭❷✹➥✦❷ ;
é the set of leftover time-points controlled by ✄✦✥ is given by:
Ù➛Ø➹➀ ➢✘✢✩➥
.
While
✄★✥
is waiting for
✄
❺ to make up its mind about when it will wash the dishes,
✄★✥
has less flexibility, and must use the lambda bounds described in Section 5.5.5 to decide
which constraints it can safely add to the network. However, giving
✄
❺ complete freedom
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Figure 5.41: A hierarchical decoupling for a sequence of tasks
might end up giving ✳✦✴ more freedom, too. For example, should ✳★✵ eventually decide to
wash the dishes at time ✶ , then ✳✦✴ could decide to dry the dishes immediately thereafter
instead of having to wait until time ✷✘✸ . When ✳★✵ decides to set ✹ to ✶ , it causes the
corresponding lambda bound for ✳★✴ to decrease, as described in Section 5.5.5, resulting
in greater flexibility for ✳★✴ . Furthermore, it may be that ✳✦✵ simply requires complete
flexibility in making its dish-washing decision; for instance, it may not know when it will
have access to a sink.
In general, the Relative TDP algorithm described in Section 5.5.4 enables a more flex-
ible approach to solving the Post-Auction Coordination problem. In this approach, some
agents are given greater freedom while others are required to be dependent on them. How-
ever, as seen in the above example, when the agents controlling the decoupled subnetworks
further constrain their subnetworks (e.g., by deciding when to execute tasks under their
control), it may translate into greater freedom of choice for the dependent agents as well,
as evidenced by decreasing lambda bounds.
The third strategy calls for a structured, hierarchical approach to the allocation of tem-
poral flexibility and dependence among the agents. To illustrate this strategy, consider the
case of agents, ✳✍✺✼✻✽✳★✾✿✻✽✳★❀ and ✳✦❁ , assigned to do tasks, ❂❃✺✖✻✮❂❄✾✿✻✮❂❄❀ and ❂✜❁ , respectively,
where the tasks are constrained to be executed consecutively within the interval ❅❇❆❈✻✼✸✚❆❊❉ . For
simplicity, we suppose that the tasks have zero duration. In this case, it may be preferable
to allow ✳✍✺ to have complete freedom to execute its task ❂❃✺ at any time within ❅❇❆❈✻✼✸✚❆❊❉ . Al-
though ✳★✾ would be dependent on ✳✍✺ , once ✳✍✺ made up its mind to execute ❂❃✺ at some
specified point, say, at time ❋ , then ✳★✾ could act independently. Similarly, ✳★❀ would be de-
pendent on ✳★✾ until ✳●✾ made a decision to execute ❂❄✾ , say, at time ❍ . Finally, ✳✦❁ would be
dependent on ✳★❀ until ✳★❀ made a decision to execute ❂❄❀ , say, at time ✷■✶ —at which point,
✳✦❁ could act independently.
The simple hierarchy for the above example is illustrated in Figure 5.41. It can be
generated by recursive applications of the Relative TDP algorithm, as follows. First, the
subnetwork ❏▲❑ comprising the time-points ▼❊◆❈✻✮❂❃✺✼✻✮❂❄✾❖✻P❂❄❀■◗ is decoupled (in the case ❘❚❙ ✷ )
relative to the set of leftover time-points ▼✘❂✜❁✿◗ . Next, within the independent subnetwork ❏❯❑ ,
the subnetwork ❏▲❑ ❑ comprising the time-points ▼❊◆❈✻✮❂❃✺✖✻✮❂❄✾✏◗ is decoupled (in the case ❘❱❙❲✷ )
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Figure 5.42: Sample Hierarchy of Partially Decoupled Subnetworks
relative to the set of leftover time-points
➢✘❳❄❨❃➥
. Finally, within the independent subnetwork
✈ ➭ ➭
, the subnetwork
✈ ➭ ➭ ➭
comprising the time-points
➢✸➚➛❶P❳ú→✹➥
is decoupled (in the case
➺⑧➀➼➻
)
relative to the set of leftover time-points ➢✘❳
ô
➥
.
Of course, relative temporal decouplings can be used to generate hierarchies with more
complex structure, as illustrated in Figure 5.42. In general, given an STN ⑦❿Ù➒❶❂➓➔❷ , the
procedure for generating a hierarchical decoupling is as follows.
é First, choose some relative z-partition
⑦➑Ù↔→✑❶✣➅♦➅✣➅♦❶✪Ù●➙➛ê✪Ù➛Øæ❷
of
Ù
and then use the Rela-
tive TDP algorithm to generate STNs
⑦➑Ù✩→✹❶❂➓↔→✧❷✑❶✣➅✣➅♦➅❃❶ ⑦❿Ù☎➙☎❶❂➓➛➙❭❷
that temporally decouple
⑦❿Ù➒❶❂➓➽❷ relative to Ù➛Ø .
é Next, for each decoupled subnetwork
⑦➑Ù☎⑨➆❶❞➓➛⑨✥❷
, choose some relative z-partition
⑦❿Ù☎⑨ →✑❶✣➅✣➅♦➅❃❶✪Ù●⑨ ➙✿❩❡ê✪Ù❊Ø❬❩❿❷ and then use the Relative TDP algorithm to generate STNs that
temporally decouple ⑦➑Ù●⑨❫❶❂➓☎⑨❿❷ relative to Ù❊Ø❬❩ .
é Continue recursively down the hierarchy.
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5.6 Related Work
5.6.1 Separation Vertices
The temporal decoupling problems presented in this chapter are related to separation ver-
tices, as defined by Dechter et al. (1991).
Definition 5.84 (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991) A connected graph ✄ ➀Ü⑦✑❭❥❶✪➏➉❷ is said
to have a separation vertex ❪ (sometimes also called an articulation point) if there exist
vertices ❫ and ❴ , ❫❛❵➀❜❪ and ❴❝❵➀❞❪ , such that all paths connecting ❫ and ❴ pass through
❪ . In this case we also say that ❪ separates ❫ from ❴ . A graph which has a separation
vertex is called separable, and one which has none is called non-separable. Let ❭
➭
➷
❭ .
The induced subgraph
✄
➭
➀➬⑦✑❭
➭
❶✪➏
➭
❷ is called a non-separable component if ✄
➭
is non-
separable and if for every larger ❭ ➭ ➭ , ❭❢❡✧❭ ➭
➷
❭ ➭ ➭ , the induced subgraph
✄
➭ ➭ ➀➾⑦❣❭ ➭ ➭ ❶✚➏ ➭ ➭ ❷
is separable.
If the STNs ✈q→✑❶✣➅♦➅✣➅♦❶✧✈✵➙ temporally decouple ✈ relative to some set Ù➛Ø , then, disregard-
ing edges dominated by paths through zero (cf. Definition 5.16), ➚ is a separation vertex
for every proper, mixed pair in ✈ (cf. Definition 5.71). The time-points in Ù➛Ø need not
participate in any such separation relationships.
Whereas Dechter et al. focus on finding the non-separable components of a fixed tem-
poral network, the temporal decoupling problems presented in this chapter focus on finding
a set of constraints to add to a given network, with the goal of temporally decoupling the
network into independent subnetworks, any of which may be separable.
5.6.2 Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty
When a single agent controls an STN (i.e., has the authority to tighten constraints among
any pair of time-points in the network), it is easy for that agent to maintain the consistency
of the network. For example, when adding a new constraint, ➜❿❚❑➍❹➜➆⑨❤➇ß❼ , to the network,
the agent need only ensure that ❼ satisfies ❼❤✣ ➍â⑤⑧⑦✷➜➆⑨➄❶✧➜❿❚✑❷ (cf. Theorem 4.33).
When different agents control different portions of the network, agents may need to
observe a different set of requirements when adding new constraints to the network. For
example, as seen in Section 5.5.5, when the agent controlling the leftover set of time-points
Ù❊Ø in a relative temporal decoupling adds a new constraint to the network, it must observe
the lambda bounds defined in that section to avoid imposing any additional amount of
constrainedness on the decoupled subnetworks controlled by other agents.
Several researchers (Vidal and Fargier, 1999; Morris and Muscettola, 1999; Morris
and Muscettola, 2000; Morris, Muscettola, and Vidal, 2001) have investigated temporal
networks in single-agent settings in which some of the temporal differences, ➜❿❚✱➍➝➜➆⑨ , are
controlled not by the agent, but by nature. The temporal differences controlled by nature
are called contingent durations, each of which is used to represent some causal process
that an agent might initiate but, once initiated, does not control. For example, I can control
when my web browser begins the process of fetching baseball scores; and I know that on
a good day it will take my browser no more than twenty seconds to fetch the scores; but I
cannot control how long it will actually take.
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Each contingent duration is constrained to lie within some interval of the form ✐ ❼✳→✑❶✪❼
ô
❥
,
where ý❹④à❼ →➒④➞❼
ô
④❧❦ . Thus, associated with each contingent duration is a pair of
edges in the distance graph. The forward edge is an edge, ➏♥♠ , of the form, ➜❿❚â➍❐➜➆⑨➫➇➾❼ → ;
the reverse edge is an edge, ➏
ø
, of the form, ➜➆⑨➛➍❒➜❿❚↕➇ß➍á❼
ô
. The pair of edges, ➏♥♠ and ➏
ø
,
are also referred to as a contingent link. It is assumed that each contingent link corresponds
to an independent causal process.
An STN extended to include contingent durations is called a Simple Temporal Network
with Uncertainty (STNU).10 If an agent must execute a set of tasks that are dependent
on causal processes controlled by nature, as represented by an STNU, then the challenge
for the agent is to select execution times for its tasks such that no matter what numbers
nature assigns to the contingent durations, which cannot be known in advance, the network
will remain consistent over time until all of the tasks are completed. To ensure global
consistency, the agent must not impose any additional constrainedness on nature. If it
is possible for an agent to respond successfully to this challenge, the network is called
controllable.
Strong, Dynamic and Weak Controllability of STNUs. Different varieties of STNU
controllability arise from different assumptions about when execution times are selected
and when information about contingent durations becomes available to an agent. Vidal and
Fargier (1999) define the following:
é Strong Controllability: there exists a single set of execution times for the agent’s
tasks that guarantees that the network will remain consistent no matter how nature
sets the contingent durations;
é Dynamic Controllability: there is a dynamic strategy for selecting execution times
for the agent’s tasks in real time, as information about contingent durations becomes
available, such that the network will remain consistent; and
é Weak Controllability: for each possible set of values that nature might select for the
contingent durations, there is some set of execution times for the agent’s tasks such
that all temporal constraints will be satisfied.
Vidal and Fargier show that the above properties stand in the following relation:
Strong Controllability ç Dynamic Controllability ç Weak Controllability.
Interestingly, although checking whether a given network has the weak controllability prop-
erty is Co-NP-complete (Morris and Muscettola, 1999), checking for the strong controlla-
bility property can be done in deterministic polynomial time (Vidal and Fargier, 1999),
as can checking for the dynamic controllability property (Morris, Muscettola, and Vidal,
2001). Furthermore, Morris, Muscettola and Vidal (2001) provide an algorithm for effi-
ciently executing a network that is dynamically controllable (i.e., for selecting execution
values for time-point variables in real-time, as information about contingent durations be-
comes available, such that all constraints are satisfied).
10Vidal and Fargier (1999) define a Simple Temporal Problem under Uncertainty (STPU) that is essentially
equivalent to an STNU.
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Waypoint Controllability. Morris and Muscettola (1999) define a waypoint controlla-
bility property that generalizes both weak and strong controllability. An STNU is called
waypoint controllable with respect to a distinguished set ♦ of time-points (called way-
points) “if there is a fixed assignment of time values to the [time-points] in ♦ that can
be extended to a solution in every projection of [the STNU].” They show that the defini-
tion of waypoint controllability reduces to that of weak controllability in the case where
the set of waypoints is an arbitrary singleton. Similarly, they show that the definition of
waypoint controllability reduces to that of strong controllability in the case where the set
of waypoints is the entire set of time-points except for those time-points that end a con-
tingent link without starting a subsequent contingent link (e.g., in a chain of contingent
links). The value of having a waypoint controllable network is that it “may be effectively
decomposed into (1) an induced STN involving only the waypoints, and (2) several STNUs
corresponding to the subnetworks between the waypoints” (Morris and Muscettola, 2000).
Morris and Muscettola also show that in certain special cases, being waypoint controllable
implies being dynamically controllable. Finally, they provide an exponential propagation
algorithm that an agent can use in real time when executing tasks in a waypoint controllable
STNU (Morris and Muscettola, 1999).
Safe and Potentially Safe Networks. The goal of the above algorithms is to determine
whether a given network has some controllability property and, if so, to provide a strategy
for executing that network. In contrast, Morris and Muscettola (2000) define safe and
potentially safe networks, and provide algorithms not only for determining whether a given
network is potentially safe, but also for converting a potentially safe network into a safe
network by adding new constraints to the network.
Morris and Muscettola define an STNU to be safe, if “for every valid execution and
for each contingent link, the only effective propagations to the contingent link finishing
point are those that propagate through the contingent link itself.” They point out that safe
networks are necessarily dynamically controllable. Morris and Muscettola provide a poly-
nomial algorithm for verifying the safety of an STNU that is based on the notion of domi-
nance presented by Tsamardinos et al. (2000)—which differs from the notion of dominance
defined in Section 4.2 in that it is tied to the dispatchability of the network (i.e., the ability
of the network to be executed in real-time). They show that checking whether a network is
potentially safe is in ♣❛q and provide an algorithm for converting potentially safe networks
into safe networks. They conjecture that the property of being potentially safe is closely
related to the dynamic controllability property.
Figure 5.43 summarizes the known relationships among the various controllability prop-
erties.
Weak Controllability and Relative Temporal Decouplings. This section shows that an
STNU that is weakly controllable is equivalent to an STN whose contingent subnetworks
are temporally decoupled relative to the set of time-points directly controlled by the agent.
The equivalence depends on modifying the definition of a relative temporal decoupling (cf.
Section 5.5.1) to allow separation vertices other than ➚ .
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Figure 5.43: Relationships among network controllability properties
Let ✈sr✓➀➾⑦➑Ù➪❶❂➓❥❶❂➓ ù ❷ be an STNU that is equivalent to the STN ✈⑥➀➾⑦➑Ù➪❶❂➓➽❷ , except that
the set ➓ ù
➷
➓ contains constraints representing the contingent links in ✈sr . As described
above, the constraints in ➓ ù come in pairs,
➏t♠ : ➜❿❚✠➍➊➜➆⑨➽➇➯❼✳→ and ➏
ø
: ➜➆⑨➽➇➝➜❿❚↕➇ß➍á❼
ô
,
such that ýæ④➝❼✳→❑④➠❼
ô
④✉❦ . Notice that the length of the forward edge is positive, whereas
the length of the reverse edge negative.
STNUs are not allowed to have multiple contingent links terminating at the same time-
point (since doing so would make the STNU uncontrollable). However, multiple contingent
links may start at the same point. In addition, contingent links may form chains. Thus, the
set of contingent links in an STNU form a disjoint set of trees, ✈➔→✑❶✣➅✣➅✣➅❃❶P✈ ➙ , each tree having
a unique root node.
For each tree ✈↔⑨ , let the contingent subnetwork corresponding to ✈ ⑨ be the subnetwork
✈✠ù
⑨
➀ ⑦❿Ù➉ù
⑨
❶❂➓✵ù
⑨
❷ , where Ù❜ù
⑨þ➷
Ù is the set of time-points in the tree ✈ ⑨ , and ➓✵ù
⑨✶➷
➓
ù
is
the set of constraints corresponding to the contingent links in ✈↔⑨ . Notice that, like rc-
subnetworks (cf. Definition 4.50), contingent subnetworks need not contain the zero time-
point variable, ➚ . Let Ù➛Ø be the set of time-points remaining when all of the non-root time-
points from the contingent subnetworks are removed from Ù . Notice that Ù❊Ø contains the
root time-point for each tree of contingent links.
If the definition of a relative temporal decoupling is modified to allow decouplings in
which time-points other than ➚ are permitted to serve as separation vertices, then ✈sr is
weakly controllable if and only if the contingent subnetworks ✈ ù
→
❶✣➅✣➅♦➅❃❶✧✈
ù
➙
temporally de-
couple ✈ relative to Ù❊Ø .11 In such a decoupling, the root node of each tree serves as a
11Thus, a corresponding modification to the definition of the lambda bounds in Section 5.5.5 would allow
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Figure 5.44: A weakly controllable STNU as a temporally decoupled STN.
separation vertex. If the network is temporally decoupled relative to ❷❈❸ , then any path
joining non-root time-points, ❹❻❺ and ❹❽❼ , where ❹❻❺ and ❹❽❼ belong to different contingent sub-
networks, is dominated by a path through the root nodes of the trees containing ❹❻❺ and ❹❽❼ ,
as illustrated in Figure 5.44, where the path from ❹❻❺ to ❹❽❼ (shown as a dashed path) is dom-
inated by the path from ❹❻❺ to ❹❽❾ to ❹❽❿ to ❹❽❼ . For convenience, contingent links are shown as
double-headed arrows in the figure.
Summary. Although other connections may exist between STNUs and the temporal de-
coupling problems presented in this chapter, there are substantial differences. First, STNUs
presume a single agent, whereas this chapter accommodates arbitrarily many agents. Sec-
ond, the contingent subnetworks in an STNU have a restricted form, whereas the subnet-
works that temporally decouple an STN are not restricted. Third, when adding constraints
to an STNU, for example, to make it safe (Morris and Muscettola, 2000), an agent is not
allowed to impose any additional constrainedness on contingent links. There is no nego-
tiating with nature! However, when seeking to decouple a network involving tasks being
done by multiple agents, constraints that impose on each participant may be added if the
participants are willing.
Finally, this chapter presumes that the decoupling is done in advance of execution,
based on the negotiation of multiple agents, whereas the work cited above considers real-
time execution issues, but involves only a single agent. Combining these threads of research
to enable groups of negotiating agents to handle real-time execution issues is also left to
future work.
them to apply to an agent controlling the non-contingent durations in an STNU.
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5.6.3 Other Types of Temporal Networks
One of the most attractive features of Simple Temporal Networks is that the operations re-
quired to maintain them can be done in polynomial time. However, STNs do not accommo-
date either disjunctive or conditional constraints, which limits their applicability. Schwalb
and Dechter (1997) present polynomial approximation algorithms for temporal networks
involving disjunction. Tsamardinos (2001) presents consistency checking algorithms for
temporal networks involving disjunctive or conditional constraints. Extending the work in
this chapter to cover temporal networks with disjunctive or conditional constraints is left to
future work.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis contributes to both the theory and the implementation of collaborative, multi-
agent systems. It contributes to the theory by providing a model of the dynamic func-
tion of group decision-making in collaborative activity. It contributes to the implemen-
tation by providing an auction-based group decision-making mechanism for solving the
Initial-Commitment Decision Problem and a suite of sound, complete and polynomial-time
temporal-reasoning algorithms to enable agents to participate effectively in that mecha-
nism. In addition, the formal analysis behind the temporal-reasoning algorithms extends
the theory of Simple Temporal Networks (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991).
6.1 The Coordinated Cultivation of Group-Related
Intentions
In the context of single-agent activity, the process of intention cultivation is under the con-
trol of a single agent. In the context of collaborative, multi-agent activity, the process of
intention cultivation is more complicated. This thesis presents the CCGI model of the co-
ordinated cultivation of group-related intentions which (1) explicitly represents the general
prohibition against unilateral intention updating, (2) specifies how group decisions estab-
lish obligations that authorize and oblige member agents to update their intentions together;
and (3) shows how the intentions of group members motivate them to participate in group
decision-making mechanisms. By explicating the dynamic function of group decision mak-
ing in the coordinated cultivation of group-related intentions, the CCGI model provides a
unifying framework for the web of commitments to group planning processes specified by
the SharedPlans formalization of collaborative activity.
To reason effectively about the obligations that might be established by group decision-
making mechanisms, such mechanisms must be rigorously defined. This thesis provides
the GDMM framework for rigorously specifying such mechanisms in Dynamic Deontic
Linear Time Temporal Logic (Dignum and Kuiper, 1997). For each mechanism, the spec-
ification includes the classes of declarative speech-acts used in the mechanism and the
conditions under which such speech-acts are authorized. To illustrate the framework, a
sample, proposal-based mechanism is specified and its properties formally analyzed.
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6.2 The Initial Commitment Decision Problem
This thesis defines the Initial-Commitment Decision Problem and specifies a group decision-
making mechanism based on a combinatorial auction that agents can use to solve instances
of the ICDP. In the auction-based mechanism, which is specified according to the GDMM
framework, agents bid on sets of tasks in a proposed activity using temporal constraints in
their bids to protect the feasibility of their private schedules of pre-existing commitments.
The auction thus serves to mediate between computations that are best done locally, by
individuals, and those that require global computations. To participate effectively in such a
mechanism, agents need to solve several temporal reasoning problems. The definitions of,
and solutions to, these problems are the focus of the second half of the thesis.
6.3 Temporal Reasoning for Collaborative Group
Activities
This thesis defines and formally analyzes an important family of temporal decoupling prob-
lems. The basic Temporal Decoupling Problem involves searching for constraints to add
to a temporal network to partition it into independent subnetworks. The Relative TDP in-
volves partitioning a portion of a temporal network into independent subnetworks. The
Allocative TDP involves not only adding temporal constraints, but also allocating time-
point to various subnetworks.
For each type of Temporal Decoupling Problem, the problem is formally defined in
terms of Simple Temporal Networks (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl, 1991), theorems charac-
terizing solutions are proven, and a family of sound, complete and polynomial-time al-
gorithms is given. For the special case of two decoupled subnetworks, a minimal tem-
poral decoupling is defined and an Iterative Weakening algorithm is provided that, given
some arbitrary decoupling, generates a minimal decoupling by iteratively weakening intra-
subnetwork constraints.
The algorithms for solving the different Temporal Decoupling Problems may be directly
applied to the sorts of temporal reasoning problems that collaborating agents must solve.
For example, to generate temporal constraints for bids in the auction-based mechanism,
agents can use an algorithm based on the Relative TDP algorithm. Furthermore, when an
agent has outstanding bids, it is subject to tighter restrictions on the temporal constraints
that it can safely add to its private schedule. These tighter restrictions are specified by the
lambda bounds that this thesis derives for relative temporal decouplings.
The computations associated with generating bids for an auction-based mechanism de-
pend on the size of the temporal network upon which the bid-generation computations
are based. To reduce the burden of bid-generation computations, an agent must be able
to limit the portion of its private schedule of pre-existing commitments upon which its
bid-generation computations are based. This thesis provides an algorithm for finding ap-
proximate solutions to the Allocative TDP that can be directly applied to this problem.
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Evan after allocating tasks to various group members as determined by a successful
instance of an ICDP auction, there may be temporal dependencies among tasks assigned
to different agents. To avoid violating such temporal constraints, agents must be able to
coordinate their post-auction activity. This thesis presents several strategies for doing so.
The first strategy involves adding new constraints to the network sufficient to temporally
decouple the tasks being done by different agents. This method, which enables each agent
to operate independently, is directly related to the General Temporal Decoupling Problem.
The second strategy involves temporally decoupling the tasks being done by some of
the agents, while the tasks being done by the rest of the agents remain dependent. This
method, which allows the agents controlling the decoupled tasks to operate independently,
while restricting the freedom of the rest of the agents, is directly related to the Relative
Temporal Decoupling Problem.
The restrictions on the freedom of the rest of the agents are specified by the correspond-
ing lambda bounds for the relative temporal decoupling. The properties of the lambda
bounds indicate that although the agents controlling the non-decoupled tasks may initially
be restricted in the constraints they are allowed to add to the network, once the agents con-
trolling the decoupled tasks decide when they will execute their tasks, the rest of the agents
may end up having greater flexibility than they would have had under the first strategy.
The third strategy involves applying the second strategy recursively, resulting in a task-
dependency hierarchy that can take advantage of the structure of the temporal dependencies
among tasks in the group activity to provide flexibility to the agents that need it the most.
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Appendix A
Proofs of Theorems for the
Proposal-based Group Decision-Making
Mechanism
Chapter 2 presented a framework for rigorously specifying group decision-making mech-
anisms. The formal analysis in that chapter included several theorems whose proofs are
provided below.
Theorem 2.8 If an agent ➀ believes that a possibly different agent ➀✍➁ made an authorized
declaration of a context-free proposal at some point in the past, then ➀✍➁ did, in fact, do so:
➂ ➃ ➄☞➅✖➆➈➇
➀➊➉❬➋❤➌➎➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✖↕➙➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟●➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➡②➉✮➢▲➉✼➤☞➥P➦P➦P➦
➧
➋
➌
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✖↕➙➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➡②➉✮➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✞➦✖➨
Proof Let ➩ abbreviate ↕➫➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀➎➁✖➉✽➀●➣❤➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦ .
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✽➋❤➌➎➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➩➯➦✞➦
Given.
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➊➉➲➋↔➌
➇❻➳
➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉➲➸
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➩➺➦P➦✤➻➼➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➩➯➦✞➦P➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆
.
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➊➉➲➋↔➌
➇❻➳✤➇
➀✍➁➯➾➫➀●➣★➦➚➻➪➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✮➩➺➦P➦✞➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮➸
➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✮➩➺➦P➦ .
➧
➇
➀✍➁➯➾➶➀↔➣★➦➚➻
➄➹➅✖➆❽➇
➀➊➉✼➋
➌
➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✮➩➺➦P➦
Axiom 2.6.
➧
➇
➀✍➁➯➾➶➀↔➣★➦➚➻❜➋
➌
➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➩➯➦ .
Axiom 2.4.
➧
➋❤➌
➇❻➳✤➇
➀✍➁➺➾➫➀↔➣★➦➚➻➼➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➩➯➦✞➦ .
Axiom 2.6.
➧
➋❤➌
➇❻➳
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽➸
➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➩➯➦✞➦✤➻➪➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➩➺➦P➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮➸
➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✮➩➺➦P➦ .
➧
➋
➌
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆➈➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➩➯➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆
.
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Theorem 2.9 If an agent ➀ believes it is authorized to vote either to accept or reject a
context-free proposal, then ➀ is, in fact, so authorized:
➂ ➃ ➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉❖➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀✔➉✮➀➎➁✼➉✮➸
➇
➀✔➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➔➦P➦✞➦
➧
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✽➉✽➸
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➴➦✞➦✖➉
where ➘ is ➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀✔➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦ or ➮
➅❻➱✿➅✽→
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟✍➇
➀➊➉✽➀➎➁✮➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦ .
Similarly, if the originator ➀✍➁ of the proposal believes ➀ is authorized to vote on that
proposal, then ➀ is, in fact, so authorized.
Proof
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉✘➍✚➏➑➐⑩➒
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✽➸
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✽➉P➘➔➦P➦P➦ Given.
➧
➄➹➅✖➆✟➇
➀➊➉✼✃❐➁❐➻❱✃➭❒❮➻❰✃❄Ï➠➻❱✃❄Ð➠➻❰✃❄Ñ✼➦ Definition of ➍✚➏➑➐⑩➒
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✽➸
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➴➦✞➦
➧
➄➹➅✖➆✟➇
➀➊➉✼✃❐➁❽➦Ò➻❝➨✿➨✿➨❖➻
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼✃❄Ñ✼➦ Distribute belief over conjunction.
Consider each of
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼✃❃➁✞➦ , . . . ,
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉✼✃❄Ñ✼➦ in turn.
Ó For
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼✃❃➁✞➦ :
➧
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉✼➋
➌
↕➙➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➡②➉✮➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✞➦
Definition of ✃❃➁
➧
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉✼➋↔➌➊➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆❽➇
➀➎➁✖➉✽➀●➣✍➉✏↕➫➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦✞➦
Axiom 2.3
➧
➋❤➌➎➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✏↕➙➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞❮➟❤➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣↔➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦P➦
Theorem 2.8.
➧
➋
➌
↕➫➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟✍➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✽➤✦➥✮➦
Axiom 2.3
➧
✃❐➁
Definition of ✃❃➁
Ó For
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼✃❄❒✼➦ :
➧
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉
➇
➀❜Ô
➃
➀✍➁✞➦P➦
Given
➧
➇
➀❜Ô
➃
➀➎➁✞➦
Axiom 2.6
➧
✃➭❒
Definition of ✃❄❒
Ó For
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼✃❄Ï✼➦ :
➧
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉✼Õ➙➋❤➌➊➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✔➉✮➀➎➁✼➉✽➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✽➤✦➥✮➦P➦✞➦
Definition of ✃❄Ï
➧
Õ➙➋❤➌➊➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✼➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀✔➉✮➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✞➦
Axiom 2.4
➧
✃➭Ï
Definition of ✃❄Ï
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Ó For
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼✃✜Ð✖➦ and
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉✼✃❄Ñ✼➦ : Similar to
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➊➉✼✃❄Ï✼➦ case.
The above proof only depended on ➀ being a participant in the authorization (i.e., ➀Ö➾
×
➀➊➉✽➀➎➁✮Ø ). Thus, it is also a proof for second case (where it is ➀✍➁ that believes ➀ is autho-
rized to vote on the proposal).
Theorem 2.10 If an agent ➀➎➁ believes that another agent ➀ accepted a context-free pro-
posal originated by ➀✍➁ , then ➀ did, in fact, accept that proposal:
➂ ➃ ➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✍➁✖➉✼➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞❮➟❤➇
➀➊➉✽➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➡②➉✮➢▲➉✼➤☞➥P➦P➦
➧
➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞❮➟❤➇
➀➊➉✽➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➡②➉✮➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✼➨
Proof Let ➘ abbreviate ➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟✍➇
➀➊➉✽➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣↔➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦ .
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✽➉P➘➴➦
Given
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✘➍✚➏➑➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➴➦✞➦
Axiom 2.3
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉
➳
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒
➇
➀➊➉✽➀➎➁✽➉✽➸
➇
➀✔➉✮➀➎➁✮➉P➘➴➦✞➦➚➻➼➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➔➦P➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉
➳✤➇
✃❃➁Ò➻❰✃❄❒➠➻❱✃➭Ï❮➻❰✃✜Ð➲➻❱✃➭Ñ✽➦➚➻➪➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➴➦✞➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀✔➉✮➀➎➁✮➉✽➸
➇
➀✔➉✮➀➎➁✼➉✞➘➴➦P➦
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉
➳
✃❃➁P➦➚➻Ù➨✿➨✿➨✕➻
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉
➳
✃❄Ñ✼➦➚➻
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✽➉✘➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➴➦✞➦
Distribute belief over conjunction
➧
➳✔➄➹➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✖➉✼✃❐➁✟➦➚➻Ù➨✿➨✿➨✕➻
➳➊➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✼✃❄Ñ✼➦➚➻
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✽➉✘➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➴➦✞➦
Axiom 2.7
➧
➳
✃❃➁➚➻Ù➨✿➨✿➨✕➻
➳
✃➭Ñ❰➻
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀➎➁✖➉❖➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➊➉✽➀➎➁✽➉P➘➴➦✞➦
Follows from same techniques used in proof of Theorem 2.9
➧
➳
✃❃➁➚➻Ù➨✿➨✿➨✕➻
➳
✃➭Ñ❰➻➪➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➔➦
Axiom 2.4
➧
➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✽➀✍➁✼➉P➘➔➦
Definitions of ➍✚➏➑➐❻➒
➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✽➸
➇
➀➊➉✽➀➎➁✽➉P➘➴➦✞➦ and ➍✚➏➑➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆
➧
➘
Axiom 2.3
Theorem 2.11 If an agent ➀✍➁ believes that it is authorized to declare, on behalf of the
group, that the group has accepted a context-free proposal, then ➀✍➁ is, in fact, so authorized:
➂ ➃ ➄➹➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✘➍✚➏➑➐❻➒
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉➲➸
➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮♥Ú
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦✞➦P➦
➧
➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣✍➉❮➸
➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮♥Ú
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦✞➦✖➨
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Proof
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀➎➁✖➉✘➍✚➏➑➐⑩➒
➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✽➸
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮♥Ú
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦P➦P➦✞➦
Given
➧
➄➹➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✮Û●➁❐➻❱Ût❒s➻❱Û➹Ï❮➻ÜÛ♥Ð✏➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➑➐⑩➒
➇
➀➎➁✖➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽➸
➇
➀✍➁✽➉✽➀●➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮ Ú
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦P➦P➦
➧
➄➹➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✮Û●➁✟➦Ò➻❝➨✿➨✿➨✿➻
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✮Û♥Ð✖➦
Consider each of Û●➁✖➉PÛ➹❒✿➉✮ÛtÏ and Û♥Ð in turn.
Ó For
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉PÛ●➁P➦ :
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✼➋
➌
↕➙➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞❮➟➎➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➡②➉✮➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✞➦
Definition of Û●➁
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✼➋↔➌➎➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✏↕➫➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀➎➁✖➉✽➀●➣❤➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✞➦P➦
Axiom 2.3
➧
➋❤➌➎➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✖↕➙➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉P➡②➉✮➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✞➦
Theorem 2.8
➧
➋❤➌●↕➫➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➞➠➟✍➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✽➤✦➥✮➦
Axiom 2.3
➧
Û●➁
Definition of Û●➁
Ó For
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉PÛ➹❒✖➦ :
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✼Õ➙➋❤➌Ý➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉ßÞ➯➽✽à❊➏
➬
➮
➅❻➱✿➅✽→
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞❮➟❤➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦P➦P➦
Definition of Û➹❒
➧
Õ➙➋
➌
➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉➔Þ➯➽✮à❊➏
➬
➮
➅❻➱✿➅✽→
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✽➤✦➥P➦P➦
Axiom 2.4
➧
Û➹❒
Definition of Û➹❒
Ó For
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉PÛ➹Ï✖➦ : Similar to Û➹❒ case.
Ó For
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉PÛtÐ✏➦ :
➧
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉
➇âá
➀ã➾➙➀●➣✍➉✽➀❜Ô
➃
➀✍➁P➦❮➋↔➌✦➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟✍➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣❤➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦
Definition of ÛtÐ
➧
➇✲á
➀ä➾➫➀●➣✍➉✽➀❜Ô
➃
➀➎➁✞➦
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✼➉✼➋↔➌✦➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟✍➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣❤➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦
Axiom 2.6
➧
➇✲á
➀ä➾➫➀●➣✍➉✽➀❜Ô
➃
➀➎➁✞➦s➋❤➌
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀➎➁✖➉✽➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀➊➉✽➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣❤➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦
Theorem 2.7
➧
➇✲á
➀ä➾➫➀●➣✍➉✽➀❜Ô
➃
➀➎➁✞➦s➋❤➌★➷
→✽→✽➅➈➬
➐
➅
➛
➜s➞➠➟❤➇
➀✔➉✮➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦
Theorem 2.10
➧
ÛtÐ
Definition of ÛtÐ
Theorem 2.12 If an agent ➀➎➁ declares, on behalf of the group, that the group has accepted
a context-free proposal, then that agent was, in fact, authorized to make that declaration:
➂ ➃
➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀●➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮
Ú
➇
➀↔➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✞➦
➧
➍✚➏➑➐⑩➒
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉➲➸
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮♥Ú
➇
➀↔➣✍➉P➡②➉✮➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✽➦✞➦P➦✼➨
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Hence,
➂ ➃
➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮tÚ
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦
➧
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆➈➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮ Ú
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦✼➨
Proof Let å abbreviate
➜✕➜
➮ Ú
➇
➀↔➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦ .
➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✞å➺➦ Given
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✍➁✖➉✘➍✚➏➑➐❻➒
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽➸
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✞å➺➦P➦✞➦ Axiom 2.5 (the sincerity assumption)
➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀➎➁✖➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✽➸
➇
➀✍➁✽➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✞å➺➦✞➦ Theorem 2.11.
Theorem 2.13 If an agent ➀ believes that a possibly different agent ➀✍➁ declared that the
group ➀●➣ accepted a context-free proposal, then ➀➎➁ was, in fact, authorized to make such
a declaration and did so:
➂ ➃ ➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✽➋❤➌➎➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮♥Ú
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦P➦P➦
➧
➋❤➌➊➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉
➜✕➜
➮ Ú
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦P➦✼➨
Proof Let å abbreviate
➜✕➜
➮
Ú
➇
➀↔➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦ .
➄☞➅✖➆➈➇
➀➊➉✼➋❤➌➊➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✞å➺➦✞➦ Given
➧
➋❤➌
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉❖➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✞å➺➦P➦ Axiom 2.7
➧
➋❤➌➎➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✼➉✽➀●➣✍➉✞å➺➦ Theorem 2.4
➧
➋❤➌➎➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✟å➺➦ Theorem 2.12
Theorem 2.14 If an agent ➀ believes that a possibly different agent ➀✦æ
➁
made an authorized
declaration of a context-bound proposal at some point in the past, then ➀★æ
➁
did, in fact, do
so:
➂ ➃ ➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✽➋❤➌➎➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀★æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✖↕➙➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➄➯➟❤➇
➀★æ
➁
➉✼➤✍➉✽ç✕➉✽➀➎➁✮➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦P➦P➦
➧
➋
➌
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀
æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✖↕➙➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➄➯➟❤➇
➀
æ
➁
➉✼➤✍➉✽ç✕➉✽➀➎➁✮➉✽➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦P➦✖➨
Proof Let è abbreviate ↕➫➍➔➛
➅➝➜s➄➯➟❤➇
➀
æ
➁
➉✼➤✍➉✽ç✕➉✽➀✍➁✽➉✽➀●➣❤➉✮➡➭➉✽➢❯➉✼➤☞➥✽➦ .
➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✽➋❤➌➎➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀★æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮èß➦P➦
Given
➧
➋❤➌
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉❖➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽è✚➦P➦
Axiom 2.7
➧
➋
➌
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉
➳
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒
➇
➀
æ
➁
➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽➸
➇
➀
æ
➁
➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽èß➦✞➦Ò➻é➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀
æ
➁
➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽èß➦✞➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆
➧
➋
➌
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉
ê
➳✤➇P➇
➀
æ
➁
➾➫➀↔➣★➦Ò➻❱➋
➌
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✽➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✟å❮ë➈➦P➦
➻ì➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽èß➦ í
➦ ,
where å❮ë
➃❧➜✕➜
➮
Ú
➇
➀●➣✍➉✮➡➭➉✽➢▲➉✼➤☞➥✮➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀★æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮➸
➇
➀★æ
➁
➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✽è✚➦P➦
➧
➋❤➌
ê
➄☞➅✖➆➈➇
➀➊➉
➳➚➇✞➇
➀✦æ
➁
➾➶➀↔➣★➦➚➻❜➋↔➌➎➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✞åsë❽➦✞➦P➦
➻
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉❖➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮èß➦P➦ í
,
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➧➋ ➌
ê
➳➊➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀➊➉
➇
➀ æ
➁
➾➫➀●➣★➦P➦➚➻
➳➊➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼➋ ➌ ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✞åsë❽➦✞➦
➻
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉❖➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮èß➦P➦ í
Axiom 2.7 and distribute belief over conjunctions
➧
➋❤➌
ê
➳✤➇
➀✦æ
➁
➾➶➀↔➣★➦➚➻
➳➊➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼➋↔➌➎➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆✟➇
➀➎➁✼➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✞åsë❽➦✞➦
➻
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉❖➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮èß➦P➦ í
Axiom 2.6
➧
➋ ➌
ê
➳✤➇
➀✦æ
➁
➾➶➀↔➣★➦➚➻
➳➊➄☞➅✖➆✟➇
➀✔➉✼➋↔➌➎➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀●➣✍➉✞åsë➈➦P➦
➻
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉❖➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮èß➦P➦ í
Since ➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆
➧
➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➧
➋❤➌
ê
➳✤➇
➀✦æ
➁
➾➶➀↔➣★➦➚➻
➳
➋❤➌➊➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆❽➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀●➣✍➉✞åsë❽➦
➻
➄☞➅✖➆❽➇
➀✔➉❖➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮èß➦P➦ í
Theorem 2.13
➧
➋❤➌
ê
➳✤➇
➀✦æ
➁
➾➶➀↔➣★➦➚➻
➳
➋❤➌➊➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆❽➇
➀✍➁✖➉✽➀●➣✍➉✞åsë❽➦
➻ì➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀
æ
➁
➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽è✚➦ í
Axiom 2.4
➧
➋❤➌
➇❻➳
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒
➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽➸
➇
➀★æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮èß➦P➦î➻➪➛
➅✽→✖➆
➍✚➽
➅
➛
➇
➀✦æ
➁
➉✽➀●➣✍➉✽èß➦✞➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒
➇
➀★æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮➸
➇
➀★æ
➁
➉✮➀↔➣✍➉✽è✚➦P➦
➧
➋
➌
➍✚➏➑➐❻➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆➈➇
➀
æ
➁
➉✽➀↔➣✍➉✮èß➦
Definition of ➍✚➏➵➐⑩➒➔➓
➅✽→✖➆
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